CHRISTMAS SHOPPING
OLD HOUSES vs. NEW HOMES
"That is real silver, Wag. My own Gorham Sterling! You think it makes the table look exciting, too, don't you? It's fun being a hostess in such a beautiful home!"

Entertaining your friends in your own home is fun when you can be a poised, assured hostess. Your Gorham-set table does that for you. There is a distinction about each Gorham pattern unmatched in any other silver...that reflects your own personality and discriminating taste. Place-settings in the finest sterling silver are an all-time investment, for Gorham never loses its original beauty...actually grows lovelier as you use it every day.


Gorham Buttercup (shown at right) bespeaks the grandeur and romance in the lives of Albert and Victoria. This elegant pattern is equally at home in Victorian or modern surroundings.
The Symphony parade

A BRILLIANT NEW ACCOMPLISHMENT IN FINE AMERICAN CRYSTAL at less than pre-war prices
The new sensation in glassware

CHARTIERS

Sympohony

PRESENTS BEAUTIFUL GIFT SETS, STARTER SETS AND INDIVIDUAL PIECES IN FINE CRYSTAL at

less than prewar prices

10-PIECE SYMPHONY ALL-PURPOSE SET
10-inch bowl; 14-inch plate and eight 7½-inch plates with the new flat "coupe" bottoms. In gift carton

Only $4.50

16-PIECE SYMPHONY ENTERTAINMENT SETS
Eight cups and eight 8½-inch divided plates. In gift carton

Only $4.95

3-PIECE SYMPHONY MAYONNAISE SET
In gift carton

Only $1.25

SYMPHONY SUGAR AND CREAM
In gift carton

Only $1.00

*Higher in the West and Southwest.

CHARTIERS DIVISION
16-PIECE SYMPHONY LUNCHEON SET

Four cups, four saucers, four 8 1/4-inch plates and four tumblers. In gift carton Only $4.50

12-PIECE SYMPHONY STARTER SET

Four iced teas, four fruit juices and four tumblers. In gift carton Only $1.95

WHERE TO BUY THEM

Albany, N.Y. ....... JOHN G. MYERS CO.
Atlanta, Ga. ....... RICH'S
Auburn, Mass. ....... LOTUS CHINA & GLASS CO.
Baltimore, Md. ....... HUTZLER BROTHERS CO.
Birmingham, Ala. ....... LOVEMAN, JOSEPH & LOEB
Bloomfield Hills, Mich. ..... PONTIAC POTTERY
Boston, Mass. ....... JORDAN, MARSH CO.
Bridgeport, Conn. ....... D. M. READ CO.
Buffalo, N.Y. ....... WILLIAM HENGERER & CO.
Cleveland, Ohio ..... THE MAY CO.
Dallas, Texas ..... TITCH-GOETTINGER CO.
Dayton, Ohio ..... RIEKE-KUMLER CO.
Denver, Colo. ..... THE DENVER DRY GOODS CO.
Detroit, Mich. ..... ERNST KERN CO.
Flint, Mich. ..... MCLOGAN & AUSTIN
Fort Lauderdale, Fla. ..... BURDINE'S, INC.
Fort Wayne, Ind. ..... WOLF & DESSAUER
Fort Worth, Texas ..... W. C. STRIPLING CO.
Freese, Calif. ..... E. GOTTSCHALK & CO.
Grand Rapids, Mich. ..... HERPOLSHEIMER CO.
Hartford, Conn. ..... G. FOX & CO.
Houston, Texas ..... JOSEK'S OF HOUSTON
Indianapolis, Ind. ..... WILLIAM, H. BLOCK CO.
Jackson, Mich. ..... BECKWITH'S GIFT & FLOWER SHOP
Kansas City, Mo. ..... THE JONES STORE CO.
Lansing, Mich. ..... THE NATIONAL CHINA CO.
Leawood, Ks. ..... B. PECK CO.
Memphis, Tenn. ..... B. LOWENSTEIN & BROS., INC.
Miami, Fla. ..... BURDINE'S, INC.
Milwaukee, Wisc. ..... BOSTON STORE
Minneapolis, Minn. ..... BUTTELL BROTHERS
Monroe, Mich. ..... THE OHIO CHINA CO.
Newark, N.J. ..... L. BAMSBERGER & CO.
Newburgh, N.Y. ..... JOHN SCHROONMAKER & SON
New Haven, Conn. ..... THE EDWARD MALLEY CO.
New Orleans, La. ..... MAISON BLANCHE CO., LTD.
New York City ..... R. H. MACY & CO.
Oakland, Calif. ..... H. C. CAPWELL CO.
Oakland, Calif. ..... KAHN'S
Oregon City, Oreg. ..... J. A. BROWN CO.
Omaha, Neb. ..... D. L. BRANDEIS & SONS
Philadelphia, Pa. ..... JOHN WANAMAKER
Pittsburgh, Pa. ..... RAUFSN LAKE STORES, INC.
Portland, Me. ..... PORTAFRANK, MITCHELL & BROWN CO.
Portland, Ore. ..... MEIER & FRANK COMPANY, INC.
Providence, R.I. ..... SHEPARD COMPANY
Richmond, Va. ..... MILLER & RHODA, INC.
Rochester, N.Y. ..... SIBLEY, LINDSAY & CURR CO.
San Antonio, Texas ..... JOSEK'S OF TEXAS
San Francisco, Calif. ..... THE EMPORIUM
Seattle, Wash. ..... FREDERICK & NELSON, INC.
Silver Springs, Md. ..... THE HECHT CO.
Southern California ..... BROOKLYN DEPT. STORES
Springfield, Mass. ..... LOTUS CHINA & GLASS CO.
St. Louis, Mo. ..... SCRUGGS, VANDERVOORT-BARNEY, INC.
St. Paul, Minn. ..... THE EMPORIUM
Syracuse, N.Y. ..... DEY BROTHERS & CO.
Toledo, Ohio ..... LaSALLE & KOCH CO.
Washington, D.C. ..... THE HECHT CO.
West Springfield, Mass. ..... LOTUS CHINA & GLASS CO.
Wichita, Kans. ..... BUTCHER'S, INC.
Worcester, Mass. ..... DENHOLM & MCKAY CO.
Youngstown, Ohio ..... G. M. McKELVEY CO.

If you are not near any of these stores, mail coupon below.

CHARTERED DIVISION

THE DUNCAN & MILLER GLASS CO.
WASHINGTON, PA.

Please send me the name of store nearest me which handles your Symphony Pattern.

YOUR NAME...
13-PIECE SYMPHONY PUNCH SET
One 10-inch punch bowl and 12 cups. In gift carton Only $4.50

14-INCH SYMPHONY TORTE PLATE
Ideal for hors d'oeuvres, sandwiches, cakes and other serving. In gift carton

FINE QUALITY CRYSTAL AT LESS THAN PRE-WAR PRICES
These are remarkably low prices on fine quality crystal of high styling created by a company with one of the best reputations in the country for beautiful glass—a sensation at any time, but particularly so at the holiday season. See them in the stores listed on the preceding page.

3-PIECE SYMPHONY CONSOLE SET
Flared 12-inch bowl and two candlesticks. In gift carton Only $2.25

6-PIECE SYMPHONY SMOKER SET
Cigarette box and cover and four ash trays. In gift carton Only $1.25

Each set comes to you in a beautiful gift package, ready for you to present.

*Higher in the West and Southwest.

CHARTIERS DIVISION • THE DUNCAN & MILLER GLASS COMPANY, WASHINGTON, PA.
In this issue...

Mrs. John D. Rockefeller, Jr., who died this year, was as knowing a modern art collector as she was a self-effacing donor, especially to the Museum of Modern Art. Her early interest in American folk objects (p. 138) has as its result the unique group at Colonial Williamsburg.

Jean Hersey's talent for plants (p. 143) is as manifest in her book, I like Garden, ing, as in her Spuyten Duyvil house, which contains a lemon tree, a passion vine, a giant orchid. Three trips made with her husband to Guatemala's hinterland produced her book on travel.

John J. Audubon acquired his prime in a rare portrait of his teacher J.-L. David a Dauphin, he is here shown in Guatemala's hinterland purchased from his teacher J.-L. David a Dauphin, he is here shown in a rare portrait owned by Mr. Morris Tyler.

Marion W. Flexner (p. 172), whose mother was also a cooking author, was born to the Southern tradition of good food in Alabama. Her interests include fishing with her doctor husband, 18th century recipes and Queen Victoria, whose young years she has recorded in a biography.

Allmon Fordyce built so successful a living-kitchen for the World's Fair that orders still haunt him. An architect currently designing Roanoke, Virginia's station, he lives in New York (p. 140), applies his perfectionist standards to decoration, sailing, gourmet cooking.

Jean Hersey's talent for plants (p. 143) is as manifest in her book, I like Gardening, as in her Spuyten Duyvil house, which contains a lemon tree, a passion vine, a giant orchid. Three trips made with her husband to Guatemala's hinterland produced her book on travel.
You've never seen—
in all your life—
Christmas Tree Lights like

ON-A-LITE

The lights you place anywhere on the cord

The completely new—the revolutionary
Christmas Tree Lights! At last it's fun to trim
a tree. Simply screw the socket on cord at any place
—and presto—a light just where you want it!
String the cord—trim your tree—place lights
wherever you wish on the cord. Sturdy clips
firmly attach the socket to the branch.

ON-A-LITE is ideal for
front door decorations.
Group lights as you wish.
ON-A-LITE sockets and
cord are safe—tested and
listed by Underwriters'
Laboratories, Inc.

Outline your Christmas wreaths
with ON-A-LITE. On both trees
and decorations if you want
more lights, buying more sets is
unnecessary—buy extra sockets.

On sale at
America's better
stores. If not
available write...

ON-A-LITE CORPORATION • Dept. A • PORTLAND, ORE.

An ON-A-LITE set includes 8 SOCKETS
with globes and 12 feet of cord with
plug for attaching additional sets.
Sockets may be purchased separately
and used on the original cord—up to
25 per cord. $3.95 per set plus tax.
Additional sockets 35c each.

Made by Iron Fireman Mfg. Co.
The "Mouli" Rotary Grater takes the chore out of grating—does away with skinned fingers and broken nails! Just place whatever you're grating in the drum—with the handle on the right or left side to suit you—and start turning! The "Mouli" grates every bit of food directly into the dish you are preparing. And when you're finished, the grating drum comes out for easy cleaning. Another Gift-Tip from the 1,001 handy housewares at Stewart's, Baltimore's outstanding department store.

Reynolds Aluminum Percolator "perks" faster—holds heat and flavor! Made of satin-smooth, triple-thick aluminum and guaranteed for life! Its easy-to-grip pistol handle is made of plastic that stays cool! In two popular sizes at Stewart's, Baltimore's outstanding department store.

6 cup size $5.50 8 cup size $5.95

Set of 6 Individual Simmons Steak Knives with keen Swedish stainless steel blades that make a clean-cut job of any steak! And those blades are doubly hollow-ground to stay sharp for years! Their ivory plastic handles make them fitting company for fine silverware. Solid walnut gift box. At Stewart's, Baltimore's outstanding department store. $6.95 set

Bersted Hair Dryer blows hot or cold air at the flick of a switch! Dries thickest hair in a hurry—quick-dries hosiery or light lingerie—can even be used to defrost a refrigerator! Finished in gleaming chrome-plate with a walnut handle. At Stewart's, Baltimore's outstanding department store. $6.95

Artbeck Gift Set—a trio of time-savers! A baster to baste roasts and fowl, skim milk, separate fat from gravy, water plants! A whip-beater that operates with one hand—whips, beats and mixes cream and eggs! A pan-handler for lifting hot utensils from the stove or oven. At Stewart's, Baltimore's outstanding department store. $2.69

Please send me the items checked below:

- [ ] "Mouli" Rotary Grater
- [ ] Reynolds Aluminum Percolator
- [ ] Bersted Hair Dryer
- [ ] Set of Simmons Steak Knives
- [ ] Artbeck Gift Set

Enclosed find [ ] check [ ] money order [ ] cash totaling $.

Postage prepaid. No C.O.D.'s. Add 2% St. Tax on Maryland orders.

NAME (print)
ADDRESS
CITY
STATE
ZONE
Make it a Silver Christmas

give Guildcraft...

the flatware plated with more pure silver

Guildcraft is so richly plated with pure silver that each precious piece — from delicate coffee spoon to handsome carving set — will keep its gleaming beauty for generations. Admire the deeply sculptured patterns, the perfect balance of these masterpieces of silver plate. And whether you choose ASTRID — a magnificent pierced pattern in the Scandinavian tradition, or CONCERTO — designed to blend with family treasures . . . may all your gifts be Guildcraft. Both patterns are available in 6-piece place settings and all accessory pieces. Complete 50-piece services for eight, in custom-designed chest, $75.00. At fine jewelers and silverware departments.

Guildcraft Masterpieces of Silverplate

A DIVISION OF NATIONAL SILVER COMPANY
NEW YORK • LOS ANGELES • MIAMI
No Cadillac announcement has ever been more significant than the one which appears on this page. For Cadillac, for 1949, presents its creative masterpiece—a wholly new V-type eight-cylinder engine—the highest development yet attained in automotive power. This great engine has been twelve years in the building, for basic development work started in 1936. It has many unusual qualities which set it entirely apart from all other creations of its kind. It provides an amazing increase in power—yet affords an increase in gasoline economy of approximately twenty per cent. It is liquid smooth; it is quick and eager beyond all experience; yet its power is so effortless that the driver is scarcely aware of the engine's existence. The car seems, almost, to move by automatic propulsion.

There are, of course, many other advancements in the new Cadillac in addition to its history-making engine. There is new beauty in the front ensemble; there is a newly-designed, more attractive instrument panel; and throughout the car will be found those refinements which result from Cadillac's unceasing search for perfection.

But the big Cadillac story, for 1949, is performance. It is not only the world's new standard—it is beyond the world's current conception.
SET A SOPHISTICATED TABLE . . . WITH

AMERICAN MODERN DINNERWARE, GLASSWARE, TABLECLOTHS

BY

Russel Wright

IN COORDINATED AMERICAN MODERN COLORS

Here's new, color-coordinated beauty for your table, designed by Russel Wright: American Modern Dinnerware, Glassware, and Tablecloths . . . as a complete ensemble . . . or mixed-matched to your own taste. Whether you buy an entire group . . . or harmonize colors and pieces your own way . . . you'll enjoy a truly modern table of perennial decorative interest.

Order by mail or write for illustrated folder.

Boston Store
of Milwaukee
WISCONSIN

AMERICAN MODERN DINNERWARE IS HAND-MADE BY STEUBENVILLE POTTERY COMPANY
NATIONALLY DISTRIBUTED BY RICHARDS MORGENTHAU & CO., NEW YORK, N. Y.

GLASSWARE SET, 12-pc.: 4 iced tea, 4 luncheon, 4 juice tumblers, in Smoke Grey, Coral, Seafoam, or Chartreuse—$4.95

ABSTRACT CLOTH*: Chartreuse on Grey; Grey on Grey; Coral on Grey; Chartreuse on Yellow.

PLAID CLOTH*: Coral on Grey; Seafoam on Yellow; Chartreuse on Yellow.

TABLECLOTHS*: 54 x 54 in.—$5.95, 54 x 72 in.—$8.95

NAPKINS*: Solid Colors, Grey or Yellow, 13 x 13 in.—$.50 each.

COMPLETE SERVICE FOR FOUR, 23-pc.: 16 pieces Dinnerware, 12 Tumblers, 1—54" x 54" Tablecloth, 4 Napkins—$19.85

DINNERWARE SET, 16-pc.: 4 dinner plates, 4 cups, 4 saucers, 4 bread-and-butter plates, in Granite Grey, Coral, Seafoam Blue, or Chartreuse—$5.95

DINNERWARE AND GLASSWARE AVAILABLE IN COMPLETE OPEN STOCK

*Authentic Russel Wright AMERICAN MODERN tabletop and napkins.
TELEVISION—FOR THOSE DISTINGUISHED FEW WHO INSIST UPON PERFECTION.

Unquestionably the finest television-radio-phonograph combinations produced by anyone, anywhere, the new RCA Victor Berkshire Series instruments represent a veritable triumph of electronics in furniture of unsurpassed distinction. Shown above is the magnificent Regency model, in bleached or traditional mahogany, by Edward Wormley. For a new experience in viewing large-screen television, or listening to truly lifelike reproduction of records or radio programs—AM, FM and short wave—visit one of these fine stores: New York, Liberty Music Shops and John Wanamaker; Philadelphia, John Wanamaker; Pittsburgh, Kaufmann’s; Chicago, Lyon & Healy; Dallas, Titche-Goettinger Company; Los Angeles, Penny-Owsley Music Company; Atlanta, Rich’s; Oakland, Jacksons; others to be announced.

RCA VICTOR Berkshire SERIES
How to get **ADDED DISTINCTION**, **BEAUTY** and **LONG WEAR** for your money!

Judge the furniture you buy by the fabric that covers it! When you choose Goodall fabrics on furniture you know you are buying beauty that will keep its loveliness through years of constant use! And now Goodall offers new textures, new colors, new effects to make today's furniture better than ever. Goodall Fabrics are **Blended-for-Performance** to resist soil and sun... to clean with ease... to pay for themselves in added years of wear. Ask for Goodall Fabrics on furniture at your favorite store.

*Lovely to live with!* Goodall furniture fabrics are color-styled by Dorothy Liebes, "America's First Lady of Textiles." They correlate perfectly with lovely Goodall drapery fabrics, casements and Seamloc carpeting.

*Here's Your Guarantee...* Be sure the furniture you buy has this guarantee tag attached. It is your permanent record of Goodall's **Blended-for-Performance** quality and your guarantee against moth damage at any time.
Live as well as you look! Select well-designed furniture as neatly tailored as the clothes you wear ... like these dining room pieces by Stewartstown, a stunning table, a modern sideboard composed of three sections (one not shown). Jacksons' decorators are skilled in bringing to American homes everywhere the casual comfort of the California way of life.

Habit by Saks Fifth Ave

FURNISHERS OF HOMES

JACKSONS

IN CALIFORNIA: OAKLAND • SACRAMENTO • VALLEJO • WALNUT CREEK
Gift Incomparable

A CAPEHART for CHRISTMAS

This Christmas every family can enjoy the superlative glories of Capehart tone and Capehart cabinetry. For Capehart dealers now offer the amazing Capehart Collection—television-phonograph-radio—in a wider selection and price range than ever before.

So, visit your nearest Capehart Dealer. Inspect such exciting developments as the new Capehart Gravity Intermix Record Changer, equal in mechanical magic to the unique Capehart Turnover Record Changer. View Capehart Television...perfected by the inventors of the world's first practical system of electronic television. Wonder at the incomparable Capehart tone possessed by each and every model in the Capehart Collection—The Capehart Concert Grand...Capehart De Luxe...Capehart Standard. And give your family and yourself the most gracious and acceptable of gifts...a Capehart for Christmas.

Have America's Singing Stars of Tomorrow on "Metropolitan Opera Auditions of the Air," every Sunday afternoon, ABC Network.

"LIVING MUSIC'S GREATEST RIVAL"

The Incomparable CAPEHART

TELEVISION—PHONOGRAPH—RADIO

Created by Farnsworth Television & Radio Corporation, Fort Wayne, Indiana
WALL BRACKETS in a variety of designs and colors from $2.00

Group photographed:
The Ambassador finished in Gold, Mahogany or White. Similar groupings may consist of assorted bracket designs.

Use this bright new fashion, featured by leading stylists, to glamorize your home and to display your treasured curios. Group Syroco Wood brackets over a sofa or a mantel... on your staircase or over a favorite piece of furniture. The charm of Syroco Wood carved wood designs with their richness of color and texture lends elegance to any setting, period or modern. See Syroco Wood Brackets today at better stores or write for the name of your nearest dealer.

© Syracuse Ornamental Co. Inc. 568 S. Clinton St., Syracuse, N.Y.

The Richelieu Ensemble for a decorative accent of elegance.

AVON in Chinese motif.

MANDARIN for Classic beauty.

BAHAMA a Tropical influence.

Write for New Booklet of effective ways to use Decorative Accessories to beautify your home. 10c to cover cost of mailing.

Group photograph:
The Ambasador finished in Gold, Mahogany or White. Similar groupings may consist of assorted bracket designs.

Group photographed:
The Ambassador finished in Gold, Mahogany or White. Similar groupings may consist of assorted bracket designs.
Making fine papers for your Christmas giving and remembering affords us special pleasure, for it gratifies our sense of color and design and makes a break in the routine that marks even so interesting a craft as the making of paper.

Christmas actually comes to our mills in the middle of summer when our people put together the gay offerings from which you now choose; and even before that it was celebrated by our designers and stylists. But they all accept this change of the calendar in good spirit, for they feel (as so many do) that Crane’s Paper is the one gift that pleases all . . . suits all . . . erases many of the question marks on your Christmas list. For no other gift carries so much of quality and good taste . . . or promises so much in return in the form of letters throughout the new year.

So . . . while we are now beginning to think of Christmas 1949, we invite you to go to your stationer and enjoy seeing and selecting Crane’s Papers for Christmas, 1948. In all our 147 Christmases we cannot remember making a better array for your choosing.
Imagine! A "Maid"

Who Washes Dishes for Only 3¢ Extra a Day!

- Yes, in thousands of homes the Hotpoint Dishwasher has taken over the meanest task in the kitchen.
- For this sensational new appliance not only washes your dishes quickly, safely, automatically —
- It does the whole job for only 3¢ more per day than hand dishwashing costs you.

Hotpoint

AUTOMATIC DISHWASHER

No wonder it's called the greatest time- and work-saving appliance ever invented for the home!

- Simply place your dishes in the Hotpoint Dishwasher—turn the switch—and walk away! Hotpoint double washes, double rinses and dries electrically. Dishes come out sparkling—hygienically clean—far cleaner than when washed by hand.
- Hotpoint gives you time-tested, proved efficiency and convenience. Pioneer of the automatic dishwasher, Hotpoint has perfected such famous features as Top Spray, electric drying and the front opening door.
- With top spray and electric drying, Hotpoint does the complete job superbly. With front opening, Hotpoint is easier to load, provides top work surface, and can be installed under counters. Ask your Hotpoint dealer for a demonstration.

HOTPOINT INC. (A General Electric Affiliate), CHICAGO

Everybody's Pointing To

Hotpoint
Where there's pride, there's PRELUDE...made by hand by Viking

Choose yours from the complete display of Viking's lovely new Prelude etched glassware featured in your favorite store

Treasured American Glass

VIKING GLASS COMPANY
NEW MARTINSVILLE, WEST VIRGINIA
Sligh Originals comprise a coordinated open stock group of 21 pieces for bedroom as well as dining room. Original because so many of the pieces—such as the Dual-purpose Drop-leaf Table, the Butler Buffet, the Lady's and Gentleman's Wardrobes, and the Corner Powder Table—contain innovations of design and versatility entirely new and original. Versatile because there are so many ways to use so many of the pieces. Sligh Originals are built of richly finished genuine Mahogany, glorified with African Swirl Mahogany and border inlays of imported Prima Vera. Gorgeous Grand Rapids craftsmanship at its finest. You are invited to see Sligh Originals at leading stores. Look for their newspaper advertising and displays.

The Dual-purpose Drop-leaf Table

is the ideal "starter" piece for your Sligh Originals collection, because it is equally at home in the living room or dining room, where it will be admired for its decorative charm and practical convenience. For entertaining, it hospitably extends to 95 inches as shown in the sketch.

You are invited to send for the Sligh Originals brochure, richly illustrated with idea photographs of America's Most Versatile Furniture.

GRAND RAPIDS CHAIR COMPANY — 1661 Monroe Avenue, N.W. — Grand Rapids, Michigan

Founder Member Grand Rapids Furniture Makers Guild

Associated Companies: CHARLES R. SLIGH CO. . . . SLIGH-LOWRY FURNITURE CO.
A decorative piece that invites admiration... equally at home in modern or traditional surroundings. White-cracked obelisk base has exquisite figures on two sides and trailing willow on the other two — hand incised in your choice of sepia or black. Rust-resistant, chromium-plated mounting in cluster or 3-way indirect fixture. Hand-sewn pagoda shade in sepia, flamingo or chartreuse, trimmed with self braid and white soutache braid. Height 29 inches.

Miss Pennypacker is a bright-eyed miss who leads a double life as a combination pouch bag and doll. She comes in assorted cotton plaids, or plain pastel colors, with the inside of the bag lined in washable plastic material. $1.95 plus 20% tax. Lord & Taylor, 424 Fifth Avenue, N. Y. 17.

A stitch in time kit, no bigger than a lipstick, will come in handy to stop a run, tack a hem or replace a button in an emergency. Made of heavy sterling, 2 1/4" high, it holds needles, thread and a thimble and the price is only $10, plus 20% tax, from Henri Bendel, 10 W. 57 Street, New York 19, N. Y.

All merchandise shown on these pages, editorially or in advertisements, may be ordered by writing directly to stores. Most prefer not to handle cash, so please enclose check or money order. All firms, except those selling personalized services, agree to refund full price of any item returned by unsatisfied readers.
AROUND

Charming alarm in a seven-jewel Swiss movement that will do a gentle but persuasive job on the soundest sleeper. Attractively designed, with radium hands and numerals, it is 3" high. In all chrome finish, $18.60 including tax and postage; with gilt bezel, $22.20. From Harley's Clock Shop, Alman Bldg., Kansas City 6, Mo.

Bells and bottles. What could be more festive for holiday entertaining than these novel cocktail napkins? The Christmasy ones are red, have little gold bells attached. There are also white ones for the bride. The bottle ones come in assorted colors. All prettily fringed, set of 8, $3.95 ppd. Edith Chapman, 168 E. 33rd Street, New York 16, N. Y.

Penny candy—one and a half pounds of old-time favorites—root beer barrels, peach stones, licorice ropes, golden-corn, jaw breakers, lollipops, etc., come in an attractive box, with a cover designed by a five-year-old boy. As much fun for grownups as for children, it's $1.25. Post 25c, W. of Mississippi 40c. Vermont Crossroads Store, Waterbury, Vermont.

“666” COPPER CASSEROLE

A French style casserole of gleaming copper, lined with pure block tin. Handles and knob of snug fitting cover are of brass. For buffet suppers and everyday meals, cook and serve right in it.

1½ quart ... $10.25
2½ quart 13.50
3½ quart 16.45
Prepaid anywhere in the U. S. A. No C.O.D.'s

Bazar Français

666 SIXTH AVE. NEW YORK 10, N. Y.
between 20th & 21st St.

Left—Wedge wood first made these incomparable Queensware Dessert or Salad Plates early in their history and today, as then, demand continues to outrun supply. Modeled in natural leaf shape they are finished in a high, translucent glaze. Solid leaf-green, doz. $22; white, doz. $15. Beautifully made, gracefully fashioned Sterling Silver Candelabra. Height 5½"; spread 8½". Pair $30. Handsome Cocktail Set that makes an exceptional gift. Hand cut and hand polished Crystal in the distinctive Biltmore pattern. Set consists of generous quart-size Mixer with glass stirrer and 6 footed Cocktail glasses. 3½ oz. size. Set $16.50

DISTINCTIVE CHRISTMAS GIFTS, ATTRACTIVELY PRICED

Gaze into your CRYSTAL SUSAN!

See if Relishes and such, served by this crystal Lazy Susan! Chrome frame holds sauce cup and 5 relish dishes firm and keeps them from spinning off. 16" dia... $15.00

Double-Duty Casserole's in your future too! Heat foods in removable pyrex dish, serve in handsome, hand wrought aluminum casserole. Baking dish lid doubles as pie plate! $8.95

Lemasters' 100th ANNIVERSARY 1948

145 East 57 St., New York 22, V. 5-4700

“ST. FRANCIS AND THE BIRDS”

The famous statue of St. Francis, with birds in hand and at base, reproduced in antique-finish lead, 19" high. The Victorian cast iron bird bath is 22" in diameter, 31" high, white, black or Pompeian green finish, FLORENTINE CRAFTSMEN, INC.

479 First Ave. (cor. 28th St.), New York City 16

PLUMMER, Ltd.


Name.

Address

Sikseiniidicamadeiuh ine as cnonoenaae

IT'S A SCOOP!

Exclusive Potter and Mellen scoops and servers, hand wrought in Sterling, each a beauty and so very practical for jellies, nuts, canapés and so many other uses. Rich—and reasonable, too! Each measures approximately 4½" long. Upper left, $10.50; center, $13.50; lower right, $8.50.

(Pot. Tax Inc.) PPD. Order now for Christmas delivery.

Potter and Mellen, Inc.
JEWELERS—SILVERSMITHS

10405 Carnegie Ave., Cleveland 6, O.
Lustrous Silver to own...to give

For you who appreciate the grace of pure, unadorned lines, these three charming sets of Three Crown Plated Silver. Heavy metal bases and triple-silver plating insure longevity and lasting beauty.

The smoker set...tray, cigarette urn, ash tray and match box clip. Use the 8" tray for cocktails, canapes...the ash tray as a coaster. Postpaid, including tax, an outstanding value at $5.95. Additional ash trays, $1.20 each.

The salad set...12" long, superb in its simplicity. Postpaid, $9.95.

De-frost-it keeps food fresh in your refrigerator by defrosting it nightly, automatically! Electricity is turned off just long enough to de-frost, and ice cubes and frozen foods are not affected. Can be used with any refrigerator: just plug in wall and attach refrigerator cord to it. 3¼" x 5¼", AC only, $9.95 ppd. Hamden Enterprises, 157 E. 33 St., New York 16, N. Y.

Holly leaves of ceramic will set off your Christmas candles with a timely air. Use them in pairs on the mantel, or four as a centerpiece. They are hand-made in natural red and green holly colors. 5¼" long; minus candles, $3.95 a pair, postpaid. The Del Hagens of Westchester, 1936 Palmer Avenue, Larchmont, New York.

Jardinieres from England, made of solid brass with decorative embossed ivy-leaf design, are hand wrought, water-tight and lacquered to prevent tarnishing. Perfect for flowers or potted plants, they come in 3 sizes, 4", 5¼", 6¼" in diam. The set of 3 is $10.95 ppd. Jenifer House, New Marlboro Stage, Gt. Barrington, Mass.

YOUR OWN DESIGN
HAND PAINTED, BAKED ON
Water and Alcohol Proof
Lasting as Glass Itself

Send photo or drawing of YOUR home, summer place, dog, garden, etc. We will hand paint in full color on high-ball or old-fashioned glasses and bake to glossy hardness. Will not wash or rub off. Your directions carefully followed. Satisfaction guaranteed. Six for $1.20; a dozen for $6. Postpaid, No C.O.D.'s please. Shipped 10 days after receipt of order.

YOU CHOOSE THE SIZE
314x434" 4.50
5x7" or 8x10" 6.95
11x14" one 13.95

MAIL ORDERS FILLED
H. C. SHARP PRODUCTS, Chattanooga 1, Tenn.

Filigree Frames
GOLD OR SILVER PLATED
Beautiful filigree picture frames by Stylebuilt—ideal gift ideas! Easel back with ring enables you to stand or hang frame. Choose gold or silver plate, guaranteed not to tarnish.

3¼x4¼" 4.50
5x7" or 8x10" 6.95
11x14" 13.95

Mail Orders filled

SUNFLOWER BIRD FEEDING STATION
A Lovely Gift — Especially for "SHUT-INS"

A large variety of birds will come to your window and peck out the food they crave from a SUNFLOWER SEED CAKE. The station is of cast aluminum and moves on a swivel station and cake, price: $3.35. Send check or money order with 10¢ for postage. C. H. Sharp Products, Chattanooga 1, Tenn.
Tube rack. Designed to provide neat, attractive and convenient storage for tubes that collect in bathroom cabinets. It holds six large-sized tubes and stands by itself or can be hung on the back of a door. Made of polished aluminum, $1.29 postpaid from Young Sports, Chester Springs, Pennsylvania.

King and Queen of sugars and creamers are gay, charming and inexpensive prizes for card gifts almost anyone. Demure though she seems, the cream-pot queen basks in the sugary royal ogie. Of the set is only $2.75, postpaid. From Bren Linda Products, 545 Fifth Avenue, N. Y. 17.

Permanent blotter. No more changing of paper in this blotter, for there isn't any. The blotting section is made of an absorbent composition which works for years without replacement, and the top is antique copper. A lifelong accessory. $1.98. ppd. Blocaris, 755 Boylston St., Boston 16, Mass.

Matchless Service
One urn has a lighter, the other is for cigarettes. Tennis-proof silverplate. 9" high. $15 including Federal Tax. Add 2% tax on Illinois shipments Add 3% for postage out of state C. D. Peacock JEWELERS Chicago 9, Illinois

FRISKY COLT
Hand-Carved in Italy
His appealing charm makes him irresistible. You'll fall in love with "Frisky" on sight. A delightful gift for anyone who likes attractive sets or somebody who likes attractive things. He is hand-carved in Italy, has a blaze on his face, a flaxen mane and tail, and black hoofs. Height over 4 inches. Price only $2.00, postage prepaid.

“little joe” WIESENFIELD CO. Dept. B-57 Baltimore 1, Maryland

FRENCH LIMOGES
Table Lighter of fine porcelain, Chantilly bird decor on flower branch, Swiss insert. . . . $12.50
Shell Tray to match, 4". . . . $3.95

NOW SCIENCE GIVES YOU
A BETTER KNIFE SHARPENER

For the perfect hostess . . . Salt and pepper shakers in a graceful design. This set is a handsome addition to any dining room table. An ideal gift for any occasion. Gift boxed. $5.00 A pair ppd. incl. Fed. tax. No C.O.D.'s please

ZAVELLE'S
PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY

Amusing Dog Decanters
They are smart! They are new! They are different! Decanter in shape of a dog has a curling tail which forms a handle, holds a metal stopper in its mouth. Made of imported handicraft glass. Capacity 1 1/2 pts., 9 1/2" tall. $25.00 pair $12.50 each Parcel post not included.
Nantucket Set for Christmas!

Nantucket Rocker and footstool! A charming Christmas remembrance for Her! All mahogany frames, hair-filled cushions and small floral designed coverings in beige. Also available in green or rose floral tapestry. The chair is 34 in. high, 18 in. wide and the seat is a comfortable 15 in. deep. The stool is 5 x 9 in. The two pieces $49.50. Prepaid anywhere in U. S. A.

CUCKOO CLOCK

Something that's been missing for years... replica of a Swiss timepiece... equipped with a real balance weight-winding chain pendulum, with a colorful, bobbing bird. Runs 24 hours without winding. $5.75 prepaid.

Cribbed from the farmyard and embroidered in pink or blue on the finest percale, an engaging chick family struts across a crib sheet and pillow case. Also comes with ducks, rabbits or Teddy bears, in case the young man's (or lady's) fancy turns to these $8.75, postpaid from Léron, 745 Fifth Ave., New York 22.

Musical blocks that jingle merrily when shaken, also teach a youngster how to tell time, how to spell, to count and lots and lots of other things. They're fine for building towers and make a lovely crash when knocked down. 12 sturdy, plastic blocks, with clock hands and "How to" booklet. $3.50, postpaid. Treasure Mart, 545 Fifth Ave., N. Y. 17.

Christmas trimmings.

Strings of Czechoslovakian glass beads return to deck your tree with old-time sparkle. So dazzling you'll be tempted to wear them as a gaudy necklace. Assorted designs come in ten-foot lengths. Silver, $5; red, green or gold, $6.50 postpaid from Austen Display, 133 West 19 Street, New York 11, N. Y.
DECEMBER, 1948

AROUND

Demitasse cups, filled with after-dinner confections, glacé ginger and chocolate coffee beans, are beautifully packaged—all ready for gift giving. Cups, in Georgian design, are eggshell ware by Homer Laughlin with pink and gold or pale blue and gold. $6, postpaid. Dutchess Food Specialties Co., 1945 Park Ave., New York 35.

The Shopping Girl does your remembering for you. Simply flip flag to item needed, and check with the handy pencil. Top sheet is then removed and taken to market with you. Also reminds you to see the tailor, shoemaker, etc. $1 postpaid. Refills, 2 for 25¢. The Raymark Co., 8619A West Third St., Los Angeles 36, California.

It's the law, duly put in its place by satirical artist William Sharp, who knows his court officials and culprits, judges and juries at first hand. Portfolio contains 12 etchings in black and white, 13" x 18", with wit in every line, of such subjects as Order in the Court and Counsel's Advice. $10 a set, ppd. Old Print Exchange, 14 E. 48th St., New York 17.

FOR YOUR CHRISTMAS LIST

This sturdy steerhide belt makes an excellent Christmas gift for your friends and children. Smartly ornamented with brass studs and letters. Any name up to fourteen letters for $2.00 5¢ extra for each additional letter No C.O.D.'s please Postage prepaid

THE PIGEON COOP
1405 New York Ave., Union City, New Jersey

Pepper Mill
Gourmets say ground pepper is better...this attractive wood and silver pepper grinder will bring you the best of one of your favorite condiments.

$7.00
Federal Tax Included
Add 25¢ For Postage
Send for our booklet of gifts.

See the time
... IN THE DARK!

THE ILLUMINATED TRAY lets you see water, sick-room and bedroom supplies, cosmetics, religious objects, toys, telephone dial, etc., in the middle of the night. 2 tiny bulbs illuminate the subject. Consumes 1/12th watt. High polished silver or gold finish. Cost pennies per year for continuous use. 110 volts A.C. or D.C.

PERFECT XMAS GIFT ITEM
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
Send check or M. O. Price $7.98 postpaid Tray only (no clock)
MARSHALL MFG. CO.
22 Webster Ave. Bridgeport 7, Conn.

Useful Gifts of Sterling and Glass

Glass Jam Jar—Hand-cut. Hole in design with stopper and cover. $7.15.

Sugar Tongs 2.75
Relish Ladle 2.75
Mustard Ladle 2.00
Gravy Ladle 4.50
Canape Server 5.50

Exquisite for own home—perfect gifts for all occasions. Hand made Sterling Silver, in simple design, compliments any traditional silver patterns.

Rhea McAllaster
113 East 39th Street, New York 16, N. Y.
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**A Pipe Man’s Pipe Rack**

Dress Everything A Good Pipe Rack Should Do

1. Hangs on wall—contains extra space for pipes.
2. Holds pipes neatly, without damage.
3. Keeps pipes in order.
4. Air flow keeps humidity in the right range.
5. Drawers for accessories.
6. Tie rack for five ties.
8. Chips holder can be used as cable.
9. Large drawer for cards and accessories.
10. Easy to clean.

Pipe Rack $14.50

**Cosmetic Kit**

Ready for mounting needlepoint $2.10

Needlepoint accessories are always in good taste, and so easy to make for yourself...for gifts. Each package includes painted canvas and yarn for completing the design.

Postage Prepaid

Order Today—Check or Money Order

**ASK FOR FREE CATALOG**

**WARD PHILLIPS CO.**

Box 2451-D, Merchandise Mart, N.Y. 10, Ill.

*BOOK RADIO*

Riick, Gold-Tausted Calf Leather

For Living Room, Library, Den.

A gift for the home that gives pleasure the year round. Radio, radio. Offers excellent sound, and metal cabinet that identifies a true fine radio. The finished elegance of the Genuine Calf Leather cabinet will commend itself to any room in your home. It is a perfect gift for the man who loves the radio.

Allison Speaker insures accurate tone reproduction. Golden guarantee with each set. Unique design is authentic reproduction of a set of fine old English bindings, familiar with that of Shakespeare, Trollope, History of Music, on each volume. finest leather throughout—ready to play.

Order today. Written guarantee with each set. Now under $65.00

**WARD PHILLIPS CO.**

“Ante Up” Poker Rack

Ideal for the Head, Slike and Who’s Light Boys

1. A handsome unique wall decoration.
2. Convenient-grip-grooves in quiet, dependable action. No dice game is but a few months old, no dice game ever had such a royal reception among golfers!

Order Now for Christmas! Exclusive “Television Notes” with the genuine Ben Poulter label. Stamping, patterns usually found only in gift boxes—coming at a 1.25.00 or $2.50.00. Order now, the extra heavy quality, in blue, brown, maroon, or green. Specify patterns and colors desired when ordering. "TE” in each package.

No COD’s. Guaranteed satisfaction or money back. BEN POUlTER, Inc. 201 East 41st St., N.Y. 16.

**DUTCHESs FOOD SPECIALTIES CO.**

1924 Park Avenue New York 35, N. Y.

Taste teasers. Auntie Lee’s famous Sweet Cherry conserve, made with pecans, orange, lemon, and big Michigan sun-ripened cherries, is made in the old-fashioned home-kettle way. Jelly and preserve are made with the same wonderful cherries and just sugar. Case of 12 1-lb. jars, at each, 8.25.00. Carl Forslund, Fulton St. E., Grand Rapids 2, Michigan.

**BRASS INITIAL KNOCKER**

Holland with New York sales headquarters

Held in the heart of the Hook, Slice and Who’s Light Boys.

1. A handsome unique wall decoration.

2. Large drawer for cards and accessories.

3. Holds 400 standard-size poker chips.

4. Holds 100 poker chips, in Rich, Cold-Tooled Calf Leather

5. Extra heavy quality, in blue, brown, maroon, or green. Specify patterns and colors desired when ordering. "TE” in each package.

No COD’s. Guaranteed satisfaction or money back. BEN POUlTER, Inc. 201 East 41st St., N.Y. 16.

**BOOK RADIO**

**WARD PHILLIPS CO.**

Box 2451-D, Merchandise Mart, N.Y. 10, Ill.

*Gift Wrapped for Christmas* PARK AVENUE PATTERNS IN LUXURIOUS SILK TIES

Order now for Christmas! Exclusive “Television Notes” with the genuine Ben Poulter label. Stamping, patterns usually found only in gift boxes—coming at a 1.25.00 or $2.50.00. Order now, the extra heavy quality, in blue, brown, maroon, or green. Specify patterns and colors desired when ordering. "TE” in each package.

No COD’s. Guaranteed satisfaction or money back. BEN POUlTER, Inc. 201 East 41st St., N.Y. 16.
**AROUND**

**In the chips!** You'll have a proud poker face when you place this Plastic Chip set on your card table. Smart Lucite carrying case holds six varicolored trays, each containing an ash tray and two rows of chips. Place one before each card player—and they're all set. $18.50 exp. col. Practical Specialties, 395 Broadway, N. Y. 13.

**Lend your ears** glamorous protection from winter winds and frost bite with these nifty earmuffs. They fit snugly, as the head band is adjustable, entirely covered with real fur; the leopard-stenciled ones are water-repellent mouton, $3.95. Genuine Persian lamb (not pieced fur either), $7.95, incl. tax and post. Harold J. Rubin, Furrier, 52 E. 56th St., N. Y. 22.

**Circulate** hot or cold foods, relish, seasoning, sauces, etc., with the aid of a Lazy Susan. This item is made of nicely finished light wood, 16” in diameter, and has a felt pad under the base to protect your table surface. Sensibly priced, too, at $6.95 postpaid. From Gift Sources, 200 West 57th Street, New York 19, New York.

---

**Mais Oui!**

And may we boast a bit about our little highly glazed imported French ash trays? A set of six—a Each individually hand decorated and individually shaped. Each has a different French proverb written on it in French. The hostess who has to be different can be—with these. Approx. 4” x 5” each. Set of 4, $15.90 postpaid.

No C.O.D.’s please

EDITH CHAPMAN
160 East 53rd Street. New York 16, N. Y.

**TRIP NO MORE MY LADY!**

- A NEW, HANDY, BEDSIDE LIGHT

To guide your steps in the black of night! Pick it up, bulb flashes on. Set it down, light goes out. Soft fluorescent glow of special bulb makes this night light easy to find in pitch dark room. Save midnight fumbling and stumbling in child’s or invalid’s room at home or traveling. Three in ice, solid and durable. Standard batteries included. Order today for Christmas gift delivery!

POSTPAID $2 EACH

Soraya, no C.O.D. but your money back if not completely satisfied!

DERBY GIFT SHOP
727 Starks Bldg., Louisville, Ky.

---

**FOR HER EARRINGS**

A charming satin-covered box for 6 pairs of earrings—or, with racks removed, that little Miss may use it for her treasures. Size 3½” x 3½” x 2”. Available in pink, peach, rose and blue. $1.75 postpaid.

Sorry, no C.O.D.’s. Prompt shipment.

Kurt Products
5 Myrtle Street
White Plains 1, N. Y.

---

**Wall Coin Bank**

CHARMING WALL RACK WITH A PURPOSE

It will be a delightful, convenient reminder for your spare change! Holds up to 1000 coins. (With coin slot above, the ideal for budget, family or just plain saving. Bank is detachable.) Size 11” x 16” $18.40 Eric Chaps.商户

Check money order no C.O.D.’s please.

**NEW! PRETTY COVERS for CIGARETTE CASE and COMPACT**

Now you can protect your compact and cigarette case against unsightly marks and scratches with lovely, decorative covers that match your accessories. Casual or formal, these made of beautiful jacquard faille in colors to find in pitch dark room. Saves midnight fumbling—no danger to children. A truly original gift idea! $1.00 each. Three for $2.50. Send money, stating color desired, to MEREDITH, INC., 1022 Grey Avenue, Evanston, Illinois

**KNOTTING NEEDLE CASE**

Made of richly beautiful, heavy-duty plastic. Your choice of pastel green, blue, pink or black with white cap. No more broken needles or danger to children. A truly original gift idea! $1.00 each. Three for $2.00. Send money, stating color desired, to DERMAC CO., Dept. B, 924 East Juneau Ave., Milwaukee 2, Wisconsin
FOUNTAINS of LIGHT

The importance of your room will be emphasised and its beauty greatly enhanced by these glamorous electroplated fountain lamps. Each lamp has 27 sparkling glass crystal prisms spreading out over a gold plated base. Just the thing for the cre- denza, mantel, conservatory table, etc. Complete with bulbs. Height overall 16½".

$13.95 the pair, postpaid

MARCOS SALES, Dept. G.
2554 Decatur Ave.
Bran, N. Y.

PREVENT FIRES! SAVE LIVES!

A TREASURED "LIFETIME GIFT"

A real SAFETY ash tray that's beautiful. No snuffing - just "pork" cigarette. Can't fall, roll out or burn past shot. Protects furniture, rugs. Solid brass, heavily chrome plated. Attractively packed.


MAIL THIS COUPON

PARKITSAFE COMPANY
910 Lincoln Rd., Miami Beach, Fla.

Please send PARKITSAFES
Size "A" at $2.15
Size "B" at $3.15
Bridge sets of 4 (size "A" only) at $8.30

IN SILVER STEEL
Size "A" $12.00
Size "B" $20.00
Tax Included

Name ____________________________
Street & No. _____________________
City _____________________________
State ____________________________

STERLING SILVER
CARVING SET and PIE SERVER

Attractive gift to be cherished always. Gracefully patterned CARVING KNIFE and FORK.

Knife 10" with Stainless Steel Blade
Matching Pie Server 5½" with Stainless Steel Blade

For Oval Faucets
$8.95
For Round Faucets
$5.95

Designed to slip on under faucets. Complete with instructions. Guaranteed to fit smooth or threaded, round or oval faucets.

For Oval Faucets
Faucet-size bushing included
For Round Faucets
Threaded bushing included

WASHING MACHINE HOSE $1.95
Cartridge valve is standard, chrome. Not available in silver. A real value.

GOLD RINGS
GUARANTEED TO FIT SMOOTH or THREADED, ROUND or OVAL FAUCETS

$3.95 ea. $7.50 set of 2

Perfect for any home. Complete with instructions. Guaranteed to fit every faucet. Save $15 to $20 in expensive material and plumbing charges. Fits your faucets into combination faucet instantly - no tools required - a child can do it. Available in gold, silver, brass or chrome.)

SCLEROSIS problems
"For general use."

For General Use
$9.00

Beautifully constructed in aluminum, chased gold-tone finish. Here is a really different Ball Pen that EVERYBODY needs. Just press down one of the color indicators and you're ready to write in desired color...smoothly and evenly. Yes, this is truly the aristocrat of Ball Pens...the perfect gift.

Order now for prompt delivery. Send check or money order, postpaid, or order COD. plus postage. 7-day Money Back Guarantee.

HARDWARE SPECIALTY CO.
Dept. H6
Harford, Ind.

U-Fly-It is a replica of a regular airplane dashboard. Pull wheel up and the pictured plane gains altitude—push it down and it dives. Turn for right or left bank. Microphone, earphones, gyro compass and air speed indicator make it a realistic toy. Clamps to chair, table, or window sill. $3.95, post. 15c. Macy's, Herald Sq., N. Y. 1.

Pinocchio and Geppetto. The old doll maker of Italian legend fame is shown seated on a stool at his work bench putting the finishing touches on Pinocchio. They're Paquita dolls, of wood, hand carved and colorfully dressed. Perfect for a child's room or collector's shelf. $12. F. A. O. Schwarz, 745 Fifth Ave., N. Y. 22, N. Y.

Let's sked! Something new for sportsters of any age is a "sked," combination ski and sled. Designed as a ski-trainer as well as just plain snow fun, it has a handle bar support which also helps balance, and it can be steered and braked. $13.95 ppd. Poloron Products, Inc., New Rochelle, New York.

American girl doll. A Treasured Lifetime Gift. From the Heart of the Pennsylvania Dutch Country. Quaint, attractive ...and a bright idea for Christmas giving ...are these colorful place mats and other unusual gifts, send 10c for complete literature on these and other unusual gifts, send 10c for immediate shipment order, postage paid, or order COD. you pay postage. (Note above)

910 LINCOLN RD., MIAMI BEACH, FLA.

FOR COMPLETE LITERATURE on these and other unusual gifts, send 10c to cover postage and handling.

WILLIAMSBURG BLACKSMITHS
2 Post Lane, Williamsburg, Mass.

FOR IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT order direct from this ad. Satisfaction guaranteed.

A TREASURED "LIFETIME GIFT"

A real SAFETY ash tray that's beautiful. No snuffing - just "pork" cigarette. Can't fall, roll out or burn past shot. Protects furniture, rugs. Solid brass, heavily chrome plated. Attractively packed.


MAIL THIS COUPON

PARKITSAFE COMPANY
910 Lincoln Rd., Miami Beach, Fla.

Please send PARKITSAFES
Size "A" at $2.15
Size "B" at $3.15
Bridge sets of 4 (size "A" only) at $8.30

IN SILVER STEEL
Size "A" $12.00
Size "B" $20.00
Tax Included

Name ____________________________
Street & No. _____________________
City _____________________________
State ____________________________

CHROMED BRASS WATER MIXER

For Oval Faucets
For Round Faucets
$1.59
$1.59

GUARANTEED TO FIT SMOOTH or THREADED, ROUND or OVAL FAUCETS

For Oval Faucets
Faucet-size bushing included
For Round Faucets
Threaded bushing included

COMPLETE ADDITIONAL SUPPLIES AVAILABLE (see on coupon)

NEW! DIFFERENT! TRI-COLOUR BALL PEN WRITES RED
WRITES GREEN
WRITES BLUE

Only $2.00

COMPLETE ADDITIONAL SUPPLIES AVAILABLE (see on coupon) (only color)

Glamorously Packaged
Gold or Marine
Value Box

BEAUTIFULLY CONSTRUCTED IN ALUMINUM, CHASED GOLD-TONE FINISH. HERE IS A REALLY DIFFERENT BALL PEN THAT EVERYBODY NEEDS. JUST PRESS DOWN ONE OF THE COLOR INDICATORS AND YOU'RE READY TO WRITE IN DESIRED COLOR...SMOOTHLY AND EVENLY. YES, THIS IS TRULY THE ARISTOCRAT OF BALL PENS...THE PERFECT GIFT.

Order now for prompt delivery. Send check or money order, postpaid, or order COD. plus postage. 7-day Money Back Guarantee.

ROBERT-MICHAEL, INC.
362 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y.

SHOPPING AROUND
Capture the charm of an Eighteenth Century French Chateau with Touraine, by Drexel . . . Find new glamour for your bedroom in the precious Brittany fruitwood finish, new color possibilities in its rich honey hue, and new delight for your eye in this lovely design, with the smoothly flowing, richly carved detail, so well loved by the courtiers of Louis XV.

Look for more than beauty in Touraine by Drexel. Look for all the cabinet-maker details which make furniture by Drexel the finest that craftsmanship can build — dovetailed, center-guided drawers that open with a feather touch, sturdy, three-ply dust-proofing, and gleaming, hand-rubbed finish.

See Touraine, by Drexel, in the fascinating new Brittany fruitwood finish, at fine department and furniture stores. Look for the "by Drexel" brandmark — your proof of superior craftsmanship.

Write today for booklets: "Traditional" — 20 pages — 10c in coin only; "Precedent" — 27 pages in full color of Drexel's new modern furniture — 25c in coin only. Address: 572 Huffman Road, Drexel, N. C.
... and all through the house

(Those Heavenly Carpets by LEES)

The most beautiful things in life should be the things you live with every day. Fine carpet—for instance—handsomely styled and richly loomed by Lees from imported wool. A wide choice of colors, patterns and textures in a complete price range. The carpet shown is Firenaze.
SHOPPING AROUND

“Miss Careless” wears a bandage on her paw because she forgot to look both ways before crossing a street. She should be a good influence in the nursery as well as being cuddlesome and cute. 6” tall; gingham-covered and cellophane-wrapped. $1. ppd. The House of Campbell, 390 Wal-tham St., W. Newton 65, Mass.

Pencil case of tan leather is hand-painted with a little boy or girl design in bright colors and personalized with child’s first name. The zipper closing secures pencils safely inside. Cross lots of small fry off your list with this one, only $1.25 plus 15c post. Evelyn Reed, 538 Madison Ave., New York 22.

Grand baby piano has a chromatic scale with black and white keys that play. It adds a pleasant musical note to the playroom, has a folder of simple sheet music for some serious musicianship. 12” long, of plastic in red, yellow, blue, pink or brown. $2.98 plus 30c postage. Made of finest Neoprene and brass; no moving parts. Sold exclusively by BYOCK & WILLIAMS, Interiors 95 Halcyon Street Dept. H Newark 2, N. J.

“Miss Careless” wears a bandage on her paw because she forgot to look both ways before crossing a street. She should be a good influence in the nursery as well as being cuddlesome and cute. 6” tall; gingham-covered and cellophane-wrapped. $1. ppd. The House of Campbell, 390 Wal-tham St., W. Newton 65, Mass.

Pencil case of tan leather is hand-painted with a little boy or girl design in bright colors and personalized with child’s first name. The zipper closing secures pencils safely inside. Cross lots of small fry off your list with this one, only $1.25 plus 15c post. Evelyn Reed, 538 Madison Ave., New York 22.

Grand baby piano has a chromatic scale with black and white keys that play. It adds a pleasant musical note to the playroom, has a folder of simple sheet music for some serious musicianship. 12” long, of plastic in red, yellow, blue, pink or brown. $2.98 plus 30c postage. Made of finest Neoprene and brass; no moving parts. Sold exclusively by BYOCK & WILLIAMS, Interiors 95 Halcyon Street Dept. H Newark 2, N. J.

“Miss Careless” wears a bandage on her paw because she forgot to look both ways before crossing a street. She should be a good influence in the nursery as well as being cuddlesome and cute. 6” tall; gingham-covered and cellophane-wrapped. $1. ppd. The House of Campbell, 390 Wal-tham St., W. Newton 65, Mass.

Pencil case of tan leather is hand-painted with a little boy or girl design in bright colors and personalized with child’s first name. The zipper closing secures pencils safely inside. Cross lots of small fry off your list with this one, only $1.25 plus 15c post. Evelyn Reed, 538 Madison Ave., New York 22.

Grand baby piano has a chromatic scale with black and white keys that play. It adds a pleasant musical note to the playroom, has a folder of simple sheet music for some serious musicianship. 12” long, of plastic in red, yellow, blue, pink or brown. $2.98 plus 30c postage. Made of finest Neoprene and brass; no moving parts. Sold exclusively by BYOCK & WILLIAMS, Interiors 95 Halcyon Street Dept. H Newark 2, N. J.
THE SCREEN: Solid brass, full bound 1" channel frame with brass handles, knobs, and hinge caps. Mesh black screen in 50" x 23" center panel and 30" x 13" end panels. $10.50

THE ANDIRONS: Solid cast brass in lovely urn design. Brass shank covers with urn knobs. 9½" cast iron shanks. Andirons stand 21½" high. $14.50

THE FIRESET: 4-piece, solid brass tool set including shovel, poker, tongs, and 29½" stand with post and red base. $12.00

THE 3-PIECE MATCHED ENSEMBLE: Screen, andirons, and fireset $24.75

HOLIDAY CANDELABRA FOR YOUR MANTEL: Handsomely designed, beautifully made of smoothly lacquered pine-wood, this simple classic candelabra will adorn the right holiday note to your mantel, chest, sideboard, etc. Wonderful as a different gift. Comes in soft ivory, red, or green with golden carved medallion. Seven-polished brass holders fit standard size candles. Base, 22" x 3", center height 4½". $4.95 postpaid. H. L. Langevin, 4337 Aldrich Ave. So., Minneapolis, Minn.

HOLD A TRIO OF PRETTY PLATES IN THIS RACK AND YOU’LL BE SHOWING THEM AT THEIR BEST. Made of solid walnut or blond mahogany with satin lacquer finish, each shell has a groove to hold plates firmly in place. 36" high, $9 each, or $17 a pair postpaid from Walter Drake, Box 721, Colorado Springs, Colorado.

FITTED WALLET FOR DAY OR EVENING: Complete with change purse, compact, lipstick case and comb, has plenty of space for your folding money, papers and Hankie too. Polished calf in red, green, black, brown or navy, or in suede in black, brown, navy, green or gray, $15, tax included. Postage 25c. Dale, 719 Fifth Avenue, N. Y. 22.

MATCHING FIREPLACE Fixtures in Solid Brass

THE WOOD BASKET: Highly polished solid brass body with smooth rolled edge. Movable ½" tubular handle is firmly riveted. Body height 9½" length 23", width 11½". $10.75

THE DUTCH POT: Cast iron pot with gleaming cast brass cover and lighter. Pot stands 9½ high—a magnificent mantle ornament. $4.95

CUSTOM ORDER—check with order—no C.O.D.'s. All merchandise shipped express collect or add 50c to each item you wish shipped parcel post.

Colonial Craftsmen, 230 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
Country gentlemen will prize this garden set of pruning shears and knife. The sturdy leather case hangs from the belt and is a safeguard for the tools. Shears have sharp strong parrot blades, and the bone-handled knife has blades for pruning and grafting. $12.50 plus post., from Abercrombie & Fitch, 19 E. 45 St., N. Y. 17.

If it's twins or you have two children close to the same age, get this two-passenger stroller. It folds easily for carrying in bus, trolley or car, has adjustable handle, floating seats and removable trays and grilled footrests. $29.50 ppd. Peterson Mfg. Co., 611 E. Colorado Blvd., Glendale 5, California.

A double-duty porringer of polished aluminum with handles of hand-hammered bronze is ovenproof, can be used for bake-and-serve dishes—covered for one person—open for a tête-à-tête. Just right for serving candies, nuts, cookies, too. $5 exp. col. Alice H. Marks, 9 W. 57 St. N. Y. 19, N. Y.

RADIUM DIAL WATCH
Snaps on phone dial easily
IDEAL XMAS GIFT
Novel and useful Swiss Watch; fits on phone dial—just snap on. Luminous, fine Swiss movement with second hand.

IT'S NEW, 7306 Empire State Bldg. New York City 1, N. Y.

DELUXE BED TRAY
IN BLEACHED OAK
An Ideal Gift for the Shut-in or Convalescent
Smartly-designed tray has adjustable rack for reading or writing. Separate insert tray for dining. Sections on either side provide for magazines, books, etc. Overall size, 29 x 14½ x 8½ inches.

No C.O.D.'s please. Express collect. Send check or money order to
Hayden House, Inc.
15115 CHARLEVOIX AVENUE
GROSSE POINTE 30, MICH.
Add 10% Federal Tax

DUNCAN PHYFE
DROP LEAF
Duncan Phyfe extension table in walnut, mahogany, or bleached finish. Top, in walnut or mahogany veneer, 24" x 36" closed; 36" x 70" drop leaves raised; 36" x 30" with 1 extra leaf. Height, 30½. Shipping weight, 80 lbs. F. O. B. LOUISVILLE $52.95

ASHCRAFT Albums

No. 1—8½" x 6½" 3.50
No. 2—11½" x 8½" 5.00
No. 3—15" x 12½" 7.50

The Finest Bookshelf album made.

ASH PRODUCTS COMPANY
701 La Salle Street
Chicago 5, Ill.

TREASURED MOMENTS
LIVE FOREVER
In ASHCRAFT Albums

Send 10c for complete catalog.

Sons Furniture
1436 S. 22nd Street
Louisville 18, Ky.
GROW GENUINE DUTCH HYACINTHS INDOORS
In Glasses - No Soil!
Special CUPS fit any glass or jar. Beautify the home with succession of gorgeous, large winter blooms in choicest colors.

Ideal as CHRISTMAS PRESENT, GIFT, PREMIUM.
5 STASSEN HYACINTHS one each SNOW WHITE, DELICATE PINK, CHINA BLUE, BRIGHT RED, SKY BLUE.
5 HYACINTH CUPS $2.25
Complete instructions 3 ORDERS 16-50
Shipped to any address in U.S.A. with your gift card.
Post Paid

STASSEN FLORAL GARDENS
DEPT. H ROSLYN HEIGHTS, N. Y.

BIG "TREASURE CHEST" OF AROMATIC EVERGREENS
Truly expressing the spirit of Christmas in this strange age is something with careful assortment of scented evergreens and hand-fashioned decorations from the Pacific Northwest. Ideal as gifts — given for your own use at Christmas time.
- Brilliant "Door Charm" with bright red weather-proof ribbon and long cone.
- Selected English holly sprays with natural red berries and bright green leaves.
- Miniature "snow white" Christmas tree and a generous selection of painted cones.
- Choice assortment of pine, fir and cedar cones and boughs.
- 1 wreath expertly made of fragrant cedar.
- 10 feet lace cedar garland.

Complete "Treasure Chest" prepared in U.S. $9.85

OTHER GIFT-PACKED EVERGREENS
"Home Decorator" box of choice evergreens, carefully chosen for beauty. Box, 40 fl. oz. $6.85
English Holly with bright green haws and brilliant red berries. Box, 40 fl. oz. $2.95
Large "Door Charm" (described above) $3.50

Send names, money order or check (No C.O.D.'s) to KIRK'S EVERGREENS, Dept. 2-T, Tocoma, Wash.
America's largest shipper of Christmas Trees and Florists' Greens.

THE SMARTEST LIGHT-TEST-WEIGHT TRAY YOU EVER SAW!
In frosted oak (bleached) with carved bamboo style handles, it is made in a splendid size of 11" by 21½", just right for carrying a dozen glasses at a time. A welcome gift! $7.00 each. Add 35¢ addl. for postage on each one. No C.O.D.'s, please. Send check or money order.

(If in Illinois add 2½% for sales tax.)
D. LORRAINE YERKES 107 East Delaware Place, Chicago 11, Ill.

THE PLANNING GUIDE
The modern memo-organizer. One of the most practical daily needs. The IDEAL GIF'T for the busy, the busy, the busy! 1¼" x 1½" x 3/4"; portable, notepad. Complete with 109 forewords, numbered 1 to 109. 107 blank pages, numbered 110 to 207. Complete set of 109 tags, No. 1 to 109, for maximum efficiency. $3.95 each. Specify by number when ordering.

R. W. CUMMINGS, INC., LANCASTER 2, PA.

Bells, bells, bells. String and hang them on the Christmas tree, mantel or, with sprigs of holly or pine, on the front door. Of wood, painted white and decorated in gay colors, they also make nice package decorations or party favors. Small, large and medium—3 of each. $1.95. Postpaid. Krebs Town Shop, 45 Broad Street, Westerly, Rhode Island.

GOOD LUCK CAR KEYS
Brass, 14/kt. gold-plated, and luggage key blanks topped with jewelled ornaments. Engraved miscellaneous designs and personalized. "Good Luck" or "Blessed" or "Faithful Servant" or "Good Road" or "Drive Safe" or "Good Wishes" or "Best Wishes" or "With Love" or "With Good Wishes" or "Best Wishes" or "Blessed" etc. $4.00 each.

Clever Cola Aprons Unique and practical miniature cola aprons in colorful gingham, with pockets for straws, etc. $1.00 ea. Set of 4 attractively priced for presents, etc. Package of 8 assorted designs only $6.00 ppd.

STASSEN HYACINTHS
DELICATE PINK, CHINA BLUE, BRIGHT RED, SKY BLUE
5 STASSEN HYACINTHS $2.25
Complete instructions 3 ORDERS 16-50
Shipped to any address in U.S.A. with your gift card.
Post Paid

STASSEN FLORAL GARDENS
DEPT. H ROSLYN HEIGHTS, N. Y.

STASSEN HYACINTHS
DELICATE PINK, CHINA BLUE, BRIGHT RED, SKY BLUE
5 STASSEN HYACINTHS $2.25
Complete instructions 3 ORDERS 16-50
Shipped to any address in U.S.A. with your gift card.
Post Paid

STASSEN FLORAL GARDENS
DEPT. H ROSLYN HEIGHTS, N. Y.

THE IDEAL GIFT
Decorate with these Colorful PENNSYLVANIA DUTCH DESIGNS
These quaint, colorful Pennsylvania Dutch designs are authentic reproductions from the American folk art. Designs and patterns include birds, borders, hearts and flowers, Amish figures, horse and wagon. DECAL No. 12 Large sheet of 24 decals, postpaid $1.00
PATTERNS. No. 100-KLMN. Matching patterns for painting and needle work. Four sheets, postpaid $2.00
DECAL No. 12 Set of patterns and decals, postpaid $2.00

Specify by number when ordering
R. W. CUMMINGS, INC., LANCASTER 2, PA.

Thanksgiving

ATHENS, GEORGIA

Health

Christmas

FROM COPENHAGEN
Blue and white faience plaques with typical Danish designs, printed in back for easy mounting. An attractive gift for young marrieds and also for an addition to your own home.
The set also makes a lovely group of mementos or a hostess gift in quantities to churches.
Set of four $4.00 ppd. No C.O.D.'s please.

Steiner's

713 W. Seventh St., Los Angeles 14, Calif.
AROUND

Pennsylvania Dutch dough box, authentically reproduced, has a dough-box pole for a bridge lamp. Besides brightening up a room, it provides extra storage space. In hand-rubbed maple finish. Shade is monk’s cloth with scenic print. 15” x 26”, 57” overall, $35.95 exp. col. Helen Jiraneck, 30 Rockefeller Pl., N. Y.

Spill-proof powder box. Having powder spill in a suitcase is enough to discourage travel forever. This box insures against such disasters and is just as wonderful for week ends as long trips. Made of tin, painted in pastel colors or white, it’s 3” in diameter and $2.35 ppd. Madolin Mapelsden, 825 Lexington Ave., N. Y. 21.

AN EVERLASTING GARDEN GIFT A STRONG, SUPERIOR LABEL FOR TREE OR BUSH OR— (slip out wire) & Nail To STAKE, BENCH, DRAWER, TWO SIDES TO Write or Print on! Takes a PERMANENT Clear Impression of Your Printing. Use Pencil or Ball-Point Pen. LABEL & WIRE: Aluminum throughout. Size 1” x 3” Impervious to all extremes of weather. Cannot Rust. Made of tin, painted in pastel colors or white, it’s 3” in diameter and $2.35 ppd. Madolin Mapelsden, 825 Lexington Ave., N. Y. 21.

So Neat and Sanitary With A GARBA-VATOR

This simple, inconspicuous, rotating garbage can rack prevents spilling or battering of container. Can will never freeze to ground or be buried in snow. Garba-Vator is dog-proof, cat-proof, wind-proof, rat-proof and kid-proof. No stooping or reaching necessary since height is adjustable up to 42” (with adapter, 48”). Rotates over fence or hedge top for convenient garbage collection. Handles all cans up to and including 16” diameter. Easily installed. Only $10.85 (without can) shipped prepaid anywhere in U.S. Order today! Send check or money order to HIGHLAND INDUSTRIES, INC. 2255 So. Delaware St. Denver 10, Colo.

YULETIDE PINE KNOTS

A California Forest "Original" A sugar pine knot from California’s Sierra Forests for your holiday hearth! Naturally-seasoned to burn fragrantly for hours in brilliant color. Topped with handles gaily decorated with living green moss and pine cones. A different gift for that hard-to-please friend. Each pine knot is two feet long, weighs about eighteen pounds. Place one on your hostess’ hearth at Christmas—or use it as a permanent hearth decoration. Packaged attractively with fresh pine needles and giant cones. Price $7.70 prepaid anywhere in United States.

THE COTTAGE SHOP 1107 South Baldwin Avenue Arcadia, California

THERMO TUMBLERS

Exciting new tumblers will keep ice cubes four (4) hours without melting. [Prove it to yourself!] Two layers of Lucite with a vacuum between is what turns the trick. Thermo-Tumblers won’t “sweat” so no coasters are required, and they’re practically unbreakable.

10 oz. tumblers in delicately tinted turquois, coral, chartreuse or pastel yellow. Each, $2.00, ppd.

THE ARTISAN GALLERIES A modern decorative piece

FORT DODGE IOWA

TABLE—Special at $14.50 A metal occasional table of unique beauty in the Grecian motif. Versatile and useful in your room decoration schemes. Stands 21 inches high with 15 inch crystal clear or colored glass top and glass shelf. Available in white with colored glass top and shelf; or in Verdant green antique or Swedish iron with crystal clear glass. Specify your choice. A really outstanding value. Satisfaction guaranteed. Sent express collect for $14.50. Crates-13 x 3 x 3; Weight-45 lbs. Made of aluminum with colored glass top and shelf; or in verde green antique or Swedish iron with crystal clear glass. Specify your choice. A really outstanding value. Satisfaction guaranteed. Sent express collect for $14.50. Crates-13 x 3 x 3; Weight-45 lbs.

DRESS UP YOUR CHRISTMAS GIFTS... with glamorous wrappings. 20 sheets of paper, assorted designs; 6 bands of matching ribbon, assorted lengths. Also available in everyday assortment, $1.00 ppd. No. C.O.D.’s please. Specify EVERYDAY or CHRISTMAS assortment.

ZAVELLE’S PRINCETON NEW JERSEY

GIVE THE FAMOUS PAINT-IN-OILS KIT No experience required. Everything you need to make a beautiful oil painting is right here: Artist’s brush, stamped canvas, 15” x 26”, 57” over-all; No. 10 oz. tumblers in delicately tinted turquoise, coral, chartreuse or pastel yellow. Each, $2.00, ppd. MOUNT VERNON, CANAL BOAT, ZINNIA, HOMeward Bound, Buret Waters, P coop- plus or Sea Voyage. Each, ppd. For fast delivery, air-mail your order. Pasadena 5, Calif. Kaysons’ Ine.


WAYSIDE ABRICOTS FRESH P.O. DRAWER 31 MILFORD, CONN.

Aromatic Tobacco

FOR THAT COLONIAL ATMOSPHERE! SOLID BRASS

authentic Maple Leaf Candle Sticks Finished in hand fashion manner, double as ash trays, or match holders. Sand check or money order. No C.O.D.’s. Price $3.95 ea., $5.95 pair.

TRICAY GIFT SHOPPE 1079 South Baldwin Avenue Arcadia, California

ZAVELLE’S 1077 South Baldwin Avenue Arcadia, California
**Ozark Mountain**

- Famous
- Ready-To-Eat
- HICKORY SMOKED TURKEY


Sizes 7 to 18 pounds. Send check or M.O. to Box 27E, Santa Clara, Calif.

_A Sporting Finish._ Top off country tweeds with a pair of pigskin cuff links, which come in their own pigskin case. From England, of course, and suitable for a man or woman. We guarantee they will hold their own in any company. $4.20, ppd., including Fed. tax. From Alfred Dunhill of London, 620 Fifth Avenue, New York 20.

**Ear Mittens.** Instead of tots covering their cold, nipped ears, here's a pair that will do the job better. They are handmade of flashy-bright red felt and are held snugly in place by a spring-steel band. A darling present for just $1.95 ppd. from Meredith Inc., Evanston, Ill.

**A Set of Four Baking or Serving Dishes.** Chevy Mexican pottery, oven proof, well glazed, excellent quality. Just the thing to brighten your buffet. Rich cream or tan background, with various enchanting designs. Largest tray, 9 by 12, $5.25 prepaid. Ask for free catalog of imported gifts.

**The discriminating GIFT delicious California FIGS.** Jumbo-size, Softened, or Pitted, more lucious than you have ever tasted. Freshly packed or shipped the day you instruct. Full weight — 4 lbs. or less. Mailed anywhere in the U. S. A. for only $4.20, ppd., including Fed. tax. E. R. Godfrey & Sons Co., Box 571, Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

**A Favorite . . . Everywhere . . . Everywhere.**

- **PRIDE OF WISCONSIN CHEESE.**
  - Complete Portfolio $5.00
  - 1 lb., 2 lbs., 3 lbs. Aged Wisconsin Brick $2.50

Packed in beautiful holiday gift box. Includes seven varieties of Wisconsin cheeses... Aged Cheddar, Gouda, Swiss, Camembert Type, Appen- tizer Blue Cheese . . . seven Cello-Wrapped packages in all. Total weight — 4 lbs. or less. Mailed anywhere in the U. S. A. Check or Money Order must accompany your requests.


**Supreme Quality Maple Syrup from Old Vermont.**

Working with our friends and neighbors we make what we believe is the finest-flavored Maple Syrup ever to come out of Vermont. It retains top-quality Fancy Grade and will send you fifteen full fluid ounces of this Green Mountain treasure down as it deserves in a lovely ceramic pitcher. $3.00—slightly darker—$2.50.

Send money order or check to

PRIDE OF WISCONSIN CHEESE

Ear mittens. Instead of tots covering their cold, nipped ears with their own mittens, here's a pair that will do the job better. They are handmade of flashy-bright red felt and are held snugly in place by a spring-steel band. A darling present for just $1.95 ppd. from Meredith Inc., Evanston, Ill.

A sporting finish. Top off country tweeds with a pair of pigskin cuff links, which come in their own pigskin case. From England, of course, and suitable for a man or woman. We guarantee they will hold their own in any company. $4.20, ppd., including Fed. tax. From Alfred Dunhill of London, 620 Fifth Avenue, New York 20.

Ear mittens. Instead of tots covering their cold, nipped ears, here's a pair that will do the job better. They are handmade of flashy-bright red felt and are held snugly in place by a spring-steel band. A darling present for just $1.95 ppd. from Meredith Inc., Evanston, Ill.

A sporting finish. Top off country tweeds with a pair of pigskin cuff links, which come in their own pigskin case. From England, of course, and suitable for a man or woman. We guarantee they will hold their own in any company. $4.20, ppd., including Fed. tax. From Alfred Dunhill of London, 620 Fifth Avenue, New York 20.
Tempting, Intriguing, Palate Pleasing

PASTRY STICKS—Crispy and crunchy; filled with delicious, "mouth-watering" chocolate cream. Splendid with desserts. 1 tin $1.90; 3 tins $5.45.

CHEESE STICKS—Round and crisp, rich in creamy butter, with a plentiful quantity of the best PARMESAN cheese. Ideal with cocktails. Vacuum-packed in tins $2.75 each; 3 tins $8.00.

BISCUIT FANS—Crispy, with a most inviting and delectable taste. Pan-shaped for distinctiveness. 2 tins for $2.50.

LEDKUCHEN—from a 400-year-old famous European recipe. Full of delightful, tasty fruits, almonds, etc., deliciously blended for a taste sensation that has no equal. Six cases with flavorful trims, in an attractive tin container. cellulose wrapped, $1.65; 3 tins $4.15. All chocolate covered $1.40; 3 tins $3.95.

Aunt Nancy's RUM and BRANDY Fruit Cake. Crammed full of wholesome goodness, 75% fruits and nuts. 1 lb. rectangular tin $2.85; 2 lb. round tin $5.50.

SPECIAL Relief and Holiday Parcels for shipment to Europe. Tasty, nourishing, wholesome. $10.00 Prepaid.

Order NOW. We Pay All Postage.

ROLL BISCUIT CO., Dept. HG 827 B'way, New York 3, N. Y.

GLENCOE BRAND FINEST QUALITY

SESAMÉ OIL

A Salad and Cooking Oil of fine texture and delicate flavor that will delight the most discriminating epicure. Extracted from the seeds of the exotic herbaceous Sesamé plant of Southern Asia.

Just as "Sesamé" was once the magic key to the robbers' treasures in the Tales of the Arabian Nights, so is Glencoe Sesamé Oil now the key to the ultimate in salad dressings.

Send $1.50 for one post, prepaid Xmas Wrapped with Your Card Enclosed. Sale Distributors:

Glen-Webb & Co.
253 N. Mission Road, Los Angeles 33, Calif.

PIÈCE DE RÉSISTANCE
for your Preferred Gift List
OLD MISSOURI HICKORY SMOKED HAMS

If you've a list full of peculiarity peculiar—elegant, edible, and delicious—choose Old Missouri Hickory Smoked Hams. This mixture of hams is colored in tons of hickory smoke that gives it the delicious taste peculiar to Old Missouri Hickory Smoked Hams. With a very delicate sweetness that makes it appetizing to any palate. With no artificial flavoring or color or preservatives. 1 lb. $2.00 and up. 10 lbs. $18.50 and up.

Orders must reach us before December 15th.

DAVIS FOODS, INC.
Dept. H-3
Green Meadows Farm, South Saint Joseph, Missouri.

EARLY CHRISTMAS SHOPPING HELP

Hagley's
EXCLUSIVE CANDIES SINCE 1890

$12.50

"All Occasion" Gifts

Choice pitted dates, sun-ripened and packed in champagne type brandy, wine and syrup. Packages in colorful, many-purpose hand-painted wooden kegs. 3 lbs. prepaid $7.50. 5 lbs. prepaid $9.75. Shipped Prepaid Direct to Your Christmas Gift List with Your Card Enclosed. No C. O. D.'s, please.

Hagley Candy Co., 4633 S. Beverlywood, Chicago 40.

CLIP THIS COUPON NOW

CLIP THIS COUPON NOW

"Three Loves" Gifts

One pound—Three favorite groups of three candies each, minced together, with your name box.

FREEPORT, Ill.

EXCLUSIVE CA N D | E S SINCE 1890

GLENCOE BRAND FINEST QUALITY

SESAMÉ OIL

A Salad and Cooking Oil of fine texture and delicate flavor that will delight the most discriminating epicure. Extracted from the seeds of the exotic herbaceous Sesamé plant of Southern Asia.
"They're Delicious!"

It's the "Sunried" box or basket of Oranges and Grapefruit that rates the "A's and "Oks" every time one is opened. They're full of health-giving goodness.

Attractively packaged...the Deluxe contains Oranges, Grapefruit, Mandarin Oranges, Jumbles and Pecans. The Family packs all Oranges, all Grapefruit or assorted as desired.

Packed, packed and shipped the same day from our groves in sunny Florida.

Deluxe Box, 90 lbs. $12.50
Deluxe Bushel, 55 lbs. 8.75
Deluxe Mexican Basket 8.50

Please send Check or Money Order to:

H. BERRIEN McCAIN
P.O. Box 288
Portsmouth, Va

SHIPPING

Winnie the Pooh and friends are classic favorites from storybook land and here they are in toyland. Winsome Winnie is 12' high, $5.50; his pal Piglet, $3; and moody Eeyore with a snap-off tail (for easy losing, you know), $4.50. 30c postage.

Duttons, Inc., 270 Park Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.

Epicurean tidbits for festive entertaining or unusual gifts for gourmets on your list are assorted nuts, plain or chocolate-covered, steeped in sherry. 14-oz. jar of cashews, pecans and walnuts, $1.75. Chocolate-covered filberts and almonds in sherry, 8-oz., 95c, post. 15c.

Bellows Gourmets' Bazaar, 69 E. 52nd St., New York 22.

ORDER NO. 16

BRANDY MINIATURES
Eighteen baby-sized fruit cakes in a glamorous transparent box, wrapped with Christmas paper and ribbon...dark with succulent bits of fruit...heavy with good brandy. Truly a gourmet's touch with ice cream or after-dinner coffee. And all this delight is only $2.85 postpaid anywhere in the United States.

Rosemarie de Paris, c/o Mlle. Suzy, 664 Fifth Avenue, New York 19, N. Y.
AROUND

Copper at its best. A simple design by Emmet White, this hand-beaten oval bowl will make a lovely holder for miniature garden or flower decorations. May also be used for candy, nuts or popcorn. Nice singly or in pairs, the price is $4.50 each postpaid from the Marco Polo Shop, 14 W. Saratoga Street, Baltimore 1, Md.

Dwarfed by the pencil, this silent butler, 15" sq., is just about the smallest we've seen. A nice addition to your miniature collection, it can also be carried in your purse for use as a pillbox, or an emergency ash tray. Of antique copper trimmed in brass, $1.95; with 3 initials, $2.40, post. 15c. From Polly Lee, 3740 Frankfort Avenue, Louisville 7, Kentucky.

THE Aristocrat OF FRUIT CAKES!

Nutmeats Cooked in Imported Wine
the 18th Century Way

OLD WILLIAMSBURG

SWEETMEATS

A family treat or a long-remembered gift for your Holiday list! An epicure's taste treat! Crammed with rich nuts, fruits and a tantalizing blend of spices, these golden cakes are baked from rare Old English recipes. 2½ lb. $4.00. Beautifully packed in metal bowl or cardboard box $1.50, $2.50, $3.50, plus 5c. postpaid. No C.O.D.'s.

FARM CREST BAKERIES, 5847 Russell, Detroit 2, Mich.

M A S T E R 3 - P I E C E CARVING SET OF SWEDISH STEEL

The home craft of Sweden was the inspiration for this set of three carved pieces: a platter, a cheese knife, and a butter knife. The handles are hand-forged Swedish steel and the blades are hand-forged, too. The set makes an ideal gift. Treat yourself this year, too! Send check for $10.00 today, or use your Check or Money Order. LG 10-52. LANCASTER ENTERPRISES (Dept. 5), 1182 Broadway, New York 13, N.Y.

FARM CREST BAKERY, S 801 W. Kansas, Davenport, Iowa.

In good taste!

The Ideal Christmas Gift

FORBES FLORIDA FRUIT

EXPRESS PAID TO YOUR DOOR

You can have Florida's finest tree-ripened citrus shipped to you or your friends regularly thru the season.

WE GUARANTEE EVERY BASKET

A Southern Treat
Delicious PECAN LOG

Nougat center filled with chopped Glazed fruits dipped in creamy Caramel and rolled in freshly shelled Pecans.

FORBES FRUITS
CLERMONT, FLORIDA

Please ship Prepaid $2.50 postpaid.

FORBES FRUITS
CLERMONT, FLORIDA

1 lb. $1.25

Tree Ripe ORANGES

Mixed Oranges & Grapefruit

PECAN LOG $1.89

Please Ship Prepaid full bushel baskets.

FORBES FRUITS
CLERMONT, FLORIDA

Check or Money Order enclosed.

N. GORDON
FORBES

Join Forbes Fruit of the Month Club. Choice oranges and grapefruit delivered to your door regularly. Send for FREE literature.

With FORBES FRUITS, Clermont, Florida.
**Grapes and Tangerines**

For goodness sake send Haddock fruit! All choice grades, carefully selected for eating quality, flavor and juice content; fully tree-ripened from groves known for top quality... backed by 18 years experience in shipping handsome, sweet, versatile Haddock fruit.

**ORDER NOW—EXPRESS PREPAID**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>QUALITY SELECTS (as shown) Generous</th>
<th>$5.00/pkt 3 lb. Bushel</th>
<th>Half Bushel—27 lb.—$3.25</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Deluxe Gift Pack, choice fruit, 4 assorted marmalades, 3 pounds fancy pecans</td>
<td>$10.00</td>
<td>Half Bushel—30 lb.—$5.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**DE LUXE SPECIAL GIFT PACK**

| Choice fruit, 4 assorted marmalades, 3 pounds fancy pecans | $11.00 | Half Bushel—30 lb.—$5.00 |

**Prices subject to shipments East of Miss. River except West I-G, 10c extra.**

**HADLOCK FRUIT CO.**

**DE LUXE GIFT PACK,** choice fruit, 4 assorted marmalades, 3 pounds fancy pecans — $11.00.

---

**SAY...**

"Merry Christmas" with

**Florida Oranges**

**GRAPES**

- Cubeless
- Eliminate "curned-to-water" drinks! Freeze Nice-rinse, water gold "Nice-Cubes" make personalized, different gifts. Order NOW for yourself, or gifts. Rainbow monogram, one set monograms per box. Post-paid if you accompany order C.O.D., you pay charges.

- 8648 Melrose, Hollywood 46, Calif., Dept. A-1
- (Price includes monogramming. Limit three letters per monogram. One set monograms per box.)
- Post-paid if money accompanies order. No C.O.D.'s

---

**Turkey Dressing Spoon**

**SOMETHING NEW FOR YOUR GIFT LIST**

A perfect gift for the perfect hostess. Unique in design—practical. Fashioned of hand wrought Argemal, solid metal, this Turkey Dressing Spoon is a complement to any silver table service. Ideal also for all deep dish servings. Long handle assures ease in serving.

**Price—prepaid $4.95—no C.O.D.'s**

**ADD 2% Sales Tax in Ill.
RAISING A LITTLE MUSTACHE?

Here’s a very small mustache cup, about 1 1/2" in diameter; beautifully made and hand-painted, it’s definitely a collector’s item. In red, blue and green with gold, the price is equally small, $2.50 postpaid from the Artisan Galleries, Fort Dodge, Iowa.

Dress up casserole dishes in a handsome silver-plated shell. It comes with a capacious 3-quart Pyrex liner and has pouring handles which make for easy handling. Close-fitting silver lid helps keep the contents warm for “seconds.” 10½" in diameter, $36 including tax. Add 50¢ postage, W. of Miss. $1. Bergdorf Goodman, 754 Fifth Avenue, New York 22.

Minute memo pads that tuck into a pocket or purse are monogrammed for a tiny but thoughtful gift. The folders, containing perforated fillers, handy for jotting down daily duties, errands, etc. 12 pads in dove gray and white with initials, $1.50, postpaid. Greenland Press Studios, 5700 Wilkins Ave., Pittsburgh 17, Pa.

ORDER BY MAIL

PROTECT BOTH HANDS AND WRISTS

$1.50 postpaid

Postage extra C.O.D.

TOO HOT TO HOLD?

Handi-Mitts are perfect protection for hands and wrists. Perfect for cooking enthusiasts—indoors and out. Home fireplace or workbench, Handi-Mitts fit every hand comfortably. They’re made of heavily padded, quilted cotton on both sides with hot pot handles, chafing dishes, proof against spattering fat, steam and embers. Your choice of white with red, green, yellow, blue or white bindings. Please specify color $1.50 per pair, postage prepaid. Sorry, no C.O.D.’s. Make check or money-order payable to

THE HANDI-MITT COMPANY

948 Oakland Ave., Birmingham, Mich.
New England subjects of nostalgic and historic interest are depicted on these plates. Among them are the House of Seven Gables, Gloucester Fisherman, the home of the Spirit of '76 and Marblehead Harbor. 10" in diameter, $1.25 ea., postpaid from Daniel Low & Co., Salem, Massachusetts.

Lip service. A well-equipped pocketbook these days carries lip tissues, which do get used up so quickly. Why not, then, give her a box of 20 books, $1.75, or 50 books, $4? In red, blue, green or gold with initials stamped in red, blue, green, white, gold or silver. Ppd. Franwol Co., Red Bank, N. J.
AROUND

Coat of Arms cuff links are made from handsome Sheffield silver, "Gentlemen's Buttons," about 150 years old. Masterpieces of design and craftsmanship, they are truly heirloom pieces. With backs of hand-made sterling, a pair is $23.50 plus 20% tax. Bonwit Teller, 721 Fifth Ave., New York 22.

A good overnight case is usually at the top of a lady's wishes for Christmas, so be a nice Santa and give her this one of top-grain cowhide. It has a large mirror and straps for holding bottles in place. 14" wide, $25 including tax, post, and initials if desired. Camerl & Buckley, 1141 Connecticut Ave., Washington 6, D. C.

DELICIOUS FRUIT CAKE from the BROWN DERBY'S OWN PASTRY KITCHENS

We've been making this famous fruit cake in our own pastry kitchens for 50 years. This is the first time we've made it available to everyone throughout the country. Famous Glazed Jumbo Bing Cherries, Select Flavor Quality Peaches, Juicy Ripe and Imported Cigars, are included in the line ingredients. The cake is decorated with Jordan Almonds and is beautifully packed in a tin that will make a nice cookie or candy container. Be sure to include yourself on any gift list for this famous Fruit Cake from the Brown Derby Hollywood Restaurants. 3-lb. $4.95 postpaid.

WRITE FOR YOUR CATALOG OF DECORATIVE GIFTS

THE FAMOUS GOLDENWELL BROWN DERBY BLOW-OUT

The Pick of the CALIFORNIA ALMOND CROP These Blanched Almonds come to you fresh and crisp, just as the news from the "Almond Bowl" all thru Rabbits. Only the largest, roundest nuts are included. Once you've tasted the rich, ground Brown, you'll want more. Another treat from the famous Brown Derby Hollywood Restaurants. The California Pack—Four 4-oz. vacuum sealed rite a s 2-lb., box of these select almonds—with recipe folder... $5.75 postpaid.

1020-54 North Vine Street • Hollywood 25, California

Old-Fashioned Pfeffer-nüsse (Pepper-nuts)—baked nuggets of spicy goodness that tingle on your tongue. Wonderful with coffee — a treat with holiday drinks. A touch of gentrility from old Milwaukee. Packed in colorful, useful, metal bud- milder-type cans. Send check or in. o. for $2.50 for 2% lbs., or $3.75 for 100 book matches, 8 coasters in 1 set (2 decks) Congress playing cards, 14" x 12" mirror and straps for holding bottles in place. Price per set of 21¢ each. Postage prepaid. Send check or money order with gift addresses. 3 day service. No C.0.D.'s, please. EST. 1879

MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED

M. BARROWS & Co., Inc.
Dept. HG-12, 114 East 32 Street New York 16, N. Y.
WHITE superb leather harness.

CHRISTMAS reflectors, nickel nail heads. Pet's $3.00. IMPORTANT: Take BODY C.O.D. $3.50 plus postage. Or name inscribed on plate. Fit a girth at forelegs with string. Matching leash, $1.50. Handsome by day! Visible at night, lined and beautiful, Order complete $2.50. Send WHITE and BLUE jewels, pet's name on plate $3.98, ppd.

Your Christmas Problem Solved with AUTO-DINETTE

Christmas Day dinner at your best friend's house? Here is a practical and attractive tool that will help you serve efficiently for your guests. AUTO-DINETTE makes serving in your car a pleasure. Be the first to surprise your friends this way and have them eating with this very novel gift. The 7½" x 14½" tray, weighted at the back, is covered with rubber plastic, fastened by various metal stops that are easily adjustable; 17½" long, so an opener. Please note the patented rubber grip and weight of the tray. The O.R. A. steel handle is easily adjustable to your hand and grip. Use AUTO-DINETTE on picnics, at the beach, at the beach, or at the drive-in. Your Christmas dinner can be eaten with the utmost convenience. Be the first to send this to your friends and have them eating at the table, while you are eating your Christmas dinner at your friend's table. AUTO-DINETTE is a practical and attractive gift. AUTO-DINETTE makes entertaining. A nice present for the young Jack or Jill from 6 to 12 years old, $5.00 postpaid.

Seven in one. A handy tool for a sportsman of any age combines knife, wire cutter, hook disgorger, fish scaler, skinner, pliers, sinker crimper—besides a leather sheath, slotted for belt accommodation. It's well made, reasonably priced at $3.98. ppd. Conboy Craftsmen, Inc., Martin Bld., Geneseo St., Utica, N. Y.

Press Hangers

FOR BETTER LOOKING CLOTHES

Keep skirts smooth, trousers and slacks trim. PRESS HANGERS made of bright plated spring wire, with colorless plastic clamp beads securely grip garments for compact, no-fold flat hanging in limited closet space. They grip skirts on waistband, trousers and slacks inside cuffs. Ingenious construction eliminates bulky side clamps. A perfect, unusual gift for anyone. Attractive gift box of six, only $2.95, postpaid—de luxe style. Please... no C.O.D.'s.

GIFT FOR A MAN $1.50

CAR-BAR* gives You W R I N K L E - F R E E Travel

For a look better, feel better at your destination with a dozen garments hanging wrinkle-free on CAR-BAR. Unpack and replace only 2 screws in door or window frame. CAR-BAR does not interfere with door or window operation. No rear view obstruction. Safety engineered. No hooks. No sharp ends or edges. Adjustable 9½" to 14½", to fit any car. Streamlined, Chrome finished. Attractive enough to leave attached permanently. Send $1.25 and attach a double capacity 8½ x 11½ envelope for E. D. CLINGMAN 261-96 Rouseman Blvd., Grand Rapids 9, Mich.造型。价格: $1.50

The Perfect Xmas Thrill

For the young Jack or Jill from 6 to 12 following in Dad's or Mother's footsteps. This scientifically built Junior Golf Set is sturdy enough for real golf—not just a toy. Bright colored canvas bag with golf balls pocket contains 34" Driver, 32" Mallet, 31" Mashie-Niblick, 28" Putter and 2 golf balls. All clubs with aluminum heads, metal shafts and rubber grips. Ideal for teaching muscular coordination to the Younger Set. Solves your gift-giving problem. $5.00 postpaid.

Nautical Bottle Stopper

The Seal Horse is the only attractive, practical stopper we have found that positively works. Powerful lever action ensures a tight fit. Super-safe—can't pop out. Instantly adjustable to varying size bottles. Chromed. Also an opener. Handsome plastic container. Makes an ideal gift or bridge prize. $1.50 each, postpaid in E. S. Surry, no C.O.D.'s.

263 DESIGNS • IDEAS Including CALIFORNIA RANCH TYPE

Planning to buy or build a new home? Here are Still plans and ideas you need to have. Actual pictures of homes already built. Not just sketches. Each plan is drawn on detail. All types architecture, American, Colonial, Modern, Mediterranean, French Normandy, English, Ranch House, and others. Banners for every climate. Each an architectural gem. Brick homes for the cold climate. 60 designs, Calif. and ranch type $ .50—.

Your Christmas Problem Solved with AUTO-DINETTE

Christmas Day dinner at your best friend's house? Here is a practical and attractive tool that will help you serve efficiently for your guests. AUTO-DINETTE makes serving in your car a pleasure. Be the first to surprise your friends this way and have them eating with this very novel gift. The 7½" x 14½" tray, weighted at the back, is covered with rubber plastic, Field's community for storage. Every pair should have a complete set of 5 for only $1.98. Single trays $2.98 each. Fits all regular check or money-order. In ordering, write the exact size you need and the name of the person for whom you are ordering. AUTO-DINETTE makes entertaining. A nice present for the young Jack or Jill from 6 to 12 years old, $5.00 postpaid.

NAUTICAL BOTTLE STOPPER

The Seal Horse is the only attractive, practical stopper we have found that positively works. Powerful lever action ensures a tight fit. Super-safe—can't pop out. Instantly adjustable to varying size bottles. Chromed. Also an opener. Handsome plastic container. Makes an ideal gift or bridge prize. $1.50 each, postpaid in E. S. Surry, no C.O.D.'s.

STONEFOLD STUDIOS

Riegelsville Pennsylvania
AROUND

For furry beauties—here's a present that will unsnarl their coats and keep them sleek and glistening. An all-metal brush with a comfortable fit-the-hand handle has wire bristles, set on an angle so animal's skin cannot be bruised; also does a good job on ladies' fur coats. $1.50 ppd. The Dog's Own Shop, 111 West 13th Street, New York 11.

Shove-ha'penny, for centuries a favorite shuffleboard game of English pubs, is a match of skill played by teams of two. The object is to shove the discs into all nine spaces. The board is of heavy, smoothly finished, lacquered wood, 14" x 23". $9.95, ppd. H. I. Products, Box 112, Camp Hill, Pa.

HE-MAN
Salt and Pepper Shakers
Ideal gift for your "Barbecue Chef". (Perfect for kitchen, too!) Jumbo size—3¾" high. Hand decorated, ivy pattern on cream background. Made in California. Only $3.25, pr. No C.O.D.'s, please! CHUCK'S GIFT WAGON 607 MARKET STREET SAN FRANCISCO 5, CALIFORNIA

A GIFT FOR SPORTSMEN
For use in case of ACCIDENTS—
OVERBOARD SPILLS.

Each box contains FIVE glass lined miniature flasks resembling shotgun shells. To be filled with whiskey, scattered in the hunting clothes, and carried for emergencies. A Welcome Gift for Sportsmen $1.25 per Box — $12.00 per dz. Boxes

SEE at a glance HOW COLD IT IS OUTSIDE from inside

NEW “EASY-TO-SEE” WINDOWPANE THERMOMETER

ACTUAL - UNIQUE - ATTRACTIVE
Write for Free Gift Catalog
Bud Lee Gifts 50 Bedford St., Wellesley 34, Mass.

THIRST EXTINGUISHER
Cocktail Shaker
Here’s the perfect gift they’ll talk about every time they use it! A Cocktail Shaker that is an exact smaller edition of a Fire Extinguisher—handsome, distinctive and really practical. It is finished in super-chrome plate, polished mirror-bright; with silver-plated interior for perfect drinks always.

Witty engraved instructions on shaker, and a built-in strainer. Generous 60 oz. capacity, yet only 12" high.

Price $18.50 Postpaid. Sorry, no C.O.D.'s.

Chuck's Gift Wagon
607 Market Street
San Francisco 5, California

ORDER BY MAIL AND SAVE!

Imagine, for $2.95 . . . 8 Libby beverage tumblers of sparkling bell crystal, monogrammed with the beautiful skill for which AMERICAN CRYSTAL cutters are internationally famous. You'll want several sets . . . for yourself, for gift-giving.

MONOGRAM STYLES
No. 1, Block letters (1, 2, 3, 4)
No. 2, Fancy English (single) No. 3, "Men" and "Mrs."

AMERICAN CRYSTAL CO.
P.O. Box 534, Rochester, N. Y.
Send the following postpaid, with money-back guarantee:

8 oz. tea tumblers, $2.75 (OR) 2 complete sets
8 oz. water tumblers, $2.75 for $8.35
8 oz. juice tumblers, $2.75

MONOGRAM STYLE No. 1... No. 2... No. 3... initial
NAME
ADDRESS

Write Dept. M.

MONEY ORDER OR CHECK

DECEMBER, 1948

43
SILVER PLATE TUMBLERS

by Corday

These graceful silverplate tumblers are ideal for any gracious occasion. The finest silverplating processes are utilized to create this unrivaled beauty of American craftsmanship. Lustrous, handsome Corday tumblers make a distinctive, handsome gift to be enjoyed through the years. Optional: a single corday tumbler (with or without initial), $3.50. Set of six, $20.00; set of eight, $26.00 (tax incl.) Christmas gift.

CHINESE Table Lamps

Large and impressive—31 inches tall. Made of sturdy composition. Figures available in choice of Chinese Red, Blue, or Chartreuse—hand decorated over copper, unbreakable Corday Tumblers add that elegant touch to formal entertaining or for any gracious coronet. Figures range from $5.00 to $10.00 for any point in U. S. No COD's $3.00 pair complete Express collect—No C. O. D.'s

OLD FASHIONED GLASSES

In double size—ideal for short highballs, too—smart and time-saving for the busy host or hostess. Set of 8 . . . . only $7.50

THERMOMETER STIRRERS

Take drink temperatures. GO $2.75

JAM JAR—blue pottery with non-tarnishing metal cover, spoon and tray. $4.95

CHINESE Table Lamps

Large and impressive—31 inches tall. Made of sturdy composition. Figures available in choice of Chinese Red, Blue, or Chartreuse—hand decorated over copper, unbreakable Corday Tumblers add that elegant touch to formal entertaining or for any gracious coronet. Figures range from $5.00 to $10.00 for any point in U. S. No COD's $3.00 pair complete Express collect—No C. O. D.'s

NEW LIFE for WORN COMFORTERS

They can be luxuriously recovered and made factory-fresh by our exclusive process. Also blankets re-hooked.

WHY "LANAFUR" (U. S. Pat. #2348807) is a Superior Comforter!

It has 3 pounds of filler, consisting of rare furs interwoven with fine virgin wool in Wins' shift or become lumpy after years of use. Lasts a lifetime...always full and fluffy. Compare "Lanafur" with today's down quilts which contain an average of 1/2 to 1 1/2 lbs. of filler, that shifts and sheds, and does not have the warmth of Lanafur. Feel the softness, the smoothness, the superiority of Lanafur.

Send by Express or Parcel Post. Samples on request. Send for Free Booklet HG.

SHOpPING AROUND

Refresher course between theentrée and sweet is a good tossed green salad. If your own salad dressing leaves something to be desired, get this one which has a distinctive flavor and bouquet, is consistently good and already prepared of choice ingredients. 11½-oz. bottle, $1.50. Hickory Hill Delicacies, Wayzata, Minnesota.

CHINESE Table Lamps

Large and impressive—31 inches tall. Made of sturdy composition. Figures available in choice of Chinese Red, Blue, or Chartreuse—hand decorated over copper, unbreakable Corday Tumblers add that elegant touch to formal entertaining or for any gracious coronet. Figures range from $5.00 to $10.00 for any point in U. S. No COD's $3.00 pair complete Express collect—No C. O. D.'s

OLD FASHIONED GLASSES

In double size—ideal for short highballs, too—smart and time-saving for the busy host or hostess. Set of 8 . . . . only $7.50

THERMOMETER STIRRERS

Take drink temperatures. GO $2.75

JAM JAR—blue pottery with non-tarnishing metal cover, spoon and tray. $4.95

GIFT SOURCES

200 W. 57th STREET NEW YORK 19, N. Y.

LANADOWN

515 Madison Ave.
New York City, 22
Pl. 8-1940
Supercale is best...

THERE'S NOTHING "JUST AS GOOD"

Make no mistake — there's nothing quite the same as Supercale*. Here indeed is the finest of sheets — combining selected long-staple cottons... extra-thorough combing... high thread-count... Equi-Tension weaving — for lighter laundering and longer wear. Add to this the skill gained in a century of fine sheet-making... and a standard of inspection as high as the reputation it protects — then you'll see why today, yesterday, always....

WAMSUTTA MILLS, New Bedford, Massachusetts
Distributors of Wamsutta-Somerset Towels, "The Three Weavers" Throws
Now available — Wamsutta Lustercale*, Lustersheer*, Batistes and Organdies

Look for Wamsutta's new Color Coordination Chart in your favorite fine store. Actual swatches show you how to "decorate" your bedrooms — all in a single harmonizing range of smart new colors.

There's only ONE Wamsutta!
Westmoreland's exquisite, handmade crystal-and-ruby, and brilliant, clear crystal glassware convey a note of specialness to any occasion. There are many unusual Westmoreland pieces that make useful, long cherished gifts. A variety of bowls, thumbprint salad and dinner plates, nappies, candy jars, covered urns, bon bons, torte plates — so many items that selection is indeed a delightful task.

The fifteen piece crystal punch or eggnog set, like the other pieces illustrated above, is an authentic handmade Westmoreland reproduction.
Early American oil lamp, authentically reproduced and electrified, adds a charming touch to your desk or hall table. The glass globe, green or yellow, is frosted to give a warm cozy glow. In brass, 11½" high, $10.75, postpaid from Art Colony Industries, Inc., 69 Fifth Avenue, New York 3.

Dog tag. Safeguard your pet with a metal tag engraved with your name, address, telephone number and, for good measure, his own name. Then if he gets lost his finder can greet him like an old friend and return him. Send inscription desired. Delivery 10 days. $1.50 ppd. Northmore's Home Products, Box 756, Highland Park, I1.

Dog tag. Safeguard your pet with a metal tag engraved with your name, address, telephone number and, for good measure, his own name. Then if he gets lost his finder can greet him like an old friend and return him. Send inscription desired. Delivery 10 days. $1.50 ppd. Northmore's Home Products, Box 756, Highland Park, I1.

**SOLID BRASS CANDLE SCONCES**

Beautiful reproduction of the original antique design cast in solid brass... tarnish proof. Glass hurricane shades are cut after the Waterford style of the originals. Measure 13" high, with eagle design at top. Candles included. Sorry, no C.O.D.'s. $25.00 per pair, Express Collect.

**PAUL ANTHONY KAYLOR**

673 North Steward St., Baltimore 1, Md.

**RARE MEXICAN CACTUS GARDEN**

Charming for personal use... give them my love... for yourself, too. Gives extra towel space and is sure to please. Fits into any 8-inch wall space. Hangs flat against wall or side of cabinet, swings freely on its aluminum bracket. Order now for Xmas delivery. S. KIND & SONS JEWELERS, 1342 Chestnut St., Philadelphia 7, Pa.

**DECEMBER, 1948**

**THE LOVELIEST FLOWER OR FRUIT CENTERPIECE EVER!**

"Londonderry Flower Cast" — reproduction of Victorian treasure piece. Commodious copper body in golden mahogany frame — rolling majestically on handsome China-ware plate. Most aristocratic of fruit servers or candy dishes. Elegant planter for table, mantel, or "love-means" spot in foyer. 12" long, 6½" high, 6½" wide. No C.O.D.'s. Only $7.05, postpaid, (without flowers). Send for catalog of unusual gifts.

**bren linda**

445 8th ave., dept 0

new york 17, n. y.

**Here's a DIFFERENT gift!**

**The Towel Stirrup**

only $2.95 postpaid

Beautiful crystal-clear "Lucite" stirrup makes a grand gift. You'll want several for yourself, too. Gorgeous towel space. For bath, visitors or cocktail party. $3.95 ppd. Please add 10c for mailing out-

**CRANE'S Wedgewood Notes**

Distinctive paper of the finest quality in soft-toned Wedgewood Blue with white embossed cameo design. Available only at Kind's!

20 note sheets with envelopes...

(please add 10c for mailing outside of Philadelphia area)

**S. KIND & SONS JEWELERS**

1342 Chestnut St., Philadelphia 7, Pa.

**The TOILET STIRRUP**

only $2.95 postpaid

Beautiful crystal-clear "Lucite" stirrup makes a grand gift. You'll want several for yourself, too. Gorgeous towel space. For bath, visitors or cocktail party. $3.95 ppd. Please add 10c for mailing out-

**GUEST E-X-T-E-N-S-I-O-N TOWEL RACK**

Every bathroom needs the extra towel space provided by this wonderfully efficient towel rack. Triple your towel space. Just hang it on your own rack—no screws or bolts. Brilliant Chromium plate over nickel on solid brass—no tarnishing. Adjustrable 13½'- 23'- long. With last a lifetime...

Simple bar extension, $2.35 Ppd.

Money Back Guarantee—No C. O. D.'s please.

**ALLEN METAL PRODUCTS CO.**

25 Leferts Rd. Tonawandas 5, N. Y.

You can take it with you

**Cactus Garden**

Beautiful reproduction of the original antique design cast in solid brass... tarnish proof. Glass hurricane shades are cut after the Waterford style of the originals. Measure 13" high, with eagle design at top. Candles included. Sorry, no C.O.D.'s. $25.00 per pair, Express Collect.

**CRANE'S Wedgewood Notes**

Distinctive paper of the finest quality in soft-toned Wedgewood Blue with white embossed cameo design. Available only at Kind's!

20 note sheets with envelopes...

(please add 10c for mailing outside of Philadelphia area)

**S. KIND & SONS JEWELERS**

1342 Chestnut St., Philadelphia 7, Pa.

**Here's a DIFFERENT gift!**

**The Towel Stirrup**

only $2.95 postpaid

Beautiful crystal-clear "Lucite" stirrup makes a grand gift. You'll want several for yourself, too. Gorgeous towel space. For bath, visitors or cocktail party. $3.95 ppd. Please add 10c for mailing out-

**GUEST E-X-T-E-N-S-I-O-N TOWEL RACK**

Every bathroom needs the extra towel space provided by this wonderfully efficient towel rack. Triple your towel space. Just hang it on your own rack—no screws or bolts. Brilliant Chromium plate over nickel on solid brass—no tarnishing. Adjustrable 13½'- 23'- long. With last a lifetime...

Simple bar extension, $2.35 Ppd.

Money Back Guarantee—No C. O. D.'s please.

**ALLEN METAL PRODUCTS CO.**

25 Leferts Rd. Tonawandas 5, N. Y.

You can take it with you

**Cactus Garden**

Beautiful reproduction of the original antique design cast in solid brass... tarnish proof. Glass hurricane shades are cut after the Waterford style of the originals. Measure 13" high, with eagle design at top. Candles included. Sorry, no C.O.D.'s. $25.00 per pair, Express Collect.

**CRANE'S Wedgewood Notes**

Distinctive paper of the finest quality in soft-toned Wedgewood Blue with white embossed cameo design. Available only at Kind's!

20 note sheets with envelopes...

(please add 10c for mailing outside of Philadelphia area)

**S. KIND & SONS JEWELERS**

1342 Chestnut St., Philadelphia 7, Pa.

**Here's a DIFFERENT gift!**

**The Towel Stirrup**

only $2.95 postpaid

Beautiful crystal-clear "Lucite" stirrup makes a grand gift. You'll want several for yourself, too. Gorgeous towel space. For bath, visitors or cocktail party. $3.95 ppd. Please add 10c for mailing out-

**GUEST E-X-T-E-N-S-I-O-N TOWEL RACK**

Every bathroom needs the extra towel space provided by this wonderfully efficient towel rack. Triple your towel space. Just hang it on your own rack—no screws or bolts. Brilliant Chromium plate over nickel on solid brass—no tarnishing. Adjustrable 13½'- 23'- long. With last a lifetime...

Simple bar extension, $2.35 Ppd.

Money Back Guarantee—No C. O. D.'s please.

**ALLEN METAL PRODUCTS CO.**

25 Leferts Rd. Tonawandas 5, N. Y.

You can take it with you

**Cactus Garden**

Beautiful reproduction of the original antique design cast in solid brass... tarnish proof. Glass hurricane shades are cut after the Waterford style of the originals. Measure 13" high, with eagle design at top. Candles included. Sorry, no C.O.D.'s. $25.00 per pair, Express Collect.
Hurry and Order
These Wonderful
Imported Dolls &
Mechanical Toys
for Xmas Giving

MIRACLE CAR. You’ll hardly believe your eyes when you watch the amazing action of this toy marvel. Starts, turns, stops by itself! Motor begins up; door opens, driver comes out to “inspect trouble”. Hood and door close automatically—car starts again and repeats action. 1½" $3.75 or a little present for yourself.

JUNIOR JUKE
There is not a kid that won’t jump & live for joy with this Bing Crosby record playing jukebox phonograph. The big through-the-air speaker reproduces real Bing's voice. Ten 78's. Exp. Charges $2.95

SELECTA Crayon Kit Just slide the button, pull the handle, and out comes the color of crayon desired—one at a time. Complete with 48-page sketch book in which each portion of picture is numbered to correspond with number on crayon. Makes coloring more fun. Enables child to produce beautiful, realistic pictures. Age 3-12. Ideal Christmas gift. Fdp. $2.00

EXTRA 48-page sketch book, 25c

Metal Pencils
Maxima Sister Brother Girl Boy $1.50 each
MIRACLE MINIATURE DOLLS from U. & Germany. Now available in U. Poppa’s the tallest and all of 5½". He then drives them as the player. Hand-crafted, handsome thing for curio cabinets and doll houses.

SAVE 10% on orders 1½" or more. We pay postage N.C.O.D.'s SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.

EXPRESS CHARGES 3c per order. Orders promptly filled
REISS BROS., 54 E. 59th St., N.Y.C.
Mail Order Dept. 306 E. 54th St., N.Y.C. 22

Shell sugar tongs, simply designed in silver, will please a fastidious hostess. Graceful twisted handles make them easy to use. Get some for stocking fillers, bridge prizes or a little present for yourself. $2.50 including Federal tax and postage from Ellison's, Box 284 Orange, New Jersey.

HURRY NOW FOR CHRISTMAS!

Imaginity

MAKE YOUR OWN ORDER NOW FOR CHRISTMAS!
You "SHOOT" THOUSANDS OF HARMLESS, STAINLESS BUBBLES without reloading
Only $2.95 complete

Shells, tubes, spindles—all made up a lot. Only $2.95 each, or six for $14.95 complete. The perfect Christmas gift for children of all ages.

EXPRESS CHARGES 3c per order. Orders promptly filled
NOVELTY PRODUCTS
Dept. GM
22 W. Seventh St.
Cincinnati 2, Ohio

Handsome is this cigarette set in the Wedgwood Edme pattern. Made in England, of white earthenware, it consists of two ash trays and a box. A lovely gift to give, or keep for yourself, it's only $4.50 postpaid from C. Reizenstein Sons, 565 Liberty Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

From the Beautiful VIRGIN ISLANDS comes this gay, charming, and colorful character

HANDMADE DOLL
about 6" high mounted on a pedestal, complete in old fashioned styling, bloomers, petticoat, colorful dress and shoes, carried in her hand a purse, parasol and parasol, carrying a handwoven straw basket filled with laundry on her head. For sisters—for collectors, who will appreciate something new—or to bring warmth and cheer to “child-les.”
ONLY $2.95 (including postage. For speedy delivery add 30c. Shipped direct. No C.O.D.'s.)

CREATIVE HANDCRAFTS
P.O. 35, Christiansted, St. Croix, Virgin Islands.
(To speed delivery please reply by 5c air mail)

in the Wedgwood Edme pattern. Made in England, of white earthenware, it consists of two ash trays and a box. A lovely gift to give, or keep for yourself, it's only $4.50 postpaid from C. Reizenstein Sons, 565 Liberty Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

From the Beautiful VIRGIN ISLANDS comes this gay, charming, and colorful character

HANDMADE DOLL
about 6" high mounted on a pedestal, complete in old fashioned styling, bloomers, petticoat, colorful dress and shoes, carried in her hand a purse, parasol and parasol, carrying a handwoven straw basket filled with laundry on her head. For sisters—for collectors, who will appreciate something new—or to bring warmth and cheer to “child-les.”
ONLY $2.95 (including postage. For speedy delivery add 30c. Shipped direct. No C.O.D.'s.)

CREATIVE HANDCRAFTS
P.O. 35, Christiansted, St. Croix, Virgin Islands.
(To speed delivery please reply by 5c air mail)
A THRILLING GIFT FOR ANY CHILD

Stereo-stories illustrated with full-color pictures in

THREE DIMENSIONS

Fascinating stories, each illustrated with seven pictures that "come to life" in amazing three-dimensions when seen in a View-Master Stereoscope.

- CHRISTMAS STORY, (Three Reels)...................... $1.10
- SIX FAIRY TALES, (One Ringing Horn, Dumbo and Geant, Jack and Beanstalk, Snow White, Cinderella, Goldilocks). Set of six.......................... $2.10
- SIX FAIRY TALES, (Three Little Pigs, Black Smokey, Ugly Duckling). Set of three......................................... $1.00
- SIX WILD ANIMAL REELS (42 pictures)............... $2.10
- View-Master Stereoscope.................................. $2.10

Air Mail Gift List

Send us your gift names, addresses and gift cards. We'll mail molds direct at Christmas time, postpaid. Or bake Santa Clauses for gifts. Easy with quick mixes or RENALDE recipes. Simple instructions for baking and decorating. Santa Claus heavy cast aluminum double mold stands 11½" high. Set $5.00 postpaid. No C. O. D.'s.

MUSICAL TOOTHBRUSH HOLDER

Any tot will love this!

Suddenly that sincere brushing of teeth becomes a joyous task, when a gay tune pours forth as the brush is withdrawn. The 2½" x 4" washable plastic box is decorated with a sprightly nursery rhyme and holds two brushes. Rubber suction cups secure it firmly in the wall.

$3.50 postpaid—No C. O. D.'s.

Write for illustrated catalogue of Unusual Gifts

CRANE'S 419 East 57th St.
New York 22, N. Y.

YOUR NAME

in Gold on Royal Windsor

SAUCY PORKER®

Most Amazing Piggy Bank

you ever saw! 7½" high. Superb full color brilliant glazed ceramics. 24 K. gold name permanently fired on, cannot rub. Satisfaction guaranteed or money back. Delivered anywhere in the world. Please! No C. O. D.'s. No stamps.

Send your name on postcard to:

WYANDOTTE CHINA CO., Dept. H3, SPRINGFIELD, OHIO

Enclosed $ for the following Names:

Address

DEPARTMENT OF THE PUBLIC LIBRARY
**The Original Personalized Children's Tumbler Set**

- **1st high** $1.00 Postpaid
- **1st high** $1.00 Brush and 5c Postcard. Or C.O.D.

Write for FREE Giftmaster Catalog.

La Paletta
8th Ave. New York 17, N. Y.


**BABY COOS An Ideal Toy**


**DANCING BEAR**

An ideal toy. 11 inches high. Two-toned beige and brown rayon plush dressed in a plaid taffeta skirt. Has a clock spring motor and winds in the back. Dances on metal feet. $3.98 Postpaid.

**FLUFFY KITTY**

Its lovable fur is soft and feels just like a real kitty. The face has the sweet affection of a live kitten and holds irresistible appeal for children and grownups. Life size. Only $4.25 Postpaid.

**PAPER is FUN with Snippie**

Scissors are dangerous — but Snippie is SAFE! Can’t cut flesh or stab. Electro-vibrates — cleans thru paper cleanly, smoothly, cleanly, quietly. Shapes paper magically — cutout, funny pictures, photos. Makes silhouettes, dress patterns, masks, lace designs, cars, planes, houses, puzzles and tricks in paper! Bright, durable red and yellow plastic. Automatic thumb release. 5 cord plugs into AC current. ORDER TODAY BY SEAT! ORDER TODAY BY MAIL! Only $2, postpaid in Gift Box with Animal Cutouts.

**FLUFFY KITTY**

At home on the range. Realistic looking red pottery tomatoes are bright and cheerful looking for holding salt and pepper and grease drippings, and the set is $3.25. The little ones are table salts and peppers and they are only $1.10 a pair, postpaid from Crystalier, 485 Lexington Ave., New York 17, New York.
A ROUND

The scene of the Nativity is portrayed in the modern manner in this Swedish crèche. All hand carved from wood and hand painted, the set includes the manger, Joseph and Mary, a shepherd and the three kings. Figures are 3½" tall. $2.50, post 30¢. Virginia Paige, 7312 35th Ave, Jackson Heights, N.Y.

Traveling companion. Give "Travelmaid" to the girl who is on the go—via Pullman, ship, plane or car. One side holds plastic containers for toilet articles, cosmetics; the other has pockets for nightwear. She can carry it over-arm or pack it. Black grosgrain, water-proof lined. $1.95 plus 20¢ tax. Maud Leachman, 3831 Ingersoll Ave, Des Moines 12, Ia.

Gold-plated accessories add a touch of luxury to a breakfast tray or individual place settings. Ash tray, cigarette holder and tiny bell are decorated with ladybugs in ruby red or emerald green or with similar-colored "jewels." Real curio value at $3.95 ea. ppd. Add 20¢ tax. Helena Rohlinstein, Saloon, 655 Fifth Ave, N. Y. 22.

Henry Honey Bear writes Letters to Children

Henry Honey Bear is a very amusing little Malayan Sun Bear whom children have learned to love through his jolly and instructive letters.

Henry’s illustrated weekly letters are individually addressed to the child. They are hand-printed, easily read, and each letter contains a surprise gift, a puzzle or a drawing to trace. There are four series of weekly letters (eight letters in each series), written for children from 4 through 8 years of age. Each series costs $1. You may subscribe to one or more. A special rate of $7 for all four series (32 letters) is offered to parents, relatives, friends, solve your gift problem—customized, according to the child’s age or interest.

Children will love a letter from Henry Honey Bear, as will their parents as they return the letters for a new series. The letter enclosure is a surprise—each is different and new! This delightful correspondence is endorsed highly as educational—endorsed by vocational and child authorities. Exercises by vocational and child authorities.

Send: child’s name, address, age and from whom (Aunt Mary, Granny, etc.). Sample Letter on Request. Growth, take shape. Educational—Endorsed highly. Send: child’s name, address, age and from whom (Aunt Mary, Granny, etc.). Sample Letter on Request.

Henry Honey Bear

writes Letters to Children

New! • Educational! • Colorgay Gift! • Big 10" Size!

Non-Bustable Vinylite Bouncing Play Balls!

MUSICAL LAMBS

This cuddly little lamb boasts of 11½" height and a Swiss music box interior... A tuneful armful of kiddies' delight in black or white plush, button eyed and be-ribonned.

AVALON GIFT HOUSE
FRONT ROYAL, VIRGINIA

IT'S IN THE BAG

Your gift can carry this brightly dressed doll in the shoulder-strap bag. Removable for playing. When in bad, doll pretty as picture. Bag can be easily cleaned with a damp cloth.

Write for gift catalogue

GWENDOLYN MALONEY
170 E. 51st St.
New York 22, N. Y.

Sweet and Lovely

The little scapie is lovingly made of cloud-soft Viyella flannel (from England) with hand-embroidered rosembeads and dainty pink or blue binding. A precious gift, $4. The hand-built hood, of soft baby wool, is gently ruffled and trimmed to frame tiny faces prettily. $2. Both scapie and hood can be left to come out one by one. Order now quick for Christmas giving. We pay postage

Dorothy Oseen
1005 Wauwatosa Ave.
Wauwatosa 13, Wis.

NEW! WONDERFUL WAY TO PLAY!

Boys & Girls—Different! Exciting! Family Fun

BIG-A-JIG, Wonder Toy from Hollywood. A wonderfulland of TOYS, Comics from yesterday, today and tomorrow, you can make all kinds of things from one box. Just load and build away. Dress your own character. Broadway stars, toy problems now! Guaranteed non-bustable—Non-toxic, tough plastic. Practically unbreakable. PERFECT GIFT! Send for FREE BULLETIN. Specify Little or Big Box, illustrated Idea Book, Send $1.75, Super 166-piece set, only $2.50, Order Now


Enclosed $ Name

City State
**DALE FIFTH AVENUE**

New York, only at Fifth Avenue at 56th St.

**Cuddly BEAUREGARD**

Adorable Baby Son Of Elsie, The Borden Cow

Floppy-eared Beuregard, with a covered slipper hand-knit pocket, is sure to be the soft, cuddly favorite toy for any girl or boy.

$4.95 Your Choice Of
BLUE * PINK * GOLD

POSTAGE PREPAID * CHECK OR MONEY ORDER

tottie dohme

Dept. HG-12 East 46 Street
New York 22, N. Y.

**STILTS**

An Ideal Youngster's Gift

ONLY $2.95 POSTPAID

Every boy and girl will want to try their walking skill on these sturdy, handsome stilts. Manufactured and developed especially for youngsters and themselves. Worlds of fun and healthful exercise at the same time!

- Built of rugged, clear-grained hardwood, 5'/2 ft. long.
- Adjustable footstep can be raised or lowered.
- Durable, non-slip rubber tips. Strong enough to support 200 lbs.

Order now for the children (8 to 16) on your Gift List. Satisfaction guaranteed.

No C.O.D.'s, please

BALLEU SPECIALTY CO.

Dept. 11

The Weirs New Hampshire

**SAVE YOUR MONEY IN THIS BEAUTIFULLY GLAZED CERAMIC BANK**

Hang it on the wall or stand it up. Pair makes attractive book-ends. Unique and appropriate shower gift. It's REFILLABLE. If you just can't save money, it's a swell place for Pop's old razor blades. Exquisite colors—baby BLUE and PINK.

Size 5 9/16 x 3 3/4. $2 Postpaid. Please add 35¢ postage. At first name handsomely hand-painted on front of bank. Refills furnished at one hundred for $1.00.

**By Gum . . . It's a BANK! with Bubble Gum**

Put in a penny . . . pull down the lever . . . out comes a stick of that gum of gums . . . BUBBLE GUM! It's actually a bubble gum vending machine . . . smaller edition of the subway brand. Best of all, this miniature vendor is a back, too. It takes pennies, nickels and dimes, and holds 25 standard size sticks of bubble gum. You refill it easily from the back. It holds 25 sticks of bubble gum. Add it if you wish child's first name hand-painted on front of bank. Refills furnished at one hundred for $1.00.

SEND FOR OUR NEW IDEA GIFT FOLDER

THE LEMAC CO.

154 W. Tremont Ave., Dept. HG-12, New York 53, N. Y.

**Hi Stranger!**

Let your youngsters climb up on the corral gate and watch PUNCHER in his adventures at the T Double A Ranch in Arizona. Through Puncher's exciting illustrated letters boys and girls will help PUNCHER train his palomino colt "Tamales", ride with Puncher on cattle drives, watch Navajo Indian dances and explore wild and interesting places in the Southwest. Every boy and girl from 6-12 wants this year's Puncher letters. Five illustrated letters for one dollar. Sample letter 20c. First letter and gift card arrive for Christmas. Send names and addresses of outdoor-loving children to

PUNCHER, T Double A Ranch

Box 1, Camp Wood Route, Prescott, Arizona

**STORY OF SANTA CLAUS**

SANTA SUGGESTS: for that last minute gift


FIRST NATIONAL DEPOSITORY

"DIDDLE" BANK

P. O. BOX 61

Maricopa, Calif.

SANTA SUGGESTS: for that last minute gift


FIRST NATIONAL DEPOSITORY

"DIDDLE" BANK

P. O. BOX 61

Maricopa, Calif.
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PETITE PORRINGS 
Handsome reproductions of William Calder’s 18th Century porringer—cast in an iron mould follow- ing the same painstaking procedure employed by Colonial pewterers. These are employed by Colonial pewterers. There’s a great thrill in store for Mother and Father alike when this Heaven-on-Wheels is inside of plastic cloth-washable plastic hood-and its shirred over-skirt and $10.95, express collect. The Avalon Gift House, Box 935, Front Royal, Va. 

Stirrup cup. Here’s an original idea for a plant holder or shadow box for a figurine. The stirrup is mahogany—old-world finish or modern bleached, as you prefer—with strong leather strap. Complete with plastic container they are $10 ea. ppd. $19.50 a pr. Ward Phillips Co., Box 3451, Merchandise Mart, Chicago 54, Ill. 

Sweet grass, long leaf pine needles and palmetto strips are woven into wonderful baskets and mats that stay soft, pliable and fragrant for years, and they’re washable! Made in the deep South. The 3” pot is $1.95; 5”; $2.95; 6”; $3.50. Set of 3, $7.50. 3 mats, $2.95 ppd. Stump & Walter, 132 Church Street, New York B, N. Y.

SWEET AND NEAT FOR LITTLE MACHOS

Animals by Remote Control
Friendly farm animals mysteriously roam about in a realistic farmyard with adjustable scenery. Endless creative fun for everyone! Complete with large (20") x 12", lively playmat & 6 plastic animals, barn, trees, fences, and powerful magnetic control. No C.O.D.'s, please. Order by mail direct from REMOTROL CO.

DECEMBER, 1948 51

MAGNETIC ACTION.

Magic Farmyard Moving Animals by Remote Control
Friendly farm animals mysteriously roam about in a realistic farmyard with adjustable scenery. Endless creative fun for everyone! Complete with large (20") x 12", lively playmat & 6 plastic animals, barn, trees, fences, and powerful magnetic control. No C.O.D.’s, please. Order by mail direct from REMOTROL CO.

PETITE PORRINGS
Handsome reproductions of William Calder’s 18th Century porringer—cast in an iron mould following the same painstaking procedure employed by Colonial pewterers. Of modern alloy, they will not tarn- ish or dent. Measure 2" wide. Set of 4 gift boxed $8.95 postpaid. Stump & Walter, 132 Church Street, New York B, N. Y.

SWEET AND NEAT FOR LITTLE MACHOS

Animals by Remote Control
Friendly farm animals mysteriously roam about in a realistic farmyard with adjustable scenery. Endless creative fun for everyone! Complete with large (20") x 12", lively playmat & 6 plastic animals, barn, trees, fences, and powerful magnetic control. No C.O.D.’s, please. Order by mail direct from REMOTROL CO.

PETITE PORRINGS
Handsome reproductions of William Calder’s 18th Century porringer—cast in an iron mould following the same painstaking procedure employed by Colonial pewterers. Of modern alloy, they will not tarn- ish or dent. Measure 2" wide. Set of 4 gift boxed $8.95 postpaid. Stump & Walter, 132 Church Street, New York B, N. Y.

SWEET AND NEAT FOR LITTLE MACHOS

Animals by Remote Control
Friendly farm animals mysteriously roam about in a realistic farmyard with adjustable scenery. Endless creative fun for everyone! Complete with large (20") x 12", lively playmat & 6 plastic animals, barn, trees, fences, and powerful magnetic control. No C.O.D.’s, please. Order by mail direct from REMOTROL CO.
EARLY AMERICAN
Antique Reproductions
ORDER EARLY FOR CHRISTMAS

With a sly suggestion that Christmas is near, Bozarth of Williamsburg offers the "Lee", a Queen Anne Coffee Table with delicate hand-named legs and the "Barlow", a Butler's Tray Table with graceful Chippendale legs. All handmade.

$55.00
(Express Collect)
Height 27½"
Length 50"
Width, open 34½"
Width, closed 14"

BOZARTH OF WILLIAMSBURG
WILLIAMSBURG, VIRGINIA

VERSATILE!
Gracious!

Bayfort Host Chairs double in lveliness (in pairs preferably) to so many Places. Perch, curling back, soft springs, solid mahogany legs, either dark or light, walnut finish. $110.00 (in your fabric). $125.00 (in your fabric). Ask for finish. Single chair, our fabrics, $38.50.

She ski? If so, whether she's an expert or novice, she'll like this pin and earring set and wear it as a symbol of good fun and sportsmanship. The pin, made of sterling silver, 3" long, is $1.25, earrings, $1.25, including tax and postage from The Studio Shop, 557 Boylston St., Boston 16, Massachusetts.

A fig for dessert. That's a unanimous choice if you offer luscious California figs, walnut stuffed. Virtually seedless and free of preservative or sulphur, each fig is wrapped to protect its plump freshness. In red-wood box, 2 lbs., $4.50; 3 lbs., $6.50; 5 lbs., $9.75, ppd. Rex D. Kane, 1331 N. Alta Vista Blvd., Los Angeles 46, Calif.

STITCH IN TIME
Saves embarrassment. Have you ever had a button pop off or a run start in your stocking away from home? If you have our gold-plate welnut in your purse, the day is saved. For in this ingenious nut is a thimble, thread, needle and pins. It's encrusted with jewel-like stones. Takes up no room at all and fits into a colorful, little pouch. Size of a walnut. $4.75.

TERRACE NOVELTIES
213-H East 58th St., New York 22, N. Y.

ELECTRICALLY HEATED
FOOT WARMER!

$34.50
Authentic Colonial design in rich walnut, with red or blue velvet upholstery. Has three heating speeds—low, medium, high—for exact amount of cozy warmth you desire. When not in use as a foot-warmer, the electric cord tucks neatly underneat, completely out of sight. Ideal gift for Mother or anyone troubled with chilly feet. Perfect CHRISTMAS GIFT. Prompt delivery.

SHERRILL'S
Roanoke, Virginia

SHIRLEY'S

MIDNIGHT SPECIAL

NOW BRUSH DISHES SPARKLING CLEAN

HANIDISH WASHER

New brush dishes sparkling clean— ... in a fraction of the time— ... with the new Handi-Mite Dishwasher! Fastens to the faucet. Press button, and soapy water flows. Release button for clear, flowing rinse water. So quick and easy to use. Saves hands, too! Has 2 brushes: Nylon for dishes, brass wire for pots and pans. You'll love it! $9.75.

WARD PHILLIPS CO.

MODERN WAY TO DO THE DISHES

HANDI-MITE DISHWASHER

Imagine this in front of a roaring fire or a deep couch. This reproduction of an old colonial cocktail table for the fishing or hunting lodge or for informal entertaining in the country. Finely crafted of knotty pine and other native New England woods in a country finish. Under the (optional order) it has a cushion seat, a drawer and box of room for glasses and necessary accessories. It's 48" x 24" x 18" high—

$45.00
Express Collect

Write for catalog
No C.O.D.'s

CHARLES W. CHASE
Racing Brook
Halcyon, Conn.

COBBLER'S BENCH

Imagine this in front of a sewing fire or in a -sharp moth. This reproduction of an old cobbler's bench makes an ideal coffee or cocktail table for the fishing or hunting lodge or for informal entertaining in the country. Finely crafted of knotty pine and other native New England woods in a country finish. Under the (optional order) it has a cushion seat, a drawer and box of room for glasses and necessary accessories. It's 48" x 24" x 18" high—

$45.00
Express Collect

Write for catalog
No C.O.D.'s

CHARLES W. CHASE
Racing Brook
Halcyon, Conn.

FOOT WARMER!

$34.50
Authentic Colonial design in rich walnut, with red or blue velvet upholstery. Has three heating speeds—low, medium, high—for exact amount of cozy warmth you desire. When not in use as a foot-warmer, the electric cord tucks neatly underneath, completely out of sight. Ideal gift for Mother or anyone troubled with chilly feet. Perfect CHRISTMAS GIFT. Prompt delivery.

SHERRILL'S
Roanoke, Virginia
The new look for salt and pepper shakers is the hour-glass figure. Silver-plated and non-tarnishable, they have screw cap tops that make them easy to re-fill. Hand-blown cellars are protected from breakage by three spindles. $3.60 incl. tax...and post. Rhea McAllaster, 113 E. 39 St., New York 16.

Tropical fruits—lemon, lime and avocado—are naturals as far as decorator color is concerned, and the shapes lend themselves nicely to these little bowls that can be used for nuts, jelly or as ash trays. Of porcelain-glazed copper, about 3", they are $3.75 ea. postpaid from Whitlock Merrick, 324 Miracle Mile, Coral Gables, Florida.

Ah, beautiful BLANKET COVER!

Nicest of luxuries to own...to give on Christmas morning! Washable rayon crepe-richly bound with rayon satin, tea-rose, eggshell or blue. Single (72x90), $9.95; Double (90x90), $16.95; Queen (90x108), $21.95; King (108x108), $12.95. Monogram $3. extra. Pillow cases $2.75. Please don't order a piece set of monograms. Bureau scarfs to match $2.50. Add 25c for postage. Sorry, no c.o.d.'s. Allow 2 weeks for monogramming.

The Lucky Chest

P. C. Box 184, Grand Central, New York 17, N.Y.

A pair of beautiful, rich, hand rubbed, solid mahogany picture frames (to hold standard 8 x 10 photograph). Fitted with vinylette backing, are the brightest of solutions for your gift problem. Designed to produce a dust-proof frame that will not scratch the finest of furniture. The rich mahogany color, the delicate gold bead design, the velvety sheen of the finish will enhance the beauty of any room and set off the pictures of your loved ones. A matched pair, shipped to you post paid $9.95. Mail check or money order to

SALESCRAFT, INC.

1356 Moore's Mill Rd., N. W., Atlanta, Ga.

A Museum Piece

In the source of this curious Colonial mirror, take pleasure in the actual reproduction of a very fine mirror. Elegant, slim, graceful and strong, this antique mirror is an addition to the finest homes and now is available to you through mail order. The mirror includes the original Colonial mirror with the same hand-rubbed antique finish. It comes in three sizes: Small, Medium and Large. Small mirror, 10" x 14" x 62¢. Medium mirror, 12" x 18" x 95¢. Large mirror, 16" x 22" x $1.25. Orders filled immediately.

Eaton Studios

23 Circle Road
Scarsdale, New York
A lady in the dark can find an elusive change purse or front door key with the aid of "Purse-lite"—a tiny torch that pins into her pocketbook. Handy, too, for reading theater programs or locating the other shoe under a movie seat. $2.50, postpaid from England Brothers, Pittsfield, Massachusetts.

It's plain to see telephone numbers and other fine print if you own a purse pencil with a four-power magnifying cap of unbreakable plastic. Complete with extra leads and eraser under the cap, the lady's size in pearl gray, is $1.10; for men, in black, brown or gray, $1.50 postpaid. Kathleen Weller, Box 386, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Around

Pin feather plucking is a job nobody wants and there just hasn't been a gadget around to help. So at last, here's one—pointed tweezers of aluminum do the trick. Use them to hull strawberries, or for pulling threads in dress-making. Just 50¢ ppd. from Giftcraft, 1234 E. 47th St., Chicago 15, Ill.

Stocking gift for any man on your list is a sturdy little key chain and miniature, pearl-handled pocketknife. He will be grateful to you every time he cuts a parcel string. And the jingle in his pocket as he thinks out a problem will take on an added tone. $1.50, ppd. Norman's, 416 Mill St., Bristol, Pa.

At Last!
An Automatic Needle Threader

Can you thread a needle with your eyes closed? You —every one —with the amazing Thread-a-Needle. It is simple to work and thread a needle in a jiffy. Make your eyes do nothing but watch! Insert needle, press button, place thread in slot, release button, presto! the job's done. Pull thread to desired length, cut with scissors lever. It is simple to work and threads a needle in seconds. Pull thread to desired length, cut with scissors lever. It is simple to work and threads a needle in seconds.

Turn on the charm in your home...

Electrify Oil Lamps — Quickly and Simply

It's amazing! Just replace the oil wick with a new Nalco Electrified Wick Burner — and presto — your home will reflect the realistic charm of old-fashioned lamps made even more attractive.

Their Model Dream House

For Christmas — Plan-O-Blocks

Perfect gift for home owner planning alterations or prospective home builder. With Plan-O-Blocks you can build your "future" model dream house in home, office, or anywhere. Design your home exactly as you need it. Plan-O-Blocks are not a toy, but precision-made, accuracy enough for your builder to estimate costs. One set lets you plan and construct thousands of designs, one at a time. A set of your own will provide hours of entertainment.

Special 10-day Trial Offer

Send $19.95 — check or money order. Sent post paid. Money refunded if set is returned for any reason within 10 days.

Plan-O-Blocks, Inc.
309 Capitol Bldg.
Binghamton, N. Y.

Christmas Gifts that are "Hard to Find!"

Pin Cushion—"Graceful living," proclaims this charming peacock d'anglais (French). Just as pretty as it is decorative.

Rose-in-hand Clip—Stunning! Authentically reproduced from the Victorian era to hold your social correspondence and elusive papers. Decorative — distinction — usefulness — all in one. Clip length 51/2 inches. $5.00

The Mail Mart
222 North 21st St., Kansas City 2, Kansas
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Rose-in-hand Clip—Stunning! Authentically reproduced from the Victorian era to hold your social correspondence and elusive papers. Decorative — distinction — usefulness — all in one. Clip length 51/2 inches. $5.00

The Mail Mart
222 North 21st St., Kansas City 2, Kansas

Their Model Dream House

For Christmas — Plan-O-Blocks

Perfect gift for home owner planning alterations or prospective home builder. With Plan-O-Blocks you can build your "future" model dream house in home, office, or anywhere. Design your home exactly as you need it. Plan-O-Blocks are not a toy, but precision-made, accuracy enough for your builder to estimate costs. One set lets you plan and construct thousands of designs, one at a time. A set of your own will provide hours of entertainment.
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Don't Buy a DIAMOND RING before seeing our Catalog

By specializing in the sale of diamonds from estates, banks and unredeemed pledges, we are able to offer a large and varied collection of fine diamond jewelry at a substantial savings.

Every diamond regardless of price is sold with an iron-clad money back guarantee. Our forty-year reputation of fair dealing and good values, backs every sale. We will gladly show you the diamond you select for your personal examination, before buying, and without obligation.

Our new beautifully illustrated catalog will be gladly sent you upon request.

In it you will find many of our most outstanding diamond values—$15.00 to $100,000.00—reset in the finest quality gold or platinum mountings, and in styles for ladies and gentlemen. If you wish, our own diamond setters and craftsmen will design special mountings to suit your personal preference.

We solicit your correspondence

BERMAN'S COLLATERAL LOAN BANK
636-38 WEST BALTIMORE STREET, DEPT. HG
BALTIMORE 1, MARYLAND

References: Your bank or any Mercantile Agency.

Cobbler's Bench

Here is the ideal coffee table for your early American living room. A true copy of the bench used by the village cobbler smiths. Heavily silverplated on copper, carefully made of knotty pine in an antiqued mellow brown or maple finish, hand-rubbed to a satin lustre. A piece to inspire admiration in your friends. 38" long, 16½" wide, 18" high.

Price $18.95. Send cash, check or Money Order. No C.O.D.'s please.

Removes from oil fount to make unique water-tight planter or handy cigarette container.

Heavily weighted base. Overall height, 20 in.

Round-the-world eating can be yours right at home. The Art of Italian Cooking is $2.75; How to Cook and Eat in Chinese, $3.50, Far Eastern Cookery, $3; Scandinavian Cookery for Americans, $3, and André Simon's French Cook Book, $3 plus postage. From the Post Mart, 260 E. 78th St., N. Y. 21.

GRAVY BOAT and TRAY

Graceful lines to blend with any décor


GUARANTEED TO PLEASE OR SHIPPED PREPAID, INCLUDES POSTAGE, C.O.D. and TRAY.

FREE Illustrated folder describing many items.

LUCID CONTAINERS
140-G Greene Street, New York 11, N. Y.

BRASS PLANTER LAMP

Gracefully designed in traditional Early American, this unusual distinctive lamp is completely original. It removes from oil fount to make unique water-tight planter or handy cigarette container. Heavily weighted base. Overall height, 26 in.

Price $18.95. Send cash, check or Money Order. No C.O.D.'s please.

Our famous guarantee is your assurance of the finest in craftsmanship and materials.

MAISON EMILE
3537 Forest Kansas City, Mo.

"Distinctive lamps for the world!"

We solicit your correspondence

BERMAN'S COLLATERAL LOAN BANK
636-38 WEST BALTIMORE STREET, DEPT. HG
BALTIMORE 1, MARYLAND

References: Your bank or any Mercantile Agency.

Ceramic baskets are just big enough to hold place cards or individual portions of nuts, mints, bonbons. They come in pretty pastel shades at $1 each, postpaid, or in sets of 4, for bridge or other parties, for $3.75 ppd. Buy them as dainty and useful gifts. The Salt and Pepper Shop, 445 East 86 St., New York 28, New York.
AROUND

White metal candlesticks in flower and leaf ornamental designs, used in a simple manner, are handmade by Mexican artisans. They stand about 8½" tall. The single holder is $2; $3.75 a pair. Triple candle holders are $3.25 ea., $6 a pr. postpaid from The Old Mexico Shop, Santa Fe, New Mexico.

Crazy checkers is a series of five different games to play alone and one for two persons. The first three are easy, but if you win the "star" game you're in the genius class. Perfect for convalees, travelers, youngsters, oldsters, anyone. $1.50 postpaid from Traylors, 818 17th Street, Denver 2, Colo.

GIFT VALUES IN SMART, DISTINCTIVE SILVERPLATE
Guaranteed by the Manufacturers

SUGAR & CREAMER
$6.95

* * *

PORKY THE PIG
Attractive and useful as a child's bank; or, as a holder for used razor blades. 4½" long, 2½" high. Lustrous Silverplate.
$4.50

BUTTER DISH
Overshaped dish with scalloped edge, 7½" long. Close-fitting cover. Fine Silverplate.
$5.04

* * *

JIGGER SPOON
Measuring jigger, spoon, and bottle opener, combined. Fine Silverplate.
$3.60

ANTIN'S
Jewelers—Gift Counselors
114 Barrow St., Dept. G, New Orleans 12, La.
Quality Jewelers since 1914

MAKE SOMEONE HAPPY WITH THE MAGNUS ACCORDION!
So precision tuned that it deserves the title of instrument instead of toy. Made of sturdy plastic, it will lend a merry note to narrating young readers.
$7.50

6 keys
$ .99

Magnus Super Accordion—10 keys $4.00

THE ZIP OPENER
Rustproof and the most versatile we've seen yet! Opens bottles, vacuum and coffee jars, has a foolproof cork-screw and towel hanger. Use them everywhere!
2 for $ .25
Send for FREE catalog

THE BATH MART, Inc.

THE ZIP OPENER
© by Hey's

ANTIN'S
Jewelers—Gift Counselors
114 Barrow St., Dept. G, New Orleans 12, La.

Kwick Stitch
Keep this spool rack handy for last minute repairs. Hang on wall, place on table or in drawer. Felt backing. Colorful pin cushion in center. White, black and several popular colors of thread supplied.
$3.00 postpaid
No C.O.D.'s please

KEARSARGE CRAFT SHOP
Kearsarge New Hampshire

Kwick Stitch

CANDLESTICKS
that are really NEW!
Hand-made of finest brass, they are of true HEIRLOOM QUALITY. Designed for 1½ candles, they are 4½" high, have a spread of 8½" and stand on heavy 3½" base. Make a "never-to-be-forgotten" gift—and you'll want a pair for yourself when you see them. $4.00 the pair prepaid in U. S. Send check or money order.

JARIS, Incorporated
1086 Westminster St., Providence, R. I.
**SHOPPING**

Rip Van Winkle might have added another 20 years to his sleep if he'd had a foam rubber pillow to rest his weary head. It is regulation size and a boon to allergy-ridden individuals. Self-adjusting and self-ventilating, it's a lifetime investment in good sleeping. $11.95. Express collect, from Old Colony Wayside Furniture Co., 6 Main Street, Norwalk, Connecticut.

A gay circus towel set, practically guaranteed to charm away Junior's aversion to soap and water, is labeled especially for his exclusive use. Specify any one of 425 given names for the "label." Of white terry cloth, stenciled in green and red. Towels are $1.75; washcloths, 45¢ ea., plus 1¢ post. Carson Pirie Scott & Co., 1 S. State St., Chicago 3, Ill.

**Give him the famous "DANIEL BOONE" Cap**

That young pioneer will be as happy as a lark with his new Daniel Boone Cap—a bonnet that will make all the other kids in the neighborhood green with envy.

The Daniel Boone Cap is made of genuine raccoon fur and has a real raccoon tail. The all-wool lining makes it soft and comfortable and the sweat band is perspiration proof.

**MONEY BACK GUARANTEE**

Order one of these Caps promptly and we'll guarantee delivery before Christmas. Send check or money order for $1.95 (includes Federal Tax, Packing, Postage). Perfect fit and complete satisfaction or money back. Only sold direct. Order today, State size.

KICKAPOO PRODUCTS INC., HOLLY 7, MICH.

**MAGAZINE CRADLE**

Hand Crafted in Historic Virginia

Your magazines are always neatly tucked away yet right-at-hand in this delightfully original Cradle. 15 1/2" high x 15 1/2" long x 11 1/2" wide. Beautifully hand crafted in solid walnut or maple, $12.50...mahogany, $14.50.

Fits for "Wishbone of Tomorrow"—FREE booklet on furnishing, hand made in Virginia

AYALON GIFT HOUSE

Box 953-A

Front Royal, Virginia

**SOLID BRASS FIRESIDE ENSEMBLE**

30" ANCHORAGE. $175.00. $125.00 Pr. MATCHING FIRESCREEN, brass frame, black wire, $39.95. EXTERIORS, brass frame, black wire, $44.95. FENDER, solid brass, row and rose design, 3' high. 48" long, $110.00. EXPRESS CHARGE WITH ORDER. EXPRESS COLLECT.

D. L. BROMWELL

710 12th St. N.W., Wash. 6, D. C.

**Make Everything GLEAM!**

New, flexible GLEAM ELECTRIC POLISHER and SANDER works wonders—on flat surfaces, curves, edges and corners. Saves hours of tedious hand-polishing and sanding. Beautify your car, furniture, floors, woodwork and all surfaces.

**ELECTRIC POLISHER** Complete with Polisher Unit

$15.95

POLISHER UNIT—flexible rubber disc on shaft that fits any 1/2" or larger drill, and washable lamb'swool cover. $2.50

**SANDER UNIT**—Tempered-aluminum disc on shaft that fits any 1/2" or larger drill, and 12 pre-cut sanding discs assorted grits. Dampen before use on camel. $2.50

**DE LUXE KIT**—includes complete Polisher and Sander Units, rigged 1/2" Electric Drill (operates on AC or DC). 20 drills for metal, wood and plastic, all in a handsome steel case. $23.95

**SAVE 1/3 on GIFTS!**

MONOGRAMMED POKER CHIPS

75 Red...75 Blue in whimsical designs. Smart, personalized poker chips. "Fancy-like" plastic. Pleasant "feel." A joy to handle. Standard size. Monogramming made easy at no extra cost.

Write for "Heirlooms of Tomorrow"—FREE booklet on furnishing, hand made in Virginia

AYALON GIFT HOUSE

Box 953-A

Front Royal, Virginia
AROUND

Old man Noah and passengers are the subjects of this colorful map. Engagingly illustrated and set to rhyme, it is printed in eight colors. 24" x 19" in mailing tube, it is $1. Mounted on linen, $2.50; on a laquered wall plaque, $4.50 postpaid. Hagstrom Map Company, 20 Vesy St., N. Y. 7.

Pennsylvania Dutch motifs in sea green, rose petal, royal blue, are hand-printed on pure linen to make table mats and matching napkins. All pieces are handmade and hand-fringed. An attractive, packable gift, the set of eight pieces is quite a buy for $5.95, post.

Spanish Antique

MAHOGANY SEWING BOX
Solid Mahogany sewing box, hand rubbed dark natural finish, design based on Spanish Antique, about 7½" wide by 12½" long by 6½" deep when folded with cover on. $15.50 postpaid anywhere in U.S.

No C.O.D.'s please

G. C. BUCHER & SONS
P. O. Box 295
Melfield, Florida

NEW TELEPHONE SECRETARY

Tel-Set bases and pensil at your finger tips in handy, rigid, pull-out drawer. Ideal for notes, slips, slips, slips. All metal body, ground steel enamel finish machine washable. Installed instantly—simply snap into place. No more hunting for paper or pencil— or writing on and off wall—uses ordinary pad and pencil. This is ideal for home, office, shop, store. All metal. GIFT UNBREAKABLE. (Not plastic). Beautiful. Non-breakable. (Not plastic) ideal for home, office, shop, store. All metal. GIFT

Order yours

FITS YOUR PHONE

Fits Your Phone or Money Back

COMPLETE SATISFACTION OR MONEY BACK

4255 $24.95 each & post and 52.65 each. Order direct—Only $2.65 postpaid. Order No. 7-55A, CANTON, OHIO.

DOWNS & CO.

Recipe Note Cards

Pennsylvania Dutch Designs

on double folded cards, 4½ x 5½ inches with multiple traditional colors and palatable recipes such as Shoo-Fly Pie, Hot Bacon Dressing, Sun Preserved Strawberries, etc., on the back of each. The designs are authentic and applied with a handcut block.

Price $8.00 per pair, F.O.B. Canton, Ohio.

Immediate delivery. Send check or money order (no C.O.D.'s, please) to THE CANTON MALLEABLE IRON CO.

2644 15TH ST., N. E.
CANTON, OHIO

COLLECTOR'S SHELF

A desirable piece of country furniture inspired by an old Pewter Shelf provides a showplace for the collectors' choice plates, after-dinner coffee cups and saucers, spoons and miniatures.

Handmade of mellow brown antiqued Kentsy Pine, 20", high, 11½" wide. $22.50 express collect.

Sorry, no C.O.D.'s please

Glen's Natl. Bank of Ingledow

Gracefully acccents the attractiveness of your home. A delightful gift. This beautifully modeled ceramic table lamp stands 25½" tall on a solid ashwood base and features a miniature Ming Tree of genuine mahogany. The lamp comes in your choice of three color combinations...chartreuse and brown, red and black, turquoise and maize. Your own ivy or bulbs, planted in a waterproof section, blend their green with the foliage of the exotic Ming tree. The shade, of eggshell-lined, nubby-textured Marshall cloth, blends perfectly with the ceramic coloring. Carefully packed, delivered express prepaid for just $24.95. Sorry, no C.O.D. Ask for lamp No. 125, and state color preference.

REFERENCE: Glen's National Bank of Ingledow

PLANTER LAMP

Recipe Note Cards

Pennsylvania Dutch Designs

on double folded cards, 4½ x 5½ inches with multiple traditional colors and palatable recipes such as Shoo-Fly Pie, Hot Bacon Dressing, Sun Preserved Strawberries, etc., on the back of each. The designs are authentic and applied with a handcut block.

Box of 10 with envelopes $1.25 postpaid.

No C.O.D.'s please

THE CORNER STORE

MYERTOWN, PA.

SCACHET Petals

A delightful way to keep underthings fresh...and a new, daintier way to wear perfume.

85 petals in jar 100

Use Sachet Petals where you have flowers, handkerchiefs, baby things, or in your purse. Delicate floral scent lasts permanently. To screw-up top, turn in helix, cut off, discard. Gift Based...Postpaid

Downs & Co.

81 Salem Lane, Evanston, Ill.
"The Honey Bee"  

An unusually attractive honey jar of gleaming crystal, with heavily silver plated top, stand and spoon. Height 6". Orders shipped same day as received, postage paid and tax included upon receipt of check for $6.50. No C.O.D.'s please. Send for catalog.

GRACE LLOYD-COLLINS
Wilmington 43, Delaware

SAINT FRANCIS  

Beautifully designed figurine by Betty Harrington that depicts the gentle saint with disarming simplicity. Robe is the dark brown of his order,...two white birds perch on unexcelled grace. A "natural" gift for anyone who bears the name of Francis. Charming when used with flower arrangements in low bowls or shadow boxes. 7 inches tall.

$4.25 each Postpaid in the U.S.
Check or Money Order — No C.O.D.'s.
Send for FREE ILLUSTRATED FOLDER of complete line of unusual items.

Christmas Plastic Apron  

Delight your party guests with this MUSICAL CAKE PLATE that includes the Birthday Song* while the cake revolves! It adds gaiety to every occasion. Durably made of metal, either 7¼" disc, while enamel finish, at $7.95 or 12" disc beautiful chrome finish at $9.95; both postpaid. Send check or M.O. Please, no C.O.D. — (for the Wedding March)

WRITE FOR FREE GIFT CATALOG:

SWISS COMMERCE INC.
Dept. G-12, 17 West 57th St., N. Y. 19, N. Y.

COPPER TOP  

A polished walnut cigarette box is topped with antique copper, handsomely hand-engraved with either three king size block letters or a single English script initial. A welcome gift for home or office, $6.50, postpaid. Send initial and please allow one week for delivery. Henry W. Longfellow, Weston 93, Mass.

DARN EASY  

With the new "Speedweave II" darning machine, a miniaturized loom that's simple to use, darns 10 times faster and never wears out. It's easy on the eyes and can be used for silk, wool or linen. Awarded the "Diploma of Merit" at the Inventions Exhibit in London, it's a practical gift. $2.29 ppd. Green Gable Gifts, 394 Lenox Ave., N. Y. 27.

CHRISTMAS PLASTIC APRON  

Give this clever Christmas gift — smartly designed of that famous plastic, Firestone Velon, and decorated as illustrated on festive red and green colors; trimmed with gathered ruffle to make it especially attractive. Delight your friends with this exclusive re-membrance. $2.00 postpaid. Send your gift list—we will ship direct and enclose gift card with your name.

(Order several for use at parties!)

JAEFFEE MANUFACTURING CO.
2344 East 28th street, Los Angeles 11, California
Beauty beneath the mistletoe... CALLAWAY TOWELS

Thrill to your handsome CALLAWAY ENSEMBLE gift—overflowing with soft-textured towel beauty. ABSORBEnized for faster drying. Choice of high-fasion colors. Matching rugs... of course.


THE SMART WAY IS...

Callaway TOWELS & RUGS
Night and Day

BEAUTY WITH BLINDS OF ACME GALVA-BOND STEEL

PRIVACY WITH CHARM...LIGHT WITHOUT GLARE

They are a decorator's pride, a homemaker's joy, a thing of lasting beauty. Galva-bond Venetian blinds have the luster of satin...the strength of steel. They can absorb blows without buckling. They're light enough to handle easily...heavy enough to hang gracefully and silently. They flex at a touch for easy dusting, yet they won't warp or get out of line.

Only Venetians made of Acme Galva-bond Steel, galvanized and bonderized for lasting beauty, give you all these advantages. Whether you are doing one window or a whole house, don't take anything less!

Send Me for copy of illustrated booklet, "A Gallery of American Windows."

ACME steel Company, 2844 Archer Avenue, Chicago 8
SHOPI NG AROUND

Javanese marble looks like onyx but costs much less. Here it makes a desk that would do credit to a V.L.P.'s office or grace an undergraduate's den. 5" sq. ash tray is geared to masculine taste. Pen-holder, 6" x 3½", holds an iridium-tipped pen. In antique green, $8.95 set, postpaid. Vicki Burke, 135 E. 53rd St., New York 22.

Mother Goose musical tots run the gamut of a full scale. Push or pull the figures and each one plays a different bell-like note. The figures are 5" tall and with the set comes a 16-page music and jingle book in two colors for playing nursery rhymes or tinkly tunes. $2.98, plus 12¢ postage from Gimbels, New York 1, N. Y.

The Personalized Perfect Gift for All Occasions

World's Finest Milk Chocolate FILLED WITH WHOLE ROASTED ALMONDS

Mother Goose musical tots run the gamut of a full scale. Push or pull the figures and each one plays a different bell-like note. The figures are 5" tall and with the set comes a 16-page music and jingle book in two colors for playing nursery rhymes or tinkly tunes. $2.98, plus 12¢ postage from Gimbels, New York 1, N. Y.

TO KEEP OR GIVE
CLASSIC WOODEN SALT & PEPPER MILLS

Proof positive that you're a gourmet—these charming mills of traditional French Provincial design have new style "inside"—precision built. They really work and wear. Pepper mill $3.95, salt mill $3.95, pair only $6.95. Price includes bags of peppercorns and salt crystals. Gift Boxed. For shipping charges add $2.50. Not O. D.'s. Write for free booklet. Dept. HG-248.

THE POST MART
260 E. 78th St., New York 21, N. Y.

Glorious holly wreaths heavy with brilliant red berries, $4.95. Grown for over 40 years.

HOLIDAY decorations from Oregon

From the evergreen forests of the West. Centerpieces of holly, spuce, juniper, yew and cedar. Complete with candles. A gift of beauty that lasts beyond the New Year, $7 postpaid.

HUB JEWELRY CO.
1700 Taylor St., N.W., Wash. 11, D.C.

MOTHER'S DAY

8. With All My Love

June 20

Father's Day

7. Happy Birthday

May 17

Father's Day
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Mother's Day
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May 17

Mother's Day
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May 17

FATHER'S DAY

7. Happy Birthday

May 17

Mother's Day

8. Birthday Balloons

May 17

Mother's Day

8. Birthday Balloons

May 17

DECEMBER, 1948
Most useful table you ever saw for indoors and out...

Coffee table—card table. Folds vertically for storage. Equally open to regular height 29½" or lowers to coffee table height 13½". Folds vertically for storage or use as a fire screen. Table top is 29½" square and of ½" thick rim and tempered Masonite—moisture and liquor resistant. Aluminum alloy legs. Tops available include: natural re-sanded wood grain or bleached mahogany or walnut, or simulated leather tops in red, green, brown or ivory.

EXPRESS PAID ANYWHERE IN U.S.A.

$17.50

Specify which grain of wood or color of leather you prefer. No C.O.D.'s please.

SHOPPING

Star of Bethlehem throw copied from the traditional design to use as a blanket, couch, auto or steamer robe. Weight of pure wool in indigo, delft blue and white, rose, red or green combined with black and white. With fringe on four sides, 60" x 72"; 54" x 72". $8.50 exp. col. Laura Copenhaver, Rosemont, Marion, Va.

Pagoda box. Many are the uses for this handsome plastic replica of a hand-carved Chinese original. Two adjustable partitions make it flexible enough to hold playing cards, stockings, hankies, jewelry, candy, nuts, cigarettes. Antique ivory, jade green or Chinese red, 8" x 4" x 4". $4.95 ppd. Uta's, Mount Vernon, N. Y.
AROUND

Dickens Toby jugs, Full figures of six characters, Sairey Gamp, the Fat Boy, Captain Cuttle, Sam Weller, Micawber or Mr. Pickwick, are hand-painted, richly colored and collectors' items all. Of Royal Doulton, 5½" tall, they are $5.75 each. At Plummer, Ltd., 734 Fifth Avenue, N. Y. 19.

Little but good. A sterling silver photograph frame only 3¼" x 4¼" is a little gem. The right size for a snapshot, it's well made, backed with velvet and has an easel support. It's a gift that anyone would treasure, and only $11, postpaid and including Fed. tax, from Park Curiosity Shop, 536 Madison Avenue, New York 22, N. Y.

THE IDEAL FAMILY GIFT—
A PLANTATION HAMMOCK

Every member of the family will enjoy the fun and relaxing comfort of America's finest hammock. Hand woven of strong, cool, cotton rope. For sun porch or yard. Complete and ready to hang.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Style</th>
<th>Body Size</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>26 x 72 In.</td>
<td>$18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>56 x 80 In.</td>
<td>$20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>66 x 82 In.</td>
<td>$22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Specify size. Send check with order. Prompt shipment by Express Collect. $18; $20; $22.

MARION BRAWLEY
605 E. Washington St., Greenville, S. C.

PLAY POOL AT HOME!
NEW PORTABLE POOL TABLE

Fun for Family and Friends! Royal entertainment for yourself and your friends. Play pool in your home. Pool specially designed for small homes or apartments. American engineered for scientific play. Quality guaranteed. Each piece is hand-crafted and carefully finished. The world's finest pool table. Send 50c for free illustrated catalog. GUARANTEED! PLANTATION HAMMOCK—Complete with all accessories, $22.00 postpaid, freight collect. $24.00 F.O.B. Mt. Vernon, N. Y.

SALT and PEPPER SHAKERS

With a " OLD CHARM "

Hand painted originals! PLACE MATS AND NAPKINS

The metal gift with the personal touch hand-painted with her name on one and his name on the other. Border design repeated on 12" napkins. White or aqua. and lacquered body. Crystal brown simulated Leatherette $5.95. Complete with contents easily seen through the glass. Heavily silver-plated and lacquered body. Crystal clear glass bottom in a graceful Queen Anne design uncovers for easy filling. $2.95 the pair—postpaid including taxes. Envelope cash, check or money order. No C.O.D.'s.

CAMEO GIFTWARE
525 Tussing Bldg. Lansing, Michigan

Save 10% on orders $25 or over. Send check or Money Order. No C.O.D.'s please.

BRIEF HISTORY OF SNookER

From a game of nine ball to the present day. Illustrated Catalog of hobby and recreation items, work shop equipment and tools for the home mechanic.

MILK'S
1919 WOODMERE
L. I., N. Y.

FOLDING BRIDGE TABLE TOP

$5.95

SEATS 8 PEOPLE COMFORTABLY FOR DINNER OR CARDS

Folds Compactly for Storage

THE IDEAL XMAS GIFT.
FITS OVER ANY BRIDGE TABLE. Cannot tip or slide. Held firm by Straps. 46" across. Red, Green or Brown Simulated Leatherette $5.95.

ALSO IN GENUINE LEATHERETTE


GRAND UTILITIES CORP. Dept. 82
201 S. Second Av., Mt. Vernon, N. Y.
"TraveGrill"
New, Improved
Stainless Steel Charcoal Grills and Broilers
Practical—Beautiful
For those who enjoy perfection in the art of outdoor charcoal cooking and entertaining.

Ideal for Hunters—Campers—Fishermen
The Model G3 "Travel-about 12" x 4½ It and there is ample space of aluminum with black crackle finish.

Order Now. Check or M.O. $8.95
Send for folder describing other models of grills.

The Bermuda Shop
Madison Avenue at 55th St.
New York City

Your Portrait

English Bone China

Your Portrait

English Bone China

Sympathy Arrangement—a select collection of famous pieces of open stock English Bone China. New hurricanes and candle holders will be sent on request.

METALVENT C ORPORATION
Dept. HG, 4020 N. Port Washington Road, Milwaukee, Wisconsin
AROUND DECEMBER, 1948

An Ideal Xmas Gift — Immediate Delivery!

Polishing & Sanding Attachments

$9.95

ARTBECK GIFT ENSEMBLE

Here's a gift you'll be proud to give, and your friends will be happy to receive. It's a lovely Gift Ensembles of time-tested, work-saving kitchen helpers. ARTBECK BASTER, made of Pyrex Brand glass; for easier, more nutritious cooking. ARTBECK WHIP BEATER, made of gleaming stainless steel: whips, beats, mixer with only one hand. ARTBECK PAN HANDLER for safe, easy handling of sizzling pots and pans. The ideal gift for Thanksgiving, Christmas, Wednesdays or Showers. Only $1.35 post paid. Write Kitchen Helps Dept. BE, 571 W. 8th St., Chicago, Ill. Order today . . . for immediate delivery.

A. C. = D. DRILL BUFFER & SANDER $9.95

10 Deluxe, gold monogrammed booklets, gift-wrapped in transparent box.

CLEAN-O-MIST BOX 7, ORADELL, N. J.

The same RICH OLD-FASHIONED hand turned FLAVOR and TEXTURE right in your own refrigerator

FREEZE-O-TRAY ELECTRIC ICE CREAM FREEZER

No stirring—no beating! Simple to use—easy to clean. Completely automatic... makes delicious ice cream while you prepare dinner, rest or shop. Your guests will beam about the old-fashioned flavor and you'll simply have to show them your FREEZE-O-TRAY! Priceless old southern ice cream recipes included. Ed. $14.75 post paid. Write an unusual gift?

FREEZE-O-TRAY CO. 502 WARWICK ROAD, NEWPORT NEWS, VA

EQUIPPED WITH TWO "TRAFFICATORS®"

SIGNAL YOUR TURNS WITH "TRAFFICATORS"

A gift to delight the careful driver! Flip a switch and electrically operated semaphore-type arms, 8½", long, give illuminated signals for left and right turns. Complete with two "Trafficators", illuminated dashboard switch, extra bulbs, cable and instructions for installation, $13.50, tax and postage paid.

Handy Ann PORTABLE IRONING BOARD

HANGS FIRMLY ON DOOR KNOB

What could be handier when you are traveling . . . for trailer and hotel use . . . if you live in cramped quarters . . . or have to do last minute pressing? Mounts rigidly on door knob, saves time and space. All-metal underframe holds flat for packing in suitcase or for storage. Comes in two sizes, equipped with pad and cover.

Biltmore Import Co., P.O. Box 8193, Biltmore, N. C.

M. C. O. B. H.

Size 8 x 22, Postpaid $3.00

Size 8 x 32, Postpaid $3.50

* No C.O.D.'s please ... Mail check or money order today for prompt shipment!

JOHN MARTIN & ASSOCIATES 3924-HC, Dean Blvd., Minneapolis, Minn.
Sylla Churn

Sylla, an exciting newly-hatched churn from bourbon, milk and cream—famous Southern dessert or drink since Colonial days. Serve your friends Sylla Churn. Churn it on the table with this modern Lucite churn. It's fun and it's easy. Old Southern recipe with churn tells you how to make it for dinner, teas, parties, at home and Holiday callers. Give one to your Gourmet friend who has everything. Post Sylla Churn churn made in many years. Now and different. $7.50 cash, postpaid.

SUMMERTOWN SHOP, SIGNAL MOUNTAIN, TENN. 
Dept. HG, 420 Lexington Ave., New York 17, N.Y. / P. O. Box 946 Kansas City 10, Mo.

"Light in Armor"

JUST HOLD THE with red collar and leash, dog

Does the Work!

The Revolving Brush

Sylaba

A wonderful gift—order today in time for Xmas! Also—3 ft. extension—ideal for washing boats, windows, etc., available at $2.50 extra, (Prepaid) Reimer Denree Company Write for free gift catalogue.

Southern dessert or drink since Colonial again! The gallant and authentically reproduces the way the churning was done in 5 or 6 washings. Serve your friends Sylla Churn. Churn it on the table with this modern Lucite churn. It's fun and it's easy. Old Southern recipe with churn tells you how to make it for dinner, teas, parties, at home and Holiday callers. Give one to your Gourmet friend who has everything. Post Sylla Churn churn made in many years. Now and different. $7.50 cash, postpaid.

SUMMERTOWN SHOP, SIGNAL MOUNTAIN, TENN. 
Dept. HG, 420 Lexington Ave., New York 17, N.Y. / P. O. Box 946 Kansas City 10, Mo.
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Southern dessert or drink since Colonial again! The gallant and authentically reproduces the way the churning was done in 5 or 6 washings. Serve your friends Sylla Churn. Churn it on the table with this modern Lucite churn. It's fun and it's easy. Old Southern recipe with churn tells you how to make it for dinner, teas, parties, at home and Holiday callers. Give one to your Gourmet friend who has everything. Post Sylla Churn churn made in many years. Now and different. $7.50 cash, postpaid.

SUMMERTOWN SHOP, SIGNAL MOUNTAIN, TENN. 
Dept. HG, 420 Lexington Ave., New York 17, N.Y. / P. O. Box 946 Kansas City 10, Mo.

"Light in Armor"

JUST HOLD THE with red collar and leash, dog

Does the Work!

The Revolving Brush

Sylaba

A wondertul gift—order today in time for Xmas! Also—3 ft. extension—ideal for washing boats, windows, etc., available at $2.50 extra, (Prepaid) Reimer Denree Company Write for free gift catalogue.

Southern dessert or drink since Colonial again! The gallant and authentically reproduces the way the churning was done in 5 or 6 washings. Serve your friends Sylla Churn. Churn it on the table with this modern Lucite churn. It's fun and it's easy. Old Southern recipe with churn tells you how to make it for dinner, teas, parties, at home and Holiday callers. Give one to your Gourmet friend who has everything. Post Sylla Churn churn made in many years. Now and different. $7.50 cash, postpaid.

SUMMERTOWN SHOP, SIGNAL MOUNTAIN, TENN. 
Dept. HG, 420 Lexington Ave., New York 17, N.Y. / P. O. Box 946 Kansas City 10, Mo.

"Light in Armor"

JUST HOLD THE with red collar and leash, dog

Does the Work!

The Revolving Brush

Sylaba

A wondertul gift—order today in time for Xmas! Also—3 ft. extension—ideal for washing boats, windows, etc., available at $2.50 extra, (Prepaid) Reimer Denree Company Write for free gift catalogue.

Southern dessert or drink since Colonial again! The gallant and authentically reproduces the way the churning was done in 5 or 6 washings. Serve your friends Sylla Churn. Churn it on the table with this modern Lucite churn. It's fun and it's easy. Old Southern recipe with churn tells you how to make it for dinner, teas, parties, at home and Holiday callers. Give one to your Gourmet friend who has everything. Post Sylla Churn churn made in many years. Now and different. $7.50 cash, postpaid.
Gift Scoop of the Season

**AROUND**

Zig-zag card case is made of fine steel covered with hand-tooled leather in wine, brown, tan, green, blue or red. Cards are held in a firm embrace yet are readily removable. Complete with two decks of full-sized cards, $5.50, ppd. Froelich Leather Craft Company, 43 West 16th St., New York 11.

**OUT OF THE SKILLET**

Thirty-one pages of "Old Southern Recipes" compiled by St. Anne's Guild of The Parish of Christ Church, Holly Springs, Mississippi. This booklet contains recipes for beverages, breads, candies, desserts, meats, fish and fowl, preserves and pickles, salads, sauces, vegetables. Many of these are private family recipes handed down from generation to generation. Book illustrated with drawings of many of the fine old southern mansions. $1.50 ppd. No C.O.D.'s

St. Anne's Guild of The Parish of Christ Church Holly Springs, Mississippi

**RAY F. SCHERNBEC**

A Perfect Gift for the Man who Smokes a pipe

- A new clamp type pipe rack holds pipe firmly in an upright position, eliminates spilling messy ashes.
- Adjustable both for bowl size and proper drying angle.
- Constructed of sprung metal with a sunde finish that can't scratch pipe and a genuine rubber vacuum cup to attach to any smooth surface.

BOYD F. SCHERNBEC
313 22nd Ave., N., Minneapolis, Minn.

**KENTUCKY TAVERN CREATIONS INC.**

**A Place in the Car for Your Favorite Pipe!**

**FIRE STARTER!**

For kindling, pear, with a sharp tooth chisel. For long-lasting, sharp cutting edge on any knife. All 3 pieces have handsome simulated stag handles in suede lined gift box. You'll want this magnificent set for your home and all gift-giving occasions. Send for free catalog of Smart Bar Accessories.

**HOLIDAY SPECIAL!**

"ROYAL" STAINLESS STEEL PC. CARVING SET

- CARVING KNIFE
- FORK
- SHARPENING STEEL

For lasting service, beauty and usefulness. A dependable carving set you'll be proud to own and use. Strong, razor sharp, stainless steel blade.

Send your check or money order today! Order by mail. Send $9.49 postpaid. HABITANTS are a luxurious Satinette Family Slippers: $1.50 ppd. No C.O.D.'s.

HABITANTS are a luxurious Satinette Family Slippers:

ORDER BY MAIL. HABITANTS are a luxurious Satinette Family Slippers: $1.50 ppd. No C.O.D.'s.

**NEST ORAL**

"ROYAL" STAINLESS STEEL CARVING SET

- CARVING KNIFE
- FORK
- SHARPENING STEEL

For lasting service, beauty and usefulness. A dependable carving set you'll be proud to own and use. Strong, razor sharp, stainless steel blade.

Send your check or money order today! Order by mail. Send $9.49 postpaid. HABITANTS are a luxurious Satinette Family Slippers: $1.50 ppd. No C.O.D.'s.

HABITANTS are a luxurious Satinette Family Slippers:

ORDER BY MAIL. HABITANTS are a luxurious Satinette Family Slippers: $1.50 ppd. No C.O.D.'s.

**ｩOYAL**

"ROYAL" STAINLESS STEEL CARVING SET

- CARVING KNIFE
- FORK
- SHARPENING STEEL

For lasting service, beauty and usefulness. A dependable carving set you'll be proud to own and use. Strong, razor sharp, stainless steel blade.

Send your check or money order today! Order by mail. Send $9.49 postpaid. HABITANTS are a luxurious Satinette Family Slippers: $1.50 ppd. No C.O.D.'s.

HABITANTS are a luxurious Satinette Family Slippers:

ORDER BY MAIL. HABITANTS are a luxurious Satinette Family Slippers: $1.50 ppd. No C.O.D.'s.

**NEST ORAL**

"ROYAL" STAINLESS STEEL CARVING SET

- CARVING KNIFE
- FORK
- SHARPENING STEEL

For lasting service, beauty and usefulness. A dependable carving set you'll be proud to own and use. Strong, razor sharp, stainless steel blade.

Send your check or money order today! Order by mail. Send $9.49 postpaid. HABITANTS are a luxurious Satinette Family Slippers: $1.50 ppd. No C.O.D.'s.

HABITANTS are a luxurious Satinette Family Slippers:

ORDER BY MAIL. HABITANTS are a luxurious Satinette Family Slippers: $1.50 ppd. No C.O.D.'s.
Here's one for the RECORD

BABY BIRTH TILE
May the joy of this day live forever...
and it done in this 12"-long treasure of Baby's Memory. Hand-painted and per-
mastered on grand scale, this beauti-
ful unique plaque makes a wonderfully dif-
ferent gift. Comes with box - 5$ post-
and box for hanging. Size 4" x 6".
Price: $4.98

PLAYHOUSE CORNER SHOP
105 Middle Neck Rd., Great Neck, N. Y.

"SUPER-SITE" PISTOL WITH MAGIC BULLET!
A beauty of a toy for any boy!
Shoot-a magic bullet that never leaves the gun... made of clean, durable red plastic... absolutely harmless. Equipped with telescopic sight for "long range" shooting and signal whistle in butt of handle... click-trigger action sounds like the real thing... Life-size, 8¼" long. Here's the ideal gift for that little "adven-
turer" of yours! Order today! Pistol—only $1.00 postpaid. Pistol—with sturdy flip-board holder—$1.25 postpaid.

SALLY GRAVE, 90 East 11th Street, New York 3, N. Y.

"CHICAGO" PISTOL FOR ALL BOYS
A fascinating machine for all boys and girls who like bubble gum. Teaches them to save, and the other outlying territories are properly put in their places. 15" x 20", $1. ppd. The Game Room, 1538 Connecticut Ave., N. W., Washington 6, D. C.

With relish in its three com-
partments, this fine Orvieto pottery dish adds color and finery to your table. It has a
sealed handle and each 6" by 8" section has a green roaster design. The price is $7.75 postpaid. From Reed's, 713 East Las Olas Boulevard, Fort Lauderdale, Florida.

THE PERFECT CHILD'S GIFT!
With A Free Surprise In Every Set
Boys and girls of all ages love this gay trading game. "Peanut the Elephant," "Porky the Pig," "Pussy Cat," "Snoopy," cards add to the fun! Player or side first scoring a total of a million wins, Easily learned, "CHICAGO" PISTOL, $1.00 postpaid.

Send us your Christmas list of cute little girls.

PAT & BUCK CO.

HONOR ROLL PLAQUE
For Your Child's Room

ACTUAL SIZE 12" x 14"
Honor Roll will inspire your child to Good Behavior, day after day. Your Child will strive for Gold Stars, mean-
ingvery good. Blue stars mean "Fair," Red Stars signify. Keep the score at best time. Your child will try harder to be good.

"Honor Roll" is a tasteful mounted plaque with larger clear, colored glass cabochons. Com-
plete with chart, stamped corners for mount-
ing and name of your child's name, and 6 months' supply of more than 2000 gold letters to spell any child's name, and 6 months' supply of more stars and charts.

$1.00 postpaid.

PAT & BUCK CO.
Dept. B, Box 2030 Norfolk, Va.

THE EYES OF TEXAS see things in a slightly different manner—witness this map, "The Tex-
ian's Idea of the United States." The long South of the Border is labeled "taxpayer haven"; the other outlying territories are properly put in their places. 15" x 20", $1. ppd. The Game Room, 1538 Connecticut Ave., N. W., Washington 6, D. C.

Just insert penny... out pops your gum!

For Every Child On Your Gift List!
A fascinating machine for all boys and girls who like bubble gum. Teaches them to save, and keeps their hands busy. Order now! Send check or money order for speedy delivery. No C.O.D.'s.

BLINN'S
Dept. 203 64 Linden St. Bridgeport 3, Conn.

NURSERY TUNE RECORDS

Delightful records that teach while they entertain.
8 selections (14 sides) for only...

$2.00

Excellent quality recordings. Unbreakable 7 inch records. Colored with nursery colors. Unique gift for that special little child's room. $2.00 each, $1.00 each in sets of 4.

TOWN & COUNTRY GIFTS
101 Madison Ave. Dept. 6-D, N. Y. 21, N. Y.

How To Really Rate
With a Youngster You Love

SHOPIING

BABY BIRTH TILE

MONOPOLY — Most popular of the great Standard Board games. A world wide favorite! Special attention is called to the famous White Box Set with Grand Hotels, removable Bank Tray, etc. $3.50.

CHAMELEON—A far better game than "MONOPOLY". $2.00.

FINANCE—Fast action trading gam - Game with a Youngster You Love — $1.00.

PARKER BROTHERS INC.
SALEM, MASSACHUSETTS
NEW YORK CHICAGO LONDON

BUBBLE GUM VENDING MACHINE BANK

For Every Child On Your Gift List!
A fascinating machine for all boys and girls who like bubble gum. Teaches them to save, and keeps their hands busy. Order now! Send check or money order for speedy delivery. No C.O.D.'s.

BLINN'S
Dept. 203 64 Linden St. Bridgeport 3, Conn.
It looks like a million and in fact it's copied, even to the two baggage tags, from a four-figure original, only with rhinestones instead of diamonds on bracelet and watch. 17-jewel movement is as good as that in the original and is guaranteed for 1 year. $45 p.p., incl. Fed. tax. Theodore D. Sulzer, Inc., 665 Fifth Ave., New York 22.

At cocktail time use napkins with different cocktail motifs and personalized, if you like, with any name or names you send in. Choice of yellow, brown and beige or navy, gray and red combinations on white butcher linen with stitched, fringed edge. Set of 8, $4.50, p.d. From Latshaw Assoc., 121 N. Fairfax St., Alexandria, Va.

Bathing Your Dog

Don't Risk Catching Colds

Bathing with water is one of the commonest ways dogs catch cold. This "dry bath" avoids colds and makes the dog's coat dry—can even cause bad odor. Constant bathing ruins a dog's coat, makes hair lifeless and keeps coats smooth, silky, sanitary.

Handmade Lovelies

Now your littlest angel wears a cuddly scarf just like mother's. Handknit of softest white baby wool, it loops "around the neck of your little one, as snug as a pillow. All wool and handmade too. Pink, blue, yellow. $1.

A LETTER to YOUR CHILD

from SANTA CLAUS!

waved direct from SANTA CLAUS LAND
bearing the famous postmark of SANTA CLAUS, INDIANA

Imagine the surprise and childish delight when your youngster, niece or nephew opens a real letter from Santa! Each has 4 pages, richly printed in 4 colors and mailed in a 3-color envelope bearing the authentic "Santa Claus" postmark. Order for every child on your list.

Don't Risk Catching Colds

Bathing with water is one of the commonest ways dogs catch cold. This "dry bath" avoids colds and makes the dog's coat dry—can even cause bad odor. Constant bathing ruins a dog's coat, makes hair lifeless and keeps coats smooth, silky, sanitary.
Massive Monogram Ash Trays

They're real back-of-the-head favorites—made of heavy crystal clear Corinthian glass with a special windproof construction that keeps ashes put—a size for every occasion. The "Giant" serves a number of heavy smokers at a party or card game... doubles as a handsome candy dish or plant bowl. Underline last name initial when ordering monogram. Send check or money order.

"Giant" Ash Tray with Hand-Cut Monogram—$3.00
Complete set (3 sizes) postpaid with Hand-Cut Monogram—$5.00
CAMBRIDGE PRODUCTS INC. Dept. 12
55 WEST 45TH STREET, NEW YORK 19, N. Y.

IMPORTED PEPPER MILLS
Unconditionally guaranteed to give the grind that gourmet demands, our Park Green hardwood steel grinders come in beautifully polished English Walnut $17.50; Red Mahogany $17.00; Antique White $15.50; Black $14.00, or heavy Sterling Silver $17.00 postpaid, ten included. Hand-carved, attractively gift-boxed with supply of peppercorns.

Sterling Silver STAMP BOX
Holds a standard Post Office scroll of stamps. Weighted base with rubber grip. Also makes a hand-crafted gift for a man's desk. 10 1/2" Tall postpaid. Give the name at no extra charge.

PAGE ROMAN
4017 Cedarvale Rd., Baltimore 13, Maryland

COBBLER'S BENCH
Cobblers BENCH $45
We again present our line of traditional early American reproductions. Skillfully made, beautifully crafted, of the best quality for true white pine.

Wagon Wheel LIGHT
Rusty finish. 32" tall. $15.00.

COBBLER'S BENCH

Copper POST LAMP 13 3/4" x 7 3/4" WIRED $5.95

Vernon PERIOD Furniture

COBBLER'S BENCH $45
We again present our line of traditional early American reproductions. Skillfully made, beautifully crafted, of the best quality for true white pine.

Wagon Wheel LIGHT Rusty finish $15.00.

Silver sippers of substantial weight in sterling are wonderful for stirring and sipping cold drinks—wine coolers, juleps, iced coffee or tea. About 8" long, the handle is hollow, naturally, 82 each, including tax. Minimum order four. Postpaid from Bertram Shrier Ltd., 1147 Connecticut Avenue, Washington 6, D. C.
AROUND DECEMBER, 1948

The Bar Shark is a five-purpose bar aid of heavy cast aluminum. The mouth is a bottle opener, the nose a muddler, the body an ice crusher, the fin cuts bottle seals and the tail lifts jar tops. Highly polished to a permanent luster, it is $3. postpaid. The Selden Cooper Shop, George Vanderbilt Hotel, Asheville, N. C.

Colorful Christmas balls are built up into a gay little tree for a party centerpiece or mantel. 18" high, it's $22.50 plus $1 post. Matching Christmas cane, to hang on the wall or help decorate the big tree, is $12, pdd. These are year-after-year ornaments. Exclusive with Carole Stupell, Ltd., 507 Madison Avenue, New York 22.

Bedrawer

Make better use of that extra space under your beds. Keep shoes, blankets and other articles handy—in neat and orderly fashion. Simplify the cleaning and dusting chore. Just roll out your Bedrawer. Measures 24" x 32" x 2 inches high.

Ideal for cramped living quarters!

$4.85 postpaid (sorry, no C.O.D.'s.)

Order yours today!

GOEMAR COMPANY, Dept. G

155 Belvedere Ave., Warren, Ohio

Now—a Practical Gift

for home and play

Everyone can use this handy, durable carry-all—the Nic-Sac! At home for shopping, laundry, gardening; returning empty bottles; a hundred other uses. Sporting equipment; rain gear; extra blankets; for the clever housewife who believes that good furniture should be used, as well as seen!

P.S.: Christmas is almost here—drop that Hint TODAY!

A welcome gift—and you'll want one, too! Only $3.15 postpaid. No C.O.D.'s.

Nic-Sac

P. O. Box 275, Hartsdale, N. Y.

Matching Wastebasket!

Create Your Own Plastic Basket

Custom-built wastebaskets to match your curtains, draperies, upholstery, bedsprads—even sweaters! Send us your favorite fabric, 18" x 36" for each basket, and we will make it permanently in brilliant colors. Also available in transparent plastic and make oval basket.

56x76

For the housewife who believes that good furniture should be used, as well as seen!

P.S.: Christmas is almost here—drop that Hint TODAY!

A welcome gift—and you'll want one, too! Only $3.15 postpaid. No C.O.D.'s.

Nic-Sac

P. O. Box 275, Hartsdale, N. Y.


**Famous Southern Fruit Cake**

A Wonderful Gift

$5.23  $3.23

5 pound cake 2½ pound cake

Shipped PREPAID gift wrapped complete with aluminum container

Make your gift giving easy this year with this non-perishable Southern Fruit Cake, the food gift that improves with age. So easy to order—send us your gift list with cake size and shipping date for each name. We handle all shipping details.

Final shipping date for Christmas December 16

ORDER NOW FOR CHRISTMAS FROM Columbia Baking Company, P. O. Box 4581, Atlanta 2, Ga.

**Schick Electric Razor**

Schick and luxurious travel kit contains the new Schick electric razor with a start-stop switch, a Lucite and Nylon hairbrush, comb, nail file, mirror and container for toothpaste and brush. A very special present for top man on your list. $32.50 including tax and postage from Hampshire Gifts, 1107 Broadway, New York 10.

**Georgia Sweet Peach Pickle**

Golden globes of wondrous flavor! And other delights you must discover among Doll’s rare Delicacies of the Old South! From our own farms and kitchens direct to you and your friends. Order for self, send Christmas gift list for us to ship.

3½ lb. jars 2½ lb. jars 1½ lb. jars 1 lb. jar

Peach Pickle, Watermelon Rind Preserves, Artichoke Pickle, PLUS half lb. whole halves shelled pecans.

Postpaid ($1.75)

**Ming Teas**

The treasure-teas of the world — in one perfect gift!

MING Jasmine, MING Orange Blossom, MING Rose Blossom—each in a beautifully designed folio cigarette box— all packaged and cellophane and tucked into a resplendent set, 8% x 3 x 3½". At better shops, $2.25 complete. Or, if unavailable, send check to Ming, New City 7, N. Y.

**Golden Brown and Delicious Shelled Pecans**

Golden brown and delicious, they are carefully selected from the finest nuts grown.

3 lbs. $4.45 5 lbs. $7.35 10 lbs. $14.00

Shipped PREPAID in the Continental U.S.

STERNBERG PECAN CO.

Dept. N

Jackson, Mississippi

**America'S Favorite Soapstone Griddles**

for healthful, delicious griddle cakes. No grease, no smoke, no burnt cakes.

12" diam. $3.85, Express Collect.

**Vermont Maple Sugar Package**


**World's Finest Filberts**

For 2,000 years the filbert or hazel has been the favorite nut of Europe's chefs and connoisseurs. Now America raises this nut better than Europe's. We call them ''Ambernuts. Savor these delicious, appetizing and nourishing nuts are now ready for you in glass jars of whole kernels—roasted, salted and ready to eat. They are a real taste treat as well as a natural pick-me-up for appetizers. Mail-order them from us at $3.00 each. Ambernuts make the fastest moving item on the hors d'oeuvre tray. Try a jar today. Order direct, as they are not yet in general distribution. Send a dollar bill and your name and address, or a list of friends with check to cover at $1.00 each. We also ship prepaid parent post.

**SHELDON'S FARM**

Dept. H, Spalding Rd., Montrose, Georgia

**THE VERMONT STORE, INC.**

Warren, Vermont

**EDAM DELIGHT**

A pound and a half of mildy-tangy, melon Edam Cheese — its reddish rind is washed in. Makes a colorful and distinctive gift.

$2.25 POSTPAID

FREE! HANDY CHEESE KNIFE WITH ORDER

Send Check or Money Order today!

SUSAN RICHARDS COMPANY

725 W. Randolph St., Chicago 6, Illinois

**Three Famous SHELLED PECANS**

TheAnswer to: "What to Give?"

For the woman who deserves something that is distinctive, yet sure to be acceptable, these shelled pecans are most appropriate. Golden brown and delicious, they are carefully selected from the finest nuts grown.

3 lbs. $4.45 5 lbs. $7.35 10 lbs. $14.00

Shipped PREPAID in the Continental U.S.

**AMBERNUTS COMPANY**

THE VERMONT STORE, INC.

606-A 1-S. W. Broadway Portland 3, Oregon

**Leeds Groves**

MERRITT ISLAND, COCOA, FLA.

**EDAM DELIGHT**

A pound and a half of mildy-tangy, melon Edam Cheese — its reddish rind is washed in. Makes a colorful and distinctive gift.

$2.25 POSTPAID

FREE! HANDY CHEESE KNIFE WITH ORDER

Send Check or Money Order today!

SUSAN RICHARDS COMPANY

725 W. Randolph St., Chicago 6, Illinois
**AROUND**

Cut-up for poultry, before or after cooking, is a pair of shears with India stag handles and serrate-edged blades. Thus armed you can dismember a leg or wing or remove a backbone with surgical ease and neatness. The blades are high-carbon, chrome-plated. $12 ppd. Hoffritz for Cutlery, 331 Madison Avenue, New York 17.

Hot coffee stays hot, if you pour it into this coffee Thermos jug the moment you take your brew off the stove. Suavely designed and crisply finished in chromium, the jug comes in 13-oz. size for $22.50, or 20-oz. size, $25. Postpaid from Terrace Novelties, 213 East 58 Street, New York 22, N. Y.

**YOU TOO CAN MAKE ONION SOUP LIKE THIS**

It Takes 3 Days ... 20 Ingredients ... And Might Cost $5.00

**BUT We'll Send you 5 Tins for Only $1.00**

Tempting, Tasty and Tantalising Is this old French Recipe brought to you with full flavor and goodness. You can serve French Kettle Onion Soup just as it is served in Paris and New Orleans. 5 cans (each can serves four) $1.00 postpaid. Money refunded if not delighted.

JOHN delR. WEED CO.

1308 N. Wilton Place, Los Angeles 28, California

---

**THE BEST IN AGED Natural Cheese**

A "Cheese Of The Month" FEATURE

The "Cheese Snack", en illustrated, contains 5 varieties of aged natural cheese, Swiss—Brick—Cheddar—Canada—Porte Sabre, 4 lbs. 3 lbs. "BY REQUEST". 

3 lbs. "PUBLISHED". 

6 oz. "PAUL BUNYAN". 

6 oz. PORTIONS OF BLEU. 

6% lbs. "PAUL BUNYAN". 

@ 6 oz. PORTIONS OF BLEU. 

6% lbs. "BY REQUEST". 

6% lbs. "BY REQUEST". 

6% lbs. "BY REQUEST". 

6% lbs. "BY REQUEST". 

One case 64 oz. $1.50

Six 4 oz. portions $1.00

One 8 oz. portions $1.00

One 16 oz. portions $1.00

Price list of various Cheese of the Month assortments and membership plans sent upon request.

WISCONSIN CHEESE CLUB

MASHFIELD, WISCONSIN

---

**SANTA CLAUS COMES EVERY MONTH**

(except JUNE, JULY, AUGUST)

**WITH THE PICK OF THE WORLD'S FINEST CANDY WHEN YOU GIVE A SUBSCRIPTION TO THE...**

**CANDY-OF-THE-MONTH CLUB**

Month after month your friends will be reminded of you and your Christmas thoughtfulness! Each box a surprise that raises a rave! Pasteurines and Texas Pecanies from Alile Adams of Dallas; famous Gold Box from David Kopper, New York, Cherry Fruit Creams from Putmans of Cincinnati; Chocolate Almond Clusters from Beverly Hills; Cordial-Filled Chocolates from Princess de Conde, New York; Pistachio Mint Creams from Haaren Twe Brock, St. Louis... and other treats equally delicious and different. Each box, approximately 1 pound, fresh from confectioner. Write for brochure.

Candy of the Month Club, Inc.

911 Ambassador Building, 211 South 9th Street, St. Louis I, Mo.

---

**SIX CUP COFFEE SERVER**

Brimful with delightful, genuine Ann Raskas Coffee Candies. Both the candy's and the server will please the most discriminating hostess. After the candies are finished, the beautiful server will hold six cups of steaming coffee. Available in floral, colonial, mother of pearl, pearlos blue designs. Trimmed in 24K gold. Only $6.25 postpaid

**Ann Raskas Candy Co.**

4965 Burburham Way, St. Louis 8, Mo.

---

**FOR YOUR MAN’S “PRIVATE STOCK”**

Original Handmade Raffia Bar Creations

**Bottle: Inscribed with his name in Kelly Lettering on Canary Yellow Geode w/ Swirls & trim in Raffia Bar Creations.**

Champagne: Size... $7.90

Boots: “Ted-Bits”... $5.00

“Snacks”... $4.00

“Nuts... to you”... $3.50 & $4.00

Personalized “Name” Glasses... Duz... $15.00

Send check or money order. Members get special discount.

DEl WIERBY

“The Pepperdust Shew Career Girl”

P. O. Box 1341, Riverside Station Miami, Florida
For Christmas... still time to order

RARE FRUITS

Here's a truly welcome gift for everyone you hold dear. World's finest From-Everything packaged and shipped direct from our prize family orchards to lovely Southern Oregon.

Stagecoach Fine Fruit Club

(Choose a Chromagrade! Magnificent fruit packages shipped every month. Christmas memberships start with gorgeous "El Grande" basket (illustrated). Then through the year come rare pears, apples, peaches, dates, cherries, grapefruit, and other marvelous treats.

- Full 12 mos. Membership: $45.95; 9 mos., $36.95; 6 mos., $27.95. All include large "El Grande" basket and handsome Certificate. Free brochure on request.

3 RARE FRUITS

CHRISTMAS CADDIES

Only the finest cheeses—with a tang and flavor that will excite the palates of the most sophisticated. Made and cured to the peak of perfection by members of our Guild who have won highest medals and awards in national and international dairy expositions.

Wisconsin Cheese Makers Guild


For Each Cook on Your Christmas List

RECIPE ADJUSTER

This pretty, clever dial adjusts any recipe to serve any number without figuring. Twist the dial just once—presto—read exactly how much to use of every ingredient. Made of VINYLITE Brand plastic, it’s durable, easy to wipe clean. Guaranteed to work. It will save time, banish fractions... and mistakes.

$1.25 postpaid

MAUDE B. MAY CO.

2028 E. 71st Street Dept. K CHICAGO 49, ILL.

 снова неплохо

SHOPPING

Amazing detail, carefully hand-finished, distinguishes these sterling serving pieces. Designed by skilled craftsmen with beauty and utility as their sole objective, the butterly sandwich tongs, 8½", are $19.75 and the cake server with Dickens scene, 9", $15.75 ppd., tax incl. Mastercraft Products, 60 South St., Boston 11, Mass.

Doubly useful—a new clock-cigarette lighter styled by Phinney-Walker is a handsome, novel accessory, entirely dependable both as a lighter and timepiece. May be had in either gift or silver finish. Fully guaranteed. 3½" x 4½" high. $17.95 plus tax on check. $15. postpaid, from Wm. Hengerer Co., Buffalo 3, New York.
**RARE CHEESE GIFTS**

**MELLOWED**

IN FINE WINES and BRANDY

GIFT problems are solved with these 3 fine cheeses. The unusual Shifton Cheese in Port Wine, French Roquefort Cheese in Brandy, and Cheddar in Sherry. Packed in useful pottery crocks in 3 different colors. Available in two sizes, either 3 1/4 oz. crocks or 3 lb. crocks.

**COMB. P'KGE.** Box, Family Size $2.95
Large $4.00

Postage Paid in the East. West of the Mississippi and 30¢ per package. Mail your order Today with check, money order or cash, no C.O.D.

**SILVER-PLATED DRINK SERVICE**

IDEAL GIFT TO YOUR FRIENDS OR YOURSELF

4 Heavy Silver Plated Coasters
1 Jigger-measure to measure your mild, regular or strong drinks; 1 ounce, 1 1/2 ounces, 2 ounces.

1 Ice Tong, that holds the cube firmly.

This beautiful serviceable set if purchased separately would cost $16.45. For a limited time, we are offering this gift set for $7.65, postpaid in the U.S.A. Tax included. If you wish eight coasters instead of four add $2.65 Tax included.

Check, Money Order or Cash, No C.O.D.

**DUTCHESs FOOD SPECIALTIES COMPANY**

1943 Park Avenue
New York 35, N.Y.

---

**FINE WOODS**

from CENTRAL AMERICA

hand turned with care and artistry

Earmarked for individual use exclusively is this tissue box, a necessary accessory for a dressing room or bath, of plastic, with floral design. Hand-painted, and it can be personalized with any first name. In green, blue, pink or ivory. Only $1 p.p. from Spencer Gifts, Atlantic City, New Jersey.

Relax with Oriental calm on a pillow copied from a Chinese neck rest. Taffeta covered, in rose, dusty rose, gold, maize, blue, green, rust or wine, and filled with the finest white cotton, it’s a rest-assured gift for yourself or fellow sybarite. $3.95, plus 20¢ postage. From Lanadown, 516 Madison Ave., New York 22, New York.

---

**JEWEL COMPANY OF AMERICA Inc.**

7916 Empire State Bldg. New York 1, N.Y.

---

**JEWEL TOASTER**

Automatic, 2-Slice, Pop-Up

**PREPAID** Send check or money order.

Sorry no C.O.D.

America's most beautiful toaster in gleaming all chrome finish. Makes delicious toast every time. Adjust for light, medium, or dark toast. Removable crumb tray. U.S. approved by Underwriters Laboratories. 4-year warranty. Sold exclusively by . . . .

**FINE WOODS**

from CENTRAL AMERICA

hand turned with care and artistry

---

**A SPOON RACK**

Mahogany or maple finish

10 1/2 x 19 with metal liner for plants.

10.00

Cup and saucer hangers for demi-tasse or standard cups.

1.50 each

EXPRESS CHARGES COLLECT

Muriel Reynolds
Box 167
Laguna Beach, Calif.

---

**SILVER-PLATED DRINK SERVICE**

IDEAL GIFT TO YOUR FRIENDS OR YOURSELF

4 Heavy Silver Plated Coasters
1 Jigger-measure to measure your mild, regular or strong drinks; 1 ounce, 1 1/2 ounces, 2 ounces.

1 Ice Tong, that holds the cube firmly.

This beautiful serviceable set if purchased separately would cost $16.45. For a limited time, we are offering this gift set for $7.65, postpaid in the U.S.A. Tax included. If you wish eight coasters instead of four add $2.65 Tax included.

Check, Money Order or Cash, No C.O.D.

**DUTCHESs FOOD SPECIALTIES COMPANY**

1943 Park Avenue
New York 35, N.Y.

---

**Tien Foo Tea**

THE TOAST OF CONNOISSEURS

EXCLUSIVE Tien Foo Chinese Vintage Tea now sold nationally. Tien Foo's distinctive quality, flavor and aroma designated for the connoisseur.

Ideal holiday gift. Oolong, 8 oz. $1.35; Keemun, 10 oz. $1.60; Gunpowder, 12 oz. $1.85; Rose Flower, 10 oz. $2.20; Jasmine Flower, 8 oz. $2.35. Sample of these five teas 25¢.

Tien Foo Blend, 8 oz. $2.50; Green De Luxe, 8 oz. $4.50. Sample of these two teas 25¢. Check or M.O. postpaid del. A SPOON RACK

---

**FINE WISCONSIN CHEESE**

the perfect Gift!

An unusual and distinctive gift! Let a colorful gift box of nationally famous Wisconsin aged cheese and epicurean cheese foods convey your personal greetings to friends and business associates. 4 lbs. 5 oz. net wt.—truly a gourmet’s assortment! ... Send your complete gift list with check or money order now.

We acknowledge orders, supply gift cards. Specify delivery preferred:

---

**SCHUSTER'S**

Dept. D-2 Milwaukee 1, Wis.

3 Great Department Stores in Wisconsin's Largest City

---

**SILVER-PLATED DRINK SERVICE**

Hand-wrought, sparkling crystal server of countless uses. Wonderful for seafood (with cracked ice in the 12-in. bowl). Separately, use the large bowl for salads, potato chips, snack, flower arrangements, Center bowl grand for candy, mayonnaise, salad dressings. Note 2 chrome clip-on toothpick holders. Marvelous value! Pre-paid Complete

$7.95

Write for our "Gift Idea" Catalog and check us many wise. Savy, or C. O. D.'s.

---

**MAE L コーN'S**

HOUSE & GARDEN STORE

136 N. Charles St. — Baltimore 1, Md.
Toddlertime nursery clock is decorated with Mother Goose subjects in color on the dial and wooden blocks represent the numbers. Can be personalized with child's name and has a quiet-running electric movement guaranteed for one year. Price, including tax and postage, is $9.50 from Caryl-Ann, Box 361, Pikesville, Md.

Television theater. A chest seat that has five sturdy camp stools inside, seats two, making a total of seven extra seats for guests invited to see a television program. Upholstered in vinyl leatherette in brown, green, maroon, blue or ivory. Camp stools match. $29.95 exp. col. Haynes-Griffin. 391 Madison Avenue, New York 17.

MAYPOLE DANCERS
Fine sculpture in a charming lamp that captures the motion and the spirited expression of youth. Beautifully executed in a terra cotta finish. Hand sewn shantung shade. Overall height 28".

$25.00
Bill of Sale, Inc., C.O.D.'s
2 Winter Checkbook

SCULPTURE ASSOCIATES
P. O. Box 343
Mt. Vernon, N. Y.

500 Page Catalog---7,000 Gifts & Novelties
Auto Picture Section, 3,500 Illustrations, 6-Color Cover
Novelties, presents, gifts, novelties from all over world: Carnival, circus, world's fairs, foundations, toys, funny money, money savers, cosmetics, ornaments,恋物精美, decorative items, Beauty & Health--all novels. Magnifiers & projectors, magnifying glasses, telescopes, binoculars, telescopes, stereo optics, Microscopes, Fortune Tellers, Western Novelities, Money Savers, Music, Hand & Field Glasses, Exercisers, Flying Novelties, Camera & Photography, Music--all novels.scape, Roto Picture Section, 3,500 Illustrations, 6-Color Cover

Special Christmas Extra Value Surprise Package (Man., Lady, Boy or Girl) $1.00 Each

GRAND UTILITIES CORP. Department 12
201 S. Second Ave., Mt. Vernon, N. Y.
...and so they were married and lived happily ever after in their dream house...with a linen closet full of America's loveliest sheets and pillow cases.

PEQUOT fine combed PERCALE

This is a real luxury fabric, silken-smooth, light as a dream...yet made with Pequot's traditional care for strength and wear. Only the finest selected long staple cotton is used, with fully combed yarns...woven with more than 200 threads to each square inch. They're ideal trousseau and gift sheets. Six lovely pastel shades—Peach, Candlelight Yellow, Airway Blue, Pink, Dusty Rose, Green. Also traditional White.

PEQUOT MILLS, SALEM, MASSACHUSETTS • ALSO MAKERS OF PEQUOT PLUS-SERVICE MUSLINS — AMERICA'S MOST POPULAR SHEETS
It's fun to have smart, modern furniture that you can re-arrange to your heart's content. And because Kensington furniture is a “matched set,” each lovely piece goes with the others and all sorts of attractive combinations can be achieved.

Then, too, you can buy open stock Kensington pieces whenever you wish. With a bow to your budget, you may start your new room with just a few pieces and add others when your purse says you can.

The clean lines and smart design of Kensington furniture... its “handcraft quality” construction... and its golden, gleaming wheat-finish... will make you proud to own it and show it.

See the lovely chests, cabinets, consoles, tables and chairs at fine furniture and department stores, or write for descriptive booklet to Kensington, Inc., Dept. G-12, New Kensington, Pa.
SHOPPING AROUND

Eggplant by nature is beautifully shaped and superbly colored. Here, ceramic replicas in the form of salt and pepper shakers and dishes for relishes, mayonnaise, preserves, come on a usable 1½" platter for $26.50, exp. col., in chartreuse and plum or chartreuse and green. Modernegg, 16 E. 34th Street, New York 16, New York

Space savers. If your storage space at home isn’t as extensive as the trips you take, get these bags which fit one inside the other. Well made, they are sturdy and travel-wise. Covered with waterproof, 2-ply canvas in oatmeal or gray, and leatherbound. Sizes: 29", 26", 24", 21"; the set, $117.50 plus tax, exp. col. Crouch & Fitzgerald, 400 Madison Ave., N. Y. 17.

HANDWROUGHT PERSONALIZED SILVER GIFTS by The Elmcrofters

CLASSIC B o o k m a r k beautifully designed and handwrought of sterling is the sort of gift that will be cherished for always. $3.60

KEY CHAIN beautifully made of sterling, makes a smart and practical gift. $3.60

Xmas orders filled until Dec. 20th

The Elmcrofters
Box HGD
Montrouge, N. Y.

STEEL ENGRAVED PARTY INVITATIONS

Start your party off with a bang by using these smart panel folders. Best quality-original designs—steel die engraved. Designs are in black, silvered in one color. Share color preference, 12 folders and envelopes to the box, $1.50 box postpaid. No C.0.D.’s please.

L’DORE STUDIOS
344 EAST 33rd ST., BALTIMORE 18, MD.

Exceptional Brass Reproductions

Trivets skillfully handcrafted and highly polished of heavy brass. Decorative on your table, an excellent protection from hot dishes and potted plants. Lovely hanging on your wall too! Measurements approx. 8½" x 5" x 1".

No. 201 with the body...three converging, stimulating. $26.50. exp. col. in chartreuse and handwrought of sterling is the sort of gift that will be cherished for always. $3.60

$3.25 each
Mary Anne Wheeler
113 Margaret Street, Peoria, Ill.
$14.00 each

Amazing Simple Device Ends Garbage Mess and Odors!

Finger-tip-open! Saves short, deeks odor-tight!

Scrape scraps from plate to bag. Never sticking!

Holds peeling, coffee grounds, bones, soups, rinds, etc.

No more leaking slimy strainers. No more weights. Smelly kitchen garbage piles!

New! PATENTED SCRAP-TRAP

Sturdy metal frame features taut metal bottom, cabinet drawer or wall.

Recyclable, rustproof metal frame proof against bugs on and take off.

No more steeping— the SCRAP-TRAP hangs high. No more broken garbage bags against

SAVE 700 TRIPS A YEAR to your outside garbage can! Women love in new, easy, sanitary convenience! New low price. Mail only $3.19 for beautiful heavy-finished Scrap-Trap complete with month’s supply waterproof genuine Scrap-Trap Bags, 500.000 sold on sight! Mail order today!

ABBE PRODUCTS Co., Box B-12, KANSAS CITY 17, KAS.
FOR HANDY Husbands, the gift deluxe. Complete pocket tool kit in English pigskin case. Pocket knife handle and ten detachable tools, including hammer, file, screwdriver, etc. $9.95 at YANKEE MAIL, 757 Boylston Street, Boston.

COFFEE FOR THE CROWD is easy with this beautiful electric drip coffee urn. Makes from 24 to 48 cups of the nicest coffee you ever drank. Grand for game rooms, barbecues, etc., and ideal for Holiday entertaining. Stunningly wrought in gleaming aluminum. Stands 26 inches high. AC only, $29.95, including tax. at YANKEE MAIL, 757 Boylston Street, Boston, Mass.

For that "Someone Special"!

WALL SHELF—$7.50

Recipe Bar Glass, with the seven most called for drink recipes imprinted on the top of the frosted glass. Each recipe topped by an amusing and colorful cartoon—handpainted and fired. Graduated from $2.00 to 12 oz. $1.00. Stainless Steel Shaker, to fit the bar glass, $2.50. Spring Strainer, $1.00. Stainless Steel Stovetop Server, $1.00. Complete Four Piece Set, $6.00 (Postpaid)

Tell You How

Recipe Bar Glass, with the seven most called for drink recipes imprinted on the top of the frosted glass. Each recipe topped by an amusing and colorful cartoon—handpainted and fired. Graduated from $2.00 to 12 oz. $1.00. Stainless Steel Shaker, to fit the bar glass, $2.50. Spring Strainer, $1.00. Stainless Steel Stovetop Server, $1.00. Complete Four Piece Set, $6.00 (Postpaid)

Send for free catalog of Smart Bar Accessories

Buthe a baby—give him a gentle scrub with a soft woven Terry cloth washcloth and wrap him in a 40" sq. blanket of the same material. It is non-stretchable and comes trimmed with either pink or blue shell stitching. Safely wrapped in cellophane. 2 cloths and towel. $2.55, p.d. R. H. CARLSON CO., Box 102, Mount Vernon, N.Y.

Bathe a baby—give him a gentle scrub with a soft woven Terry cloth washcloth and wrap him in a 40" sq. blanket of the same material. It is non-stretchable and comes trimmed with either pink or blue shell stitching. Safely wrapped in cellophane. 2 cloths and towel. $2.55, p.d. R. H. CARLSON CO., Box 102, Mount Vernon, N.Y.

Over 100 graphic illustrations, more than 300 possible plans. Over 100 graphic illustrations, more than 300 possible plans. Includes original ideas and designs for private homes, duplexes, courts, garage apartments, for every region in frame, brick, concrete, monastic living by Hiawatha T. Estes, California Home Consultant, HOLLYWOOD 46, California. Working blue prints available for all plans. At book stores or send ALIFORNIA $1 for this book, postage prepaid. Money back guarantee. ONLY $1.06 —

Over 100 graphic illustrations, more than 300 possible plans. Over 100 graphic illustrations, more than 300 possible plans. Includes original ideas and designs for private homes, duplexes, courts, garage apartments, for every region in frame, brick, concrete, monastic living by Hiawatha T. Estes, California Home Consultant, HOLLYWOOD 46, California. Working blue prints available for all plans. At book stores or send ALIFORNIA $1 for this book, postage prepaid. Money back guarantee. ONLY $1.06 —

Over 100 graphic illustrations, more than 300 possible plans. Over 100 graphic illustrations, more than 300 possible plans. Includes original ideas and designs for private homes, duplexes, courts, garage apartments, for every region in frame, brick, concrete, monastic living by Hiawatha T. Estes, California Home Consultant, HOLLYWOOD 46, California. Working blue prints available for all plans. At book stores or send ALIFORNIA $1 for this book, postage prepaid. Money back guarantee. ONLY $1.06 —

Over 100 graphic illustrations, more than 300 possible plans. Over 100 graphic illustrations, more than 300 possible plans. Includes original ideas and designs for private homes, duplexes, courts, garage apartments, for every region in frame, brick, concrete, monastic living by Hiawatha T. Estes, California Home Consultant, HOLLYWOOD 46, California. Working blue prints available for all plans. At book stores or send ALIFORNIA $1 for this book, postage prepaid. Money back guarantee. ONLY $1.06 —

Over 100 graphic illustrations, more than 300 possible plans. Over 100 graphic illustrations, more than 300 possible plans. Includes original ideas and designs for private homes, duplexes, courts, garage apartments, for every region in frame, brick, concrete, monastic living by Hiawatha T. Estes, California Home Consultant, HOLLYWOOD 46, California. Working blue prints available for all plans. At book stores or send ALIFORNIA $1 for this book, postage prepaid. Money back guarantee. ONLY $1.06 —

Over 100 graphic illustrations, more than 300 possible plans. Over 100 graphic illustrations, more than 300 possible plans. Includes original ideas and designs for private homes, duplexes, courts, garage apartments, for every region in frame, brick, concrete, monastic living by Hiawatha T. Estes, California Home Consultant, HOLLYWOOD 46, California. Working blue prints available for all plans. At book stores or send ALIFORNIA $1 for this book, postage prepaid. Money back guarantee. ONLY $1.06 —

Over 100 graphic illustrations, more than 300 possible plans. Over 100 graphic illustrations, more than 300 possible plans. Includes original ideas and designs for private homes, duplexes, courts, garage apartments, for every region in frame, brick, concrete, monastic living by Hiawatha T. Estes, California Home Consultant, HOLLYWOOD 46, California. Working blue prints available for all plans. At book stores or send ALIFORNIA $1 for this book, postage prepaid. Money back guarantee. ONLY $1.06 —

Over 100 graphic illustrations, more than 300 possible plans. Over 100 graphic illustrations, more than 300 possible plans. Includes original ideas and designs for private homes, duplexes, courts, garage apartments, for every region in frame, brick, concrete, monastic living by Hiawatha T. Estes, California Home Consultant, HOLLYWOOD 46, California. Working blue prints available for all plans. At book stores or send ALIFORNIA $1 for this book, postage prepaid. Money back guarantee. ONLY $1.06 —

Over 100 graphic illustrations, more than 300 possible plans. Over 100 graphic illustrations, more than 300 possible plans. Includes original ideas and designs for private homes, duplexes, courts, garage apartments, for every region in frame, brick, concrete, monastic living by Hiawatha T. Estes, California Home Consultant, HOLLYWOOD 46, California. Working blue prints available for all plans. At book stores or send ALIFORNIA $1 for this book, postage prepaid. Money back guarantee. ONLY $1.06 —

Over 100 graphic illustrations, more than 300 possible plans. Over 100 graphic illustrations, more than 300 possible plans. Includes original ideas and designs for private homes, duplexes, courts, garage apartments, for every region in frame, brick, concrete, monastic living by Hiawatha T. Estes, California Home Consultant, HOLLYWOOD 46, California. Working blue prints available for all plans. At book stores or send ALIFORNIA $1 for this book, postage prepaid. Money back guarantee. ONLY $1.06 —
AROUND

"I holdie twinie" says the little Chinaman pictured on this ceramic twinie holder, $2.50. His twin brother on the iron stand, trivet or wall plaque has something to say, too, "Me help ironie washie." $2. Both decorative and functional. Postpaid from The Jolly Tar, 24 Prospect St., East Orange, N. J.

Flash-lite Quiz book has a magic answer wand which lights up if you know (or guess) the right answers. Quizzes cover a wide variety of subjects: music, vocabulary, geography, science, dates, advertising slogans and many others. Fun for all ages, it's $2.15, postpaid, from The Block Shop, 58 Wall St., New Haven 11, Connecticut.

A Christmas Stocking Suggestion
Old American Folklore with the new look. Twelve notecards of quaint and colorful sketches taken from the life of the Amish who live "out Lancaster way.

Olderman Folklore with the new look. Twelve notecards of quaint and colorful sketches taken from the life of the Amish who live "out Lancaster way.

Each Set $1.00 per box

A HOLE-IN-ONE WITH KADDY KIT!
The grandest gift for golfers! In Hickey's genuine natural russet Shrewsbury Grain, bridle leather, saddle stitched. Holds 3 balls and 4 tees. Balls are locked in securely, yet roll out freely when wanted. Attaches easily to golfer's belt, out of his way; weighs 4 ozs. KADDY KIT comes with 4 tees and pencil. Handomely gift boxed. Satisfaction or money refunded.

THE JAMAICA SILVEERSMITH
79-30 16th Street
Jamaica, New York

$5.95 Plus 20% Fed. Tax

PICTURE THIS
To carry four favorite pictures in charming style. Pearl or multicolored stones on gold plate with graceful fleur de lis pin. A Christmas gift to say something, too, "Me help ironie washie." $2. Both decorative and functional. Postpaid from The Jolly Tar, 24 Prospect St., East Orange, N. J.

Fluorescent Bed Lamp and Wall Lamp
The light from this beautiful fluorescent lamp is cool and restful for bedtime reading. Reflectors swing up or down at a touch, unseen if you like —for light where you want it, as you want it. Clamps on bed, without marring or making flush with wall over bed, vanity, desk, etc. Just plug in. Add it to your Xmas list for many thanks. Order by mail today; specify your choice of Ivory or Brown finish.$12.95

Check or money order. No C.O.D.'s please.
MOE BROTHERS MANUFACTURING COMPANY Dept. M-67 St. Atkinson, Wisconsin

Literary Bed Lamp and Wall Lamp
A gift that brings an "O-O-Oh!" of delight

Jiffy Key Selector
No more fumbling at the door for the right key! Jiffy Key Selector opens instantly with one hand. Just a flick of your finger —case snaps open—your keys swing out. At a glance you can pick the key you want. Compact and handsome morocco leather key case comes in black or brown—complete with smart 3 letter monogram stamped in gold. $4.25 postpaid

No C.O.D.'s please.

Howard Push
15 West 55th St., N. Y. 19
**HOUSE & GARDEN**

**6 WATER OR HIBALL GLASSES, 9-OZ. SIZE**

**6 ICED TEA OR COCKTAIL GLASSES, 14-OZ. SIZE**

**FOR CHRISTMAS GIFTING!**

**18-PIECE SET 2.25 postpaid**

**Now Album for Trading Cards**

Fad in Sweeping the Country! Album with slots for playing cards!

Fad in Sweeping the Country! Album with slots for playing cards!

**Hand Printed Bath Towel**

Each Child’s Own Bath Towel, hand printed with his name or nickname in red, and a charming design in three or four colors. Solids guaranteed in pastel colors. Sizes guaranteed in all colors. 22” x 44” for adults, 18” x 26” for children, 14” x 22” for infants, 25” x 52” for bath. 100% cotton. 18” x 26” size postpaid for $3.50. All others postpaid for $4.25. Send $1.00 with order for Album. Order now. One towel with any name or nickname, $4.50 postpaid. Three towels, same or different names, $12.25 postpaid. For orders over 5 towels, add 25c per towel. No C.O.D.’s. Be sure to send plainly the name desired in red, and address to which package should be sent.

**SIMPLY PERFECT!**

$3.50
plus 25c postage

**Saves Clothes-Space-Time**

**And Perfectly Simple...**

No clamps, no pins, just a smooth piece of handpainted hardwood, with scientifically-shaped slots to hold slacks, skirt or trousers gently but firmly and utterly wrinkle-free in a mere 6” of your precious closet-space. Chrome-plated arm folds for travel. Priced to hang on the wall, for easy carrying of any length of clothing. Sold separately as a pair.

**Charles A. Peters Bath & Closet Shop**

329 North Ave., New Rochelle, N. Y.

**Pot-Bellied Stove**

Attractive novelty, ashtray-miniature brings a cozy New England custom back to your living room. As authentically detailed as a real antique! Cast in copper finish, or white with gaily hand-painted floral design. Grand for Christmas, it measures 5” in height. Copper finish—$1.50 White—$2.00

Add 15c postage. Order now. No C.O.D.’s. Postpaid. Check or Money Order.

**American success story.**

The development of Steuben glass is an enthralling tale, told here in a book all lovers of fine crystal should own. Pictures illustrate the art of glass making and show Steuben masterpieces from utilitarian to museum. By James S. Plaut, of Boston’s Institute of Contemporary Art. $10, postpaid, from Steuben Glass, 718 Fifth Ave., N. Y. 19.

**First Class transportation**

For the pet you can’t leave at home. Zip him in and he’ll be well protected in this sturdy rubber-lined duck bag. The grille provides cross ventilation. Fold top back so he can see what’s going on. 18”, $11.40; 20”, $12.90; 22”, $13.90; 24”, $16.90, postpaid. Hammacher Schlemmer, 145 East 57th Street, New York 22.

**Good luck to you... And useful, too!**

“Cricket On The Hearth”

Beautiful, hand-painted, cast iron cricket such as have adorned New England firesides for years. Not only is this Cricket a powerful good luck charm and an attractive fireside ornament, but it is mighty useful as a bootjack for the children’s rubbers and to keep Dad from over-exerting with his overshoes. Attractively packaged... ideal as a gift... Order now! Only $3 postpaid. No, C.O.D.’s please.

**the Ipswich Ironmongers**

Ipswich, Massachusetts

**Pot-Bellied Stove**

Attractive novelty, ashtray-miniature brings a cozy New England custom back to your living room. As authentically detailed as a real antique! Cast in copper finish, or white with gaily hand-painted floral design. Grand for Christmas, it measures 5” in height. Copper finish—$1.50 White—$2.00

Add 15c postage. Order now. No C.O.D.’s. Postpaid. Check or Money Order.

**POSTAL ENTERPRISES**

Box 2172, Shirley Sta.
Long Island City 3, N. Y.
AROUND

Golden bells tied to packages wrapped in very special paper—black and white printed with gold ribbon and tags. $2.95, postpaid, from Mermod-Jacard-King, Ninth and Locust Streets, St. Louis 1, Missouri.

Pencil for a lifetime, and guaranteed just as long. This will always be ready for a quick note or two—is practically indestructible. It refills automatically from a five-foot charge of lead and has a good big eraser which can be adjusted. $2.50 postpaid from Susan Ranney, 175 E. 82nd St., New York 28.

Miniature Colonial server, only 9" x 3½", is a reproduction of one used in olden times. It has two three-inch copper dishes for serving nuts, candy, cigarettes or what have you. Also attractive planted on your coffee table. 85 postpaid from Muriel Reynolds, Box 187, Laguna Beach, California.

THE PRINCETON GRANDFATHER CLOCK

Authentic reproduction in miniature. All electric . . . with swinging pendulum. Noiseless motor sealed against dust. Operates on 110 V., 60 cycle, AC current. 15½" high, 6¼" wide at base, ¼" wide at top. Mahogany or ivory finish. One year guarantee.

$18.50
Postage prepaid.

WAYNER'S
107 E. WASHINGTON
IOWA CITY, IOWA

Stir and Chill without Diluting
For over 10 years Fisk Freezers (pat. 212,046) have been used by smart hostes to chill liquids without diluting—because they are also practical Stirrers. Of strongly annealed glass, 4 different colors to a box, 7" long. The liquid freezes quickly in your refrigerator. Practical, attractive and a dandy conversation piece. No C.O.D.'s, please.
Postpaid
box of 4, $1.50
box of 8, $2.75

FISK & SON
225 Fifth Ave. New York 10, N. Y.

WOODY WOODPECKER HARMONICA
Ha. Ha. Ha—Ha, Ha!

CIGARETTE BOX
Fine silver plate in shape of miniature Silent Butler. Ideal gift for someone you are especially fond of. Only $10.50 including tax, post paid.

Sorry no C.O.D.'s

YASEEN'S
6455 SHERIDAN ROAD
Chicago 28, Illinois

Judy Punch Set
OF AMERICAN SPARKLING CRystal

If you like to feel really party-like serving your favorite punch, this set is for you. An old time Judy Cut sharply pressed into sparkling crystal. You'll get a kick out of using it without spiking the punch. For receptions, parties and suppers. Great for your midnight lunch. Strong as a Joe Louis punch—sparkling as a Judy Garland Smile. Hurry for yours!

8 qt. Punch Bowl, 12 Cups, $4.50 Complete
Mail Orders Shipped Express Collect. No C.O.D.'s

C. REIENSTEIN SONS 505 Liberty Ave., Pittsburgh 22, Pa.
Please send Punch Sets at $4.50 per set, express collect
Check for enclosed.
Name.
Address.
City.

Lily of the Valley on English Faience

Dark green lines, a wide celadon band and a delicate flower on off-white background. Exclusive with Georg Jensen Inc.

Dinner plate, 2.00. Cream soup and saucer, 3.50. Bread and butter plate, 1.25. Tea cup and saucer, 2.00. Dessert plate (not shown), 1.50. Complete place setting, 10.25.

GEORG JENSEN INC.
Fifth Avenue at 53rd Street • New York 22, N. Y.
Combination, Compact and Cigarette Case! 6000 Rev. Per Minute! are gold-plate, as is the frame. The cover is golden elicately grained leatherette. One compartment for cigarettes; the other for lip-... Endorsed by leading... the rear view mirror.

The Lipstick Container and Powder Compact NOW you can drive at night and CIGARETTE CASE! $2.95

Ingenious Compact and Cigarette Case! Be the first to sport this lovely, BRAND NEW Combination, Compact and Cigarette Case! The Lipstick Container and Powder Compact are gold-plate, as is the frame. The cover is golden elicately grained leatherette. One compartment for cigarettes; the other for lipsticks and compact. Glamorous and yours will be too. Only $7.25 postpaid. No C.O.D.'s. Mail order to:

Erkins Studios
38 West 40th St., New York City 18, N. Y.

The Hostess' Delight Hi-Jacs for your highball glasses; Lo-Jacs for your cocktail glasses. Made of duotone washable Latex which shapes itself to your glasses. 8 HI’s—8 LO's $2. Gift Boxed—postpaid.

The Village Square TOPSFIELD, MASS.

Order by Mail—Immediate Delivery

Universal ELECTRIC Travel Iron $4.45

Tell him you’ve been to the village square, too. For the front of miss Frances Hall Perkins, Westford, Massachusetts.

Demi-spoons for after-dinner coffee or chocolate are attractively designed in an adaptable, conservative pattern. Made in England of Bedford silver plate, they are guaranteed for ten years. Come in a reptile-covered hinged box, velvet lined, complete with polishing cloth for $13.50 incl. tax and post.

Armbruster’s, 82 Maryland Avenue, Annapolis, Md.

Flash! Surprise your guests by interrupting a radio program with a message of your own devising. Besides being fun for parties, the ultra-mike is a good way to test the effectiveness of your speaking and singing voice. It is efficient over 50 ft. range, through your radio loudspeaker and is simple to construct. $9.95 ppd. M. C. Flynn, 43 E. 59th St., N. Y. 22.
**AROUND**

Rest your shoes on this three-tier rack that holds up to 12 pairs. Made of polished chrome, it has toe guards to prevent shoes from falling on the floor and protects them generally from scuffs and scratches. Easily attached to wall or door, it is 20 1/4" wide x 22 1/4" high. $4 postpaid from Weed’s, Buffalo 5, New York.

**Vogue’s Book of Etiquette** is an authoritative guide to good form, for those who care about the amenities of living regardless of income. It covers everything from most elaborate to informal, maidless entertaining, correspondence, tipping, clothes, household furnishing, etc. $5 ppd. Condé Nast Publications Inc., Greenwich, Connecticut.

"True Confections” is the sweetest story imaginable. The volume is bound in California redwood and closed it looks just like a real book; open, the contents of candied apricots, cherries, fresh figs, pineapple, tangerines, pears and other tidbits are displayed. 1 lb. 4 oz. box, $3.25 postpaid from Canoga Farm, Encino, California.

**American Artist Miniatures**

Diminutive double decks of playing cards which lithographically, in full color, two famous paintings by Dale Nichols, noted American artist. Packed in gift-type box, each deck is only 1 1/8 by 1 3/4 inches in size — an ideal gift to give to anyone. Children adore them.

Double deck — $2.10 Postpaid in the U. S. Check or Money Order — No C.O.D.’s. Send for FREE ILLUSTRATED FOLDER.

**Don’t Hunt for Stamps!**

Keep Stamps Handy in this attractive colonial-style paperweight of highly polished brass. Lacquered to retain brightness. Has soft green felt pad to protect your desk. Has a stamp when you want one! Clever saucer-shaped top, which lifts off, holds stamps, pins. It’s a neat and strikingly handsome addition to the desk of any man or woman. A PERFECT GIFT! Holds a regular coil of U. S. Post office stamps always available in many denominations. Send check or money order now. $3.50 ppd. Orders shipped the day received. Satisfaction guaranteed. (In beautiful silver plate, $7.40 ppd.)

**Exquisite SPRING FLOWER PRINTS**

Available now for the first time—charming set of lovely color prints from authentic drawings by Libbie Lovett. Here is the same yellow of Winter Aconite the first flower of Spring, against a snow-swept background. Others are Violets, Glory of the Snow, Spring Crocus, Grape Hyacinth, Tulips, Snowdrops and Narcissus. Each flower group beautifully rendered in brilliant color against a typically American background. Ideal for the wall of your favorite room, perfect as a hostess gift, or an "every day" offering. Fringe also available in 3", 5", 7" widths.

Portfolio of 8 prints, 11" x 14" in full color on heavy rag paper, $8 postpaid. Sorry, not C.O.D.'s.

H. P. STEWART
1006 Clinton Street
Philadelphia 7, Pa.

**SHIMMERBRITE**

A NEW CHRISTMAS DECORATION

An entirely different idea for decorating your fireplace, walls, tree, doorways, chandeliers, etc.

15 feet of fireproof, all metal, gleaming fringe (10" wide) in all silver or red and silver

Box $1.98 ppd.

Fringe also available in 3", 5", 7" widths.

No C.O.D.’s please.

Janet Products Co., Inc.
53 W. Main St.
Rockaway, N. J.

**Franklin Electric Auto-Lite Company**

THE ELECTRIC AUTO-LITE COMPANY

Toldeo 1 Ohio

**Original Cast-Iron Krumkake**

"Everybody talks about the weather..."

Give this Indoor-Outdoor Thermometer

Choice of

Maroon
Ivory

Black
Forest Green

A Color for Every Home

Beautiful, Unusual, Practical


Order now! No C.O.D.’s please. Check or money order only.

The Electric Auto-Lite Company

Toldeo 1 Ohio

**Johnson Indoor Target Gun Set**

A MUST for the GAME ROOM. Your parties will never drag when you have a Johnson Indoor Target Gun on hand. From 6 to 60, all have fun with this amazing new gun. Accurate at short distances but safe for indoor use.

Comes complete with home shooting gallery including targets, pellets, box, etc. Originally $15—5.95.

Mail order to:

The Village Square

Topsfield, Massachusetts
HEADLINE SAYS: "FUEL SHORTAGES LIKELY FOR NEXT FEW YEARS"
Bealt Fuel Scarcity by Helping Out With a

DISTINCTIVE—PRACTICAL
COFFEE TABLES
Beautiful highly polished antique knotty pine top in natural finish and color with modernistic plate pine base painted light green, light blue, yellow or white. In ordering, specify color base desired to match your floor covering or furnishings. Large 20" x 36" top will withstand hard use and is easily kept polished. An unusual, different style table that will add satisfaction to your furnishings. Matching End Tables, Bookcase and What-Not Chairs are available.

COFFEE TABLE $12.50
Prepaid Express
Landis PRODUCTS CO., INC.
Dept. 200
1701 East 9th St.
Kansas City, Mo.

RADIANT ELECTRIC PORTABLE HEATER
WILL NOT IGNITE PAPER OR FABRIC
RADIANT HEAT! Another dream of science comes true!

ECONOMIC: Makes as much heat as 1000 watts or less than a Kilowatt per hour.

EFFICIENT: Heats you directly. Floor-ceiling heat variation only about 2 degrees. RADIANT heat is comfortable at several degrees lower room temperature. These degrees saved are the most costly to produce.
SLOW COOLING: Continues to give off heat for several hours after it is disconnected.

NEW DEPARTURE IN ELECTRIC HEATING: Invented in France. Used to heat Maginot Line. Effect on humidity and oxygen is negligible. Effective in circle 20 feet in diameter. Will keep room 15 x 15 warm in freezing weather. Outstanding in "heat-traps" and "heat-retainers." Shipped express or money back guaranteed.

FAIRFIELD MANUFACTURING CO.
12701 East 9th St.
Kansas City, Mo.

SAYING: "A real Treasure Chest"
Just the thing to hold all the toys, etc., for your little "Pirate." Constructed of kiln dry knotty pine, maple finish, beautifully silk-screened in two colors. Approximately size, 29" by 14" by 13". Pirate design, as illustrated. 20" high and designed from factory. Little Miss, a girl's chest, ... $5.50 each. Express collect—No C.O.D.'s please.

GROOTMASTER
Manchester Machine Co.
ST. JAMES, MO.

An Unusual Gift of Exquisite Taste
DECORATIVE FIRE FAN
A thoughtful present for a friend—a useful addition to your own home... this fire fan will add grace and beauty to any fireplace. Handmade throughout of durable art paper, reinforced and attractively decorated. Absolutely self-supporting—no prop needed. Specify your choice of solid colors, or 3-color combinations (illustrated). Approximately 16" long, 30" high. $3.50 postpaid. No C.O.D.'s.

HELEN BOND
Versailles, Kentucky

STAIR-CLIMBING LAUNDRY BASKET
No bending—no lifting—no carrying of heavy wet clothes. Takes full height from washer to dryer. Choose design direct from catalog. Slides spiders or hand crank with ease, leaving one hand free to open door. Rolls along on rubber tires as you hang washing out. Lightweight enamelled steel frame. Sturdy cotton fabric basket removable for cleaning. Attached clothespin pouch. Only $7.95 Postpaid. Send check or money order. Moneyback guarantee.

HAMPER SALES COMPANY
P. O. Box 123, Cranston 10, R. I.
Americans love to read in bed, but few of them do it in comfort. Reason—poor light. Heretofore, good bedroom reading light was either unattractive, or inefficient—or both!

But now, Lightolier designers and engineers have put their heads together and created Decoralite, the perfect light for reading-in-bed—beautiful to look at, easy to read by. Hang it like a picture—plug it in like a lamp. Handy 3-way bedside switch control.

There's a Decoralite design to suit your bedroom—others are perfect for hallway, foyer, dining room, living room or den. See them at better stores, from $19.95.

Write Lightolier, Dept. HG12, Jersey City, N. J. for free full-color catalog of many handsome models...You can also buy Decoralites through your architect, decorator or electrical dealer, at Lightolier Decorator Galleries, 11 East 36th St., N. Y. C.; 1267 Merchandise Mart, Chicago; Folsom at 12th St., San Francisco.
Eight dreamland pastel shades in Fieldcrest Sheets

Rooms take on a soft glow with Fieldcrest Duracale sheets that subtly echo your color scheme... your drapery design... look restful, inviting. What lovelier gift—to give, to receive, to pamper yourself—than sheets delicately tinted to harmonize with your blankets. Woven of fine cotton yarn, made to Fieldcrest’s Quality Testing standards.

Gift packaged in sets of one sheet with one pillow slip, and two sheets with two pillow slips, in eight exquisite pastel colors. At fine stores everywhere.

FIELDCREST MILLS, Division of Marshall Field & Company, Inc., 80 Worth Street, New York 13, N.Y.
STOP THAT PEEKING!

NEW...NO-PEEK-O
GIN RUMMY SET. Only $1

You've Never Seen The Like of these Gaily Colored N-E WARE Bowls
Mr. pane, serve in them, store in refrigerator...bowls have 181 prac-
tical, colorful uses! A NEW PROCESS Ware that won't chip, crack or break in regular home use, yet each piece weighs only a few lightweight ounces. Astonishingly durable, will keep their beautiful finish for years and years! 4-bowl graduated set comes in gleam-
ing colors outside, snowy white with-in. 5.6, 7 & 8" diameter. 1 ea. in
Chinese Red, Pastel Blue, Yellow, Green or Red. Blue, green or maroon.
Buy several for yourself. They make unusual gifts. At-
tractively packaged. Sent postpaid for "— PARENTS

Miniature croquet with this minikin set of wickets, balls and mallets is a lot of crazy
fun for a rainy evening. It also makes an appropriate gift for a croquet player or prize
for a party game winner. Mal-
et is finger length. Of gold col-
ored metal, set is only $1 ppd.
Q-L Novelty Co., Box 54, Mur-
ray Hill Sta., N. Y. 16, N. Y.

Give your walls that new look.
"BALINESE GIRL"
Metal wall plaques.
and mallets is a lot of crazy
fun for a rainy evening. It
also makes an appropriate gift or
for a party game winner. Mal-
et is finger length. Of gold col-
ored metal, set is only $1 ppd.
Q-L Novelty Co., Box 54, Mur-
ray Hill Sta., N. Y. 16, N. Y.

A Child's Very Own!
ELECTRIC CONSOLE PHONOGRAPH RADIO COMBINATION
Licensed by Radio Corp of America
famous "Ray-Dyne" 1949 Model
$37.50 No C.O.D.'s Please

A beautiful piece of furniture for the children's room where they can
enjoy their own radio programs and records. Also can be used as a night
table.
Powerful five tube radio and brilli-
\argo. Sturdy, all-
wood cabinet. Attractive, ivory, washable enameled
finish, gaily decorated. Handy
record album shelf. Size 24" high, 15 1/2" wide, 11 1/2" deep.
For A.C. Current only. Fully Guaranteed!

REDI-RACK Corp., 141 West 25th St., New York 11, N. Y.

Here's an easy way to make a scale model of any 4 to 9 room plan
Here's an easy way to make a scale model of your favorite house plan...a model that becomes a proving ground for your home
building ideas. Simply fit pre-cut wall sections into slotted plastic
footings...and there's your model! Change as often as you like. Kit also includes furniture
cut-outs for every room.
Send today for 315 piece kit, 65¢ postpaid. 3-day inspection privilege. Thousands of satisfied
plan-a-home model company ELKHART 31, INDIANA

PLAN-A-HOME MODEL KIT

See what your home looks like before you build!
No More Weary Salads:

with SALAD-ICE-BOWLS

Serve Crispy Chilled Cold Courses

FRUIT CUP  •  SHRIMP COCKTAIL  •  MEAT

SEA FOOD ASPIC AND

GREEN SALAD  •  CONSOMME  •  IC E CREAM

Glamour ICE

Your Table... The clever hostess uses SALAD-ICE-BOWLS as individual table refrigerators. Even when dinner is delayed, these modern servers save the day—AND the dignity—by keeping each portion perky and cold. As easy to use as an ice tray—simply insert cube dividers with your SALAD-ICE-BOWLS, slide trays into freezing compartment and freeze solid until required. SALAD-ICE-BOWLS are made of beautiful, bubble-thin Lustrex plastic. Shatterproof Odorless! Tastefree! Tinted (U.S. Certified Color), distilled water is permanently sealed within each SALAD-ICE-BOWL. May be used thousands of times! The ideal gift... you'll want SALAD-ICE-BOWLS too! In ordering, be sure to specify your choice of color. Set of four, beautifully packaged in transparent Vespasil, $4.95. prepaid. IMMEDIATE DELIVERY. Send check or money order to:

Landis PRODUCTS, INC.

1701 East 1st St., Kansas City 6, Mo.

INDIVIDUAL

BUFFET SNACKMASTER TRAYS

If you want to be "DIFFERENT", surprise your guests with these new INDIVIDUAL buffet trays... palette-shaped, non-breakable plastic. They're partitioned to hold snacks and beverages. You'll want at least two sets. (Four assorted pastel colors to each set, packed attractively.) A beautiful gift—a perfect bridge prize. Only $2.00 a set. (Add 20c for mailing.) For IMMEDIATE delivery send check or money order to M.O. NOW. (No C.O.D.'s, please.)

BRASSIERET — THE INDOOR TABLE-TOP BARBECUE

for charcoal broiled steaks and chops, your chickens and game; specially designed cover prevents smoking. Made of sturdy spun aluminum, 15 inches high, 14 inches in diameter. Barbecues for eight easy to light... requires only a handful of charcoal. Ideal for camping.

CHRISTMAS DELIVERY, send check or money order to S. A. Asquith Co., 2439 Fletcher Drive, Los Angeles 26, California. $16.95 includes tax and postage.

"Handees"

Keep Your Hands Lovely

Exciting new plastic mitts that reach well up over your wrists, for dishwashing, scrubbing, cleaning and all household chores. "Handees" slip on and off in a jiffy, help wash dishes, wash clothes, brush your teeth, do a job without chafing your hands. Tough and durable. Made of finest plastic, will not crack or harden. $1.00 postpaid. Set of four, $2.75. Both postpaid. (Four assorted pastel colors to each set, packed attractively.) A beautiful gift—a perfect bridge prize. Only 50c. Key weights papers or $2.00 a set. (Add 20c for mailing.)

HANDY GLOVE CO.

2145 WAUWATOSA AVE. — MILWAUKEE, WISC.

"Santa" ad, "Aan fie, etc.)

The little urn-shaped nut cracker is hand carved of hard birch. The large wooden screw exerts pressure to crack the nut. 3/4" high. $4.75. The combination cheese slicer and server is of stainless Swedish Eskilstuna steel with a light birch handle. 8 1/2" long, $2.75. Both postpaid. Gift catalog included or send 15c for catalog and deduct it from any order.

SUSAN RANNEY, 80 East 11th St., New York 3, N. Y.

Guaranteed For 10,000 Laughs

TIPSEY THE FISHERMAN... swings and balances on his head, on one leg, on his nose... an amazing novelty... and the GLOW-BOW-TIE that lights up when you touch the hidden battery! Fun for all.

Only $1.00 postpaid for TIPSEY & $1.75 postpaid for GLOW-BOW-TIE.

SALLY GRAVE, 80 East 11th St., New York 3, N. Y.

Cape Cod wind-indicator, a new home weather instrument, tells you "which way the wind is blowing." A wind-vane, on your roof, flashes the wind direction to you indoors by lighting the letters on the dial. Complete with vane, 50 feet of connecting wire, and indoor dial. AC. $39.95, ppd. Cape Wind-Indicator, Harwichport, Mass.

Colonial Williamsburg reproductions in solid brass copied by skilled craftsmen from pieces found in the restored buildings. The handsome Hessian will stop a door or hold a book. $11.95. Post. 50c. Key weights paper or brightens up a wall. $2.95 ppd. Both are hallmarked with the Restoration seal. McCutcheon's, 609 Fifth Ave., N. Y. 17.
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Merry-go-round lamp for the room of your youngest in one of the better children's lamps. It has four sprightly white horses circling around the red or blue base to match the snappy striped shade, stands 11 inches over-all. $3.95 postpaid.

Flowers that bloom indoors are a joy all year round, can be obtained from the Bulb of the Month Club which sends you a different bulb each month. Complete with culture instructions, all selections are easy to bring into flower quickly and are guaranteed to grow indoors. Join and have this month's selection, $1.00 postpaid.

Handsome and horty, these napkins, designed by W. E. Sewell, are wonderful for luncheons, buffet suppers or cocktail parties. Printed on Masslin, that new, disposable non-woven textile, they cost little more than paper. Soft and non-wrinkling, 13" sq., a package of 75 is $2.50, p.d., from "little joe" Wiesenfeld Co., 112 W. North Ave., Baltimore 1, Md. Old-Fashioned Pepper Mill for New Taste Thrills

Not only is this a "conversation piece," but a dandy for freshly grinding the seasonings that add so much zest to favorite dishes. Your 'amateur chef' will prize it. Comes in mahogany, maple, walnut.

THERMOS FOOD JAR

Going picnicking—or planning a beach party? Take along this attractive galvanized-steel food and ice carrier. Its high thermal retention keeps food really hot . . . while ice cream and drinks stay chilled. Saves a hundred uses at home as well. Insulated metal case with wide-mouthed cover comes in lustrous black finish with polished aluminum trim, self-locking handle $26.00 postpaid.

PROVIDES INSTANT FLOODLIGHT

Magnalite new, different wonder lamp works like magic! Plugs into socket of any car lighter. Provides instant floodlight when changing tire, etc. Serves as warning to oncoming cars. No car owner should be without this valuable accessory. Only 6½ inches long, with 12 ft. cord $3.95 postpaid.

WONDER CAR LAMP

EARRING CASE

"SPEC" case made of quilted moire taffeta with velveteen lining, it is the perfect place for those easily breakable glasses while you are traveling. Available in grey, green, peach and ice blue. 2½" x 3½" $1.95

Suzan Jay Gifts, Inc.

320 E. FORDHAM ROAD, DEPT. 8-21, NEW YORK 58, N.Y.

TAKING A TRIP?

Then Take Me Along!

I'm the NEW EASY-PACK AUTO GARMENT RACK

Saves Money Inconvenience

$3.25

Here's a beautiful addition to your Christmas gift list! Sterling Silver Spoon

Order by mail from SHILLITOS Cincinnati 2, Ohio

(Add 15c shipping charges)

Ohio Residents add 3½ Sales Tax

JAM SET

by Allan Adier
LAZY SUSAN "Extraordinary"

This 22" ball bearing Lazy Susan with beautiful two piece glass relish dish is sure to be the "conversation piece" of any affair. Hand turned and rubbed finish with finger touch action makes this an outstanding value.

$22.50 Each

Post paid anywhere U. S. A.
Natural Maple Finish
No C.O.D.'s please
Add $2.50 for Walnut, Mahogany for Early American finish.

MARGARET STUDIOS, INC.
Manufacturers of Fine Gift Woodenware
ANTIGO, WISCONSIN

These Charming Unusual Gifts Make
Personal Lasting Remembrances
HAND-PAINTED CHINA

Very fine lovely glazed china—each piece individually hand-painted and then oven fired for everlasting beauty.

A. Holiday snack bowls. (7½"x5½")
   Design: Xmas tree, bells, wreath, candy, holly, and Xmas men. $4.95 ea.
   B. Small grilling plate. (6")
   Design: same as above. $2.99
   C. Anniversity plate. (9")
   Includes first names, year of birth, month, day, and year. $5.95.
   D. Stark plate. (15")
   Includes full name, date, and year. $5.95.

Hangers included with plates. All items prepaid. Order today! Check or money order. No C.O.D.'s please. 3 Day service.

PERSONOVELTIES, INC.
QUINCY, ILL.

OVERSIZE TOLE TRAY
24" x 20", heavy weight oval tray, perfect for entertaining. Correctly styled for coffee-table service. Florals, lifelike in color and size, hand-painted in fine detail against gleaming black. A blending of the consummate in art and high practicality. Ideal as a decorative centerpiece. Alcohol resistant for lifetime permanence. Amazingly priced at $8.00, postpaid, worth many dollars more. Satisfaction guaranteed. No C.O.D.'s, please. Send for catalog of unusual gift items.

SAF-D-LOK

SAF-D-LOK

SOLD THROUGH

PHOTOGRAPHIC

THE LAWRENCE CO., BOX 361, PORT HURON, MICHIGAN

SHOULDER YOUR BAG and secure it in place with a graceful silver pin. A double stickpin back fastens into your suit or coat and the base of the silver loop takes the rub that is ordinarily given clothing. In plain heavy sterling, $9; with monogram, $13; or with raised tulip motif, $14, prepaid incl. Georg Jensen, 667 Fifth Ave., N. Y. 22.

Ballooines—a whole menagerie in rubber is as much fun to assemble as to play with. There are four packages to the set and each has enough balloons to make a different animal—cat, giraffe, dachshund or bunny. Complete with instructions and spares in case of blow-outs. $1 ppd. Miles Kimball, 100 Bond St., Oshkosh, Wis.

Beep goes the horn on this snappy 1949 model Packard convertible, which also has headlights that light. The body is bright red or yellow plastic and it measures 13" long. Horn and lights operate on a standard flashbuck battery which is easily replaced. $5.25, post-paid.

J. J. Anthony, 1517 W. North Ave., Milwaukee 5, Wis.
AROUND

December, 1948

Exquisite Hand Embroidery from Madeira
Designed by ANICE

More than just handkerchiefs. Precious mementos she'll cherish! (cooked in Vegetable oil, salt added)
and scalloped borders on Pure Irish linen ee petals of Swiss Organdie on Poinsettia design with lift-up Pure Irish linen $2.00

New Canaan, Connecticut Since 1869 Box #1 $1.85 postpaid, insured.

Her eyes light up when she is hugged—which proves her 100% feminine. Her young owner's eyes will light up, too, when she finds her under the tree. Made of woolly cloth, red and yellow, with composition face and a removable flashlight battery inside. $2.98 plus 25¢ post. Gwendolyn Maloney, 170 E. 51st Street, New York 22.

Magnetic force makes this a most attractive item indeed. Called the Magnagrip, it is a knife and tool rack that keeps things handy in sight and eliminates dangerous grappling around for sharp-edged articles in a drawer. About 9" long, $2.95 postpaid from Homecrafters, 129 Rangeley Road, Chestnut Hills 67, Massachusetts.

CHRISTMAS HANDBERCHIES
Exquisite Hand Embroidery from Madeira
Designed by ANICE

Poinsetta design with tuck-in pockets of Swiss Organdie on Pure Irish linen... $2.00
Holly design, Holly sprays and scalloped borders on Pure Irish linen... $1.50
More than just handkerchiefs. Precious mementos she'll cherish! Postpaid No C.O.D.

SILLMAN'S
New Canaan, Connecticut
Quality Since 1867

IMPORTED FLORENTINE SILVER
Genuine imports—hand-made in the highest traditions of Italian craftsmanship. Each piece is outstanding in its perfection of detail... a collector's dream, a beautiful and unusual gift.

Salad Server Set......... $4.00
Candle Snuffer........... $2.25
Apostle Spoons........... Duz... $10.50
M. O. or Check No C. O. D. please
BARTOLOZZI'S
16 Roosevelt Rd., Newton Centre 59, Mass.

New England Stoneware
JAM POTS


Jam Pots, postpaid, east of Mass... $1.75
West of Mass... $2.00
Set of 6, postpaid, east of Mass... $9.50
West of Mass... $10.50
Kindly state order choice of design

Frances Hall Perrins
Old Homestead Orchards Est. 1846 Westford, Massachusetts

A gourmet's fete de Viene begins with PATE de FOIE by DANIEL

- Truly great Pate is not in Dubuque used to make and serve in his restaurant on the French Riviera just as magnifique as expensive, delicious! Shipped in small quantities in which it is cooked. Conserves ideal for your own cooking.

Box 21 $2.95 postpaid, insured.

FRENCH DRESSING TOOL!
Plastic with Tarragon
Three 1 pint jars... $3.35
Six 1 pint jars... $6.60
Send today for these items—exactly as served by Daniel in his famous New York City Restaurant. chipped postpaid—sorry, no C.O.D.'s.

DANIEL CATERERS
53 East 54th Street
NEW YORK 22, N. Y. • Plate 9-9-45

TO YOU Fresh from the Fields
CAROLINA PEANUTS
(cooked in Vegetable oil, salt added)
CAROLINA PEANUTS direct from North Carolina and Virginia

COCKTAILS: The ideal crunchy and fresh snack. Different package each month. We'll do your shopping for you. One box will serve 100 guests. $1.50 postpaid.

Your order shipped postpaid in 24 hours after receipt.

Box 21 $1.85 postpaid, insured.

Box 24 $2.95 postpaid, insured.

Box 24 $4.85 postpaid, insured.

M. O. or Check No C. O. D. please
CAROLINA SALES CO.
99 Broadway, N. Y. C., Dept. G

NEW! Luscious, mouth watering chunks of fruit with that fine rum flavor...
Spread on Crackers or Bread, combine them in Salads... use them in Desserts.

MAKE EVERY DAY A HOLIDAY!
Be an invited Hostess to your Family and Friends

Christmas Handkerchiefs (you included)
Famous Georgia Jumbo Paper Shell Pecans

CHRISTMAS GIFT! It's easy, It's delightful. It's unusual. We'll mail direct for you with your Christmas at $1.75 per dozen. 12 kinds of package combinations. 12 pieces each. We'll do your shopping for you. One box will serve 40 guests. $2.00 postpaid.

CHRISTMAS GIFT! It's easy, It's delightful. It's unusual. We'll mail direct for you with your Christmas at $1.75 per dozen. 12 kinds of package combinations. 12 pieces each. We'll do your shopping for you. One box will serve 40 guests. $2.00 postpaid.

Address your orders to:
PAPERSHELL PEANUT PRODUCTS P. O. Box 900 Albany, Georgia

NEW! New England Stoneware JAM POTS

BULLETIN #1: Write for price list with illustrated Christmas Commodities. 12 kinds of pack combinations. 12 pieces each. We'll do your shopping for you. One box will serve 40 guests. $2.00 postpaid.

BULLETIN #2: Write for price list with illustrated Christmas Commodities. 12 kinds of pack combinations. 12 pieces each. We'll do your shopping for you. One box will serve 40 guests. $2.00 postpaid.

Write CAROLINA SALES CO. 99 Broadway N. Y. C., Dept. G

CHRISTMAS GIFT! It's easy, It's delightful. It's unusual. We'll mail direct for you with your Christmas at $1.75 per dozen. 12 kinds of package combinations. 12 pieces each. We'll do your shopping for you. One box will serve 40 guests. $2.00 postpaid.

C. R. NEWMAN CO. Manufacturers 999 Graham Ave., Brooklyn 22, N. Y.
FOR GIRLS OR BOYS... FOR CLOTHES OR TOYS
THE "JUNIOR STOWAWAY"
A sturdy, handsome treasure-chest for playroom or nursery. Measures a full 36 by 18 by 18 inches to hold a man-sized cargo. Built throughout of 1/2 inch hardwood ply-wood, smooth corners jointed, nailed and gised. Hinged cover with stop-chain and special hardware. Chest is satin varnished and peasant-painted in gay holiday colors.
Each Chest Personalized—Be sure to state first name of child for lettering.
Order Now—immediate shipment
Collect Edgerton Hardware, Inc., 339 North Rodeo Drive, Beverly Hills, California
The smart way to carry cigarettes... in the exquisitely styled, soft, rich leather case by nationally famous Cameo. With the exclusive jeweler's-metal slide and convenient exclusive jeweler's-metal slide and convenient...
Tommy Turtle 'n Walter Drake
Drawn 6-15, Box 727, 501 E. Pike Park Ave., Colorado Springs, Colorado
Tommy Turtle writes letters to children. Love to give LETTERS 12 LETTERS $1.50
Children love to get LETTERS 12 LETTERS $1.50
Write immediately for boys and girls or use by 11. Send your order today—the letters start whenever you wish. Gift announcements for any occasion. Tell Tommy the lucky child's name, address, sex Send name, address, age, sex Send any occasion. Tell Tommy the lucky child's name, address, sex Send name, address, age, sex Send...
Amateur collectors of American antique furniture would do well to invest in this new two-volume set, written for the lay reader by Edgar G. Miller, Jr., well known expert. Each period is covered in detail, profusely illustrated. Indexed for ready reference. $27.50, ppd. M. Barrows and Co., 114 East 32nd St., N. Y. 16.

An important lamp, made of sepiolite wood, is classic in design, noble in proportions. Stands 32 1/4" high including shade which may be had in antique gold or any color! Lamp is $60; shade, $15 postpaid. Add $1 W. of Miss. Allow 2 weeks delivery. Mrs. Ronald Hart, Decorator, 144 Montague St., Brooklyn 2, New York.

A close shave is a pleasure with this new electric razor, which uses any standard double-edge blade and works with regular lather and hot water. The blade vibrates horizontally, whisking off the whiskers like magic. AC only, $9.95 ppd. New Electric Razor Corp., 1802 North Charles Street, Baltimore 1, Maryland.

IDEAL XMAS GIFT
For the Youngsters

This attractive WALT DISNEY LAMP, adorned with the delightful character—"Mr. Timothy Q. Mouse"—will thrill the kiddies. It is not a toy but rather an attractive lamp, well made and finished in either pink, blue or white. Be sure to state your color preference. Check or money order, no C.O.D.'s. $995 Postpaid

HERBERT J. HINKEL COMPANY
55 West 42nd Street, New York 18, N. Y.

COFFEE - HOT

KEEPS FOODS HOT...Right on the Table
Novel and Attractive as a gift or prize. It does not cook but keeps the last cup of coffee steaming as it pours. Useful with cereals, toast, vegetables, etc. Safe with metal, china or glass dishes. Saves many steps to the kitchen.

Your cleverness in selecting a "COFFEE-HOT" as a practical gift will be remembered daily at the breakfast table. Smartly styled in plastic case, red or white, Just 5 W. across. W. card & plug $3.50 prepaid.

SUPREME ELECTRIC PRODUCTS CO.
194 Vassar Street, Rochester 7, N. Y.

Sewing Kit Complete
with all accessories and
DURABILT AC-DC IRON

In attractive emblazoned paper case; contains everything needed for quick repair and freshening of clothing. Weight only 3 lbs. $9.95 Add 15c for extra red, 30c W. of Mississippi River. X. C.O.D.

Myron Barlow
WINCHESTER MASS.

Washing Venetian blinds no longer is a messy, mousy chore. With SLAT-O-MAT your entire blind is sparkling clean in a jiffy. No dripping of dirty water down arms or from slat to slat. Slat-o-mat cleans both sides of slat at same time—and between tapes without soiling tapes. WAXING is just as easy. Sold on MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE Scrueltly built of nickel-plated steel. Nothing to get out of order. Lasts a lifetime. Nothing else compares with its simplicity, ease and speed. Shipped promptly on receipt of remittance. Satisfaction guaranteed or money back. No C.O.D.'s.

SLAT-O-MAT Is An Ideal Gift
U. S. VENETIAN BLIND MFG. CO.

FAITHFUL HOUND DOGS

This handsome pair of hounds will take very seriously the job of guarding your breast. Made from a very old pattern, these unusual collars and muzzles are available in two sizes. 11" high with 10" collar and weigh 18 lbs. Solid Golden Brass $28.50; Brass Plated $22.50. Cut Iron $16.75; Iron with adjustable humping ring, $22.50—metal. Waxed Cork Plated $28.50; Solid Golden Brass $39.25.

Dear Knocker—Hound dog design just as essentials. Solid brass 8" tall, put on with two wood screws, Wright, I. proud. Just slip on his feet and knock—Color of rubbish and you'll never get away with it. $4.95 for all sizes, prepaid.

Do it yourself and save a dollar.

Tennessee Chromium Plating Co.
306 Louise Avenue
Nashville, Tenn.

Luxuriously Soft MITTENS

IMAGINE—knitting yourself these love-ly mittens of fluffy Angora! They're washable. No balling. No shrinking. No mending. No choke. No drawstring. No half finger, no money-back guarantee.

A Casting Rod any man would be proud to own!

Buy direct from manufacturer and save! This fine quality Casting Rod would sell for much more at any store in U. S. I. Ideal gift for a man's birthday, Christmas. Handle is highly polished aluminum with snap lock. Collet type threaded, non-slip connection. Fits standard shafts. Natural cork grip; metal end plates. Shaft— choice of aluminum alloy or heat-treated steel, chrome plated. Hand-wrapped against guides, Overall length of 3'6", 4'2" or 4'8".

Casting Rod Manufacturers
727 Starks Bldg.
Louisville 3, Ky.

FAITHFUL HOUND DOGS
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NEW! FLUORESCENT FIXTURE with CIRCLINE LAMP

GUARANTEED FOR 1 YEAR!

Write for free literature on full line.
SHIPPED POST FREE ANYWHERE

HANOVER LIGHTING SALES
Box 146, Dept. 210, Reading, Pa.

AN EXCELLENT GIFT

The Gourmet Box

AN EXCELLENT GIFT

One jar spiced stuffed olives... one jar crunchy, delicious Cockshell Mushrooms... one jar of tender Lobster Morsels & Newburg with imported Sherry & Mushrooms... one jar of tender Diamond Back Terrapin Morsels & Newburg with imported Sherry & Mushrooms... one jar of exquisite Cranberry sauce with Sherry and Brandy. All in a blue box with silver stripes, tied with red ribbon and holiday wrapped—$6.75 ea. ppd. The Magic Shop, Oldwick, N. J.

YOUR PORTRAIT IN BEAUTIFUL OILS
BY MAIL

A lasting keepsake of you or any member of your family on canvas—Life Size. A gift that is always remembered. You send the photograph or snapshot and general color description of hair, eyes, complexion and clothing. You will receive a genuine canvas oil painting 16” x 20”. Allow 20 days for delivery. Will it be good? If you don’t like it, return the painting and your money will be refunded. So you see, we are sure you will like our work. $39.50 postpaid. No COD’s please.

HEIRLOOM OIL PORTRAITS
445 So. Olive St. • Los Angeles 14, California

Gifts For The Garden

These solid bronze faucets will add charm to any garden. Made to last a lifetime, they will be long remembered. 16 other designs to choose from, all styled by R. F. Duryea. Catalog upon request. $8.50 ea. plus 35c postage. California residents add 5% for

Mack Sales Company
54 Idora Avenue, San Francisco 18, Calif.
AROUND

Tending bar. There's more to it than just mixing drinks. There are glasses to be washed and spills to be taken care of. So, for the mopping up operations, we present a gift package for the host. Containing six striped towels and six bar swabs, the set is $11.85 post-paid from Mosse, 659 Fifth Ave., New York 22, New York.

What luck to find triple insurance against misfortune in a bracelet. Among them, the lucky 13, horseshoe and four-leaf clover should do the trick. You need not keep your fingers crossed if you give her this! Snake bracelet and charm of sterling silver. $9.50, incl. tax and postage. Black, Starr & Gorham, 594 Fifth Ave., N.Y. 19.

For Christmas — Sterling Silver from Cartier

A handsome Thermos jug with cup top — 10” high, $168; glass lined oval mustard container and spoon, $31.50; and a silver framed calendar, $14.40. The selection of sterling silver includes flatware, hollow-ware, and bar accessories. Prices include Federal Tax.

No charge for engraving 5 initials in black letters.

Inexpensive gifts in our Budget Department.

Fifth Avenue and 52 Street, New York 22, N.Y. • Plaza 3-0111
They'll Certainly Enjoy These MOSSE Christmas Gifts

For Children and Grown-ups

1. **Children**
   - Love towels made specially for them with colorfully embroidered circus, or train designs.
   - Sturdy white terry . . .
   - Set—bath towel, hand towel, wash cloth—all gaily boxed—$9.85 . . . Double set, both designs—$19.50

2. **Grown-ups delight in "Good Old Days"**
   - Cocktail napkins—4 nostalgic scenes beautifully embroidered on sheer ecru linen... Box of 8—assorted designs—$12.50

3. **"Good Old Days"** bath set amusingly embroidered—very smart and different. Excellent white terry.
   - Set—2 bath towels, 2 hand, 2 wash cloths—assorted designs—$18.85 . . . Bath mat, if desired, $6.85
   - Just send cards and addresses—we'll gift wrap beautifully.

Ask for Christmas Booklet

MOSSE-LINEN, 659 Fifth Avenue, New York 22 • Plaza 57464

Dreaming of a white centerpiece? There's nothing quite like the rich glow of milk glass to set off a dark wood table or colored cloth. Copied from an early American original, this lace-edged bell bowl, 10" in diameter, is $5.50 express collect from Scully & Scully, Inc., 506 Park Ave., New York 22.

Babies are too young to appreciate the little luxuries lavished upon them, but if you're about to become a godmother or an aunt, just think how delighted the infant's mother will be with this sterling silver trimmed brush and comb set. $5.95 ppd., tax incl. George Stern, 191 Madison Ave., N. Y. 16.

**COMPLIMENT TO CANDLELIGHT**

An expression of praise to your table...these lovely sterling silver candlestick holders.
Tastefully simple in design...4¾" high.
Pair $15.

Add $6 for shipping charges in America.

BLACK, STARR & GORHAM
Established 1810
Fifth Avenue at 48th Street, New York 19, N. Y.

WHITE PLAINS White Plains, Fifth Avenue at 68th Street, New York 19, N. Y.
Bull-fight playing cards. Each card has a different colorful scene showing the matador's skill in the arena. Pictures are reproduced from a famous painting by the celebrated Mexican artist Ruano-Llupis. A deck is $2.25 postpaid from the Pan American Shop, 822 Lexington Ave., N.Y. 22.

Susie Cucumber writes again, and this time it's on the back of calendar pages. Her letters pertaining to activities in season and the introductory story folder behind the portrait of Susie, all add up to something pretty cute, useful and instructive. Just $1 from Susie Cucumber, R. F. D. 1, Box 211, Alexandria, Virginia.

Holmes of New Orleans brings you 2 Celestial Candies TO STAR ON YOUR CHRISTMAS LIST

STARDUST ... thick, creamy divinity made the old-fashioned way ... chock full of plump, full-flavored pecans and luscious tender fruit bits. 2 lbs. delivered $2.25

ANGELFOOD ... rich milk chocolate, fluffy marshmallow and toasted almonds ... an irresistible combination for all who like the best in candy. 2 lbs. delivered $2.65

Combination 2 lb. Box (1 lb. each, Stardust & Angelfood) delivered $2.50

For Christmas and Always
For buffet suppers or serving snacks or for many other uses you will quickly appreciate the three solid mahogany tables of this HEPPLWHITE NEST. With delicate boxwood inlay, or without, they represent all the art of Biggs skilled craftsmen. Priced F.O.B. Richmond, Va.; delivered east of the Mississippi $4.00 or less; West Coast not over $6.00. Largest table 22" x 15" x 28" high.

With Inlay $59.50 Without Inlay $49.50

BIGGS ANTIQUE COMPANY, INC.,
Box HG Direct Mail Department
900 W. Marshall St., Richmond 28, Va.
Send 20¢ for fully illustrated 32-page catalog.
Jamaica, the top of a submerged mountain range, is an island of legends, of many intermingled races, and of sleek, modern resorts. Visitors will at once sense the strangeness of the island which Columbus discovered, and where, although the original inhabitants, the Atawaks, are extinct, many Indian words are still heard. Here, even in recent times, the buried silver of buccaneers has been found.

Jamaica is an island preponderantly mountainous—only 646 of its 4,450 square miles are level—and running through the mountains are innumerable rivers, waterfalls and mineral springs, two of which have been developed as medicinal spas. It was due to these springs that the island derived its original name, “Xaymaca”, meaning “Isle of Springs”. Jamaica’s climate is practically as ideal as an island’s climate can be, and under its lucid skies there are facilities for all kinds of self-indulgences. Life centers largely around the bathing beaches, where the water is always warm and sunspots never heard of. Fishing for blue marlin is a famous recreation. Horse racing is another, especially at Knutsford Park, backed by mountains 5,000 feet high. And if you have yet to visit this island, you are to be envied for the thrill which will be yours when through the haze the Blue Mountains first rise from the clouds and sea on the far horizon.
**FLORIDA**

**Palm Beach**

The Palm Beach Ambassador

New this year. Only apartment hotel on Ocean beach. Also on Lake Worth. Waterfront view from every room. Suites with 1, 2 or 3 bedrooms, fever, living room, dining above, kitchen, bath. Garage. The ultimate in luxury. Travel agents or write John W. Dufl, Jr., Mag. Dir., 500 S. Ocean Blvd., Palm Beach, Fla.

**ST. PETERSBURG**

**Highland Park**

The Huntington


**SAINT PETERSBURG**

**The Vinoy Park Hotel**


**SARASOTA**

**Orange Blossom Hotel**

Smartest on Florida's wonderful Gulf Coast. Superb location facing Sarasota Bay. Each room has view of water. Brilliant new lobby, air-conditioned dining room, cocktail lounge. Free transportation to beaches. All sports and activities. Entertainment nightly during season. Prices and past-season rates on request. James B. Rountree, Manager.

**SAINT PETERSBURG**

**The Vinoy Park Hotel**


**SARASOTA**

**Orange Blossom Hotel**

Smartest on Florida's wonderful Gulf Coast. Superb location facing Sarasota Bay. Each room has view of water. Brilliant new lobby, air-conditioned dining room, cocktail lounge. Free transportation to beaches. All sports and activities. Entertainment nightly during season. Prices and past-season rates on request. James B. Rountree, Manager.

**GEORGIA**

**Sea Island**


**ILLINOIS**

**HIGHLAND PARK**

Hotel Moraine


**KANSAS CITY**

**Battery Park Hotel**


**NEW JERSEY**

**ATLANTIC CITY**


**NEW MEXICO**

**CARLSBAD**

La Caverna Hotel. Avoid winter's worries. Enjoy the New Mexican ambience. When in New Mexico stay here—the visitor's hide-out for Carlsbad Caverns.

**NEW YORK**

**LAKE PLACID**


**ASHEVILLE**

**Battery Park Hotel**

For comfort and refinement, plus hospitality that is traditional. Special rates Nov. thru Mar. Request Folder "H".

**SOUTHERN CAROLINA**

**CHARLESTON**

**The Fort Sumter Hotel**

Charleston's only waterfront hotel overlooks Charleston Harbor, in which is located historic Fort Sumter, a national monument. The Hotel is in a quiet residential neighborhood. All bedrooms have views of the Battery—exclusive residential section of old Charleston. For all sports and activities. An American Plan. Luxury is a feature of the hotel. Country Club privileges to guests. Folders on request. John S. Cator, Manager.

**CHARLESTON**

**Villa Margherita**

For gracious vacation living in lovely, charming old Charleston. Accommodations for 100. Allear, Plan, $8.00. Apr. 15-May 15.

**SUMMERVILLE**

Halcyon Inn

Delightful old house and cottages, on 25 acre estate, open during winter and spring as an American Plan Inn. Enjoyes reputation over the years for comfort, personal service and cuisine. Stove heated. Adjacent to golf course. Framed Camellia and Azalea gardens only few minutes distant. Advance reservations. Write for tariff & Booklet C.

**TEXAS**

**HARLINGEN**

**Marlborough Hotel**


**VERMONT**

**SHOEBURY**


**BERMUDA**

The Princess


**QUEBEC, P.Q.**

Winter—Wonderful Quebec

In winter lovely Quebec, holiday at the historic Chateau Frontenac. The services is unsurpassed for its hospitality, heart-warming, bus services to Labbeauport and Valcartier ski alps for guests of the Chateau Frontenac. Quiet shrine... historic and religious shrines. Reservations: See your Canadian Pacific Agent, or write the Hotel Manager.

**Bermuda**

**Riviera Beach**

You can't know how welcome winter can really be until you've visited this fascinating snowtime, all-the-time holidayland. Skiing, skating, sleighing, warm-water swimming, dancing and evening entertainment, plus the natural charm of its scenic setting make Sun Valley your logical vacation choice.

**For detailed information address: W. P. Rogers, General Manager, Sun Valley, Idaho, or Union Pacific Railroad, Room 1286, Omaha 2, Nebr., or see any local travel agent.**
"It came from SLOANE'S"*

... you can buy these... and countless other interesting gifts... in all six Sloane stores!*

Sloane-designed... Sloane-constructed easy chair in fine-quality, top-grain glazed leather in red, green or brown... 197.00

Smoker's table in mahogany and mahogany ve- neers with leather-topped lift lid over 3-sectioned compartment... 24.50

Chippendale-design swivel-top coffee table in mahogany and swirl mahogany ve- neers with brown leather top. When open extends to a generous 40" square... 97.50

Trestle nest of tables in mahogany and ma- hogany veneers with gold-tooled leather tops. Generously sized... 69.50

Fine copy of an antique French lamp in Celadon porcelain. Hand-made, satin-finish brass mounting. With off-white Shiki shade piped in green... 55.00

Handsome polished and lacquered brass andirons. 20¼" high. The pair... 79.50

Not illustrated—matching fireset. Stand, poker, shovel and tongs... 49.50

Wood basket in polished and lacquered brass. Sturdily constructed... 29.50

W & J SLOANE

NEW YORK • STAMFORD • WHITE PLAINS • WASHINGTON, D.C. • SAN FRANCISCO • BEVERLY HILLS
Take inventory

It is good to sort through the events of the year before it slides over the rim of the past. In a few days you will be closing your books for 1948, writing “1949” for the first time at the top of a check.

Take evenings, for instance. Some of them are already lost in oblivion, but some of them stand out with the clarity of a country day in autumn. Why do you remember one rather than another? A happy combination of people? The sparkle of a table set with silver and crystal? A mood which made your guests averse to leave?

Then there is the garden. There are days which top all the rest. Perhaps the purple salvia bloomed for the first time, after you’d given up all hope of it. Or on a summer morning you came out to find peonies bursting into bloom, their petals sequinned with dew.

That evening in autumn when the living room was chill, you started the fire. Suddenly, your room came to life with color and shadows and you sat with a cup of tea enjoying its warmth and friendliness.

Then you decided to build the little house by the brook and marked it on your calendar. The plans are still underway and the blueprints and contractors’ estimates blanket the top of your desk. Each new step, each decision burgeons with the promise of the summers ahead when you will live in the country.

A year is an arbitrary division in time but it is also a very useful one. From 1948 you learn for 1949. By reviewing the experiences you have had, you lay the foundations for greater satisfaction from your garden, your house and your life in the year ahead. The wise taker of inventory learns even from mistakes. He knows how to make capital of the past.
A touch of glory for us all

Midway in Christmas morning there comes a domestic lull. By this time all the presents have been opened. The youngsters are off somewhere, playing with their new toys. The grownups have made their lists and retired, presumably to start their thank-you letters. So much preparation so soon over! You contemplate the confusion of wrapping paper and ribbons, note where the new puppy has smashed a tree ornament to smithereens.

Before anyone drops in, you must right the confusion, pick things up and put them away.

This pressing sense of having to get on the job, back to the incessant routine of responsibilities, is the inevitable consequence of elation. Having seen the vision, you must go down the mountain again to the old, familiar paths and tasks. The shepherds must have felt it, too. They had been summoned abruptly to Bethlehem. They came quickly. And now it was all over. Nothing remained but to go back to the hills again, back to the old job of being shepherds, folding the herd for the night, searching out strayed sheep and leading them where they could pasture and lie down. But as they turned their backs on Bethlehem, were they the same men they had been? Were their jobs the same? And is picking up the ribbons and cards the same as any other task of the year? We are all different for having seen a miracle (the leaping flames in the fireplace, the winter’s moon on Christmas eve, the unfolding buds in spring).

None of us can look on the sublime without being touched with glory. And the mark of that is joy.

Perhaps it sounds futile to speak of joy as we face the confused and sobering uncertainties of the world today. To us falls the task of keeping the peace, feeding the starving, strengthening the weak. We cannot escape these heavy obligations. And yet joy is possible. For we have seen shining miracles: Christmas and spring, devotion over and above the call of duty, genius and love. Their light is reflected on all the simple things we do, like the light which shone on the faces of the shepherds as they looked at a humble manger where angels sang a Child to sleep.

BY RICHARDSON WRIGHT

Opposite:

There is little in the visual arts that Salvador Dali has not attempted or threatened to attempt. Last year, he joined the ranks of painters who have depicted the Madonna and Child, the subject of artists since the earliest Christian times. Unlike his more widely known pictures, filled with anatomical impossibilities and metamorphic landscapes, in this one he has treated his theme simply and quietly, delineating the Madonna’s graceful dignity with manifest tenderness and warmth.

HOUSE & GARDEN, DECEMBER, 1948
"MADONNA AND CHILD" BY SALVADOR DALI
Fawn with white flag tail, 9" high; $2.50, Saks Fifth Ave.

Plush kitten ball; $1.95, Lord & Taylor.

Plastic 10-key accordion; $3.95, Marshall Field.

Humpty Dumpty, hand crocheted; $6.50, McCutcheon's.

Gay bean-bag clowns; $1.50 each ppd. Creative Playthings.

The most magical moment of Christmas is when the children see the tree in all its splendor. Under the branches this year there will be more Christmas and better Christmas than there has been in a decade. No special shortages becloud the horizon. Our American designers have turned out a beguiling procession of toys and trinkets. From tiny bean-bag clowns to enormous humming tops, they all sparkle with imagination and charm. Remember when you buy that children love extremes, very large dolls to dress up by day; very small, woolly animals to take to bed at night. They love things which sit down and stand up. They adore creatures with music boxes in their insides. And the books which pass almost unnoticed in the excitement of Christmas day become boon companions as the year lengthens. But most wonderful of all is the stack of presents, with its mystery and promise, lit by the candles on the Christmas tree.
There's a Magic Shop in New Jersey

From the road, it looks like any small clapboard house. But through the window you glimpse exciting things: a castle with knights and dragon, the sled Kay rode in *The Snow Queen*, a cabbage inhabited by an elf, stars, angels, reindeer. The Magic Shop was founded by three people (Harry B. Hollins, Ill, Mrs. John Watts, Mrs. Reeves Schley, Jr.) who like children, magic and work, and also wanted to provide a market for handicrafts. The spells it exerts on the young are extra potent at Christmas.
Children's parties are a matter of menu, organization and timing

MARY GROSVENOR ELLSWORTH

Once there was a mother so observant and so honest that she expressed in words, out loud, a practically unfaced fact. She said simply, “Every party I gave for Betsy before she was 16 was either a year too early or a year too late.” It was such a challenging statement that the rest of us pinned her down. Any group of mothers can produce some pretty painful—and pretty hilarious—birthday party reminiscences, and that was how it started. But this statement had a ring of authority, of wisdom dearly bought. What did she mean? Well, Betsy was her first—she learned on Betsy. Now she knew. These were her thoughtful conclusions: study the child's interest level, fit the party to that and be executive about it. Love won't make it a success. Like troop movements, it takes Organization. A few general rules apply to all children's parties—give them something to do at once, keep them busy, don’t make the interval before food too long, take the big climax—the cake—seriously and plan for the dwindling aftermath, if only with tiddly-winks. Also, beg, borrow, rent or steal an assistant. No one pair of hands can simultaneously light the candles and wipe up (Continued on page 185)

THE CAKE IS THE CLIMAX
Ladderback maple chairs are $29.50 each at W & J Sloane, White linen damask cloth, 72" x 108", 12 napkins, $68. Moos. Close-ups of the table setting appear below.

Duncan & Miller (Cartier Division) sugar and creamer, $1, set of tumblers, $4.50.

Snappers, a must with children, $4.50 a doz. at Robert Day-Dean's.

“Symphony” luncheon plate $5 doz.; torte plate $1.25; dishes for candy, nuts or ashes, from a set, complete $1.25.

“Symphony” bowl 10" in diameter, $1. (All glass on this page available at Macy's.)

Ten-inch cake, $8 from Robert Day-Dean's.

National Silver's "Astrid" flatware, 50 pieces $75; "Karen" cake set $9.60. Bloomingdale's.

ON THE NEXT SIX PAGES ARE OVER 70 GIFTS FROM $1 TO $50 TO SOLVE LATE-HOUR SHOPPING PROBLEMS. MORE GIFTS SHOWN ON PAGE 156.
Christmas is
trimming the house and the tree,
with hospitality
overflowing into the hall
Christmas is the family party, old and young gathered in the dining room.

Hovmantorp's cordial glasses in "Jerome" design; $1.25 each, Carson Pirie Scott & Co., Chicago.

Colored wicker baskets; $1 each. Casserole in basket; $3.50, Guilford Basket Shop, Guilford, Conn.

Butter spreaders with crystal handles, English silver-plate blades; $33.50 a dozen, Plummer, Ltd.

Simmons steak knives with Swedish steel blades, 8 in walnut case; $9.25, The Post Mart.

"Calyx" ware covered tureen with matching plate and ladle; $49.95, Stern Bros.

"The Dancers," a glass bowl 4¾" tall; $16, Finnish Art Shop, Inc.
Christmas is wrapping presents behind locked bedroom doors, an aura of mystery and rising excitement.
Christmas is a story re-read in a peaceful living room, garlanded with greens and heaped with bright packages.
These little things add up to a lot of Christmas

FOR THE BREAKFASTER-IN-BED:
blanket sachets, flowered pillow-cases, tray-size jam pot, total $17.

FOR A FRONT DOOR: CHRISTMAS GREETING: $35.

FOR THE GOOD HOST:
a wine cradle, a silver pepper mill, gourmet soups, total $21.60.

FOR WINTER AFTERNOON "AT HOMES":
teas, silver strainer, fruit cake, invitation cards, total $25.35, below.

FOR THE FOREIGN CORRESPONDENT:
writing paper, letter scale, clip, airmail stickers, stamps, sealing wax, total $8.23.

FOR THE HOME GARDENER:

FOR THE NIGHT BEFORE:
TWISTED BLUE CANDLE; $2.50.

FOR THE HALL:
LUMINOUS FOIL POMPON, above, $12.

FOR THE DESK DRAWER:
all the adjuncts to efficiency in a plastic knife box, total $11.85.

For individual prices and names of stores, see page 194.
FOR THE HOUSE PLANNER:
scrapbook, scissors, paste, a subscription to House & Garden, total $30.50.

FOR THE AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHER:
album, wristband light meter, time release, photo floods, color film, total $32.20.

FOR PACKAGES OR TREE:
CRYSTAL SNOWFLAKES; $2.50.

FOR A MAN'S STOCKING:
golf Strokemaster, shaker top for any glass, Brodi game, clips for filing, all in a sequined sock, total $11.40.

FOR THE MANTEL:
PAPIER-MACHE CUPID; $5.

FOR A BED TRAY:
tiny china bell, large coffee cup, miniature salt and pepper shakers, cigarette holders, total $27.95.

FOR THIMMINGS:
FOIL SNOWFLAKES:
$3 A DOZEN.

FOR THE BARBECUE OWNER:
shovel for retrieving grilled food, checked cloth, rare spices, total $11.44.

FOR THE NURSERY MANTEL:
ELEGANT REINDEER; $2

FOR AN INCipient ARTIST: waterless paints, complete materials, total $19.50.
Geared to holiday parties, this delectable buffet consists of Louis Sherry sandwiches, Bellew's Gourmet's Bazaar cake in grapefruit shells, marrons glacés and ginger, on four of the Community Holloware "Ascot" pattern trays from Wanamaker's. Drinks are served in Leerdam's "Rumba" pattern glass (eggnoq bowl, $35; cups, $45 a doz.; highballs, $60 a doz.; decanter "Hollandia," $14; all Georg Jensen, Inc.). Castleton "Gloria" pattern china (lunch plates, $42 a doz.; dessert, $33 a doz.; cups and saucers, $51 a doz.; Marshall Field). Heirloom sterling "Mansion House" flat silver (six-piece place setting, $22.50; S. Kind & Sons). Irish linen napkins (75c each; Altman's). Paneled room and furniture, Wood & Hogan, dress by Ceil Chapman. More information about accessories, page 183.
Multiplication tables

The new tables multiply your comfort and the size of your rooms. Some of them, from small beginnings, expand to serve meals. Others rise from coffee height to dining level. Some nest; some have wedge-shaped tables which pull out from under their tops. There are lamp tables, end tables, etc., shown on these five pages.

You can serve dinner on it, store it in a closet

Baker's new version of their remarkable butler-party table is cocktail height (18"), long enough for a complete buffet (89") and 21" deep. The center, a tray on a folding rack which can be used separately, is 30½" long. You can fold it flat for storage. It is made in dark or natural mahogany for traditional or modern rooms, $154.

It is the sum of these:

The table above is assembled from the parts shown at left. (1) A leg screws into the underside of each of the extension leaves; (2) a folding base, like a luggage rack, supports the central section; (3) a tray which you can use alone; (4) it can be assembled or folded up in a minute.

For list of stores where you can buy it and accessories, page 190.
Before you buy a table calculate how much service it will give you.

Will your table double for dining?
Here is one which is really three-in-one to use for drinks, supper or, without its wings, as an incidental table. It is 29" tall, center section is 24" x 16", expands to 84" and folds to nothing. A wonderful present for young marrieds making the most of a small apartment, for a country cottage or ski lodge. It is mahogany, costs $55. Ferguson Brothers.

On duty anywhere and all the time
The indispensable butler's tray table, most mobile of all, has a gallery tray 20" x 35" and a stand 25½" tall of mahogany in bamboo style and costs $75. Made by the Weiman Co.

A nest of three gives triple service
Use them for lamps, a tray lunch, a hand of patience. The heights range from 23" to 25"; largest top is 18½" x 23¾". The set of three made in mahogany, $50. By Brandt Works.

Names of stores and information about accessories on page 190.
A table with its own tray

This chair-side butler tray table is doubly useful; the shelf under the gallery top is a separate tray. Right height for a lamp, it stands 25" high, width 18", depth 26". In mahogany, price is $30 at Mersman.

As like as peas in a pod, they fit together

One large, tile-topped (22½" tall, 21" square), one small, cork-topped (15½" tall, 14½" square), these two blond wood tables are designed by Edward J. Wormley to nest together. The larger $155, the smaller $90, Dunbar.

One table that's as good as five

Built into the glass top of this round table is a tray, shown here filled with plants; under it, supplementary quarter-circle oak tables are so sturdy they can be sat on. The diameter is 42", height 17", $125. Romweber.

Lazy Susan serves all round

Because the top of this plate-glass table revolves, it passes food, drinks, cigarettes to guests. Height of Lazy Susan is 20"; lower, larger tier, 39" in diameter, stands 17" from the floor; $250. H. H. Turech.

A table on wheels, like a tea wagon

It makes any meal a movable feast, expands from tea-for-two to party size. You start with a top 20½" x 40", add a 29½" tray, end with a buffet table 69½" long and 27½" high. Made in cherry for country living, it costs $128, is by L. & J. G. Stickley.
Tables that work two ways are worth twice as much to you

Two small tables add up to one large one
Charles Eames designed the birch, walnut or Calico ash, plywood and chromium card table, 34" square, below. Use it alone or teamed with a matching oblong table (34" x 54"), rear, right. Both fold and are strong, stand 29½" high. Card table, $55, oblong table, $80. Herman Miller Furniture Co.

It grows a foot for dining
Like a piano stool, the top of this classic-modern table, spins round and rises as it spins, from cocktail height (18") to dining height (30") is large enough (48" diameter) to serve four comfortably. Perfect for the apartment without a dining room, either modern or traditional. In desert sand finish, $224, by S. Karpen.
Two-way table, Victorian version

Between meals this solid mahogany table in a rosewood finish takes up the role of console, half of its flip top resting against the wall, below. For cards or meals, the leaf drops, the 32" square top swivels 90 degrees, right. In this way you can get double use from a foyer, use it for either meals or games. Table, $140, Vander Ley Bros.

Console into dinner table

The top of this French Provincial table is protean. At the left, you see it as a modest console, its top 39" x 20". Above it is opened to seat two. Fully extended, it reaches a length of 94", making it large enough to serve a number of people buffet supper. It stands 29" high, is made of cherry, costs $240 and is by John Widdicomb Co.

More tables on page 161.
Names of stores and information about accessories on page 190.
Presents for the Future

Gifts for the bride (at her wedding, Christmas or any other occasion) should help her furnish her new home. In this, the fifth of our series of articles about young marrieds and engaged couples with limited funds but limitless ideas, House & Garden brings you gift suggestions.

When House & Garden told dozens of engaged girls all over America we wanted their help in presenting the right gifts for brides, they answered our questions with enthusiasm. “Most of us, who will be living on $5,000 a year or less, haven’t saved enough to furnish our homes completely. You just don’t know how much presents mean to us.” We asked them what they thought of add-a-piece furniture gifts and they were delighted with this new application of a principle long applied to silver buying. They love Macy’s idea of selling an individual place setting, complete as to china, glass and silver. The consensus was that a Bridal Consultant Service is vital to getting the right presents, since it allows brides to leave a record of their preferences on file at stores. (Continued on page 186)
SECTONAL UNITS appeal particularly to Mrs. Walter Spiess. Here, shopping at Macy’s, she studies construction of drawers in different styles and sizes of storage units.

A SMALL CUPBOARD, added to a desk dressing table, will make a balanced arrangement and afford her extra storage space. This small piece would make an ideal present.

FLEXIBLE UNITS will fit well into the floor plan of Mrs. Spiess’ Stuyvesant Town apartment, provide desk, file and book space for the research work of her doctor-husband.

Add-a-piece furniture—
a new and practical idea for bridal gifts

BRIDGE TABLE turns into dining table, is $219 with five leaves. Chairs may be grouped as a settee, are $48 each in muslin. Both by Lobell at Altman’s.

SECTIONAL UPHOLSTERED PIECES, above, fit many plans and budgets. Bride’s parents might supplement her purchases. Urban’s love seat is $159, the matching chair is $95 in muslin at Altman’s.

ADD-A-PIECE of this sectional furniture, left, as a wedding or anniversary present. Single cupboard, $60, desk-vanity, $159; double cupboard, $90. By Stewartstown at Macy’s, N. Y.

STURDY LITTLE TABLES rate high with home planners. These, by Ficks-Reed, may be used separately or combined. A single one, $55. Wanamaker.

All prices approximate. Slightly higher west of Mississippi.
Budget your space to make more room

Just because two people live in one room is no excuse for confusion or catch-as-catch-can entertaining; you can buy furniture designed to store your belongings tidily and to expand for sociable occasions.

Mr. Edward J. Wormley, designer of Dunbar’s furniture, has been haunted by the thought of the number of married couples and career people in America today that have to live in one room, and have trouble making the most of it. Putting aside theory, he turned to his drawing board and developed a series of pieces which solve their problems. The Dunbar Company is making the furniture he originated. They call it Progress House, and there is more to come. Each unit is addressed to taking care of a specific difficulty of storage, serving, entertaining. Their most remarkable feature is that comfort and beauty have nowhere been sacrificed. (That rare family “with room to burn” could well invest in them for their good looks.) Mr. Wormley appreciates the fact that a sense of spaciousness is even more essential to the nerves and tempers of people cooped up in scanty space than for families which can spread out in any number of rooms. The pictures on these four pages prove that with this intelligently designed furniture you can have all of the amenities of life wherever you may happen to live.

The Extension Table eliminates need for meal-on-a-tray, because it seats two, four or a dozen people, folds to nothing between meals. Table, $570, chairs, $180 apiece in muslin.

The Sideboard is more than a model of good storage planning; finished on four sides to serve various parts of the room. Use it as a low divider between living and dining areas. Serve meals from front, drinks from back. $567.

Separate pieces are designed to be assembled into groups like this: cabinets topped by two decks of shelves with continuing shelves between; table set in the center.

Opposite:
Vital part of the Edward J. Wormley-Dunbar idea of one-room living is that it need not be makeshift. Entertaining can be on a large scale, since the small table, shown at the far left, above, can be opened out to seat twelve comfortably. Bookcase is shown here suspended on wall; center shelf could be used for serving. The chairs are covered in a Dorothy Liebes fabric. More details, shopping information page 193.

Lord & Taylor in New York and Scruggs Vandervoort & Barney Inc. in St. Louis have Progress House furniture. Prices are approximate. Slightly higher West of Mississippi.
CONVERSATION CORNER faces the cocktail table, opposite, provides plenty of room for entertaining. Back of the left-hand settee, the open shelves partition off the dining area, serve both parts of the room equally.

ONE-ROOM PLAN, left, gives entertaining and dining the lion's share of space without cramping the sleeping area of room.

VERY LITTLE SPACE is needed for the sleeping area because of the excellent storage facilities of the night table and chest.

A SURPRISING QUANTITY of clothes can be stored in this chest. At the left are glass shelves for shoes, a wardrobe for three suits; at the right, adjustable glass shelves for underwear (masculine and feminine); center, graduated drawers pull without handles, store other things. Top is a dressing table. $65.
RELAXATION and a sense of space are essential to successful one-room living. So one large corner is notably uncluttered, centers on a large, low cocktail table, set on a Ghiordes rug from Ernest Treganowan. Shopping data, page 193.

TEA CART wheels around the room for serving drinks or meals, can be used equally well for record albums and a radio ($181). The single drawer in the center is useful either way, for tea napkins or record catalogs.

NIGHT TABLE has a top shelf of frosted glass for reading lamp, etc. The cabinet base (33" x 20½" x 29") holds blankets and pillows for two beds. $255.

EXPANSIVE COCKTAIL TABLE, 52" in diameter ($700) has a bin for bottles. Or remove bottle partitions and install plants. Top of bin is a serving tray.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward W. Forbes plan to replace their large house with a small, modern one.

In 1906, when a penny was the price of a newspaper and construction costs were about a fifth of what they are today, Mr. and Mrs. Edward W. Forbes built the house in the above drawing near Cambridge, Massachusetts. Its size was scarcely questioned in those days, for the family was large and servants easy to find. Now that the children have moved away, the maids prefer to work in factories and real estate taxes have tripled, Mr. and Mrs. Forbes are planning to tear down the greater part of their present house and replace it with a small modern house better suited to present conditions of living. In the meantime, a new house has already been built on their land by Mr. and Mrs. Francis Bitter, and it is possible that two or three other relatively small houses will be constructed there. Like the Bitter house, shown here, they will, in the interests of uniformity, also be modern. For more information about the Bitter house turn to page 162.
Old houses vs. new homes

MR. AND MRS. FRANCIS BITTER, owners
CARL KOCH, architect; FREDERIC L. DAY, associate

Thanks to a plethora of taxes and a dearth of servants, the stately homes of America, no less than the stately homes of England, are rapidly (and often regretfully) becoming anachronisms. With their boarded, sightless windows, many of them have the disquieting look of blind men. Others echo to the uncertain conjugations of French verbs, as their drawing rooms are changed to classrooms. The more fortunate may in time come under the jurisdiction of the National Trust. The houses of today may have less of elegance in their make-up than the houses of yesterday, but they certainly have more of home in them. They are on a more human, more workable scale. They constitute a declaration of independence in that they can be run with fewer servants, fewer steps. On these pages, the ghosts of three stately houses can be thought to brood enviously over the trim contours of three contemporary homes: one of them is in Massachusetts, one in California and the third one in Georgia.

THE FORBES MANSION
at Gerry’s Landing was designed in the
Georgian style early in the century.
On its site will be built more intimate,
informal houses like the one below.

A HOUSE IN TWO PARTS
Mr. and Mrs. Bitter wanted the convenience of
a one-story house plus the privacy of two stories.
That is why the usual bedroom floor was made
into a wing by itself off from the rest of the
house. At left, the south wall of the living room.
The Bitters call their garden room, opposite, the “plaza” after the statue, a small-scale study of the figure Mr. Bitter’s father, sculptor, Karl Bitter, designed for the Plaza in New York. Here Mrs. Bitter has planted lemon and olive trees, plans to grow camellias. Opening from it is the terrace, left, which fits into the ell between the two wings of the house. The bedroom walls are economical concrete block; heating is by radiant pipes in the floor slab. The living wing is wood construction, has copper heating pipes in ceiling.

OLD HOUSES VS. NEW continued

BITTER HOUSE

An unusual fireplace, right, is the focal point of the living room and suggests a separation from the dining area. Originally planned to have only a suspended hood, the chimney was added so that Mr. Bitter might have a fireplace in his study which is directly underneath. Plates on the shelves in the dining room are gold and black Burmese lacquer from Mrs. Bitter’s collection.

The kitchen, right, has an exceptionally workable arrangement achieved like everything else in this house with a disarming simplicity. The wall cabinet at far right in the photograph opens to the service porch for deliveries. An incinerator is built in next to the cabinets at left. On one side of the sink (pictures on page 164) is a slot for dropping trash to a basement barrel. The dining room, above, has a sliding panel built in over the buffet for passing dishes.

INGENIOUS DETAILS ARE PLUS FACTOR IN KITCHEN
Country living and city convenience combine in this hillside house outside San Francisco

MR. AND MRS. SIDNEY HERSPRING, owners
HENRY HILL, designer

In California, where the outdoors is almost a second living room, the choice of a building site is especially important. Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Herspring, whose house in Kentfield, California, is shown on these four pages, knew where to look. About 30 minutes north of fog-bound San Francisco, the summers are long and dry, the winter rains short but heavy enough to sustain the luxurious growth. Here they found a sheltered point of land overlooking two valleys and Mount Tamalpais. They wished, first of all, to make the most of the country setting. And since they prefer to live informally, they wanted no part of the maintenance and servant problems that go with a large place. Mrs. Herspring expected to do most of the work herself, and asked for a simple layout with a maximum of convenience. These aims were achieved with such skill that the designer, Henry Hill, received a Second Prize in House & Garden's Awards in Architecture. Terrace and house are on one level, paralleling the view. Down three steps there is an irregular shaped swimming pool and a bathhouse which fills the farthest corner of the property. Seven months of the year, the Hersprings entertain around the pool. Friends come early and stay late. Mrs. Herspring serves supper outdoors as sunset begins to color the hills. Dining arrangements are flexible: informal meals are served in the kitchen while the dining room also serves as a study. Service wing was planned so a maid's room may be added. More about this house on page 166.

THE HOUSE IS FITTED TO THE HILL

Because the property is in the lee of coastal winds, house, terrace and pool were turned to the view. Entrance is between the living and sleeping parts of the house and a block of storage space further separates the two. Broad eaves, opposite, shade the terrace.
For quiet, the bedrooms are at the far end of the gallery. From his room, above, Mr. Herspring can step right out for a morning plunge in the swimming pool. A little garden is walled in by Mrs. Herspring's room, right, and the garden shed where she sets out her cuttings and seedlings. Yellow chairs add a note of color.

The Hersprings entertain informally and have found that their friends like to gather in the kitchen, above, while meals are under way. That is why Mrs. Herspring asked for a compact work space within a larger area. Top-notch equipment, including a vegetable cooler and automatic dishwasher, fills one end of the room; the rest is a dining space with good-looking pine walls and mahogany counters. Right, the master bathroom.
LIVING AND DINING ROOMS ARE SEPARATED BY A LARGE CHIMNEY

On cool winter days, Mrs. Herspring lights the fire in her dining-sitting room. From the living room, right, she can watch the change of seasons across the valley. The terrace is a part of the living room, below; the glass walls can be pushed aside, and the broad eaves make a canopy to the water's edge. Because of its high band of windows, the pool house roof seems to hover over its walls. Subdued interior colors—olive green, salmon red, golden tans—underline the rich, natural tones of redwood walls, gray-gold Sonoma stone and pine.

THE LIVING ROOM AND THE TERRACE BEYOND ARE DOMINATED BY A VIEW OF MOUNT TAMALPAIS
OLD HOUSES VS. NEW continued
THE CALHOUNS MANSION

in Atlanta, an Italian villa built in the 1920's by the late Neel Reid, stands in sharp contrast to one of the more practical houses of today, below.

This modern Atlanta house stresses livability

MR. AND MRS. FRANK H. NEELY, owners
TOOMBS AND CREIGHTON, architects

The only requirement that Mr. and Mrs. Frank H. Neely made of their architect, Henry J. Toombs, was that the new house he was planning to build them on their dairy farm, 20 miles out of town, should add to their own enjoyment and that of their friends. This implied a home more than a show place—the kind of house in which people who loved to entertain could live without affectation. The plan, therefore, revolves about an extra-large living-dining room set at right angles to a shaded loggia. Because the house was planned for year-round occupancy, it required an open layout which would admit cross-ventilation to every room during the hot Georgia summer. In consequence, every window gives on some aspect of the garden: an orchard to the south, an entrance patio filled with bulbs in spring, an evergreen east garden accented by crape myrtle, the whole punctuated by the graceful openwork brick walls typical of the south.

To make informal entertaining easy, living and dining are combined in one large, friendly room. This acts as a link between the two wings of the house, one of which contains the family's rooms, the other two secluded guest rooms. The Neelys find that their main room adapts itself as well to small groups as it does to big parties.
Turntable's Christmas stocking

After a year of selecting records for you, our record editor turns the tables and chooses a list for himself. Turntable's Christmas stocking is large and curiously shaped. Not because of any physical deformity on the owner's part, but because the past season's crop of records has reduced us to a state of unabashed greed. We want it to hold as many as possible. Specifically, we hope to find the following: a new Columbia release entitled, "I Can Hear it Now." Prepared by Edward R. Murrow and Fred Friendly, this is a capsule history of the years 1932 to 1948 as conveyed through the recorded words of the period. Here are the voices of Neville Chamberlain at Munich, Hitler at the Sportpalast, Harry Truman addressing Congress for the first time, Franklin Roosevelt reporting on Yalta, and many more. Not only is this album inherently dramatic, it is a rare yet typical document of our time. (Columbia Album MM-800; $7.25. LP Record ML-4095; $4.85).

Columbia has also inflamed our predatoriness with several European-recorded albums, our favorite being Ravel's seldom heard "L'Enfant et les Sortilèges," executed by French singers and musicians, none of whom we knew previously, but all of whom we now love madly. This entrancing blend of tenderness and wit, simplicity and daring, is a musical fantasy about a naughty boy made good through the intervention of inanimate household objects and a charming group of Disneyan animals (Columbia Album MOP-20; $8.50).

Ravel and things French remind us of three other albums we would be delighted to receive: Ravel's wryly lovely Concerto for Piano and Orchestra, incisively performed by Leonard Bernstein as soloist-conductor with the Philharmonia Orchestra of London (RCA Victor Album DV-15; $7); Debussy's Quartet in G Minor, for us simply one of the most delightful ever written, and beautifully performed by the Paganini Quartet (RCA Victor Album DV-17; $9); and Poulenc's glittering Concerto in D Minor for Two Pianos and Orchestra, dashingly executed by Whitemore and Lowe and the RCA Victor Symphony under Dimitri Mitropoulos (RCA Victor Album DM-1235; $4.75).

Accompanying the Debussy on our shelves, we should like to see three Beethoven quartets, the first two Razoumovskys (RCA Victor Albums DM-1151-52; $5.85, $4.85) about which we wrote at length last January and the newly released Quartet Number 16, in F, Opus 135 (RCA Victor Album DM-1253; $4.75). All three are performed by the Paganini group in as nearly perfect condition as one can reasonably demand, and the last is particularly moving in the slow movement, a curiously open affair, its notes flanked with yearning stretches of silence. Along with these quartets we'd like to find one by Mozart, his Number 1 in G Minor for Piano and Strings, K. 478, performed by George Szell and members of the Budapest Quartet (Columbia Album MM-773; $4.75).

Bringing this appraisal to a reluctant close, we should like to mention Sir Thomas Beecham's marvelously clear and varied reading of Handel's "Messiah," (RCA Victor Set DMC-121; $23); the recording of Menotti's "The Medium" and "The Telephone," featuring Marie Powers (Columbia Set M-MM-726; $14.70); and two effervescent Beethoven sonatas we have just listened to, those in D and A, Opus 12, for violin and piano, recorded, oh, so expertly, by Jascha Heifetz and Emanuel Bay (RCA Victor Album DM-1254; $6).
Regency revived in England

Last summer, Britishers, many of them dispirited by years of austerity, were cheered by the engaging re-creation of John Nash's interiors of the Royal Pavilion at Brighton. This was the high spot of a Regency Festival Exhibition, to be repeated in 1951. Although trompe l'oeil substituted for un procurable materials (sailcloth for satin, yellow paint for gilt, painted paper for wall decorations), superb furniture loaned from all parts of England and visits by the Duchess of Kent and the Princess Royal made it a distinguished occasion. Wallpaper in the North Drawing Room was copied by hand from fragments of the original decoration in the Pavilion, by Douglas Robertson, Richard Spelling and Arthur Bond of Messrs. Cole & Son Ltd., and by the Studio of Sibyl Colefax & John Fowler Ltd. of London.
GEORGE WASHINGTON; WOOD CARVING
BULL; WOOD CARVING PAINTED IN WHITE AND GOLD
POCAHONTAS SAVING JOHN SMITH; PAINTING IN OIL

THE CRAYE OF WILLIAM PENN; OIL PAINTING BY EDWARD HICKS
BOY IN BLUE; PAINTING IN OIL
FLOWERS; QUILL PEN AND WATER COLOR

THE FULL BASKET; PAINTING ON VELVET
THE PEACEABLE KINGDOM; OIL PAINTING BY EDWARD HICKS
INDIAN SQUAW; WOOD CARVING

PIGEON; PAINTED WOOD CARVING
RABBIT; PAINTED, HOLLOW CAST IRON
ARCHER ON HORSEBACK; WEATHERVANE, IRON AND WOOD
American Folk Art: The Rockefeller Collection

The paintings and sculpture reproduced here are the work of little-known and anonymous American artists of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. They are from a selection of 251 items, displayed in the Ludwell-Paradise House, Colonial Williamsburg, Virginia, and part of a group assembled by the late Mrs. John D. Rockefeller, Jr. This collection is the finest and most comprehensive of its kind. When Mrs. Rockefeller made her first purchase back in 1931, such objects were of interest mainly to historical societies. Today they are being bought by museums and private collectors all over the country. Although the need which they were created to fulfill no longer exists, the artistry with which their makers combined utility and decoration gives them a universal appeal. All of them were executed by craftsmen and non-professionals who had little or no contact with the European artistic tradition. Like invention, these objects were mothered by necessity. The itinerant “limners” flourished because people wanted likenesses of themselves and their families. Only the wealthy could afford portraits by professionally trained artists such as Stuart and Copley. Mourning pictures were painted by young ladies in New England seminaries, and birth certificates were embellished by Pennsylvania Germans because there were no bureaus of vital statistics. When necessity was answered by more progressive means, American folk art gradually ceased to be practiced.
A modern Guatemalan painting keys the cool monochromatic scheme of the living room.

Curtains form a bright backdrop for the library.

Flower colors and plenty of storage in the bedroom.

The dining room, left, takes its gay color from Dufy prints.
Mr. and Mrs. Allmon Fordyce
revamped a New York brownstone
with modern furniture,
books and paintings

Mr. Allmon Fordyce is a modern architect and industrial designer and has a discriminating eye for modern art. The Fordyces are gay and gregarious, love to give parties, love equally to spend quiet evenings at home with their books. All these facts have been incorporated into their house which, from its sparkling dining room to its book-lined library, reflects their tastes. Mrs. Fordyce makes a point of interrupting the placid serenity of her color schemes with dashing bouquets of flowers. Although the rooms are sophisticated, they are not fragile (the Fordyces have a young son) and the furniture is notably comfortable and unmannered (in few houses can you play cards more comfortably than at the table above). Its distinction lies in its continuity, the effect of spaciousness gained from its all-of-a-color carpets, the long, simple curtains and the brilliant accents of the pictures. The Fordyces have a flair for arrangement, give each piece of furniture, each lamp and chair, space of its own, unencumbered by inessentials. They feel that what really decorates their house is their friends; the rooms are planned primarily as backgrounds for people.
Green thumbs in the window garden

How to treat those plants that supply a wide range of successive indoor flowers and foliage

BY JEAN HERSEY

Opposite:

GLOXINIAS
Spring from corm-like tubers grown in rich sandy soil. Keep water off velvety leaves. Grow in shade of a curtain or other plants.

PELARGONIUM
Thrives in sunny window. Let pot dry thoroughly before watering. Root August cuttings in damp sand or water. Pinch back to shape plant.

HEDERA OR IVY
Variegated ivy is a pleasant relief from all-green. Wash leaves frequently and soak pot, leaves and all, in clear water weekly.

COROLCEUM OR CROTON
Can stand highly humid temperature 70° and filtered sun. Increase by rooting slips of shoots. Grow for foliage alone.

KALANCHOE
South African native, needing gritty dry soil, grows well in full sun, sometimes to 2'. The flowers are fragrant.

TRADESCANTIA
One of the spiderworts, grows in damp, sandy soil or water. Especially useful for hanging baskets in shade. Roots easily from cuttings.

AMARYLLIS
Plant with bulb partly out of soil. The smaller the pot the better, as they bloom best with cramped roots. Rest after blooming.

ABUTILON
Flowering maple. Keep on dry side. Use no fertilizer. Prefers acid soil and a cool, sunny window. Flowers may be red, yellow or white.

EUCHARIS LILY
Wants warm, humid air, pot-bound roots in a small pot and compost, peat and ground lime-stone. Very fragrant. Rest after flowering.

CYCLAMEN
Water plentifully from beneath. Feed every two weeks. Handsome for three months. Toward April, lessen water, dry off bulb.

HEATHER
Erica must have acid soil of light peat and coarse sand. Give it a cool location. It can be propagated easily from seed.

POINSETTIA
Water sparingly after blooms fade. Cut back to 3", re-root, sink in garden to rim of pot. Set in sunny window in September.

LILY OF THE VALLEY
Put in sand, tips 1" apart and just above surface. Keep dark and moist for 10 days. Bring to light and sun. Blooms in three weeks.

CALADIUM
These have been hybridized and come in several colors. Grown for foliage alone. Want warm, moist location and indirect sunlight.

SAINTPAULIA
Don't wet leaves. Water from beneath. Keep 1" of water in saucer. Divide and re-root in leaf mold when center runs to leaves.

M y first intimate tangle with a house plant occurred in my childhood, when our Irish Delia told me that fern seed in the shoes made one invisible. Finding it rather laborious to detach the tiny seeds from the under sides of my mother's favorite Boston Fern, I stuffed fronds and all down the tops of my high-button shoes. This my mother did not like. As for invisibility—well, probably you need the Irish skies overhead for complete success. But the crushed fern fronds had a pleasant fragrance and from that day on I liked house plants.

My husband and I now have so many that they threaten to move us out. But in winter when the outdoor garden is dead asleep and two feet under, we miss being near and working with things that grow. So we window garden, and what a gay and refreshing pastime it turns out to be.

You can grow plants in any room in the house, living room, kitchen or bath. With a sunny southern window you're in the greatest of luck, but there are numerous varieties for every other exposure, north included. (Continued on page 201)
Have you a two-story garden?

You will find that steps are an asset to looks and comfort.

If, like most houses, your garden is on two levels (or even more) you will probably have to build steps. This is a blessing in more ways than one. First, steps add importantly to garden design. Even where the slope is gentle, a short broad flight will relieve monotony. Second, steps make it pleasanter to get from one level to another. If there is considerable slope, they may be broken, as the stairs in your house are, by landings and turns, adding immeasurably to the charming arrangements you can make. The materials you choose, whether brick, native stone or sod, depend primarily on the type of garden you happen to have. But if it is near the house, it is attractive for the architecture of the one to reflect the architecture of the other. The pictures on these pages prove how varied steps can be. In the garden of Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Biggers at Toledo, Ohio, above, stone stairs lead from a walled flower garden up to an informal planting, where an irregular old Scotch pine arches over a well head. Below, the approach to a swimming pool from a lawn, continues the expanse of green, so the broad reach of stairs is made of sod. This is on the place of Mr. and Mrs. T. F. Murchison at San Antonio, Texas. Both were designed by Arthur Berger, landscape architect. Thomas Church, landscape architect, marked the slight change in level of a fairly flat area, opposite, above, by an arc of three steps laid in brick. It belongs to Mr. and Mrs. George Coleman and is at Pebble Beach, California. The steep ascent in the garden of Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Golyer at Dallas, opposite, below, is minimized by using ramps with stone treads, each interval being 7½ feet wide. Mr. Berger was the architect and also designed the curved steps, extreme right, for Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Karcher, at Dallas, which lead from a paved terrace up to a green garden. Fifteen-inch treads make the transition easy and also serve as good sitting space when large groups gather for garden parties and outdoor plays.
AN ARC OF BRICK STEPS BREAKS THE SLOPE

GRASS RAMPS UP A STEEP INCLINE

CURVED 15-INCH STEPS BETWEEN PAVING AND LAWN
Audubon as botanist

BY HELEN M. FOX

Back in the days when America was more wilderness than not, a handsome man with the accent of a Frenchman and an exceptionally pleasing personality traversed our country, carrying with him a gun, painter’s equipment, a flageolet and a violin. We can imagine what he did with the flageolet (a small flute-like instrument), the violin and the gun; what he did with the painter’s equipment we know. The bird prints of John James Audubon are familiar to many people who are interested in neither art nor ornithology. They please both the specialist and those who just like a pretty picture. Of those in the former category, the botanist finds them especially appealing.

Mr. Audubon did not choose the plants he depicted for scientific reasons alone. When he painted an oak branch in autumn foliage to accompany Canada blue jays, he explained his choice as follows: “Although this species of oak is not abundant in Maine where the Canada jays chiefly occur, I have employed it in my drawing on account of the rich coloring of its fine leaves during the autumn months.” Another time he wrote: “The flowers, plants or portions of trees which are attached to the principal objects have been chosen from among those in the vicinity of which the birds were found, and are not, as some persons have thought, the trees or plants which they always feed upon.”

If, according to Audubon’s admission, artistic considerations sometimes slightly outweighed scientific ones, on the whole a balance was admirably maintained. He was particularly adept at suggesting a locality by the use of its parts rather than the whole.

In the plate on the opposite page the wooded habitat of the tawny thrush is suggested by a bunch of berries, ferns and a fringed orchid, Habenaria lacera. Elsewhere he conjures up the image of a damp meadow, haunt of the field sparrow, with a grass pink orchid and fruiting blueberry; Audubon took as much delight in the common varieties of plants as in the rare. He executed many lovely renderings of roses, especially of the fragrant white lavigata, parent of the now popular Silver Moon. He painted the Rosa rubiginosa with yellow-breasted chats nesting in its branches.

The note to this plate illustrates not only his love of nature, but the Rousseau-ian romanticism which colored that affection. He wrote, in elegant and flowery phrases: “Truly a ‘sweet home’ must be the nest that is placed in an eglantine bower, and happy must be the bird that in the midst of fragrance is cheered by the warble of her ever loving mate.”
COLOR

is as good as its texture

The success of a color scheme in any room depends as much on its textures as on its hues. Too few people realize that the quality of a color changes with the character of the material on which it occurs. A scheme which looks charming as a handful of swatches may be sadly disappointing translated into paint and porcelain. For instance, a yellow which is bright and pretty as cotton or linoleum, may be glaring when transposed to the highly reflecting surface of enamel. This is why kitchens, with their many hard, smooth surfaces, present unique light and color problems. You want your room to look pleasant, uncluttered, workmanlike and clean. Up to now, the materials you had to work with to gain your effect were linoleum, porcelain, glossy or enamel paints, metals and painted or highly varnished woods, chosen because, theoretically, they would neither catch nor hold dirt. The over-all effect, regardless of color, was monotonous. Today, forced ventilation, which draws fumes and grease immediately from the range top, reduces the dirt hazard, making a greater choice of materials possible. In addition, plastic-impregnated woods, fabrics and wallpapers shed dirt and can be cleaned with a damp cloth. Paints, too, are available for kitchen use in decorator colors, dark values and muted hues. They clean as readily as the lighter tones. Cleanliness is not a question of light or dark, but of how often the surface is cleaned. Plan your kitchen, as the gourmet plans a perfect meal, with texture very much in mind. The black-and-white photograph, left, shows one wall in the kitchen of decorators John Scoville and Luke Kelly and proves how fascinating contrasted textures can be, even without color. White painted brick, copper, pewter, wood, china (and crisp dried onions!) make a good setting for shining porcelain fixtures elsewhere in the room. A similar effect is obtained in Tina Leser's kitchen, opposite. Mrs. Francis L. White combines painted and natural woods, china and glass with her porcelain equipment. W & J Sloane use rough textured fabric, wrought iron and plants with subtly colored porcelain equipment. The kitchen, center in the lowest band, opposite, combines rosy-beige faience tile, rubbed Weldtex and structural glass with the smooth texture of Celanese fabric at the windows and white porcelain fixtures. If you cannot introduce a variety of texture in the walls, open shelves set with accessories will turn the trick for you. More kitchens on page 168.
LIGHT MUTED GREENS are an excellent choice for background colors in kitchens and laundries. Keep them light in value and see how well they go with the customary white equipment, especially when the room includes dashes of pink.

WARM COPPERY HUES make a congenial scheme for any kitchen or outdoor grill, like this one in the home of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Neely of Atlanta, Georgia. It adjoins the gay yellow kitchen, at the right, and harmonizes well with it.

LIGHT CLEAR YELLOWS are most successful accented by contrasting colors in wallpaper, equipment, floor covering or curtains, as you can see.

DEEP RICH RED, if your taste runs to these hues, makes an unusual and colorful scheme. Mrs. Frank H. Ellis, New Haven, uses contrasting lampshades.

PEACH PINKS, in several values, added to the tones of blond wood, grayed greens and white, make an infallible color scheme for a kitchen, planned with the meticulous care habitually lavished on the living room. The effect is clean but not clinical.

TURQUOISE BLUE is one of the most universally satisfying colors in decoration. So W & J Sloane carried it into the roomy modern kitchen, by using it for all the basic equipment, the cabinets, the range and the refrigerator.

OFF-WHITE WALLS, here slightly pink, establish a new color relationship between a black hot-plate range, white porcelain refrigerator and copper and blue accents, in Tina Lear's New York kitchen.

CLEAN AMERICAN COLORS, such as the white, red and blue in Mrs. Francis L. White's New York kitchen, are the best choice to set off the rich wood tones of Early American furniture.
Peru, as everybody knows, has the llama and Lake Titicaca; but did you know that it has the most spectacular railroad in the world and the ruins of an ancient, mysterious city in a mountain setting of incomparable splendor?

Peru is like a three-decker sandwich. Its bottom and most awesome layer consists of the remnants of pre-Inca and Inca civilizations, the eerie grandeur of the ruins at Cuzco and Machu Picchu. The second layer is epitomized in the Churrigueresque churches and elaborate palaces built by the Spaniards in Lima and Arequipa and over Cuzco’s ruins. The third is Peru of the Republic, contemporary Peru with its large modern hotels, its airports and highways; its urban suburbs such as Miraflores, outside of Lima, filled with sleek, attractive houses. Peru is also a land of magnificent natural splendor.

Through it, in tawny and imperious majesty, stretches the tremendous range of the Andes, mountains which at the Bolivian border cradle the highest body of navigable fresh water in the world. Plying this body, known as Lake Titicaca, is a steamer, the Yavari, which was built in Europe in 1861, carried in pieces over the Andes on llama, mule and Indian-back, and reassembled on the lake’s shores. Such intrepid feats are a commonplace in the history of Peru, where progress seems almost always to have involved getting over the Andes. Because of such feats, those who have implemented changes in transportation or industry have frequently employed spectacular measures; when successful, the results have been equally spectacular. A striking example, the Huancayo railroad runs between Huancayo and Lima, up and through the wildest, steeps and wickedest conglomeration of elemental rock that ever defied engineering skill. It is a terrifying trip, yet one which every determined view-seeker will want to take, despite the possibility of mountain sickness, or, as the Peruvians call it, soroche. Callao is the railroad’s official starting point, but most of the passengers board the train for Oroya at the Desamparados station in Lima. Proudly marked tren de la sierra, mountain train, to distinguish it from mere locals, it has first-class and second-class coaches; and one of the former is equipped with a small kitchen, where breakfasts (Continued on page 171)
In his Lima house the Peruvian artist, Reynaldo Luza, combines modern architecture with antiques.

A GRILLED WINDOW, reminiscent of Spain, adds a neat, graceful touch to the severe façade.

SEÑOR LUZA’S SKETCH OF AN OLD COLONIAL PATIO

IN THE LIVING ROOM, light walls, unadorned except for the three Chinese portraits over the mantel, set off the polished parquet floor, the French and Chinese furniture.

THROUGH A DOORWAY leading into the living room can be seen a Spanish Isabellian console, on which are grouped three Chinese Ming pictures.

SEÑOR LUZA’S WORKROOM combines charm with disarray. Here he executes his elegiac, meticulous portraits of Peruvian beauties.

Opposite:

Grandiose guardian of Arequipa: the cathedral

Flanking the Plaza de Armas, the cathedral is the city’s dominant architectural landmark. It was designed in 1844 by a scantily trained local architect, Lucas Puchete.

For information about Lima’s gardens, turn to page 173.
You can have fireplaces and flues that work well

Fireplaces will enliven the rooms of your house, good chimneys will enhance its architecture and work properly when built by these time-tested principles.

Fire is not the masonry and mortar of a fireplace and chimney, or the way it is put together, that beguiles you. It is the charm of the open fire and the mantel, and the part they play in quiet family evenings no less than at Christmas. Actually, a fireplace is anything but an ideal means of heating, particularly in our air-conditioned day and our weather-tight houses. But, illogical or not, it is a heart-warming feature of any house, even the most advanced. But much of the beguilement can go up the flue, where the smoke is supposed to go, if fireplace and chimney fail to function as they should. It is well to make sure they are built according to established standards of construction so they provide maximum pleasure, warmth and freedom from smoke. The following data will serve as a briefing on proper fireplace and chimney design.

Fireplace construction: The small drawing above left, a cross section through the center of a typical fireplace, shows its essential parts. Fireplace opening: The scale and style of a room usually set the character of your fireplace. But how wide and high the fireplace opening itself should be is more than a matter of appearance alone. To function properly each dimension must be proportioned to the other, and the area of the opening must be precisely proportioned to the area of the chimney flue. It must also be properly related to the shape, size and location of the fireplace throat and smoke chamber. Generally, it should be 10 to 12 times the chimney flue area. Its height should be less than the width; a good rule for height is two-thirds to three-quarters of width. It must be high enough to be easily tended and wide enough to take average logs. It should not be so wide that it always requires a great deal of fuel. It must not be so deep that it won't throw out heat properly nor...
so shallow that embers are a danger and smoking unavoidable; a good guide for depth is one-half to two-thirds of height.

Hearth and fire chamber: The hearth, of fireproof tile or stone, forms the floor of the fire chamber and extends out into the room as well—usually about 20 inches. It must not be supported by the house floor, which can shrink or crack, but by a cantilevered concrete slab carried by the chimney. The fire chamber itself, where the fire is laid, should be enclosed by firebrick laid in fire clay. Its side walls should slant in so the back wall of the chamber is narrower than the fireplace opening. The back wall must rise straight then slope forward. These sloping walls form reflective surfaces which throw heat into the room. In general, a large fireplace chamber is less satisfactory than a moderate size one. To give comfortable warmth, a fire must heat up the fire chamber walls. A small fire in a large chamber won’t do that. It is an advantage for the back hearth of the fireplace to include an ash dump, usually a small metal trap door through which the ashes of a fire can be swept tidily into an ash pit below.

Throat and damper: The throat is a connecting link between fireplace chamber and chimney. It should extend the full width of the fireplace opening but be only about one-fifth to one-quarter of its area. It must always be larger than the chimney flue area. It should be close to the front of the fireplace, over the opening, and it must have a damper. Ready-made steel throats and dampers are manufactured in the long, narrow proportions suited to most fireplace construction. They include an adjustable plate hinged to the back edge of the throat. It controls the drafts of air which make the fireplace function and (Continued on page 197)
CHRISTMAS GIFTS
continued from page 107

There are clocks
for every need, every décor

This Seth Thomas
Brookfield banjo
clock strikes,
has mahogany case,
silvered face, mir-
ror-effect p a n e l s.
$84, Bloomingdale's.

The Travellette Alarm clock
by Le Coultre. Rose bronze
folding case, radium dial, seven
jewels, two-day movement,
$22.75 at Saks Fifth Avenue.

"Wickford" elec-
tric clock, left, of
Early American
design by Tele-
chron, strikes, is
self-starting, has
brown wood case.
9¾" high, $38.40
at Jordan Marsh.

Diminutive boudoir alarm clock,
below, eight-day, 15-jewel, 3¼" high.
Base, dial markers are
gold-finished, frame is heavy
gilded engraving. By Angelus
Clock Co. $76 at Georg Jensen.

Tall-case hall clock of mahogany 81¼" high, 15" wide, equipped with West-
minster Chimes. Colonial Manufac-
turing Company, price $275 at Macy's.

**FLAVO-DRIPT COFFEE MAKER**
Thick, polished aluminum with
plastic handles. Makes eight cups
of delicious drip coffee. Smart de-
sign—graceful tapered spout.
$5.95
Precalote in same style... $4.95

**"TRIPL" SINGING TEA KETTLE**
Solid copper, plated with
bright chromium. Press the
trigger to open spout cap.
Holds 3¼ quarts.... $4.50

**PENGUIN HOT-AND-COLD SERVER**
Gleaming chromium on
steel. Insulated—keeps ice
and hot foods for six hours.
$6.95

**WEST BEND SERVING OVEN**
Rich-looking spun alumi-
num. Use it to heat rolls
(small crackers) and keep
them hot at the table. $2.95

**SERV-IT PLATTER**
(18 ½ x 13 inches)
Extra-thick aluminum. Boil or
roast food on it. Then snap
on heat-resisting handles for serv-
ing. Includes matching table pad.
$6.95

All prices include Federal tax

More gifts on page 158
THE KITCHEN THAT'S A SLAVE TO YOU
(Instead of vice versa)

There she gleams! The beautifully neat, miraculously efficient kitchen of your dreams. It’s all-electric, saving you countless hours and miles of steps.

Better still, it’s all General Electric, from “Speed Cooking” Range to “¾-more-space” Refrigerator. It’s everything you’ve hoped and planned for in a kitchen.

But plan right... from the beginning! Remember that the very heart of the all-electric kitchen is the General Electric sink. Here two perfect electric servants...the G-E Automatic Dishwasher and the G-E Disposall... skillfully take over your after-mealtime chores.

It’s so easy! The Dishwasher washes and dries the dishes automatically! The Disposall whisk away the garbage automatically! And you just go to a good movie... mere minutes after your meal is through!

So, whether you’re building a new kitchen or improving an old one, ask your General Electric dealer about installing an electric sink in your house.

Automatically, the G-E Dishwasher washes, rinses, and dries a whole day’s dishes for a family of four, at one time. Separate racks hold china, glassware, silver safely. Dishwasher does pots and pans too. Even cleans and dries itself. Your hands never touch hot, harsh soapy water. And dishes are cleaner than if done by hand!

Automatically, the G-E Disposall carries garbage troubles down the drain. You simply scrape scraps into the Disposall unit of your sink, lock cover, and turn on cold water. Magically, food waste is ground to fine particles and flushed away! Your Disposall is self-cleaning, and can be used with septic tanks of adequate capacity.

*General Electric’s registered trade-mark for its food-waste disposal appliance.

IMPORTANT NOTE: No matter what type of kitchen you have, the perfect kitchen companions for General Electric appliances are handsome General Electric Storage Cabinets. Sleekly enameled, sturdy and spacious, these cabinets come in six widths... allowing you complete flexibility in arranging exactly the storage space and work surface to fit the kitchen plan that’s best for you.
Festive Fruit
for Breakfast Brightness

Bright as the morning sun, gay as the robin's song, Festive Fruit will prove your unerring taste . hand-carved, hand-painted under the glaze . As an extra-interest feature, fruit decoration varies with most pieces.

On sale at leading gift, jewelry and department stores.

"Milk Glass" motif, right, in pale blue on white, lends charm to 24 sheets and envelopes by the Eaton Paper Corp. Box $1, Altman's.

"Box of Plenty," left, holds: 75 sheets, 50 envelopes, 25 check envelopes, memo holder with refills, 9 scratch pads, typing tablet, all in white. By Eaton, price $3.20 ppd. Dennison's.

"Baronial" box by Crane, right, holds 144 each of sheets and semi-notes, 288 envelopes. In pearl white with smooth kid finish, $17.50, B. Altman.

"Flight of the Butterflies," left, by Kellogg, has envelopes gaily lined in pastel colors, $3, Lord & Taylor.

"Etruscan," a man's paper, left, consists of 60 plain white sheets and 50 envelopes in dropfront box. By Montag Bros., Inc., $5 at Stern's.

More gifts on page 175
"If you live to be a hundred, and set your table with me 3 times a day, I still won't show wear. For I'm solid silver, all the way through...constant use just gives me the lustrous patina of prized museum pieces! And always you'll have the secret satisfaction of knowing how my quality tells your guests about you!"

Instead of an extra holiday dress...own these 6 magnificent pieces of Heirloom* Sterling. Yes, a whole superb Mansion House* plate setting costs that little. Start now with 2 place settings. Ask your jeweler to show you Damask Rose*, Heiress*, Virginian*. Easy payment terms.

*Trade Mark. Copyright, 1948, Oneida, Ltd.

Because of its museum caliber, this regal new pattern has been honored with the name of the original guild home (at Oneida, New York) of the skilled craftsmen who fashioned it.
Which room in your house needs a beautiful new carpet?

In almost every house, there’s a room that’s only half as attractive as it could be if it had the perfect carpet.

How about your house? Haven’t you a room, or even two, that needs the “new-beauty treatment” of a Bigelow Carpet?

Whether you live in a mansion or a cottage bought for a song-and-a-G.I. loan, there’s a just-perfect Bigelow Carpet for every square yard of it.

But read the facts below...and then don’t wait another day to see your Bigelow dealer!

1. A wide, handsome choice of colors and patterns!
   So many inviting colors, textures, and patterns it’s hard (but wonderfully exciting) to choose your Bigelow.

2. A price range designed to suit everyone!
   Bigelow doesn’t price-tag taste. You’ll get a truly distinguished carpet for anywhere from $6 to $18* per sq. yd.

3. “Lively” top-grade wools for lasting beauty!
   Imported wools are blended to give each Bigelow Carpet rugged strength and luxurious texture. And the wool’s natural springiness is carefully guarded in manufacture.

For name of your local Bigelow dealer, call Western Union by number. Ask for operator 25.


For gracious dining—the fresh new leaf-motif, Beauvais #1014. It’s charming for living rooms too, of course. (Many other patterns also in Beauvais.) Around $9.50* a sq. yd.

For a bedroom, or any room—Cassandra, loved for its look of luxury, its soft, deep texture, and the way it goes with almost any furniture. About $13.50* a sq. yd.  *Slightly higher in the West.


For gracious dining—the fresh new leaf-motif, Beauvais #1014. It’s charming for living rooms too, of course. (Many other patterns also in Beauvais.) Around $9.50* a sq. yd.

For a bedroom, or any room—Cassandra, loved for its look of luxury, its soft, deep texture, and the way it goes with almost any furniture. About $13.50* a sq. yd.  *Slightly higher in the West.
MULTIPLICATION TABLES
continued from page 119

They add to your comfort and save space.

WITH THREE LEAVES and a flip top, this mahogany Extensible table ($130) grows from console (40" x 20"), right, to dining size (40" x 76"), below. Table and Baker chairs, W. A. Hathaway, New York; carpet is Firth’s “Primitive;” Cork bowl, Plummer, Ltd.; tureen, candlesticks, Bergdorf Goodman; china, silver, Black, Starr & Gorham; linen, Léron; glasses, Mayhew; centerpiece, Ann Hagan.

TURN A LEAF up and the American Informal table by Tomlinson, $132.50 at W & J Sloane, San Francisco, is a console, 24" x 46", left. Down it is a lamp table. Open, below, it is 46" x 48". In mahogany with butter-nut finish. Tomlinson chairs, Hathaway; lamps, Art Lamp Corp.; wallpaper, Birge; Corley curtains; Alexander Smith carpet. Accessories: Bazar Français, Hammerschlemmer, America House, Georg Jensen, Inc. and Lord & Taylor, New York.

(Continued on page 165)

When the bells ring and the carols sing, you’ll love Chintz; it’s one of Fostoria’s favorite patterns. The frosty lace-like lines are hand etched by skilled American craftsmen. Chintz is a superb gift in luring stemware or in dozens of exquisite accessory pieces. To give... it will charm your friends. For yourself... a table setting in this lucent crystal will highlight your entertaining. You’ll find many choice Fostoria “Master-Etchings” at the better stores everywhere.

FOSTORIA

FOSTORIA GLASS COMPANY • • MOUNDSVILLE • WEST VIRGINIA
OLD HOUSES VS. NEW continued

BITTER HOUSE
continued from page 126

On a scale appropriate for today, this house has the careful appointments which make life as pleasant as it was in larger houses.

This house for Mr. and Mrs. Francis Bitter is the first of a group of modern houses going up on the old Forbes place near Cambridge, Massachusetts. In its unaffected simplicity it is quite at home on the stately acres along the Charles River, for despite its size (just six rooms) it holds the amenities of a large house. The entrance hall between the two wings is a flower court where Mrs. Bitter has planted shrubs to bloom right through the winter. Because the Bitters love music and like to have occasional concerts, the living room was designed with good acoustics. Indian folk music is Mrs. Bitter's particular favorite: she is the author of the book *Thirty Indian Songs* and used to sing under the name of Ratan Davi. Directly under the living room, Mr. Bitter has a large study for quiet work and professional gatherings of his fellow physicists. For privacy, the bedrooms are on the other side of the flower court. The master bedroom is in two parts: built-in shelves, drawers, dressing table and ironing board are concentrated in a compact dressing area, so the room itself may be uncluttered and double as a sitting room. A trellised walk leads from the bedroom to the carport. Later on, this walkway will also serve as a greenhouse.
FRONT DOOR opens to the flower court which is both entrance hall and passage between the two wings.

SOUTH TERRACE opens off the flower court. The study fits into the slope under the living room.

LIVING AND DINING areas make one big room, but they also have a sense of separation underscored by two planes of glass and the great central fireplace. Through bare winter branches the window wall at the right looks out to a view of the Charles River.

(Continued on page 164)
OLD HOUSES VS. NEW continued

BITTER HOUSE

continued from page 163

SERVICE ENTRANCE is hidden from the raised dining terrace by a screen of fine wire mesh. When no one is in, packages are delivered directly into a large cabinet in the kitchen through the slotted lift-up panel next to the back door.

THE LOWER FLOOR shoulders into the slope under the living room. At one end, where the change in ground level permitted full-height windows, is Mr. Bitter's study.

LINEN CLOSET opens to hall. It makes a back rest in guest room.

SOLID CHERRY, Aged and Mellow

Made of solid cherry wood, Stickley-of-Fayetteville furniture is aged and mellowed by a special process that gives the "weathering" effect of old copper kettles steaming before New England hearths, and of the brief hot suns of Northern summers. The result is a deep and lovely patina usually produced only by years of patient hand polishing.

Cherry Valley WORKSHOPS OF STICKLEY OF FAYETTEVILLE, N. Y.

A Stickley "Little Heirloom"

Typical of Stickley's cherry wood, rugged construction, and "Old Mansion" finish, this footstool is offered initially as an introductory piece. Included is a regular pint-size container of Cherry Valley "Father" Dressing that preserves and beautifies wood. Each shipped by postpaid mail for only 50 c. Address L. & J. G. Stickley, Inc., Fayetteville, N. Y.

THE KITCHEN COUNTER beside the range is the same height as the top of the dining room buffet, forms a pass-through for dishes.
MULTIPLICATION TABLES
continued from page 161

LIKE A SMALL DESK. The tooled leather top of the Sligh mahogany table, left, is 46” x 24”. Height, 10”. $190 at Marshall Field & Co., Chicago; sectional sofa, Lord & Taylor; “Edwardian” carpet, Edward Fields; silver, Black, Starr & Gorham; coffee cups from Finland House.

BOOKCASE END TABLE, right, 27” high, is mahogany with a Cordovan brown, tooled leather top, 28” x 21”, has four shelves, one drawer. By Heritage, $150, John A. Colby & Sons, Chicago; Lord & Taylor sofa; Firth carpet; Hadleigh accessories; Hagan greens.

CORRECTIONS
The Oriental seasoning agent, monosodium glutamate, is being marketed under various names. Ac’cent shown in the September House & Garden is made by International Minerals & Chemical Corp. Trader Vic of San Francisco includes this agent in his own formula, called Mai-kai.

Mr. and Mrs. Paul Tison inherited the land upon which their house was built and did not buy it, as was stated in the November, 1948, House & Garden. The full color page 173 in the November House & Garden was photographed by Mr. Kurt Michlmann.
Easiest way ever
to buy Insulation!

EASY TO BUY!
You'll be amazed at the Balsam-Wool insulation facts your lumber dealer can give you. Hard questions become easy. Together, you can figure the fuel savings in your own home; examine the double moisture and wind barrier that has earned top position for Balsam-Wool in home insulation.

EASY TO SEE!
Chances are you've never seen insulation applied. Your lumber dealer can show you a miniature wall section, illustrating special Balsam-Wool spacer flanges which make skimping impossible. With Balsam-Wool you know your insulation is firmly fastened in place for a lifetime of comfort and fuel savings!

EASY TO CHOOSE!
When your lumber dealer shows you the famous Balsam-Wool Guarantee of Satisfaction, you'll know you've picked the best. Balsam-Wool is treated against rot and termites and is highly fire retardant...your added assurance of lasting protection and satisfaction!

Made by the makers of the famous Nu-Wood*

BALSAM-WOOL*
SEALED INSULATION

See your Lumber Dealer today...or mail coupon.

WOOD CONVERSION COMPANY
Dept. 115-128, First National Bank Bldg.
St. Paul, Minnesota

Please send me full information on Balsam-Wool Sealed Insulation.  I am a house owner  I am a builder  I am a realtor  I am an architect.  

Name
Address

City State

BALSAM-WOOL Products of Weyerhaeuser

NU-WOOD

OLD HOUSES VS. NEW continued

WIDE EAVES shelter the outdoor living room. The wood block paving is comfortable for barefooted swimmers; not too hot at midday, it retains the heat after sunset. The bedrooms are beyond the raised flower bed.

HERSPRING HOUSE

continued from page 131

A LONG GALLERY leads to the bedrooms. To make the outdoors a part of the house, a flower bed was cut into the floor beside the main entrance.

AT THE ENTRANCE side, a large motor court affords both turn-around and parking space. A stone wall screens the front door from the kitchen.
THE SWIMMING POOL is used throughout the long, dry summer. On the other side of the pool is a small bathhouse. A storeroom for outdoor furniture opens on the terrace. Landscaping is by Eckbo, Royston & Williams.

MRS. HERSPRING's dressing room opens off her bedroom, has two walls for storage.

BUILDING DATA

EXTERIOR WALLS: redwood; Sonoma stone
ROOF: insulation and built-up top, Johns-Manville
CLASS: plate—Mississippi Glass Co.
FIREPLACES: Sonoma stone
INTERIOR WALLS: redwood or pine; bathroom tile—Gladling-McBean & Co.
CEILINGS: re-sawn pine, stained
FLOORS: oak; kitchen linoleum—Armstrong Cork Co.
HARDWARE: Schlage Lock Co.
PINT: W. P. Fuller & Co.
HEATING: gas, radiant heat; boiler—Crane Co.; controls—Minneapolis-Honeywell Regulator Co.
PLUMBING FIXTURES: Standard Sanitary Manufacturing Co.
KITCHEN EQUIPMENT: dishwasher, garbage disposer, range and refrigerator—General Electric Co.; fan—Pryne & Co., Inc.

In five seconds you can change from cool, clean, summer comfort to snug, uniform, winter warmth... from rustless screens to light-weight, easy-to-handle storm sashes, right inside the house... with the famous all-aluminum BURROWES Combination Screen and Storm Windows.

Only BURROWES Windows are custom-made for perfect, weather-tight fit. Only BURROWES Windows have patented "friction-control" which lets you raise the sash to any height and keep it there without hooks, screws, or other gadgets. Yet BURROWES Windows cost no more than ordinary combination windows! And because they fit inconspicuously into your window frame, their soft aluminum finish actually adds to the beauty of your home.

Send this coupon today for further details and information on how BURROWES Combination Windows pay for themselves while you enjoy them.

THE BURROWES CORPORATION
Since 1873
PORTLAND, MAINE • Sales Offices In All Principal Cities

THE BURROWES CORPORATION
72 Free Street, Portland, Maine
Gentlemen: Please send me without obligation further information about Burrowes Combination Windows.

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
STATE
When you start to decorate your kitchen, go about it just as you do the rest of your house. You have one special problem in this room, how to incorporate the large pieces of major equipment into a pleasing scheme. Decoratively speaking, you have two choices: either keep this equipment in its place by painting it and the walls in colors which are close in hue and value, or feature some of it by using a color in contrast to the walls. These schemes are planned with House & Garden's colors to give your rooms a pleasing dimension as well as an authoritative color look.

IF ALL YOUR EQUIPMENT IS WHITE, pick a fabric like Cyrus Clark's "Bird Cage," in black, pink and white on gray and repeat the gray on the walls, accented with black porcelain utensils and the white porcelain equipment. Paint ceiling and cabinet linings pink.

IF ALL YOUR EQUIPMENT IS WHITE, pick a pretty coated wallpaper like Varlar's "Pink Geranium" in Sweet Pink, Flame, Avocado and Sprout Greens on white to use on the walls of the ceiling. Hang split bamboo in the Foliage Green breakfast nook and use green linoleum or tile.
HOW TO USE COLOR

continued from page 168

IF SOME OF YOUR EQUIPMENT IS WHITE and your kitchen well-proportioned, have the cabinets a rosy beige and keep the equipment white at the three principal centers (that is, the refrigerator, range and sink) to emphasize your working plan and make a pleasant, balanced room arrangement. To give a focal point to such a scheme, use an interesting arrangement of plants, china, or curtains at the large window over the sink.

The walls and cabinets can be painted the rosy beige color.

IF SOME OF YOUR EQUIPMENT IS WHITE, have a professional painter spray both your metal and wooden cabinets and refrigerator any color you wish. This will give the room a custom-made look. Try a warm copper color on the cabinets and refrigerator; paint the walls pale yellow; hang white Fiberglas curtains; use a beige color for the linoleum. If your only purchase is to be a range, think about buying one which is either black iron or stainless steel, like the Vulcan shown in the foreground here.

(Continued on page 170)
HANOVIA'S SENSATIONAL New Sun Lamp

What a glorious gift—not just for one, but for all the family to enjoy a marvelous glow of health.

Hanovia's Tannette is made with the high-pressure mercury arc (patented feature) which produces most effectively and rapidly the ultraviolet tanning rays of the sun—any hour, day or night. These rays will tan face and neck and upper chest—not just a small area. No other sun lamp (bulb or low-pressure type) can justify this statement.

Hanovia's Tannette is scientifically built, beautifully designed in a smart ivory colored case, with wide reflecting doors, operates from any A.C. outlet—and will serve you many years.

FOR BETTER HEALTH—HANOVIA'S WORLD FAMOUS ULTRAVIOLET QUARTZ HEALTH LAMPS

OUTSTANDING!

- The only lamps with the complete useful ultraviolet spectrum.
- They produce all wave-lengths of ultraviolet from the shortest to the longest.
- They help keep you physically fit.
- They activate Vitamin D in your body's Nature's way.
- They aid in mineral metabolism.
- They are invaluable for prenatal care and nursing mothers.
- They have a prophylactic and curative effect on rickets.
- They are recommended and prescribed by doctors.

Hanovia's Worldwide reputation for outstanding products in the field of ultraviolet is your assurance of quality, performance and satisfaction.

Hanovia lamps are on sale in department stores, surgical supply shops, electrical appliance stores and specialty shops.

An interesting booklet, "The Magic of Ultraviolet," tells the story of Ultraviolet and its healthful benefits. Send for it. Address a postcard to Dept. HG-12

HANOVIA Chemical & Manufacturing Co.
Newark 5, New Jersey

World's oldest and largest makers of ultraviolet lamps for the Medical Profession, the Home and Industry.

Hanovia Showrooms:
165 West 57th St.
New York 19, N. Y.
5057 Woodward Ave.
Detroit 2, Michigan
453 Powell Street.
San Francisco 2, Calif.
Merchandise Bldg., Am. 652
Chicago 7, Illinois
130 South 19th St.
Philadelphia 3, Pa.
15 Statler Office Bldg.
Boston, Mass.

HOW TO USE COLOR
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and lunches of good quality are cooked for the first-class passengers.

Before committing yourself to the rigors of the Peruvian countryside, you will likely want to investigate its cities. Lima, the capital, is the logical place to begin. Like all of the great cities of the world, Lima has a quality which is unquestionably its own. Its charm leaps out at you a dozen times a day—with the cries of the sellers of lottery tickets, the names of the streets, or the Baroque convolutions in stone of an old Spanish palace. The names of the families who once owned these elegant residences are poems in themselves: Velardes, Riva Agiéros, Osmas Ortiz de Zevallas, Goyeneches, Larrivas, Allogas, Mendozor, Lalvalles, Pas Soldans and Pradas. The spirit of Spanish Lima lies in their melodious cadences. It is also expressed in the numerous churches, in the tree-shaded parks with their picturesque statues and in museums such as the Quinta de Prsa, originally built by the Spanish vicerey, Count Manuel de Amat, for his mistress, the celebrated La Perricholi, well known to Americans through Thornton Wilder's enchanting Bridge of San Luis Rey.

Around Spanish Lima a new Lima has arisen. It has wide avenues and handsome modern buildings, reflecting all that is up-to-date and enterprising in the republic. It stretches out along the coast, including a delightful fringe of beaches to which the Limenos flock in the winter months. Some, like Miraflores, are so near at hand they are practically suburbs. Among the most popular are Barranco, Chorrillos, La Herradura and Magdalena del Mar.

About 40 miles inland from Lima, on the Oroya railroad, is Chosica, an attractive town endowed in gardens. Limenos go there in the winter months when their city is at its dampest and foggiest, for Chosica, situated at an altitude of nearly 2,000 feet, enjoys weather that is dry, sunny and pleasantly warm.

The city of Arequipa nestles at the foot of three suburban volcanoes: Misti, Chachani and Pichu Pichu. It was named, according to tradition, by an Inca ruler, Wayna Capac. His subjects, following in the wake of his conquest of southern Peru, are supposed to have been so charmed by the Arequipa valley that they asked his permission to remain there. He replied in the Quechua language: "Ari quepay," meaning, "Here we stay."

Despite its Indian beginnings, the Arequipa of today is essentially Colonial Spanish in character. The city's marketplace, named (as in Lima and other big Peruvian centers) Plaza de Armas, has always been the focal point of urban life. Girdled by arcades and watched over by the towers of the cathedral, it is the place where every Arequipa, not bedridden, repairs at least once a day—to transact business, shop, meet friends or just sit on a bench enjoying the celestial climate and contemplating the glorious panorama of mountains rising behind the cathedral.

No description of the market places of the world.

The famous Quinta Bates is to Americans as essential a part of Arequipa as the Plaza de Armas. Established over 40 years ago by the Scotch-Irish widow of an American engineer, a lady known all over South America as Tia (Aunt) Bates, it is a typical South American semi-country residence, surrounded by a big garden filled with beautiful trees. Weather permitting, breakfast is served every morning on its flat roof, from which there is a glorious view of Chachani and Misti volcanoes.

The view of all views in Peru is to be had at Machu Picchu. In order to enjoy it you must travel by train, car and muleback from Cuzco. You can, if you value comfort above everything else, fly over it in a plane, but that is not at all the same thing. At Machu Picchu the remains of Inca glory are rivaled only by natural splendors, not as in Cuzco, by the architecture of the Spanish. Cuzco's pre-Spanish monuments, crowned by the tremendous fortress of Sacsahuaman, should not be neglected, nor should the city itself, but for awesome, hair-raising beauty, Machu Picchu is without peer anywhere in the world.

Machu Picchu is a magnificent group of mountains, now veiled in mist, now bathed in sunshine—a ring of huge towering peaks, a half dozen of which are shaped like the Sugar Loaf in Rio's harbor. Rising up from this natural beauty is the broken, mysterious city, a huddle of roofless white buildings of stone, admirably smoothed, polished and joined together, blending in silent harmony with the mountains, merging with the mist and sunshine and shadows in an unending succession of haunting patterns. It is the kind of place one sees once in a lifetime, if lucky, and remembers for the rest of it.

HOW TO GET THERE

By air: Panagra (Pan American Grace Airlines) has a daily express flight called ELINTERAMERICANO from Miami to Lima. Connecting flights from New York can be made on National Airlines and Eastern Airlines, the entire trip taking about 17 hours. The fare one way from New York is $406.47; round trip, $749.13. Peruvian International flies from New York to Lima four times a week in 23 hours, stopping at Washington, Havana and Panama City. The fare one way is $387.90; round trip, $712.

HOTTEST GIFT IDEA IN AGES!

HOLA! EE'TS OREGINAL! TOLALA! EE'TS DEEFFERENT!

 [...]
SAVES food money every day!

SAVES money on baby food! Makes food for baby from some fruits and vegetables you serve the rest of your family!

SAVES money on meat! Grinds left-over meats for croquettes; makes full jar of sandwich spread from 2 wiener, one pickle!

SAVES money on vegetables! Makes soups from leftover peas (other vegetables) and milk. Delicious, yet costs only a few pennies.

SAVES money on fruit! Makes full pint of orange juice from one orange; delicious drinks from any fruit you happen to have.

Knapp-Monarch Co.
ST. LOUIS 16, MISSOURI
(Made, of Sparklets, Royal-A-Mist, Magik Mist. KM appliances also manufactured in Canada)

HOUSE & GARDEN

SAVES 22 forms
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SAVES food money every day!

Delicious, yet costs only a few pennies.

Serve the rest of your family!

Knapp-Monarch Co.
ST. LOUIS 16, MISSOURI
(Made, of Sparklets, Royal-A-Mist, Magik Mist. KM appliances also manufactured in Canada)

CHRISTMAS GIFT

BY MARION W. FLEXNER

CHRISTMAS in the deep South always began with the arrival of the family retainers early in the morning. "Christmas Gift," Christmas Gift," they shouted, and we answered, "Christmas Gift." Then presents would be exchanged. Mammay had made a batch of my favorite cookies, a hickory nut cake for mother and father. Mahaley, the upstairs girl, had collected tiny scraps of material and duplicated my dresses for my favorite doll. Old Uncle Bud had potted a small cedar tree which we always put in the middle of our table, hung with ornaments.

Here are a few suggestions for an old-fashioned Christmas and some home-made goodies for gift boxes. Many are treasured recipes from my husband's family and mine.

KENTUCKY BLACK CAKE

Brown 2 cups of flour in the oven. Stir from time to time to prevent stick-ing. Set aside and cool. Sift. Mix ½ cup each of seeded raisins, chopped dates, chopped figs. Pour 2 thps. of whisky over the fruit and stir in well. Let stand 2 hours or until all the liquor has been absorbed. Cream ½ cup butter with 1 cup brown sugar (packed firm). Add 2 well beaten eggs and ½ cup sour cream.

Pour the batter into a greased and floured tube pan or a loaf pan and bake in a moderate oven (350°) from 1½ to 2 hours, or until cake tests done. This takes about an hour. Test after 50 minutes, however. Do not overcook, as then the cake will be dry.

Christmas Pastries and Cookies

I often give boxes of mixed pastries and cookies as Christmas gifts, and here follow some of my favorite recipes. However, I must warn you that these recipes call for butter, must be made with butter. I found that if the cakes or cookies were to be kept for any length of time, cookies and cakes made with butter kept fresh much longer. And there is no doubt that the texture of cakes is much finer when butter is the fat used.

Christmas Crullers

This is the recipe of the real Little Colonel—Hattie Cochran (Mrs. Albert Dick) and it is with her permission (Continued on page 189)
LIMA’S GARDENS

In the Peruvian capital native plants grow beside American importations

The Humboldt Current from the Antarctic skirts the shores of Peru, bringing fog for half the year, almost continuous sunshine in the days of its summer and rain practically never. The coastal range of the Andes, ghostly and naked of vegetation, rises behind the capital. Beyond this lie the deep, green valleys of the Sierras through which the rivers flow northeast and ultimately past the Amazon rain forests to the far Atlantic. But along the coast of Peru shorter and less majestic streams rush down from the neighboring mountains to create oases.

In such a garden, sharply defined against the gray, tawny desert, stands Lima, one of the cleanest large cities of the world, free of soot and, despite an annual rainfall of less than two inches, of dust as well. Mostly a modern town since the earthquake of 1931, its present rapid growth has thrust the new residential districts to its edges through which run neatly planted parkways.

An extravagance of tropical and sub-tropical flora flourishes; various heliconia, the strelitzia or Bird of Paradise flower, the shell-ginger, the petrea volubilis or Queens Wreath with its long sprays of lavender blossoms, each dotted at its center with a small exclamation of purple like a little violet. Lovelier than these are the clear yellow, waxy blooms, often five inches across, of the climbing allamanda and, most beautiful of all, the sache or frangipani. This famous shrub may be seen elsewhere, of course, with its shell-like blossoms of pink, white, or yellow against the long thick glossy leaves, but one must fare far to see, as in Lima, flowers happily combining all three shades.

People have common foibles all over our planet, and in Peru it is amusing that garden enthusiasts long for our modest North American plants, just as we attempt to grow, to winter in our greenhouses and to bring forth in summer, importations from the tropics which must lead an artificial and somewhat frustrated existence away from home. Like us, some Limenos go to much trouble with such strangers. They dig up their spring bulbs to keep them for a time in refrigerators lest they blossom among their leaves. Of lilacs and peonies they despair.

The Quinta de Presa, built in the late eighteenth century probably for the Viceroy Amat, is Lima’s single truly celebrated garden, partly because of the tradition that it was the scene for the tale of La Pericholi, the actress in Thornton Wilder’s Bridge of San Luis Rey, and partly for its own charm. It is perhaps the only old garden of Lima, a bit neglected (the former mansion is a barracks) but with an atmosphere of interrupted romance. Once in a fashionable part of the city, it is now on “the wrong side of the tracks,” more correctly of the Rimac River, and visitors seldom disturb its quiet.

The paths of the Quinta de Presa are lined by clipped cedar hedges behind which bloom roses, frangipani, plumbago, allamanda, jasmines, and several shades of that pink canna which does so extremely well in Peru. At one side a tiny playhouse has climbed into a spreading tree; on the other a sentimental pavilion seeks the shade of the most magnificent jacaranda I have ever seen, a good 200 years old, 50 or more feet in height.

Let the chimes ring
Merry Christmas...
give an authentic
SETH THOMAS
-the finest name in clocks

Traditional design with modern lines, the Preston. Ideal for narrow mantels. Hour and half-hour chime strike. Electric or spring-wound. Height 8 9/16 in. $81

Duo-Temp Thermometer, made by Marsh Corp., Skokie, Ill., tells outdoor as well as indoor temperatures. Sensitive metal bulb, outdoors, is connected by tubing with instrument in house. Handsome heigh plastic case is protected from weather and so are you. Upper scale for outdoor temperature, lower scale for indoors. $7.50. Lake Shore Gifts, Bluff St., Glencoe, Ill.

REFRESH AIRE removes cooking, tobacco, sick room odors from average size room. Unit, in ivory or walnut plastic finish, works by Sylvania electronic tube. Plugs into any AC outlet, has pilot light to indicate when it is on. Place it in high position. In kitchen turn it on before you cook. Made by Refresh Aire Omnizer Corp. Price $16.95 at Lewis & Conger, N. Y.

DUO-FAST PUTTY MASTER helps you put in new window panes yourself. It has a blade end to scrape off old putty and apply the new putty. It has angle end which acts as a guide in shaping new putty neatly along edges of glass and packs it tightly. Single stroke action does job quicker, saves you from wasting putty and time. $1. Fastener Corp., 860 Fletcher St., Chicago, Ill.

TRAVERTONE TILE, a new sound-proofing material, is fissured in a way that not only absorbs noise effectively but also provides a decorative ceiling texture. Tiles are 12" x 12", 6" x 12". The 5/8" thickness has insulating value and is rated fireproof. Back takes adhesive well for lasting installation. White finish can be painted. By Armstrong Cork Co., Lancaster, Pennsylvania.

French opera plates, right, are copies of gay originals showing scenes and music from great operas. From Vernon Kilns, salad or fruit size cost $1.50 each, 14" chop plate $5.75, G. Schirmer, N.Y.

Spiral Christmas candle, right, white with bright red, made by Will & Baumer. Price 50c apiece at F. & R. Lazarus, Columbus, O.


Candlestick of heavy, brilliant Steuben glass, left, 13" tall, has a twisted motif inside stem. Pair $120, available at Steuben's, N. Y.

Silver plate epergne, left, by National Silver Co., holds two bowls for flowers, fruit or punch, is decorative empty. $20 includes tax, Plummer's, N. Y.

The Troy Blanket Mills trace their history to Thomas Goodall's venture in 1851, but it was not until 1865 that the Ripley family, which still heads the concern's management, became associated with the industry. Today a diversified line of essential products including lining for work clothes, institution and saddle blankets and automobile robes are manufactured by contented workers, over 68% of whom have been with the mills over five years.

Because we are interested in the promotion and protection of all quality New Hampshire products, we are pleased to recognize one of the leaders.
Everywhere... the Hennessy Hour

is the friendly hour

Quietly you share your ideas... your friendship while sharing the world's preferred Cognac... its magnificent bouquet a subtle background for its clean distinctive taste... for perfection maintained consistently for almost two centuries.

HENNESSY
Cognac Brandy
The World's Preferred Cognac

84 Proof

TURNS WITH A CORKSCREW

If your cellar includes these, you will be ready to greet all comers, keep open house over the Christmas season.

For all the year, Christmas calls for the most varied entertaining. Your parties may be at any hour of day or night and will include all ages. With no more warning than the bell, you may open the front door to a lot of uninvited guests. So as hospitality is the season's watchword, be prepared by having the right liquors on hand. It will all begin a day or two before Christmas when your aunt and uncle stop by to leave their presents and pick up the package you wrapped for them so carefully. They have a lot of calls to make, but they will take a small glass of sherry in the hall, just for cheer. Christmas Eve night is apt to be hectic. After dinner, and before the children go to bed, you will enjoy the ritual reading of The Night Before Christmas, accompanied by a sip of port. Then, while stockings are being filled, safe from security leaks, while wreaths are hung and tree-light circuits tested out, a brisk ring of the doorbell announces your neighbors and their friends, who propose to spend the evening singing carols. Before they go home, give them a small hot toddy to sip in front of the fire. At the celebration around the tree, champagne is as classic as tinsel. Finally, for the afternoon of the big day, when you must stand by for unpredictable numbers of guests, there is no drink to beat a hot rum punch, nor a jollier way of saying "Merry Christmas" to your friends.

TOAST TO CHRISTMAS under the tree. Like the lighted candles, a glass of champagne is time-honored. It is served here in classically simple glasses from Sterling on a festive scarlet Irish linen tablecloth. "Talisman Rose" five-branch candelabrum from the Franklin M. Whiting Co.; antique silver champagne cooler from S. Wyler; Americraft ash tray; Pol Roger champagne, W. A. Taylor & Co.
AFTERNOON AT HOME. A hot rum punch, which can be made in small batches but is easily expandable, is a solution for Christmas afternoon. For each portion count 2 oz. Jamaica rum, 1 tsp. sugar, juice of half a lemon, ¼ cup very hot water. Blend, ladle into heated mugs (stick cinnamon is optional). Punch bowl and silver cups from Plummer, Ltd.; Myers's Jamaica Rum, R. U. Delapenha & Co.

IN THE FRONT HALL. To greet anyone delivering a present, a silver tray bearing glasses and filled decanter offers hospitality even to guests who can only stay a minute. Of thin, hand-blown modern Austrian glass, the “Ambassador” pattern sherry set is from Van Dugteren & Sons. Harvey’s Bristol Cream Sherry, Park & Tilford Import Corporation; all Christmas decorations courtesy Staples Smith, Inc.

FOR A CHRISTMAS EVE READING of the time-honored classics, whether Dickens or Moore, geared to the cold weather outside and the fireside mood is this after-dinner stand-by of port and crisp apples. The amethyst decanter is from the Cambridge Glass Co., the port glass from the Imperial Glass Corporation. Danish Silver knife in the “Karen” pattern. New York State Tawny Port by Taylor Wine Co.

smooth, fragrant, delicious...add holiday cheer with these cordials and fruit flavored brandies.

As after-dinner liqueurs or in cocktails, de Kuyper cordials will bring you and your holiday guests luxurious flavor. Equally delicious are the famous de Kuyper fruit flavored brandies. Made in America for the past 14 years identically as in Holland for centuries. On sale at most good dealers everywhere...

P.S. Remember to give de Kuyper!
CINCO
Sto-a-way ALUMINUM
COMBINATION STORM SASH AND SCREENS
give you
COMFORTS YOU NEVER THOUGHT POSSIBLE...
CONVENIENCES YOU'LL ENJOY THE YEAR 'ROUND

Yes—any storm sash will save fuel—but Cinco gives you
complete freedom from seasonal changing, repairing and
storing of storm windows and screens. THEY'RE SELF-
STORING! Whatever the weather, or season you can have
rainproof, draft-free, filtered-screen ventilation—never a
worry about sudden rain or snow storms.

Cinco is storm sash—Cinco is screens—Cinco is weather-
proofing—in one permanently installed, beautiful alumi-
num unit for lasting freedom from seasonal maintenance.
Patented Thermolok® Closure Frame assures permanent,
weather-tight fit.

If you want to save fuel... and have a more healthful, cleaner
and safer home... look in your telephone book for your
Cinco distributor or send coupon for illustrated literature.

Household Short Cuts

Make housekeeping less work, more
interesting with these new products

Bake a jolly gingerbread man
to surprise the children this
Christmas. Use this heavy cast
aluminum double mold, right,
13" high, with your favorite
recipe or a quick-mix. Also,
12" Santa or Lamb molds, $3.25 ea.
Post Mart, New York.

Cupboards look neat-
er, handles are safer
with this new plastic
cup rack, left. Will fit
under shelf, on wall,
at any angle. In red,
yellow, white. Two
Cup Clips for $2.
Ham-
macher Schlemmer.

One-handed flexible
mixer whips eggs, blends
sauces in a jiffy; does a tablespoon
of cream in a few strokes. The Wit-
whip and plastic measuring cups with
fused-in stainless steel bottoms insure
picking up every last drop. Set: 1 pt.,
1 qt., whip. $5. Lewis & Conger, N. Y.

Soda maker, newly designed,
turns plain water into fizzing
club soda. The Sparklet Syphon
charges through the bottom to
insure high degree of carbo-
nization. Chrome-plated body,
$10. Bamberger, Newark 1, N. J.
PLASTIC BROOM with tough-wearing, washable bristles pulls up dust and lint. Dura-Broom in colors, $2.50, Macy's.

DRIPLESS STRAINER, right, with built-in base won't leak, warp. All-Power Styrene Sink Strainer, 69c, Barker Bros., L. A.

CERAMIC PUDDING DISHES for baking or storing leftovers, with delft blue band. Set is $12.50; or $1.50, $2.50, $3.50, $5. Finnish Art Shop.

RECHAUD COPPER STOVE with flame shield used by fine continental restaurants, heats by large Sterno. For chafing dish cookery or keeping food hot. $27.95. Hammacher Schlemmer.

CORNSTICK PANS, left, in black ironware are back. This pre-seasoned cast-iron pan by Wagner needs no breaking in. Bakes 7 golden cornbread sticks. $1.15, Altman's.

"We call it our glamour room"

“Everyone says, ‘Oh, how beautiful’... when they see our new bathroom. And, it does have so much style and beauty that we actually call it our glamour room.”

And why not... in Eljer China Lavatories, for example, the overflow outlet is hidden under the front, antisplash rim of the basin. And, the rugged, rigid, cast-iron base of Eljer Bathtubs makes possible a smooth, extra-thick, glass-like finish that is easy to keep sparkling clean. Eljer Water Closets are quiet and efficient... made of real vitreous china that just naturally resists stains and is impervious to all ordinary acids.

Ask your plumbing contractor about Eljer Fixtures, made to suit every purse and purpose... or write to Eljer Co., Box 192, Ford City, Pa.

THE HEART OF YOUR PLUMBING SYSTEM

Avoid the annoyance of dripping faucets. Thanks to new, exclusive construction, Eljer Faucets turn off or on with a touch of the finger... another reason for always specifying Eljer Fixtures in bathroom, kitchen or laundry.
MECHANICS OF LIVING
continued from page 174

VENTILATING FAN changes air every two minutes in kitchen 9' x 12' x 8' high. Quiet in operation, 10-inch fan with fast-moving plastic blades is concealed in wall behind 3-ring plastic grille. Pull chain starts or stops fan and simultaneously opens or closes insulated door behind fan. Plastic grille is easy to remove and wash. $34.95. Westinghouse Electric Corporation, East Springfield, Massachusetts.

WELDWOOD GLUE, water-resistant and non-staining, exceptionally strong. A durable wood binder of plastic resin, it can be used for small jobs such as furniture repairs and veneer replacement as well as for building construction outdoors and for boats. Mix it with cold water. 15c, 35c, 65c, 95c cans in hardware, paint stores. U. S. Plywood Corporation, New York, N. Y.

DRYOMATIC dehumidifier takes up excess moisture in basements or other rooms. A fan pulls in humid air through dust filter, directs it through adsorbent moisture filter, returns dry air to room and automatically disperses water to outside atmosphere in form of vapor. Regulator lets unit operate only if necessary. $295. Dydromatic Corp., 15 Union Ave., Baltimore, Maryland.

SCRIBBLE PADS are not just for doddlers. They are good writing surfaces at desk and telephone. Of Vinylite plastic, they are readily cleaned with Scribble Off solution which comes with the pad. On plywood backing, they make good bulletin boards. Sizes 10 by 16 1/2 inches to 20 by 50 inches are from $1.50 to $9. Ruhl Development Company, 241 16th Street, Toledo, Ohio.

HASKO BLOCK FLOORING is made of waterproof plywood 12 inches square, 3/8" thick. Northern oak blocks have chip-proof finish applied at factory, eliminating finishing at job. Minimum of cutting or fitting. Alternating grain effects are possible, blocks are tongue and groove. Approximately 90c per square foot installed, 60c uninstalled. Haskelite Corp., Grand Rapids, Mich.
### BUILDING DATA

**Builder:** Hans Tobiason  
**Foundation:** Poured concrete footings; 12" concrete block foundation walls  
**Exterior walls:** 8" concrete block or vertical siding  
**Roof:** Cold process asphalt—Flintkote Co.  
**Insulation:** In roof and walls  
**Doors:** Paine Lumber Co., Ltd.  
**Windows:** Hope's Windows, Inc.  
**Glass:** Libbey-Owens-Ford Glass Co.; wired Magnalite—Mississippi Glass Co.  
**Fireplace:** Welded pipe frame covered with wire lath and insulating plaster hung from plastered brick chimney  
**Interior walls:** 2 x 4 studs; plastered 2-coat sand finish  
**Ceilings:** Plastered  
**Floors:** Bedroom wing, rubber tile—Hood Rubber Co.; plaza—flagstone; living room—hardwood; kitchen and second bathroom—linoleum.  
**Hardware:** Satin-chrome finish throughout; locks—Schlage Lock Co.; bathroom accessories—Charles Parker Co.; special design door pulls—Colonial Bronze Co.  
**Paint:** Cement paint—E. & F. King & Co., Inc.; oil and pigment on vertical siding  
**Heating:** Oil burner—Petroleum Heat & Power Company; boiler—Spencer Heater Division—Aviation Corp.  
**Controls:** Minneapolis-Honeywell Regulator Company  
**Plumbing:** American Radiator & Standard Sanitary Corp.  
**Kitchen equipment:** Linoleum counters—Armstrong Cork Co.; fan—Universal Blower Co.; range and refrigerator—General Motors Corp.  
**Laundry equipment:** Washing machine—Bendix Home Appliances, Inc.

---

In any of the extensive selection of Widmer's Wines you will find reflected the warmth and beauty of these sun-drenched rolling vineyards where, in one small picturesque section of America, Nature has conspired to supply abundantly all of the varied elements essential to the cultivation of fine wine grapes.

New York State

Widmer's Wines

Widmer's Wines Cellars, Inc., Naples, N.Y.

---

Whether it's a luncheon or a dinner party, Tausend CEL-O-SHEEN* adds a note of distinction to every occasion. These quality rayon damasks seem to get lovelier with each laundering for they are woven entirely of serviceable, silvery white Celanese* yarn. Presented with pride by leading stores in dinette to dinner sizes.

*A Tausend Creation*

LOOMED BY FIELD CREST

---

Cel-o-sheen*  
A RAYON DAMASK OF ALL-CELANESE* YARN  
FELIX TAUSEND & SONS • 114 FRANKLIN ST., N.Y. 13
SOPHISTICATED PUNCH BOWL

Now—dispense traditional cheer in the modern manner with this smart new punch set. Hand blown, brilliant crystal, an exclusive design of West Virginia Glass artisans. This handsome, footed punch bowl, shaped like a magnificent and copious brandy snifter, is a welcome departure from the old-fashioned punch bowl—accommodates 9¼ quarts of the beverage of your choice. The graceful ladle and 12 lustrous 5%-oz. cups complete a 14-piece set. Also available with colored handles. Additional cups available from open stock.

When buying glassware, look for the blue and gold label of West Virginia Glass Co. It's your assurance of hand blown, brilliant crystal glassware—smart, modern design—superlative quality—at conservative prices. At gift, jewelry and department stores. West Virginia Glass Specialty Company, Weston, West Virginia.

WEST VIRGINIA GLASS

The Westbourne Cabinet, re-created from an 18th century Hepplewhite piece. Every line, each detail reflects the craftsmanship responsible for the wide acceptance of the gracious Beacon Hill Collection. For illustrated booklet describing our re-created masterpieces for every room, send 25¢ in coin to Beacon Hill Furniture, 121 Albany Street, Cambridge, Massachusetts.

Beacon Hill Furniture carries this mark of craftsmanship

WEST VIRGINIA GLASS

Three-piece silver buffet set, right, in the "Puritan" pattern, includes salad or dessert pair and a pierced spoon for vegetables. By the F. M. Whiting Co., $30 tax included at Bloomingdale's, N. Y.

Three-piece silver buffet set, right, in the "Puritan" pattern, includes salad or dessert pair and a pierced spoon for vegetables. By the F. M. Whiting Co., $30 tax included at Bloomingdale's, N. Y.

BEACON HILL

The Westbourne Cabinet, re-created from an 18th century Hepplewhite piece. Every line, each detail reflects the craftsmanship responsible for the wide acceptance of the gracious Beacon Hill Collection.

For illustrated booklet describing our re-created masterpieces for every room, send 25¢ in coin to Beacon Hill Furniture, 121 Albany Street, Cambridge, Massachusetts.

SMART SET

CHRISTMAS GIFTS

continued from page 175

Every house needs pretty things

Two decks, right, from Western Playing Card Co.'s American Artist series have Lucioni painting reproduced on back of each card. $3.50, set, Altman, N. Y.

Outsize teapot, left, of Justin Tharaud & Son's well-known brown Rockingham ware, holds eight pints, has extra front grip to aid pouring. $6, Bloomingdale's, N. Y.

Three-piece silver buffet set, right, in the "Puritan" pattern, includes salad or dessert pair and a pierced spoon for vegetables. By the F. M. Whiting Co., $30 tax included at Bloomingdale's, N. Y.

Three-piece silver buffet set, right, in the "Puritan" pattern, includes salad or dessert pair and a pierced spoon for vegetables. By the F. M. Whiting Co., $30 tax included at Bloomingdale's, N. Y.

Three-piece silver buffet set, right, in the "Puritan" pattern, includes salad or dessert pair and a pierced spoon for vegetables. By the F. M. Whiting Co., $30 tax included at Bloomingdale's, N. Y.

Wrought-iron trivet of traditional design, below, made by Cray of Boston. Price $7.50, Detroit Mante & Tile Co.

Wrought-iron trivet of traditional design, below, made by Cray of Boston. Price $7.50, Detroit Mante & Tile Co.

HOUSE & GARDEN'S Portfolio of Flower Prints, left, contains 25 reproductions in full color, 9" x 12". $7.50 from Brentano's, N. Y., or Conde Nast Publications, Inc., Boston Post Rd., Greenwich, Conn.

HOUSE & GARDEN'S Portfolio of Flower Prints, left, contains 25 reproductions in full color, 9" x 12". $7.50 from Brentano's, N. Y., or Conde Nast Publications, Inc., Boston Post Rd., Greenwich, Conn.

HOUSE & GARDEN'S Portfolio of Flower Prints, left, contains 25 reproductions in full color, 9" x 12". $7.50 from Brentano's, N. Y., or Conde Nast Publications, Inc., Boston Post Rd., Greenwich, Conn.

More gifts on page 184.

HOUSE & GARDEN'S Portfolio of Flower Prints, left, contains 25 reproductions in full color, 9" x 12". $7.50 from Brentano's, N. Y., or Conde Nast Publications, Inc., Boston Post Rd., Greenwich, Conn.

More gifts on page 184.

More gifts on page 184.

More gifts on page 184.

More gifts on page 184.

More gifts on page 184.
CHRISTMAS TABLE
continued from page 114

SILVER: Heirloom Sterling “Mansion House” flat silver, six-piece place setting, $22.50 including tax, at S. Kind & Sons, Philadelphia, Pa. Community Holloware “Ascot,” 22” oblong tray, $50; 22” oval tray, $50; 15” diameter round tray, $25; 14” diameter round tray, $22.50; 13” bread tray, $14; 14 1/2” diameter chop dish (only lower section shown), $32.50, at Wanamaker’s, New York. Community Holloware “Chatelaine,” three-piece coffee set $119; 22” oval tray, $60; 14 1/2” bread tray, $18, at B. Altman & Co., New York. Ice bucket $57; “Colonial Thread” cake server, $7.20, from Plummer, Ltd., New York. Silver prices include tax.

FURNITURE: Antique mahogany horseshoe hunt table, loose-leaf with movable brass rail 86” wide, 43” deep, 28” high, $1,670; antique Sheraton mahogany armchairs, carved stick back, $457 each, available to decorators at Wood & Hogan, New York.


Whether your furnishings are modern or period, there’s a York White Rose Wallpaper created just for you. Your York Dealer has a stunning new collection of light-resistant, waterfast White Rose patterns. Write for your FREE illustrated copy of “How to Decorate with and Care for Wallpaper.” Also name of your nearest Dealer. York Wall Paper Co., York, Pa.
French Provincial breakfront, left, in French walnut, pickled pine or lacquer colors. Shelf section is wallpaper-lined, Union-National, $485, Halle Bros., Cleveland.

Decorative wall sconce in durable Syroc Wood, right, holds two candles. In Pompadour white or gold, $15 at Ovington’s, N.Y.

Record selector locates and ejects any one of 50 records. Built into mahogany case by the Hekman Furniture Co., $88, W & J Sloane, N.Y.

Victorian side chair, below, has mahogany frame, is upholstered in green velvet. Made by James-town Lounge Co., $55, Meier & Frank Co., Portland, Ore.
PARTIES

the split milk. As to how the pattern varies, for party purposes, offspring can be divided into three classes—babies, which is practically up to seven, children, which extends to the point where your child begins to have "teen" symptoms, and little "teens.

BABIES

Actually, the psychologists say very little children are incapable of group activity. Find something they can all do independently, give each child the things he needs to do it as soon as he joins the party, supervise the whole proceeding and feed them when interest flags. What can they do? Anything simple and manual—sail boats in the wading pool with a boat for each child, play in the sand-pile with a pail and shovel for each, run windup toys, play with balloons. From four to six they love to hunt for things, indoors or out, with prizes for the ones who find the most—and the least. The "spider web," good from five on, is also possible indoors or out.

But they are utter realists—the ice cream and cake is the party. Preliminaries may safely last from half an hour to an hour, after that—how social can you get at six? Let's get to the table. On it, by inexorable law, the standard items—favor, candy basket, "snapper." Or the favors may be in a Jack Horner Pie. For the cloth, unless you are a stoic, big fancy paper one, bibs for first parties, big paper napkins after that. But paper plates are a menace—too light, too unpredictable. Use china or glass but not the Lowestoft.

Two factors govern the food—they still eat their big meal at noon and they are slaves to convention. The littlest ones will eat scrambled eggs or cereal, but from five on they want: Creamed chicken or turkey
Green peas
Sweet sandwiches
Ice cream and cake

The cake is the point of the party. Up to now they have been eating food; now they are about to take part in a Rite. They all know it, even the littlest. The cake is the Climax. If it can come in on a musical plate, so much the better, but it must be beautiful! If you are willing to undertake a labor of love, make it yourself. Otherwise, button-hole the best caterer in town at least two days beforehand.

THE NEXT SIZE

This is the birthday party you remember from your own childhood, the archetype. You serve basically the same food, do lots of the same things as at the first parties, but the whole "feel" is different. Now your guests are an active, responsive group, can and should be moved as a unit and must be moved often. This is the time for singing games, tail-on-the-donkey, musical chairs. Spider-webs and hunts are still good, but with one child hunting for something the rest have hidden, on the "hot and cold" principle with sound (Continued on page 187)
Endearing Charm in Hungerford Solid Mahogany

The beautiful pieces comprising this attractive arrangement reflect the friendly charm characteristic of Hungerford 18th Century Bedroom Furniture. Carefully fashioned from solid Honduras mahogany, Hungerford open stock is featured by finer stores everywhere. Choose the pieces suited to your own bedroom. Write today for free booklet. Dept. D-12.

solid mahogany by
Hungerford, Memphis

without the embarrassment of having to discuss gifts with friends or relatives. Two girls let us shop with them and take the photographs which appear on pages 120 and 121.

While we were making our survey, a number of weddings took place, so that girls who had given us preliminary suggestions were able to tell us how these worked out. The comments which follow are a cross-section from the letters we have received and the talks we had with them:

Janet Leonard of West Orange, New Jersey, says her own wedding presents have taught her a lesson: give a practical gift. For her the perfect present turned out to be add-a-section bookcases. (One girl we interviewed married a man with 3,500 books! Her case is extreme, but even 300 books—standard—take space.) Units are made in traditional or modern styles, painted or unpainted and standardized so they can be added to at any time.

Bernice Bensley of New York was married on December 5, planned a modern scheme for her Forest Hills apartment. A gift certificate from Georg Jensen's modern department supplied just the fillip her decoration needed. Among her presents Miss Bensley particularly likes her monogrammed glassware and her monogrammed pastel sheets chosen to match yellow blankets given her by her aunts.

Miss Bensley told us a sad story of a friend who will live on a budget in a three-room apartment and received: 24 sterling silver water goblets and 12 sterling silver plates. "All very nice for Henry VIII but not exactly functional for me," she mourned, "and all avoidable if they had consulted the store where I'd picked out electric toasters, towels and furniture." If people persist in thinking of bridal-consultant services in stores as meant just for their friends, duplication is inevitable.

Before her marriage, Mrs. Charles J. Ruth told her friends she would like to have things that are easy to pack, since her husband, a resident in surgery in Seattle, would probably be transferred to another hospital after completing his work there. Mrs. Ruth, who was with United Airlines before her marriage, has returned to her first profession, teaching, and expects to go on with it till her husband finishes his (Continued on page 108).

Bernice Bensley and her fiancé opening their wedding presents.

CLOSET ACCESSORIES could be given by three friends as individual gifts: hatbox, $6.50; stocking box, $4.95; hangers, $2.50, by Lasky Bros. & Elish, at Altman's.

Marjorie Welp is a United Airlines hostess who lives in Denver and plans to marry this May. On stopovers in various cities, she shops in local stores for her own home and for other brides-to-be. She is a strong advocate of a bridal-consultant service which covers all conceivable prices so that would-be gift givers need not be embarrassed when they are confronted with the bride's choices.

Sarah Dodson will graduate from college at Durham, North Carolina, in June and be married that month. Her husband has another year of graduate work, so, like the Ayres (November House & Garden), their entertaining will be informal. She wants gifts that are informal, too. Bonbon dishes are nice, but she also suggests a sugar bowl and cream pitcher, a water pitcher and cigarette cups as variants on all-too-standard scheme of wedding presents.

Marjorie Enes of Cliffon, New Jersey, and her fiancé not only thought a lot about wedding presents, but also asked their friends and came up with a survey of their own. They say a card table and matching chairs (which could be divided up into five separate wedding presents), a bedroom chair, coffee table or set of snack tables to use plans or fit together, are what many couples want most. But to be really perfect, this furniture should be chosen in full knowledge of the bride's taste in decoration.
PARTIES continued from page 185

...effects. Also it’s an age of competition—and lots of prizes. Now, too, a movie projector may be the answer, the program heavy on comics, though from nine or ten on, they also love westerns, dog and horse stories. And don’t be surprised if your child wants only girls or only boys at this age—it’s nothing that dancing school won’t cure.

Your basic menu stays the same, but now details matter, specially to the girls. Fancy sandwiches, checkerboards, cornucopias, ice cream in shapes. Not the Lowestoft, but china and linen. You can add pimento and mushrooms to your basic chicken recipe.

LITTLE TEENS

This is the stage when you’re lucky if you can do it outdoors—if only because your guests are larger, a wonderful crew who have no idea where to expect their elbows, their knees or their emotions. Get to the nearest picnic area if you can. They are also able to organize themselves with a few deft suggestions from you. They like games like Sardines, Hide-and-Seek, Slap and Run... action, action, action! They can only play sitting down if it all happens fast—a point to remember when getting out the game book, in case of rain. They’ll want: Hamburgers or hot dogs
Appropriate rolls
Coleslaw
All the trimmings—onion, relish, etc.
Cola in the bottle (as well as milk)
Ice cream and cake

Now is the time for the paper plates, no table setting, even indoors, and sheets of paper napkins. But the cake must still be magic and appear fully lit, if only from behind a tree, to be sung to.

CHILDREN’S CREAMED CHICKEN

The quantity will serve six amply, eight in a pinch. For more, double the recipe and serve the rest for dinner topped with grated cheese and run under the broiler. Ingredients are:

1 5-lb. fowl, soup greens, a bay leaf, 6 peppercorns, ½ tsp. salt, 1½ qts. water, 3 tbsps. chicken fat, 3 tbsps. flour, ½ cups stock, 4 drops Worcestershire and 1 egg yolk.

Start the bird in the boiling water with soup greens (3 or 4 stalks of celery, a carrot, an onion, some parsley) and seasoning. Simmer till tender, remove to cool, leaving the stock to boil down to 2 cups. Then chill it, lift and save the fat. Cut the meat into small bites. Cream together the flour and chicken fat, melt and stir over low heat for a minute, then keep hot over boiling water. Once the egg is in it must not boil.

HE-MAN HAMBURGERS

Allow a pound of hamburger for a pair of eaters—extreme, but true. To each pound add: 1 tsp. of lemon juice, 1 tsp. salt, 1 tsp. chopped parsley and 1 tsp. cream.
The GENERAL T-12 brings you that new f.o.b. sooner.

The Complete Floor Conditioning Machine

Floor beauty means glistening, inviting, glamorous beauty, the kind that is the economy you'll be amazed!

Here is the floor machine that literally does everything. The GENERAL T-12 will simply glide over your floors—scrubbing, waxing, polishing, buffing, dry cleaning, sanding and refinishing. Just a quick change of brushes for each operation. For that new look of shining beauty, the GENERAL T-12 is the best answer. Also, it is the only floor machine with snap-on side handles for hand polishing table tops, furniture, woodwork, and your car. Everything it touches turns to Brightness. See it at your department store or appliance dealer, or write for information to

GENERAL FLOORCRAFT INC. Dept. H I 7
Manufacturers of precision-built floor machines for home, industry and institutions.

Christmas Day...and every day...you can be FREE FROM GARBAGE!

Hundreds of thousands of men and women are discovering how easy it is to maintain a clean, fresh-smelling home with a Food Waste Disposer. It is the perfect companion for the automatic dishwasher. And it is one of the best values you can buy. Try it and see what a difference you can make. Get more information from your nearest appliance dealer.

IN-SINK-ERATOR is the registered trademark of automatic food waste disposers. Manufactured by IN-SINK-ERATOR MFG. CO., Racine, Wisconsin.

PRESENTS

continued from page 106

hospital work. Because her job takes a lot of her time, she particularly appreciated the practical, time-saving presents. She is enthusiastic about Revere-ware cooking utensils and complete place settings of china, glass and silver and matched linens and blankets.

As we went to press, Mrs. Paul Johnson was feeling herself far more fortunate than many another bride. Her friends asked her straight out what she wanted and they contributed to her French Provincial decorating plans. The result is that all their gifts helped her to stretch her decorating budget.

Another bride, Mrs. Paul Sulli- van, told us that her gifts of china and sterling were beautifully co-ordinated because she was on the "bride's list" at Black, Starr & Gorham's in New York (an excellent service which makes a complete list of the bride's choices). She contrasts her own good fortune with the somewhat awkward problem of a close friend who received 16 dozen glasses and almost no china or silver!

In towns where there is no bridal-consul tant service, the bride's mother or her cousin or her aunt, whoever is close to her, can become consultant on an informal basis. By shopping with the bride or making lists of the things she selects, she can spread the word about that to all her friends and tell them what she needs. What they pick may not be exactly the same, but it will probably become more part of the young couple's lives than things which are too big for their apartments or too elaborate for their everyday plans.

Before you buy a set of china, ask the bride if she would rather have earthenware or china, silver or glass and getting friends to do the same thing. Or investigate the possibilities of buying furniture. When the budget is slim and the entertaining plans large, a sectional sofa, an expensive table, an individual place setting may make all the difference between a skimpy decorating job and a really good one. So listen to the bride before you shop.

DO YOU KNOW THAT A WEDDING RECORD is kept of place setting the bride selects? Syracuse "Sherwood" china, Imperial's "Etiquette" glassware, Lustig's "Modern Classic" silver setting, $37 (tax included), Macy's, New York.

Brides today do so much intelligent planning, for many months before their weddings, that it takes only a little time and forethought to provide them with gifts which will further their home plans. All of the girls we talked to and heard from (and their fiancés and husbands were interested and helpful, too) said they heartily dislike returning gifts to stores. It makes them feel ungrateful. On the other hand, they think it wasteful to keep something that they don't want. It eats up precious closet space till the moment Aunt Jo comes to dinner, then it has to be hauled out (making them feel hypocritical) or is stored at Mother's to tarnish unseen.

These alternatives can be avoided by resorting to the bride's list system. Even at stores which are known for their beautiful and frequently expensive things, there are "small" gifts available for as little as $3 (or even less): a box of note paper, a marmalade jar, individual ash trays, etc. It doesn't matter how much or how little the present costs, the nicest things can be cheap. A white elephant always costs too much at any price, whatever your income may be.
CHRISTMAS GIF continued from page 172

that I give it here. I must add that it makes the most delicious crullers.

Cream 1 cup of butter, softened but not melted, with 2 cups of granulated sugar. I used a Mixmaster, but the original recipe did not call for one. Add slowly the yolks of 6 eggs, 2 whole nutmegs grated, the grated rind of 2 lemons (yellow part only) or 1 tsp. of vanilla if you prefer that flavor.

Stir the butter-egg mixture into 6 cups of flour (measured after sifting). Fold in the well-beaten whites of the 6 eggs. The dough is soft but can be handled. If too soft, put in a covered bowl in the refrigerator for several hours before using.

Roll small amounts at a time, although more flour may have to be added. The cruller dough should be thin—about 1/4 inch. Cut into strips 1 inch wide by 6 inches long. Use a dull knife or a pastry wheel if you own one. Fold these strips in half and twist together.

Fry until golden brown in deep hot melted lard or Crisco at 375°. Then lift out of the fat with a skimmer, drain on absorbent paper and dust heavily with powdered sugar. This makes about 6½ dozen crullers.

ROSETTES

You can't make rosettes without the proper irons, but if you are lucky enough to own some, here's how:

Beat an egg and 1/2 cup of milk until well mixed, but do not beat too long or the batter will blister when cooked. Add 1 tsp. of sugar, 1 tsp. salt, and 1 tbsp. olive or salad oil, or melted butter. Pour this mixture into 1 1/2 cups of sifted flour, beating vigorously all the while. If this is lumpy, it must be strained; the batter should be the consistency of thick cream.

Heat a pound of lard or vegetable shortening in a deep skillet or chicken fryer. When the fat is hot (about 375° if you own a kitchen thermometer), dip the hot iron into the fat. When it, too, is hot, dip it into the batter. Do not submerge more than 1/4 of the iron, however, and put back at once into the hot fat. The rosette should cook in 25 to 30 seconds, or until golden brown. Remove from the iron at once with a dull knife, but be careful not to break, as they are very brittle. Dust at once with powdered sugar.

These rosettes are tricky to make and you must expect a few cripples for the first few times. For instance, if the iron is too hot, the batter won't stick to it. You'll have to regulate your heat each time. If the wafers brown too quickly, lower the heat. If the cooked rosette is soft or gummy, you have fried it too quickly. Don't let all this scare you, for once you get going the rest is easy and the delicately crunchy rosettes you will pile on a platter beside your bowl of eggnog or punch are well worth the trouble and effort (Continued on page 191)
Here is more information on the tables shown on pages 115 to 119.

All prices are approximate. Unless otherwise stated, all stores are in New York.

Page 115


ACCESSORIES: Silver, china and linens same as shown on page 114. Brass and black lamps, base $100 ea., shade $16 ea., Lord & Taylor. Limoges ash trays, $1.75 ea., Mayhew. White porcelain birds, $60 pr., eagle brackets, $400 pr., W. Jay Sayler, Ronson table lighter, $11 plus tax.

Page 116

Upper left photograph.


WALLPAPER: Imperial, gray and yellow stripe, $3.22 roll.

ACCESSORIES: Frank Smith "Fiddle Thread" flat silver, $28 place setting incl. tax. Cacereles, $5.50; salad bowl, $4; dinner plates, $18 doz.; coffee pot, $2.50; cups and saucers, $12 doz.; sugar and creamer, $2.75 set; salad servers, $4 pr.; Carré salad spoon, $2; salt and pepper, $1 set, all from DeSigned for Living. Three-burner brass hot plate, copper warmer, $40; red and white checked fringed napkins, 73 ea., Hammacher Schlemmer.

Lower left photograph.


ACCESSORIES: Copper ice bucket, $20; decanters, $20 pr.; highball glasses, $4.50 ea., old fashioneds, $4.50 ea., designed by Erickson in emerald flame, Dosent for Living. 3-piece sterling bar set, $52 plus tax; napkins, $3 box of R. Hammacher Schlemmer. Alexander M. Bing’s Black and White, painting, $200 framed, Bertha Schaefer Gallery. Solid brass lacquered door accessories, $17, Charles A. McCarthy, Old Taylor, Gilley’s Spay Royal Scotch, Nat’l Distillers Products Corp. right photograph.

FURNITURE: Brandit Cabinet Works, Inc., nest of 3 mahogany tables, $50. Gold upholstered armchair, $179, both at Macy’s.

RUG: Callaway Mills “Valvist,” gray, non-slip back, 9’ x 12’, $80.


Page 117

Upper left photograph.


Lower left photograph.

FURNITURE: Rouseweber oak, glass top table, $125, Cathey’s, Tulsa, Okla. Rug: Cabin Crafts, gray checker pattern, 9’ x 12’, $129, B. Altman.

ACCESSORIES: Limoges cigarette holder, $2.50; ash trays, $1.75, Mayhew Shop. "New Chelsea” 24-pr. tea set, $35, Plummer Ltd. White napkins, $125 for 13 pieces, Lévron, Will Barnet painting, Cockrell, $500 framed, Bertha Schaefer Gallery.

Center left photograph.

FURNITURE: Rouseweber oak, glass top table, $125, Cathey’s, Tulsa, Okla. Lacehsein of Kent sectional sofa, rose beige upholstery by Dorothy Leibes, arm section $165 each, $318 curved section, Abraham & Straus, Brooklyn.

RUG: Cabin Crafts, gray checker pattern, 9’ x 12’, $129, B. Altman.

ACCESSORIES: Limoges cigarette holder, $2.50; ash trays, $1.75, Mayhew Shop. "New Chelsea” 24-pr. tea set, $35, Plummer Ltd. White napkins, $125 for 13 pieces, Lévron, Will Barnet painting, Cockrell, $500 framed, Bertha Schaefer Gallery.

Lower left photograph.


ACCESSORIES: White and gold mug $7.50, stocking $10.50, Ann Hagan.

(Continued on page 199)

---

imported english china exquisitely mounted on solid, lacquered brass

A. Exquisite candelabra 12" plate wall bracket combination. Rare American landscapes in red, blue or plus. 9.00

If purchased by pair...........16.50

B. Bon bon server, 4" dishes, floral patterns of blue, red or green. $9.00

WE PAY POSTAGE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>QUANTITY</th>
<th>1st Col. Choice</th>
<th>2nd Col. Choice</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>$9.00</td>
<td>$8.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Available at Fine Stores Everywhere

MANNING SILVER 72. Lambertella, New Jersey
CHRISTMAS GIF continued from page 189

which you have taken to prepare them.

BLOTT CHOCOLATE COOKIES

This was the recipe of my husband's mother—and very good they are too! They have no baking powder in them and are a soft, not a crisp, cookie, have body, and keep well in a covered tin box.

Stir half a cup of sweet butter (no substitutes) to a cream with 1 cup of sugar. Add 1 egg and beat well, using an electric mixer if you own one.

Put 1 lb. of Baker's bitter chocolate (4 squares) in the top of a double boiler. When melted, add to the creamed butter and egg mixture. Add 1 tsp. of vanilla and just enough flour to be able to roll the dough. Use 1½ cups to begin with and add more if necessary. If dough is too soft, put in the ice box for an hour to stiffen.

Roll small pieces of dough at a time on a floured board, using a floured rolling pin. Roll ¼ of an inch thick and cut with a small round biscuit cutter or fluted cookie cutter. Place cookies side by side on a greased tin or biscuit pan and bake in a hot oven (450°) until cookies are done but not hard. 5 to 8 minutes should cook them (test one). Watch carefully when baking, as they burn easily.

CHOCOLATE BOURBON BALLS

This is a wonderful way to utilize left-over and slightly dried out pound, white, cup or gold cake. Grind or crumble enough of the cake to make a cup of crumbs, or if cake is very hard or stale, put a few pieces on the bread board and roll with the rolling pin. Do not use fresh cake, as it is too moist, but vanilla wafers or pound cake will do.

Take a teaspoon of dough at a time and mold into balls. Roll in plain powdered sugar, or in a mixture composed of 1 tsp. of cocoa and ½ tsp. of cinnamon to every rounded tablespoon of sifted powdered sugar.

Place balls on a tin cookie sheet for two or three hours to dry. Roll once more in plain powdered sugar or the cocoa-cinnamon-sugar mixture. Wrap separately in wax paper and store in a box with a tight-fitting lid. The recipe makes 18 to 20 balls.

CHOCOLATE RUM BALLS

Once when we were baking Christmas (Continued on page 192)
Styled in Today's Tempo

PaceMaker
modern furniture
GRACEFUL • SIMPLE • PRACTICAL

FOR NAME
OF NEAREST
DEALER
WRITE
DEPARTMENT C

AMERICAN
CHAIR COMPANY
MANUFACTURERS
SHEBOYGAN, WISCONSIN
ALSO MANUFACTURERS OF BREWSTER MAPLE AND TROPIQUE

TW0
PERFECT
GIFTS
DETECTO'S
new aluminum
hamper

the famous
accurate
DETECTO
bathroom scale

The world's most beautiful hamper

6 ways better, rust-proof, snap-proof, no rough edges, sturdy, easy to clean. Thoroughly ventilated... hand-painted decorations... seven hue
full panel colors. $7.95 to $9.85.

DETECTO Scales, Inc., 540 Park Ave., Brooklyn 5, N. Y.

CHRISTMAS GIF*
continued from page 191

cookies Velma, my neighbor's German cook, came over and taught us how to prepare rum rings, which she said were made at her home every holiday season.

Cream a cup of powdered sugar with 1 cup of butter, previously softened but not melted. Add 3 hard-boiled egg yolks mashed to a paste, the grated rind (yellow part only) of a lemon, and 4 tbsp. of strong Jamaica rum. Add enough flour to handle—from 2 to 3 cups, previously sifted. The less flour used, the better. Set the dough in the ice box about 20 minutes to half an hour before firm.

Break off small pieces of dough—about a teaspoonful—and roll with the palms to resemble a small pencil. Then press the two ends together to make a wreath. Place about an inch apart on a greased cookie tin. Brush with the white of a raw egg mixed with a tablespoon of water and slightly beaten. Sprinkle with colored sugar, or decorate with tiny red candies and bits of angelica.

Bake in a moderate oven (375°) until cookies are done throughout (8 to 10 minutes should be sufficient). Remove from the pan at once and cool before storing.

CANDIED GRAPEFRUIT, ORANGE OR TANGERINE PEEL

Cut enough fruit peel into slivers with the kitchen scissors to measure 2 cups. Cover with cold water and allow to come to a hard boil. Pour off the syrup.

Put 1½ cups of sugar in a saucepan. Moisten very lightly with water or fruit juice. Put over a flame on top of the stove and let come to a hard boil. Add the fruit peel and let simmer slowly until syrup begins to crystallize. Take out rind with a skimmer and sprinkle lemon juice over it. Drain and roll each sliver separately in granulated sugar. Place on a piece of absorbent paper until peel dries. Be sure that the pieces do not touch. When cool and dry, store in a glass jar until ready to use.

SOLGER'S FRENCH TRUFFLES

Mr. Solger was Louisville's most distinguished caterer in the "gay nineties." Here's his recipe for truffles, although if you want yours to taste the way his did, you will have to use Whitman's powdered sweet chocolate—a brand I haven't seen in years.

Nestlé's or any other good brand of instant chocolate will have to substitute today. Mix a pound of this with a pint of whipped double cream and form into balls the size of a small butterball. Roll at once in grated bitter chocolate. Set aside to harden slightly. If the instantaneous chocolate you use isn't flavored with vanilla, add a teaspoon.

K-VENIENCES give you beautiful, modern closets that hold twice as much—without structural changes

K-VENIENCES are quickly and easily installed with only a screwdriver!

Double closet capacity, keep everything within easy reach!

Save pressing bills, keep skirts and trousers looking like new!

Fit any size, shape or type of closet... make special closets more practical and convenient!

K-VENIENCES beautify your closet... are fashioned in gleaming streamlined chrome.

No other home improvement gives so much satisfaction for so little cost! Now is the time to make the most of your closets. Equip them with efficient, value-proved K-VENIENCES. At leading department and hardware stores.
BUDGET YOUR SPACE

continued from page 122

Here is more information on the Dunbar Progress Group, pages 122 to 125. All prices are approximate. Slightly higher West of Mississippi.

Page 122


Right sketch

Black lacquer drawer chest (left), $265; black lacquer door chest (right), $331. Custom-made units on each chest 41" wide, 10" deep, 4 shelves suspended on lacquer rods. Center unit 48" wide, metal strips connect 3 shelves to end units. $550 for the complete shelf assembly. Dining extension table, $570.

Page 123

Love seat, laminated wooden supports, cushion made of foam rubber on springs, $247 in muslin; arm chair $179 in muslin. Rug "Ghiordes," 1414' x 11', $1200, Ernest Tregenanowan, Inc.

Lower photograph

Wardrobe cabinet, mahogany with natural finish, 60" high, 45" wide, 20" deep, $685. Directors' case made of pigskin with Yale locks, $78 including tax, T. Anthony, New York.

Page 125

Open arm chair, made of laminated wooden supports, held together by steel rods, cushion latex foam rubber over springs, $202 in muslin. Night table, mahogany with natural finish, 20 3/4" wide, 29" high, frosted glass top, $255. Lamp with Czechoslovakian green enamel base, 14" high, square shade, $225, Lightolier Inc. Crystal camellia bowl, $29; salad fork and spoon with sterling silver handles, $10 set of four, Lord & Taylor, New York.

52" diameter, 17" high, $700. Gilbey's London Dry Gin; Cinzano Vermouth; Old Forester Straight Bourbon; Coro net Fine Brandy; Don Q Rum. Sterling silver bread and butter plates, $175 doz., Reed & Barton.

FRANK SMITH SILVER COMPANY
GARDNER, MASSACHUSETTS
LITTLE THINGS THAT ADD UP
continued from page 112

Further information on gifts shown on pages 112-113.
All stores located in New York unless otherwise specified.

Page 112

FOR THE BREAKFASTER-IN-BED: Len- theric sachets made of St. Marys blan- keting, $5 each, at Neiman-Marcus, Dallas, Texas. Matouk printed pillow cases, "Field Flower", hand-screened on "Peersax" Pepperell white percale, $19.50 for full size sheet and two pillow cases, at B. Altman's. Crown Derby jam jar with strawberry design on cov- er, $7.50, Plummer Ltd.


FOR A FRONT DOOR: Toy trophy for decoration, $35, Reed & Stevenson.

FOR A TREE OR AS A CARD: Silk- screened cards, $7.50 assorted dozen, Staples Smith Inc., N. Y.

FOR WINTER AFTERNOON "ATHOMES": Imported teas, Shanghai Jasmine $2.60; Czarina Earl Gray $4; Imperial Green Pinhead $3; Mandarin Lapsang Souchong $3.25, %-lb. tins, Telburn. Silver-plated English tea strainer, $9 including tax, at Alice H. Marks, Fruit- cake, $2.50 pound, Bellows Gourmet's Bazaar. Informal tea cards, $1 a dozen.

For the night before: Emkay candle, $2.50 each, High EE Co., Clevel- land, Ohio.


FOR THE HALL: Copper pompon, 12" diameter, $12, Grimes Display.

FOR THE DESK DRAWER: Plastic knife box at the 5 & 10, $1. Stapler, $1.75; pens, $1; pencils, 70c two dozen; San- ford's ink, 50c three bottles; Scotch tape, 90c; telephone pad, 10c; colored tags, 15c for 18; "Handifile," $1; parcel post labels, 20c; air mail envelopes, 25c package; eraser, 20c; stamp pad, $2.95; Midget pencil sharpener, $1.25, from M. C. Flynn Inc., New York.

Page 113

FOR PACKAGES OR TREE: Snowflake, (Continued on page 196)

YOURS TO ENJOY IN SOLID CHERRY OR MAHOGANY

Fine desks and secretaries are built by Monitor craftsmen. For beauty, for true quality, for un- paralleled value, insist on the Monitor brand.

MONITOR
Furniture Company, Inc.
JAMESTOWN, N. Y.
Bouquets to House & Garden, from thousands who have already seen the Portfolio of Flower Prints and from many more who are eager to own it! The popularity expressed in a recent survey warranted the re-printing of this collection.

Both works of art and smart notes in decorating, House & Garden's Floral Prints are ideal for gifts to your friends...and for your own pleasure. Framed or mounted they add color and charm to walls...are equally attractive in album covers.

Twenty-five four-color masterpieces by American, English and French artists and an Introductory Essay by Richardson Wright make up the Portfolio. The illustrations measure \(10\frac{1}{4} \times 14\) inches, including border, are printed on fine quality paper and are accompanied by explanatory notes concerning the artists and their work.

House & Garden's Portfolio of Flower Prints, handsomely boxed for gift giving, is now ready for delivery, \$7.50 postpaid. Fill out and mail the order form below.

THE CONDÉ NAST PUBLICATIONS INC., GREENWICH, CONN.
I enclose \$7.50 for which please send House & Garden's Portfolio of Flower Prints (postpaid) to:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>My name is:</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Street</td>
<td>My address is:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City</td>
<td>City</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State</td>
<td>State</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Insist on IRISH linen
because it...
leaves no lint...dries faster
absorbs more...lasts longer

Write for free 40-page illustrated booklet on Irish linen
THE IRISH LINEN GUILD - 527 Fifth Avenue - New York 17, N.Y.

You can be certain
Cresta Blanca will be appreciated
Express your thoughtfulness by giving
CRESTA BLANCA, the crest of quality wine
since 1889. You can be certain because
WHERE FINE WINES ARE SERVED
CRESTA BLANCA IS THE LEADER!

© 1948 Cresta Blanca Wine Company, Livermore, Calif.

LITTLE THINGS THAT ADD UP
continued from page 194

made of Lucite, 6" diameter, $2.50 each, Grimes Display.

FOR THE AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPH:
Permo-Vue album $11.25 for 4" x 6" and 5" x 7"; Patrol exposure meter on
a wrist band $16.50; Time-O-Lay for
taking your own picture $1.95 without
cable; photo flood bulbs, #2 white
34c, #1 blue 34c, #2 blue 68c; Kodak
black and white Super-XX high speed
film, for indoor pictures, 36c to $1.14
each, at The Camera House.

FOR A MAN'S STOCKING: Strokesmas-
ter golf score, $1.50, M. C. Flynn Inc.
"Go-where-you-go" shaker top to fit any
glass, $3.95, Lord & Taylor. Bradi
game, $1, B. Shackman & Co. Clear
plastic secretary clips, gilt imprints,$1.95 box of ten, Lewis & Confer. All-
wool felt stockings trimmed with se-
quins, $3, Dutch Oven, Wycombe,
 Bucks County, Pa.

FOR THE HOUSE PLANNER: Red leath-
er scrapbook, $15; scissors from $10
set, Mark Cross Co. Sanford's library
paste, 50c jar, M. C. Flynn Inc., N. Y.
Year's subscription to HOUSE & Gar-
en, $5, HOUSE & GARDEN, Greenwich,
Connecticut.

FOR A BED TRAY: English bone china
bell, delicate filigree with appliquéd
flowers, $5.95; English bone china cup
and saucer, $12.50, from Alfred Origa
Inc. Gold-plated salt and pepper shak-
ers with jeweled ladybug or songbird
on top, $6 plus tax; paper cigarette
holders, $3.50 for 50, from Henri
Bendel.

FOR THE MANTEL: Cupid with cym-
hals, $35, Staples Smith Inc.

FOR TRIMMINGS: Foil snowflakes, 6"
diameter, $3 dozen, Arts & Flowers.

FOR THE BARBECUE OWNER: Brass
shovel, $5.95, Hammacher Schlemmer.
Simtex tablecloth, 54" x 54", $2.19,
G. Fox, Hartford, Conn. Basket of
assorted salts and spices, 20c to 55c a
jar, Bellows Gourmet's Bazaar.

FOR THE NURSERY MANTEL: Deer
made of wood, covered with white
crépe paper, foil antlers, $2, Henri
Bendel.

FOR AN INCipient ARTIST: Spiral pad
drawing paper, 9" x 12", 40c; white
wood manikin, 12", $9; Frescol color
paints, $1.65 set, Mongol W. C. pencils,$2.50 for 24, The Palette Art Co. "A
Complete Guide to Drawing Illustra-
tions, Cartooning & Painting," by Gene
Byrnes and A. Thornton Bishop, $5.95,
Brentano's.

BUY SAVINGS BONDS
from FINLAND

KARHULA CRYSTAL Hand blown, hard cut and hand engraved
by KARHULA'S world famed craftsmen.
An illustrated booklet showing other outstanding KARHULA
vases and bowls and names of local dealers available
upon request.
FINLAND CERAMICS & GLASS CORPORATION
225 Fifth Avenue
New York 10, N. Y,
FIREPLACES

may be opened or closed by a poker or by a knob on the face of the fireplace. A simpler damper, like a solid shutter, is feasible too.

SMOKE CHAMBER AND SMOKE SHELF:
The smoke chamber operates as a triangular funnel between fireplace chamber and flue. Its base is formed by the damper and a smoke shelf. This shelf acts as a barrier to chimney down drafts. With the damper, it can prevent the fireplace from smoking, heat being whisded up the chimney or falling into the fire or room. It can send down drafts back up the flue.

SMOKE CHAMBER AND SMOKE SHELF:
The smoke chamber operates as a triangular funnel between fireplace chamber and flue. Its base is formed by the damper and a smoke shelf. This shelf acts as a barrier to chimney down drafts. With the damper, it can prevent the fireplace from smoking, heat being whisded up the chimney or falling into the fire or room. It can send down drafts back up the flue.

FLUES AND FLUE LINING: The size of a fireplace flue is of greatest importance. A fire burns by means of air, and the flue is the means of pulling air from the house through the fireplace chamber and up the chimney. A flue one-tenth the area of a fireplace opening is generally recommended. It should not be smaller than one-twelfth the fireplace opening area. The larger the opening, the larger the flue required for efficiency. Today flues and fireplace openings tend to be smaller because in our weather-tight houses, the air supply to feed the fire is not as easily obtainable with walls insulated and doors and windows weather-stripped. Outside vents may solve that problem. Every fireplace needs its own flue, and any slope in it should be carefully graded and the flue lining fitted tightly to provide a smooth interior surface. Fire clay flue linings, used in good construction, are made in square, round or bell mouth shapes.

PROBLEM FIREPLACES: The reasons for fireplaces failing to work properly are many and varied. The flue opening may be too small for the size of the fireplace opening. It may be too large and be without a smoke chamber. It may have a damper too short for the fireplace opening or a damper located at the back of the fireplace with no smoke shelf and no protection from flue down drafts. The fire chamber may smoke because it is too shallow or fall to give warmth because it is too deep. The flue may be incorrectly proportioned and built. In an existing fireplace, such problems need an expert to check and correct them. But in building a new fireplace, they can be avoided by following rules of proper proportion.

READY-MADE FIREPLACE UNITS: The problems of proportioning flue to fireplace opening correctly and figuring the right height, width and depth of the opening can be solved simply by installing a ready-made fireplace unit. These are metal forms which usually include the fire chamber, damper, throat, smoke shelf—practically all the working parts of a fireplace up to the flue. They are factory-made as a single unit in a number of sizes with each part accurately proportioned to the others. Their most important advantage is their ability to heat the air and circulate it through (Continued on page 198)

For a Merrier Christmas ... a Happier Future,
Choose the Charming

Gulbransen
SPINET PIANO

Send for Yours
The new booklet of "America's Smartest Piano Fashions"

Bring musical happiness to your children this Christmas and all through the years, with a smartly styled Gulbransen Spinet Piano, famous for over 50 years for rich tone and superior craftsmanship... acclaimed by musicians and piano teachers everywhere.

GULBRANSEN COMPANY
Dept. HG 816 North Kedzie Ave., Chicago 51, Ill.

Colonial and 18th Century Bedroom Furniture in Solid Mahogany
Illustrated booklet 10c postpaid

The CONTINENTAL FURNITURE COMPANY
Designers and Makers of Fine Furniture Since 1901

CHRISTMAS, 1948

At buffet snack-time, Everlast's "Lazy Susan" revolves at a flip of the finger in front of your guests. 15 ½" wide. Has ball-bearing base and 5-part glass dish. Ideal for relishes, sandwiches, hors d'oeuvres. Retails at $7.50*

*Prices slightly higher in the west.
At leading Dept. Stores and Gift Shops—or write for name of nearest dealer.

EVERLAST, 225 Fifth Avenue • New York 10, N. Y.
one or more rooms, in addition to providing the direct heat of the fireplace itself. They have a double-walled metal construction which provides a heating chamber at the sides and back of the fireplace chamber. Cool air can be taken into this chamber through floor level inlets, be heated and rise upward to be redistributed into the room through outlets high on the wall. It could also be distributed to adjoining rooms through other outlets. A circulating fan in these units further improves their ability to circulate heated air so the fireplace becomes a real heating unit.

NEW TYPES OF FIREPLACES: New houses today frequently have fireplaces very different from the Colonial or Georgian types. There are two-way designs built between two rooms. They have a single hearth which may be used from either room because there is no dividing fireplace wall. Cross drafts entering either room may cause difficulty with such a fireplace, but a solution is to have glass doors on the openings and close them from either side. The corner fireplace, open on front and side, affords a view of the fire from two angles, but it can have cross draft problems too, and needs a flue capacity sufficient to its two fireplace openings. A good present-day method of getting maximum heat from a fire is to build a large metal hood out over the front of the hearth and opening. Heated by the fire, it radiates warmth.

CHIMNEY CONSTRUCTION: A good chimney is not only essential to the fireplace but also to your heating system. One of its flues can create the draft necessary to run a fireplace while another carries off the noxious gases of the fuel you burn. A chimney built according to definite structural rules will attain good results. It should stand alone, independent of the house framework, because its massory bulk will settle more than the house will. It needs an adequate size concrete footing under it to support it evenly; this should be laid below the frost line.

Two inches of space should be left between the chimney and any combustible walls, roof or floor framed next to it. The space can be filled with fireproof insulating materials to cut down the chance of fire which is more likely in a chimney than in any other part of the house. Keeping the chimney clean of soot will reduce the fire hazard too. Have it cleaned by suction methods.

Waterproofing is as necessary as fireproofing where the chimney and the roof adjoin. It can be done by metal flashings laid into the roof covering and brought up around the chimney; counter flashings are inserted in the chimney joints and brought down over flashing and roof. Chimneys should extend above the highest point of their house roofs. Two feet higher should be sufficient if the chimney is built at the peak of a roof, two and a half feet to three feet if it is not.
Avoid this needless health-hazard. Ride at home on a Sedwick Electric Elevator or Stair-Traveler. Just push a button and you are there! Safe, convenient, attractive appearance. Used and recommended by physicians. Easily installed. Powdered equipment. Moderate cost. 50 year specialized experience assures your complete satisfaction. Agents in principal cities.

Upper right photograph.
Furniture: Dunbar tables, tile top, $155; cork top, $90; Watson & Baule, Chicago. Harveys leather chair, $99; Knoll Associates.


ACCESSORIES: Lamp, antique gold leaf urn, marble base, black shade, $114; Karox Erickson highball glass, $4.50; Designed for Living.

Lower right photograph.
Furniture: L. & J. G. Stickley cherry terrace server, $128, Bamberger's, Newark. N. J. Chairs, all birch, $45; birch and walnut custom made on special order, Knoll Associates.


ACCESSORIES: Tole tray, $17; "New colored cover, $24 each, Macy's. De Luxe

Accessories: Lamp, antique gold leaf urn, marble base, black shade, $114; Karox Erickson highball glass, $4.50; Designed for Living.

Lower photographs.
Furniture: S. Karpen & Bros., Spin-up table, $224, Mary's. Loeblin of Kent sectional sofa, arm section $165 each, $318 curved section, Abraham & Straus, Brooklyn. Chairs, strawberry colored cover, $24 each, Mary's.


ACCESSORIES: Carmansred screen, $1,150, Bergdorf Goodman, French Linmore luncheon plates, $39 doz.; Swedish crystal glasses, "Bergdala," water and wine, $18 doz., Mayhew Shop. "Symphony" finger bowls, $10 for 4; crystal candelabra, $398 pair, Black, Starr & Gorham. Silver cigarette urn, $6.50; ash trays $3 each, Plummer, Ltd. Imported brown linen mat and napkin, $3.95, Mosse Inc. Fruit basket, $3.60; magazine basket, $2.60, displayed at House of Italian Handicrafts. Glasses by Erickson, $4.50 each; crystal ash tray, $9.50, Designed for Living.

Page 118
Upper photographs.
Furniture: Herman Miller bridge table, $55; dining table $80; chairs, $30 each, New Design Inc.


ACCESSORIES: Beer steins, brown or green, $15 doz.; modern green and rust pottery plates, luncheon $12 doz., salad $9 doz., soup bowls $10.00 doz. Designed for Living. Straw baskets, $3.60 ea., displayed at House of Italian Handicrafts. Salad bowl, $17; servers, $4; cheese board and dome, $10 set, Mary Ryan Inc. Napkin and mat set, $1.50, Mosse Inc. "Frontier Plain" silver, $27 plate setting incl. tax, Georg Jensen Inc. Terra-cotta soup jug, brass stand, $26; chrome ladle, $2, Bazar Français.

Lower photographs.
Furniture: S. Karpen & Bros., Spin-up table, $224, Mary's. Loeblin of Kent sectional sofa, arm section $165 each, $318 curved section, Abraham & Straus, Brooklyn. Chairs, strawberry colored cover, $24 each, Mary's.


ACCESSORIES: Coromandel screen, $1,150, Bergdorf Goodman, French Linmore luncheon plates, $39 doz.; Swedish crystal glasses, "Bergdala," water and wine, $18 doz., Mayhew Shop. "Symphony" finger bowls, $10 for 4; crystal candelabra, $398 pair, Black, Starr & Gorham. Silver cigarette urn, $6.50; ash trays $3 each, Plummer, Ltd. Imported brown linen mat and napkin, $3.95, Mosse Inc. Fruit basket, $3.60; magazine basket, $2.60, displayed at House of Italian Handicrafts. Glasses by Erickson, $4.50 each; crystal ash tray, $9.50, Designed for Living.

Page 119
Upper photographs.
Furniture: Vander Ley Bros. table, (Continued on page 204)
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Use this coupon to order.

BEAUTY APPLIANCE CORP.
3717-23rd Ave., Racine, Wis.

Enclosed find $8.50.Check, Money Order.

Name
City.
State.

The Finest Kitchen Cutting Tools Ever Offered !... These super sharp knives cut smoother, thinner slices with less effort. They'll hold their amazing, keen cutting edge long after ordinary knives are dull.

SIMMONS Super Sharp KNIVES

SIMMONS SLICING KNIFE CO.
Merchandise Mart Chicago 54
New Solar Greenhouse

WHAT A MARVELOUS GIFT for your husband... A cozy greenhouse where gardening goes on twelve months of the year instead of six. Provides perfect conditions for growing anything you choose from violets to orchids. Carefree Automatic Heat, Ventilation and Watering available. Write for illustrated booklet that tells all about it.

LORD & BURNHAM
Dept. H
Irvington, New York  Des Plaines, Ill.
St. Catharines, Ont.

Fascinating book—"Greenhouse Gardening for Everyone"—266 pages, well illustrated. Tells you what to grow and how to grow it. Price, postpaid, $3.50

WHY BUY THE
CHOREMASTER
GARDEN TRACTOR?

...BECAUSE IT'S ALWAYS OPEN
SEASON FOR CHOREMASTER
OWNERS... WINTER—SPRING
—SUMMER—FALL

SEE YOUR DEALER NOW for demonstration
and Best Delivery!

Buy a Choremaster, the all-season all-purpose
garden tractor. Gain dozens of added uses
for snow removal, grass and weed cutting,
cultivating, hauling and many other household,
form and garden tasks. Write for attractive,
detailed literature.

Special Products Div.
THE LODGE & SHIPLEY CO.
304-12 Evans St., Cincinnati 9, Ohio

GARDENER'S GUIDE

WHEN the storm windows go up, so
do the winter feeding stations for
birds. It’s a pretty poor countryman
who neglects this, who doesn’t enjoy
watching birds, keeping them around,
observing their utter profligacy with
seed, their amusing and selfish little
habits. There are many things in life
much less important than watching a
squirrel frantically and futilely striv-
ing to get at a suet cake well out of
his reach. Or the complete and rapi-
cious self assertion of a blue jay. And
if, within doors, a bird in a cage is
singing or parakeets chattering, then
the domesticity of the household may
be said to be well founded.

After a few seasons, the average
gardener learns that plants, like peo-
ple, have to be treated individually.
Certain of them are cool-weather sleep-
ers. Hollyhocks and foxgloves, irises,
crepusculous, shasta daisies, pink and
primulas will resent being smothered
over winter. In mulching them, mulch
lightly. Pansies and English daisies
wintered outside should have a gen-
erous blanket of straw or leaves held
down by boards. Straw or strawy
manure is enough for strawberries.
Rhododendrons and azaleas appreciate
4" to 6" of leaves, and if they be oak
leaves so much the better, as these
make the soil acid.

Still another precaution, as winter
sets in, is to frustrate rabbits, which
may girdle young fruit trees, lilacs
and other newly-set-out woody plants.
Last winter the loss from this depreda-
tion was great, because of heavy snow.
Wire protectors or heavy paper will af-
sure protection. Or trim the fruit trees
early in winter and let the trimming
lie around. Even rabbits must eat.

The final rite to which all good
gardeners attend is laying away the
tools. Before this time the lawn mower
has been cleaned and greased. Now the
hand tools are scoured and well
greased against winter rust and then
hung in their appointed places.

Year after year the prim and
proper books on gardening suggest
that in December we make an account-
ing of successes and failures, look up
why we failed with this or that, and
solemnly resolve to be more intelligent
next year. Our Soviet brethren are
much given to this form of self-criti-
cism in political affairs. But why should
gardeners so immolate themselves on
the proofs of their failures?

My private opinion is that we
gardeners suffer occasional intel-
lectual lapses, just as cooks do. Once a
cook, famous for a certain dish, found
she could no longer succeed with it.
Her only explanation was, “I guess
I lost the touch.” For four years I lost
the touch with Primula malacoides.

This year, for no known reason, it came
back and my little greenhouse bursts
with a plenitude of them.

Still another study would be the
men who made great gardens in the
past. One of the most fascinating was
John Evelyn, who helped design and
give advice on gardens wherever he
went, and faithfully records the facts
in his diary. Less well known was Lord
Zoche who, in the sixteenth century,
planted such an extensive English
garden and traveled so far and so
wide to collect plants for it that he
literally went broke. Then there’s
Blakie, the Scotsman, who migrated
to France before the Revolution,
worked in many gardens, including
Malmaison for the Empress Josephine,
and kept a fascinating diary.

Such studies require a little dig-
ging. But when the eyes tire from
poring over books, there are birds out-
side the window to watch or a way-
ward ivy strand that needs tying, to
shade an African violet from direct
sunlight and, of course, the plants to
water.

Burrpeee Seeds

W. ATLEE BURPEE CO.
3665 Burpee Bldg., Philadelphiu, Pa.


FREE CACTI CATALOGS

JOHNSON CACTUS GARDENS

LARGEST COLLECTION. If wanted for
garden hobby. For your copy WRITE JOHNSON CACTUS GARDENS, Paramount, Calif.

Lord & Burnham

Products

Cincinnati 4
GREEN THUMBS
continued from page 143
With plenty of light you don't have to have sun. And if there's a radiator in front of the window, no matter, a layer of asbestos between it and the plant is the happy solution.

It isn't the heat of your house that discourages, it's the lack of humidity. The humidity that we curse in summer, we court in winter. Get a timeknife to make a galvanized iron tray three inches deep to fit your window sill. Fill this with clean washed building pebbles and water. Set the plants on the pebbles being sure that the bottom of the pot is above the water level.

Spray the leaves with clear water at least once a day and as many more times as convenient. The sunlight filtering through the glass combined with the warmth inside causes continual evaporation. This aura of moisture perpetually surrounding the plants helps keep them healthy. Incidentally, a kitchen window is a successful location for window plants. Steam from dish water and boiling pots increases the humidity. For the same reason a bathroom where frequent showers are taken, is a fine place for a fernery.

A plant whose flowers resemble a cross between an orchid and an iris is the Marica norhthiana or Fan Iris. Its pale green sword-shaped foliage enhances the window garden the year round, and in the late winter delicate blooms mysteriously push out of the sides of the stiff fan-like leaves. Nearly four inches across, the flowers are pure white marked with violet and subtly fragrant. When each bloom fades and new plantlets emerge from the same spot, Marica is often called Apostolic plant because its number of pointed leaves is usually twelve.

One of our favorites and one of the most individual of all house plants is the Sea Onion (Orchisporum comuni). It is well known in Europe but rarely seen here. A Swiss friend of ours tells us that the plant is her grandmother's favorite—her sure cure-all. According to the old lady, apply a omidge of the juice that drips when you cut a leaf, to a bump, bruise or sprain and healing follows rapidly. The Sea Onion thrives on neglect, growing as happily in the north window as the sunny window. White starry flowers on a long curving stalk decorate it a couple of times a winter. Aside from its flowering period, its entire life cycle is a fascinating study. There's no plant like it. The glossy green onion-like bulb, a thing of beauty in itself, grows half out of the soil. At the top of the onion, flat ribbon-like leaves sprout curving up and then trailing down the side of the pot to a length of a couple of feet as the plant matures. These slim leaves may be allowed to dangle loose and long, or, if cut short will curl tightly into charming circles.

At frequent intervals you notice a small swelling on the side of the bulb under its skin. As the swelling grows the skin dulls and finally peels off to reveal a new bulb.
GREEN THUMBS continued from page 201

reveal, attached to the patent, a half dozen or so small shiny green bulbs which loosen and fall off when ripe. Shove these under the soil and they soon send down a root, up a green streamer of leaf, and are off on a life cycle of their own.

A common plant but one no less loved is the Christmas Cactus (Epiphyllum truncatum) with its trailing foliage and branches tipped with scarlet blooms which unfold regularly year after year. Give the plant thorough neglect and little or no water all summer. In the fall bring it to daily watering and a sunny window and again it will be starred with countless glossy red flowers which will last well through the holiday season.

A plant with a forbidding name but amiable temperament is Loropetalum chinense. Its small twisting branches turn abruptly this way and that giving it the appearance of a diminutive apple tree. Suddenly in February among its round green leaves hundreds of honey-colored flowers unfurl inch long streamers. Fresh shoots open daily for about a month.

An old-fashioned flower frequently found in New England windows where its deep pink blooms unfold continually all winter is called patience (Impatiens sultania). It is easy to grow and easy to propagate from cuttings.

In the window garden where it is always summer time—and with frequent syringing to increase humidity, numerous plants of tropical origin will thrive. (Editor’s note: an article by Jean Hersey on tropical plants and ferns to grow indoors will appear in a forthcoming issue.)

Besides looking at and smelling your window garden, you may eat it too! The most appealing outdoor gardens have a few fruit trees—why not try some of the dwarf fruit trees newly developed for house culture? The nurserymen have been experimenting, and today you can even raise your own lemon pie. Dwarf lemon trees, though no taller than 24 inches, produce not only lemons each of which may weigh a pound but at the same time a continuous series of sweet-scented blossoms. Other well-behaved fruit trees for the house include the strawberry guava which grows simultaneously fragrant white flowers and red walnutsized spicy fruit. The dwarf pomegranate’s fruit will add a rich flavor to your salad. And from a Pignee date palm no more than two feet high, you can actually harvest your own dates!

After this excursion into the wild and exotic possibilities of window gardening, we’d best admit the need of something quiet and entirely green as background to all this extravagance. The kangaroo vine (Cissus antarctica) behaves perfectly with or without sun, with or without attention, according to your fancy. There are countless small-leaved ivy varieties.

(Continued on page 203)
DECEMBER, 1948

The Rebecca Thorpe Chair
A delightful solid mahogany chair for the period living room of today. The design is a reproduction of a chair produced during the Adam period late in the 18th Century. The carving is beautifully done and this chair will prove a joy to lovers of the old pieces.

by Jamestown Lounge Co. Jamestown, N.Y.

Ask your dealer to show you this chair

GREEN THUMBS continued from page 202

which will climb up or trail down, whichever you like. All will thrive in sun or in shade as long as they have plenty of light. In addition to the regular Philodendron cordatum is the Philodendron dubium, with its soft shiny greenness and irregularly cut leaves. Don’t be frightened by the name Hedera conglomorata erecta. This upright branching ivy may be trained espalier-tree fashion, if you so desire. Its rows of twin leaves, one on each side of the stalk, appear to unfold each pair out of the one beneath.

The regular care and upkeep of a window garden is a simple matter requiring little time. There are six main points we follow: 1) Syringe the leaves at least once daily. 2) When watering the pots, do a thorough soaking job, then, except in special cases, let the plant dry somewhat before the next watering. 3) Trim off fading flowers and dead leaves and surplus scraggles. 4) Scrub clay pots occasionally, and dip plant, pot and foliage under water. 5) Every two weeks feed the plant tablets or a weak solution of liquid manure. 6) For a few minutes daily let in fresh outdoor air—not directly on the plants but in the same room with them.

As an added bonus and to send your window garden into ever greater growth, there are two more points, not essential but well worth the small effort involved. Always water with rain water or melted snow. Both are free from chemicals and the plants appreciate this. Keep a large crockery jar of rain water where it will be room temperature and readily available. Refill it from time to time, weather permitting. Winter days are short; a hundred watt bulb in a bridge lamp turned on the window garden daily at dusk costs only a few cents and gives valuable additional light. The plants respond with new leaves, rich green color and more abundant blooms.

A healthy growing plant seldom has an insect problem, but occasionally even the best of them succumbs to some little aphid or other or a mealy bug. A solution of DDT and nicotine made up with soapy water is the answer. Dip plant, pot and all, in the solution twice with a few days between, and the bugs promptly disappear. A more amusing way to eliminate insect pests, however, is to buy a pair of chameleons. In the outdoor garden we have the pleasure of watching birds, dragonflies and bumblebees. Fauna in the window garden are equally appealing and serve a double purpose. There are no more amiable eager insect eaters than chameleons. While darting up and down the branches of your ivy, they wrap their small pink tongues around clusters of aphids and leap through the air in pursuit of a house-fly. Since they enjoy light, sun and the moisture of newly sprinkled foliage, they will not leave the window garden, to turn up in your bed!

If you are one to whom a "No (Continued on page 204)
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Trespassing” sign is a tempting invitation instead of an inhibiting influence, you will approve of what I’m about to say. Use all my advice, all these rules, all anybody’s rules as the starting point for your experiments.

Don’t believe you can’t grow orchids in the dining room if orchids are what you like. The fact that a certain plant has never been tried in the house before doesn’t mean you can’t grow it if you want to—if you learn a little about it—where it comes from, under what conditions it grows naturally, etc. Green fingers is the love of growing things, a desire to learn about them, a desire to experiment with them.

Be like the lady on Cape Cod. She had 16 large blossoms on one small geranium in her window. “How did you ever accomplish that?” I asked her.

“Simple,” she answered. “I wasn’t feeling too good, so I went to the doctor. He gave me a bottle of pills. I began to feel so much better after I took them, I decided if they were good for me, they’re good for the plant. So every time I took a pill I shoveled one into the soil. Can’t think what was in them. Plants seem to like them, though.”

TABLES
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under $150, Youngkers, Des Moines.


ACCESSORIES: Rockingham platter, $70 pair, Plummer, Ltd; Lilian Dubin, The Gate, painting, $250 framed, Bertha Schaefer Gallery. Playing cards, $1.75; Gin rummy score pads, 25c; pencil, $2. Hammacher Schlemmer.

Lower photographs:
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This Company pioneered the

House-Lighting-Operated Residence Elevator

Our unique, simple and versatile lifts—INCLIN-ATOR and "Elevette"—have for years enjoyed the public’s confidence. Owner recommendations have been largely responsible for our rapid growth.

"Elevette"

Versatility for Stairwell or corner of room, with or without enclosure.

INCLINATOR COMPANY OF AMERICA

2208 Paxton Blvd., Harrisburg, Penn., U.S.A.
Gardening

Pinecor Power Mowers are shown in a bright new folder. Featured is the Pinecor P290, a precision-built power mower designed for a variety of lawn-cutting needs. Other two power mowers and the new hand mowers are pictured, as is the Pinecor Electric hedge trimmer. Pinecor Products, Pioneer Gen. Corp., HG 12, 5851-49 W. Dickens Ave., Chicago, Ill.

Garden Under Glass with a Sunlit greenhouse. This greenhouse is factory built, assembled on your grounds. It is made in sections 2' 6" long, and can be added to as your flowers and plants increase. The booklet describes the Sunlit features. Lord & Burnham, Dept. II, Irvington, New York.

Kitchens

"Work-Saving Steel Kitchens" shows four basic kitchen layouts, and the wall, floor, windows, and trim cabinets which Geneva Modern Kitchens has provided to meet every requirement. Two pages of accessories indicate ingenious inventions which save steps, afford additional storage and convenience. A section of the booklet contains facilities features of Geneva steel kitchen cabinets, 25c. Geneva Modern Kitchens, Inc., HG 12, Geneva, Illinois.

"Automatically Yours" describes the Roper gas range, equipped with a clock for automatic cooking. Other features, such as the broiler, top burners, are noted. Two facing pages of suggested menus and a scientific time and temperature chart puts your kitchen clockwise. 25c. George D. Roper Corp., HG 12, Blackhawk Park Ave., Rockford, Illinois.

"Kitchen Hints" has devised a checklist of kitchen planning ideas to increase efficiency in the kitchen and leisure house. To help with it, Ten Kitchen Maid plans are drawn in diagram and photographed in color. They illustrate the proper layout and arrangement, versatility and convenience. Kitchen Maid cabinets, with a wood base and an enamel finish, are pictured. A booklet contains kitchen units and convenience features, 10c. The Kitchen Maid Corporation, HG 12, Andrews, Indiana.

A Beautycraft Kitchen is distinguished by its free-flowing modern line, curved-line construction, hidden hinges, concealed wall cabinet door pulls, flush base cabinet handles, contribute to an over-all impression of good design. You'll like the "plate retainer" which protects your china, and对阵 serving pieces. Beautycraft Custom Kitchens, HG 12, 2215 Russell St., Baltimore 30, Md.

Wines

Martha Washington's Recipes, just as she wrote them, are the subject of an unusual booklet, "Leaves From The Table of Martha & Washington." For easier interpretation, The Taylor Wine Company has prepared exact measurements and recipes, but you'll enjoy deciphering the handwritten instructions and trying other fine wines as suggested. Wines are illustrated and described. The Taylor Wine Co., HG 12, Hammondspoint, N. Y.

"Food Is More Fun With Wine" and this little booklet proves it with a selection of recipes which will delight any cook. Hints on wine cookery, and Italian Swiss Colony California wines are listed. Recipes will be a joy to the neophyte and an inspiration to the experienced cook. Italian Swiss Colony, HG 12, 120 Broadway, New York 5.

China & Silver

Fine Arts Sterling has prepared two folders to illustrate "Southern Colonial" and "Transquility." This heavy solid silver, so attractively displayed, carries the Cellini bowl as its hallmark, and the folders tell the background story of each a text. Fine Arts Sterling may be seen only in your home, where a bonded Silver Specialist will help you make your selections. For additional information, write to Fine Arts Sterling, HG 12, South 12th St., Philadelphia 7.

"Romance Of Your Dinnershine" has its roots deep in history, and the materials used in making American dinnerware come from many parts of the world. Twelve photographs and text explain how Salem China is derived. Table settings feature eight china patterns and, incidentally, provide a guide to table décor. You'll appreciate the various settings which can increase the charm and elegance of your adaptations. The Salem China Co., HG 12, Salem, Ohio.

Furniture

Modern As The World We Live In is "Colorful California Contemporary," Sherman Bertram's furniture booklet. Simplicity and a refined gracefulness keynote some excellent photographs of furniture adaptable to any part of the country. Fine fabrics, filling materials, selected hardwood frames comprise such pieces as the Constellation sectional sofa, the Mandarin love seat, the B-19 sofa, Patch Pocket and Rickshaw chair. In the center of the booklet is a set of scale model "planner pieces" which help you to plan your rooms around California Contemporary, 10c. Sherman Bertram, HG 12, S. Grand View, Los Angeles.

"To Match Your Dreams" the Continental Furniture Company has fashioned bedroom furniture in period (Antique & Victorian) style. Photographs and a text history accompany each of the six groupings. Furniture construction is described, 10c. The Continental Furniture Co., HG 12, High Point, N. C.

"Graciously, Spaciously Yours" titles a booklet about Sieding Modern furni- ture. This company concentrates on a tailored look, extra storage space, a large number of units, and to its own purpose tables. Of special interest is a rectangular cocktail table with one glass shelf suspended above a wood shelf base. Occasional tables and bedroom groups are pictured. Notes tell how to care for furniture. Sieding Furniture Company, HG 12, Railroad 3. Pennsylvania.

Window

"Fashions In Windows" is a folder on Berkshires curtains. Its styling are as light and airy as the curtains themselves. Decorating notes make use of Berkeley & Priscilla, Marquisette, Cottage Set curtains and many other delightful window fashions. Six decorator tricks—several will surprise you—are listed. Berkshire Fine Spin- ning Associates, Inc., HG 12, 91A Albany Street, Cambridge, Mass.

"How To Plan Better Windows" is a booklet which gives specification and installation notes for Fenestra Steel Windows. Diagrams help explain such subjects as daylight areas, ventilation, wall space, appearance and special window arrangements. Sketches show interior views of corner, bay, picture, dormer and solar windows; windows over built-in furnishings are also pic- tured. 10c. Detroit Steel Products, HG 12, 2250 East Grand Blvd., Detroit 11.

"Fashions For Your Windows" highlights 17 examples of good window décor. Sketches show how to transform problem windows into decorative assets. "How to" paragraphs describe the hanging and draping of Willaby lace net curtains, panels and over-all floral designs. Instructions tell how to launder lace net curtains, and measuring notes are included. 10c, Wilkens Barre Lace Mfg. Co., HG 12, 21 East 26th St., New York 10, N. Y.

"How To Save Money In Comfort" describes the Burrowes Combination Window, which consists of a rolled aluminum frame, two storm sashes with glass set into individual aluminum frame in rubber cushion and screen sash with aluminum frame and wire cloth. Ventilation finger-tip con- trol, and the elimination of extensive winter maintenance are featured in a four-page booklet. Burrowes Corp., HG 12, Portland, Maine.

Heating

"Wardrobe For Your Windows" is the story of Venetian blinds. Charmingly presented are the color photographs of room settings which have appeared in leading magazines. The book describes the versatility of Venetian blinds for any room period or grouping. Sketches and photographs show how to decorate Venetian blinds against borders of va- lances, cornices and draperies. "Dis- guises Windows" shows how to cover closets, screen a serving space, or create a tropical dining room. Window hints and clues will help you make this a valuable guide. 25c. Venetian Blind Association, HG 12, 545 Fifth Ave., N. Y.

"Collection Of Ideas" is a handsome sketchbook which has as its theme Pella Casement Windows. These are year-round windows, dual-glazed to insulate against heat and cold, weather-stripped to eliminate drafts and equipped with Rolscreen, the permanent window screen that roll up and come down like a shade. Twelve pages are filled with pictures of window décors. You can have bay, corner, French-type, dormer or a wall of win- dows, depending upon your taste and the prevailing style of the house. Pella Casements come in stock sizes, with reinforced frames, special hinges and sash weights. A complete list of the windows is listed, construction diagrammed. 10c. Rolscreen Co., HG 12, Pella, Iowa.

Miscellaneous

"The Magic Of Ultraviolet" explains the term, its uses. The Hanovia ultraviolet lamps are described and illustrated. You'll be interested in the types of ultraviolet generators named in the booklet. Questions regarding ultraviolet baths are answered in this brochure which elaborates upon the technicalities of a still little-known science. Hanovia Chemical & Mfg. Co., HG 12, Newark, New Jersey.

"Binoculars and How To Choose Them" defines the principal parts, and magnification, "field of view" and other factors. Binoculars are pictured as is the H. B. Smith boiler with its special features. Radio- heat efficiencies are described. The H. B. Smith Co., Inc., HG 12, West- field, Massachusetts.

Baham-Wool, a sealed insulation, is made in three thicknesses, has a Spacer Flange which fits over and is nailed to the window frame. This insulation is moisture-proofed, wind proof and fire resistant. Questions regarding Baham-Wool are answered in the booklet. Construction, installation notes are included. Wood Conversion Co., HG 12, 1st Nat'l Bank Building, St. Paul 1.

A Hobby For Everyone can be found by leafing through the pages of a book- let from the Hobby Book Mart. Descrip- tions of books covering many kinds of hobbies, such as "The Hobby Book Mart, HG 12, 120 Greenwich St., New York."
NOW! FOUR HOURS of recorded music AUTOMATICALLY!

RecorDed music reaches new heights of beauty and convenience in today’s great new Magnavox. Not only one, but a dozen of the new LP records can be played with a single loading of the Duomatic Changer! You can relax and enjoy a full evening of recorded music without further attention or inconvenience.

You get more from your present records, too—a fidelity and range of tone you never have known they possess. Magnavox is the one instrument with an acoustical system capable of reproducing today’s extended recording ranges. The first radio-phonograph to play LP and 78 rpm records automatically!

Make it a Magnavox Christmas. This one important gift will mean more to all the family. Magnavox is a three-in-one package for year-round entertainment—radio, phonograph and television. Television can be included now or whenever you wish. Prices include Federal tax.

Mary Moons. James Thurber’s delicious, if somewhat sophisticated story of a princess who wanted the moon has been excellently adapted to records. Columbia Album MJV-46*; $2.25. LP record RL-9002*; $2.85.

Sinbad the Sailor. Against a background of music from Rimsky-Korsakov’s “Scheherazade,” Basil Rathbone and others relate the familiar story. A little slow starting, but fine otherwise. Columbia Album MM-767; $4.

Johnny Applesed. Adapted from Walt Disney’s “Melody Time,” this is a kind of children’s “Oklahoma!” Den- nis Day, speaking and singing, represents all of the characters. Slick job. RCA Victor Album Y-368*; $3.50.

Happy the Humbug has a Birthday. This delightful and pretty sophisticated story, narrated by David Wayne, tells how the Humbug earns a birthday by catching the horns of a dilemma. RCA Victor Album Y-370*; $2.25.

Pecos Bill. Roy Rogers with, of course, his horse, Trigger, and the Sons of the Pioneers, recount the leg- ends of Pecos Bill as adapted from “Melody Time.” Full of action and song. RCA Victor Album Y-375*; $3.50.

Panchito Goes to a Fiesta. Panchito, a Peruvian boy, travels from his home to Mexico to attend a fiesta, going through Argentina, Uruguay, Brazil, Paraguay, Bolivia, Ecuador. Musical. Columbia Album MM-484*; $2.25.

The Wedding of the Princess. It doesn’t seem to prove as much as most children’s albums do, but it’s a pretty affair, rather like an operetta with lovely tunes and inconsequential plot. RCA Victor Album Y-374*; $2.25.

Bambi. Against the music from Walt Disney’s “Bambi,” Shirley Temple narrates the deer’s well-known history. Miss Temple strikes us as sweet and monotonous; children may disagree. RCA Victor Album Y-395*; $3.50.

Billy on a Bike. Vaughn Monroe has devised, narrated and sung this informative script about Billy, a remarkable bike and Mr. I. Magination who traverses the world with amazing speed. RCA Victor Album Y-366*; $2.25.

Lore of the West. Roy Rogers, again, and George “Gabby” Hayes explain life out West in song and dialogue. Simple, pleasant tunes tell how to get on a horse, and enumerate the cowboy’s gear. RCA Victor Album Y-394*; $2.25.

Rhumpy the Rhino. The story of how a bellicose young rhinoceros is transformed into a companion acceptable to his jungle colleagues, is deftly told and sung. Columbia Album MJV-47*; $2.25. LP record RL-9004*; $2.85.

Sylvester the Seal. This is the story of a seal who plays a horn, and the difficulties he encounters in getting a job with a jazz orchestra. For a jazz-struck child, good on a comic book level. RCA Victor Album Y-373*; $2.25.

Come to the Circus. A soloist, Jack Lawrence, a male quartet and orchestra carry on briskly with this musical description of what happens at a circus. Lively, but not a tune we remember. Columbia Album MJ-44*; $2.25.

Christopher Robin’s Songs. We never could endure A. A. Milne, but are told there are children who do. Alec Templeton sings about being halfway up, halfway down with great charm. RCA Victor Album Y-260*; $2.25.

How the Circus Learned to Smile. Spike Jones thought this up, and performs it with his City Slickers. It is fraught with slapstick effects, but we found no explanation of the title. RCA Victor Album Y-377*; $2.25.

Melody Time. Selections from Walt Disney’s film of the same title include “Pecos Bill” with Roy Rodgers and “Bibbo Boogie” with Freddy Martin and “Pecos Bill” with Roy Rogers. RCA Victor Album Y-369*; $2.25.

Tchaikovsky, his Story and his Music. Narrated by Floyd Mack, the composer’s biography is skillfully interspersed with portions of better known compositions. A good introductory album. Vox Album 257*; $4.20.

Mozart, his Story and his Music. Another in the series of which the Tchaikovsky, above, is a part, this one features José Ferrer but provides not enough of each piece for a child to grasp. Vox Album 251*; $4.20.

Prices include Federal tax.

*Non-breakable plastic.
... Insist on White Horse Scotch with its rare distinctive flavor and let your palate decide.
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Cruise TO THE CARIBBEAN AND SOUTH AMERICA

Especially designed for tropical cruising
Grace "Santas" provide all rooms outside
each with private bath
light airy dining rooms on promenade decks
outdoor tiled swimming pools

See your travel agent or

GRACE LINE

10 Hanover Square, New York
Agents and offices in all principal cities